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Try to be precise, and you are bound to be metaphorical . . . for the volatile 
essence you are trying to fix is quality, and in that effort you will inevitably 
find yourself ransacking heaven and earth for a similitude.

—J. Middleton Murry, The Problem of Style

And know that a well-arranged artifact indicates a wise artisan, even 
though the artisan is veiled from sight perception.

—Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Epistles

 (p.vi)
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quiet room, was needed to miniaturize the world.”

—Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space
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Abstract and Keywords
The introduction outlines the art of the object in medieval Islam and introduces 
several of the book’s key concepts. It aligns architecture and the plastic arts, 
and shows how points of commonality between these “arts of the third 
dimension” are drawn allusively in the medieval Islamic context, relying not on 
direct morphological likeness but on indirect models of representation. It also 
discusses the implications of miniaturization and draws distinctions between the 
allusive artworks under discussion and representational objects like 
architectural maquettes or votive models. The introduction tackles head-on the 
unique issues of medieval Islamic portable artworks: the mobility of the objects 
and the problems this raises for traditional taxonomies, the role of the art 
market in the formation of the extant corpus, and the reductive effects of 
museum display and photographic reproduction on objects that were originally 
designed to be held and moved in the hands.

Keywords:   plastic arts, portable arts, miniature, model, microcosm, allusion, three-dimensionality, 
mobility, art market

Trainer of man, the hand multiplies him in time and space.

—Henri Focillon, “In Praise of Hands”

The lot of the specialist in medieval Islamic portable arts is, from some 
perspectives, an alarming one. Before her is a vast corpus of dislocated objects, 
many (if not most) of them without a shred of any archaeological record or 
reliable provenance data prior to their arrival on the international art market in 
the nineteenth or twentieth century. She can never be too vigilant about the 
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authenticity of her subjects, which have a tendency to pick up interesting 
“enhancements” or become optimistically “completed” on their way to market. 
At night she has horrible dreams about clever forgeries. But before you weep too 
much for this hypothetical scholar, consider the extraordinary richness of the 
materials among which she picks her way. The art of the object reached 
unparalleled heights in the medieval Islamic world. Objects of beauty and 
technical virtuosity, objects that traveled and passed between hands—these 
works were at the heart of the cosmopolitan city cultures that blossomed across 
the dār al-Islām in the centuries prior to the Mongol conquests of the thirteenth 
century, and beyond.1

Moreover, the medieval Islamic art of the object offers far more than just 
beautiful surfaces, in spite of the pervasive characterization of Islam as a zone of 
paradigmatically “minor” arts that are to be admired only for their “decorative” 
and sensual qualities.2 Many of the plastic artworks of the medieval Middle East 
are  (p.2) deeply intelligent artifacts born of a culture of craftsmanship that 
recognized what I have termed in this book the “intellect of the hand.” This was 
also a context in which craftsmen engaged the plastic arts in fertile dialogue 
with literature, poetry, painting, and architecture. It is the relationship between 
the last of these, architecture, and the three-dimensional art of the object that 
forms the primary focus of this book, but all of the others will come into play 
along the way. By exploring the potential for medieval theories of perception, 
cognition, and rhetoric to illuminate the art of the object, this text follows in the 
footsteps of others who have also sought to locate artistic practices within the 
broader intellectual history of the medieval Islamic world, and to show how 
artworks were imbricated with currents in philosophy, theology, science, and 
literature.3 In particular, the book explores the ways in which the medieval 
Islamic art of the object synthesized a mutable, visuospatial poetics of allusion. 
By these means, it propounds a system of “likeness” that is quite distinct from 
the paradigms that have traditionally dominated art history, such as 
representation, symbolism, or abstraction. The allusive objects of this book are 
therefore potent subjects not only for Islamic art history but for art history as a 
whole.

The following chapters frame discrete groups of metalworks, ceramics, and 
stonecarvings that allude to buildings, placing the objects into historical context 
and tracing the nature of their relationships with architecture. Groups of objects 
have been drawn from the Eastern Mediterranean to the Iranian plateau and 
date from the ninth to the thirteenth centuries; many of them are from the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, a period of particular acceleration and 
inventiveness in the plastic arts across several regions, and from which a great 
number of artworks survive. Hence, the “medieval Islam” of this book’s title is 
primarily a network of urban locales spread through the Middle East and into 
Central Asia, from the ninth- and tenth-century florescence of Baghdad up to the 
Mongol conquests of the thirteenth century. This is by no means the only 
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possible definition of the term, but a reasonable one for a book dealing with 
urban artistic production and particularly with a vibrant, sometimes 
experimental plasticity that seems to ebb away from many of the luxury arts in 
later centuries, to be replaced by more polished forms. Exploring diverse groups 
of objects from distinct historical contexts side by side and bringing together 
multiple milieux are somewhat unorthodox practices in the field of Islamic art 
history, outside of the special conventions of the exhibition catalogue. But by 
setting each piece and group into its own historical context, while at the same 
time taking an approach that is both comparative and closely focused on 
individual objects, this book allows a category of creativity to emerge across 
dynastic, regional, and material boundaries: the plastic art of allusion.

Arts of the Third Dimension
Allusions to architecture abound across the medieval Islamic portable arts, and 
they have the capacity to illuminate perceptions of both the built environment 
 (p.3) and the arts of making. Lanterns fashioned after miniature shrines, 
stands that reconfigure the forms of garden pavilions or water features, incense 
burners that assume the contours of domed monuments, inkwells that play at 
removes with the egress and ingress of monumental architecture: the subjects of 
this book are functional objects that allude to the forms of buildings without 
precisely recreating them. To coin a neologism, they are archimorphic rather 
than archimimetic, for the most part working through systems of indirect 
reference that allow a plastic poetics to emerge. In each case, the conceit of 
resemblance drawn between object and building has been constructed around 
some perceived kinship between the miniature and the monumental, whether of 
form (for example, domed lids and domed roofs), function (frequently 
containment, whether of precious substances or sacred spaces), or both. The 
web of evocation between objects and buildings is subsequently elaborated 
through a plastic system of allusions, analogies, correspondences, and 
correlations, from the meaningful placement of individual motifs to the 
architectonic articulation, in miniature, of volumetric spaces.

The relationship between the two artforms of architecture and objects is by no 
means arbitrary: despite differences in scale, both are arts of the third 
dimension. Indeed, if one thinks of things like furnishings or tilework, it is not 
always possible to say where architecture ends and objects of use begin. Art 
history, with its disciplinary predisposition toward images, tends to frame its 
subjects in imagistic terms. The paradigm is undoubtedly a productive one: as 
the doyen of Islamic art history, Oleg Grabar, has observed, “there are many 
mansions for the feast offered to the mind by the eyes.”4 But why stop at the 
eyes? For the arts of the third dimension, the contiguous faculties of touch, 
sound, smell, and even taste must be invited to the table as well. Without 
attempting exhaustively to recreate a medieval “sensorium,” throughout this 
book I bring the reader’s attention to the material and haptic aspects of the 
subjects of study, their weight, their physical and spatial presence, and the 
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temporal experience of manipulating them.5 The allusive relationship between 
objects and buildings explored in the following chapters acts within a regime of 
resemblance rather than representation—meaning that parallels should be 
sought not only in morphology but also in structure, function, and 
phenomenology, where connections reside that are manifested, in Foucault’s 
terms, “by virtue of imagination.”6

Given the cognitive duality of the materials under study, it will be best to frame 
an example here as a point of departure. Mehmet Aga-Oglu, one of the great 
pioneers of Islamic art history, was among the first to give serious consideration 
to the observable reciprocities between monumental architecture and the plastic 
arts of the medieval Middle East. In an article that appeared in The Art 
Quarterly in 1943, titled “The Use of Architectural Forms in Seljuq Metalwork,” 
he proposed that the striking fluted bodies of some ewers from Khurasan, the 
northeast region of the Iranian plateau, were signs of “an artistic approach 
influenced by  (p.4) architectonic thought.” Specifically, he likened them to 
tomb towers.7 The article is brief, and structured around an explicated sequence 
of “compare and contrast” image pairings that seem to have been drawn in large 
part from the then recently published Survey of Persian Art (1938–1939). In fact, 
it probably stands as a testament to that publication’s unprecedented 
assimilation of a superabundance of diverse materials into six navigable 
volumes. The image pairings as originally presented in the article substantially 
aided Aga-Oglu’s argument, for they reproduced ewers and buildings at roughly 
equal dimensions and in grayscale—a reprographic convention that enhances 
both the monumentality of the objects and the sculptural iconicity of the 
architecture. Although short, Aga-Oglu’s study neatly illustrates both the 
possibilities and the pitfalls of direct morphological comparison as a 
methodology for linking objects with buildings.
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Figure I.1  Tomb tower, Kishmar, Iran, 
thirteenth century.
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Figure I.2  Ewer, Khurasan, late twelfth 
or early thirteenth century. Copper alloy 
with silver and copper inlay. Height 32 
cm.

The relationship between 
objects and buildings is 
intriguing when Aga-Oglu 
brings the thirteenth-century 
Kishmar tomb tower (Fig. I.1) 
into conjunction with a 
Khurasanian inlaid ewer of the 
late twelfth or early thirteenth 
century, now in Berlin (Fig. I. 
2).8 The principal point of 
formal kinship between the two 
is the use of alternating convex 
flutes and triangular ribs to 
articulate the full length of the 
cylindrical body or shaft, 
something that appears on a 
few surviving ewers of this 
type.9 As Aga-Oglu notes, the 
combination of alternating 
flutes and ribs was not common 
on surviving Iranian tomb 
towers, although its celebrated 
appearance on the Quṭb mı̄nār 
(begun by c. 1200) at Delhi 
suggests it might once have 
been in more widespread 
architectural use.10 He stages a 
similar comparison between the 
tomb tower at Radkan in 
northeastern Iran (dated to 1205–1206 by Sheila Blair, and to 1280–1281 by 
Ernst Herzfeld; Fig. I.3) and a ewer now in the Metropolitan Museum (probably 
also late twelfth- or early thirteenth-century; Fig. I.4): both are articulated with 
vertical convex flutes.11 In both of these pairings the  (p.5) analogy between 
vessel and tomb tower is encouraged by the rough geographical and temporal 
proximity of the subjects, and propelled by the striking formal likeness between 
the monumental and miniature articulations of the vertical bodies of buildings 
and objects.

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-1#oso-9780190695910-chapter-1-figureGroup-1
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-1#oso-9780190695910-chapter-1-figureGroup-2
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-1#oso-9780190695910-chapter-1-figureGroup-2
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-1#oso-9780190695910-chapter-1-figureGroup-3
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-1#oso-9780190695910-chapter-1-figureGroup-4
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Figure I.3  Tomb tower at Radkan East, 
Iran, thirteenth century.
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Figure I.4  Ewer, Khurasan, late twelfth 
or early thirteenth century. Copper alloy 
with silver inlay. Height 40 cm. New York, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 44.15.

Not discussed by Aga-Oglu, but 
giving further weight to his 
argument, is another point of 
formal comparison between the 
vessels and their monumental 
analogues: the crowning of the 
shaft in each of his examples 
with a “cornice” of deeply 
recessed and highly plastic 
ornamentation. While the 
individual ornaments within 
these cornice sections differ— 

addorsed repoussé harpies and 
faceted and beveled 
compartments on the ewers, 
recessed trefoil arches on the 
towers—it is the manner of their 
use and placement that draws 
connections between metalwork 
and  (p.6) architecture. In each 
case, the cornice section breaks 
the vertical emphasis of the 
fluting and demarcates the start 
of the zone of transition, from 
body to shoulder on the vessels 
and from shaft to conical dome 
on the towers, with a strong 
play of light and shadow.
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Figure I.5  Ewer, signed Mahmud ibn 
Muhammad al-Haravi. Probably Herat, 
Afghanistan, dated Shaban 577 AH 
(December 10, 1181–January 7, 1182). 
Copper alloy with silver and copper inlay. 
Height 38.5 cm.

Moreover, the famous 
1181/1182 fluted ewer of this 
type now in Tbilisi, which 
praises itself at length and in 
the most extravagant terms in 
its inlaid inscriptions, is 
decorated on the cornice band 
with a frieze of discrete 
compartments. These present, 
in alternation, the inlaid image 
of an arch occupied by a figure 
and that of a vase-lamp from 
which symmetrical vegetal 
tendrils grow into an enclosing 
quasi-arched frame (Fig. I.5).12 

The image of the arch, a unit 
that can operate simultaneously 
as a means of 
compartmentalizing a surface 
and as a point of entry into a 
fictive spatial register, is thus 
set into play and double-play on 
the Tbilisi ewer through its 
placement at a point upon the 
body of the object where it 
correlates with and gestures 
toward the (equally 
nonsupporting) brickwork arch 
designs of tomb tower 
decoration. The alternation of 
occupied arch with vegetal 
quasi-arch in this sequence only adds another level of wit and ludic allusion to 
an already supremely self-conscious object.

The connection that Aga-Oglu proposes between ewers and towers is a way of 
articulating form and space transcribed from one modality to another. Aga-Oglu 
regarded this phenomenon as the outcome of a one-way transfer of form from 
architecture to the “minor arts,” a top-down dissemination from the most 
expensive medium of patronage—architecture—to the smaller-form arts of the 
elite and those of the bazaar. Modern taxonomies may have conditioned us to 
regard architecture as having an inviolable right of primogeniture among the 
arts, but we should remain open to the possibility that in the febrile artistic and 
intellectual environment of pre-Mongol Iran, the arts of the third dimension 
were mutually constitutive. The overall corpus of the visual and material arts 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-1#oso-9780190695910-chapter-1-figureGroup-5
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from this historical context is notable not only for its dynamism and 
inventiveness, but also  (p.7) for a high degree of engagement between media— 

as will be explored thoroughly at several points in this book. In the case of Aga- 
Oglu’s ewer-tower comparison, the architectonic articulation of the ewers 
certainly endows these small objects with a surprising monumentality. In the 
tomb towers, however, it is the plasticity of the brickwork that is remarkable, 
bringing the articulation of these buildings close to that of a malleable medium 
like brass. The rhythmic undulations of the fluted shaft and the encrustations of 
projection and recession in the zone of transition turn this most self-contained 
and autonomous form of monumental architecture, often intended to be seen in 
isolation and from afar, into an invitation to the hand, sacrificing spatial 
complexity for a delight in the play of surface articulation. There is no reason to 
assume, prima facie, that correspondences and similitudes can travel in one 
direction only between architecture and the portable arts.

 (p.8) To return to Aga-Oglu’s analogy, the rhetorical power of his argument 
diminishes significantly when he applies it to a pairing of faceted vessel and 
faceted building. It collapses more or less entirely when he likens the eleventh- 
century cylindrical tomb tower at Lajim, near the Caspian Sea in northern Iran, 
to a cylindrical ewer in the Berlin collections.13 In both of these last pairings the 
point of analogy between object and building has become too generalized, too 
far from formal specificity, to bear the weight of art historical argumentation. 
The first two of Aga-Oglu’s ewer-tower pairings stand up because there are a 
sufficient number of points of particular correspondence between object and 
building, in particular the various highly differentiated forms of fluting and 
ribbing. The last comparison does not, because as a general rule, the simpler the 
forms involved, the less likely connections between disparate media become. 
Self-evidently, not every cylindrical vessel manufactured by a medieval 
craftsman refers to a tomb tower, and to suggest that there must be a causal 
relationship between the two raises the specter of what Erwin Panofksy termed 
“pseudomorphism”—a coincidental convergence of form that, at its most 
problematic, is mistakenly treated as evidence for a meaningful historical 
connection between two artifacts.14

 (p.9) The problem in this case stems from Aga-Oglu’s treatment of what 
archaeologists call “affordances”—that is, properties of things that relate to 
their potential use—as if they were informed only by immaterial aesthetic 
concerns and were somehow unaffected by either functionality and potential 
use, or by the qualities of materials. The ewer is made by and for human hands: 
at the moment of use it merges artifice and nature, conjoining a manufactured 
object with the human body and with water. Rather than pointing to something 
external, a cylindrical form for a ewer is in the first instance a logical and 
materially intuitive solution to the challenge of creating a pouring vessel from 
sheet metal. It does not in and of itself construct a relationship of similitude with 
an external thing. However, artists may yet choose to build upon the potential 
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for allusion to an external referent that is contained in even the simplest of 
forms, through the conscious development and articulation of more specific 
points of likeness—as demonstrated by the first two of Aga-Oglu’s ewer-tower 
pairings.

As the basis for an architectural structure, meanwhile, the cylindricality of the 
Lajim tomb tower is less obviously an outcome of baked brick and its material 
demands. Indeed, the initial motivations for the development of the tomb tower 
in Iran and Afghanistan, with its spectacle of centered verticality, are the subject 
of much speculation.15 Nonetheless, the coincidence of a cylindrical form for two 
types of container—one for liquid and the other for a body, or rather the idea of a 
body—does not constitute enough specificity of form to indicate that any 
deliberate correlation is being drawn between the two. Aga-Oglu’s proposal that 
the fluted ewers of Khurasan evidence a strain of “architectonic thought” in the 
plastic arts of twelfth- and thirteenth-century Iran represents a profound insight. 
However, in carrying his argument beyond the point of sustainability, he has also 
provided an important cautionary tale for the art historian on the quarry of 
likeness and allusion between objects and buildings. Spend long enough looking 
at things in a certain way, and you will start to see everything that way—an 
axiom that bears directly on major issues of object perception and likeness 
running throughout this book.

These issues notwithstanding, Aga-Oglu’s model of “architectonic thought” 
reflects a primary tenet of this text that will be explored fully in Chapter 1: 
making is thinking. Furthermore, embedding thought into the core of this model 
of likeness permits the intellectual and experiential dimension of architecture to 
come to the fore. Buildings are experienced through the senses and the mind; as 
such they can be refracted onto the plastic arts in myriad ways and are not 
necessarily tied to a rigid mimetic paradigm of direct representation. The elastic 
processes of shrinkage and compression that effect the architectural allusions 
encountered in this book do not result from scaling down complete architectural 
schema precisely until they fit onto the bodies of objects. Rather, they engage 
cognitive practices and manual processes of abstraction, reduction, 
exaggeration, and omission that enable forms—and ideas about forms—to flow 
freely across the boundaries created by scale, medium, material, color, and so 
forth.16 The play of correlations—of  (p.10) function and meaning as well as 
form—is formed and discerned through the hand and the mind, as well as the 
eye.

Portable Objects and Art Historical Horizons
The specific case of the Khurasan ewers and tomb towers provided an 
opportunity to explore the possibilities and limits of plastic allusion in the 
portable arts. This venture immediately raises a question: Whose cognitive 
processes are we exploring, besides our own, when we scrutinize an object like 
an inlaid brass ewer in this way? Who, in the most general terms, might have 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-2#
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been the makers and users of these objects? What were the contexts of creation 
and reception? The subjects of this book are drawn from diverse locales and 
periods; accordingly, the specificities of historical and geographical context will 
be addressed in detail within the individual chapters. This introductory 
discussion will simply sketch a brief overview of some of the historical and 
historiographic issues that these questions bring to the study of the medieval 
Islamic art of the object.

Looking for landscapes of production in the pre-Mongol Middle East immediately 
raises one of the great challenges presented to art historians by the portable 
arts of the medieval Islamic world: the inherent mobility of the materials and 
their tendency to wander, sometimes far from the sites where they were created. 
I have already mentioned the undocumented condition of most of the extant 
medieval portable arts prior to their appearance on the international art market; 
add to this their native propensity to move within their original landscapes of 
production and the taxonomist is faced with a colossal puzzle of moving parts. 
Medieval Islamic craftsmen produced their works in an interconnected 
landscape of primarily urban locales, in which manufactured goods moved 
within networks of trade connections. The mere existence of lists of the 
agricultural and manufactured products of successive regions that appear in 
texts like the tenth chapter of the Laṭāʾif al-maʿārif of Thaʿālibı̄ (d. 1038) or 
scattered throughout Yaʿqūbı̄’s “administrative geography,” the Kitāb al-buldān 

(completed in 891), is a testament to the early existence of these well- 
established trade networks.17

It is also significant that regional specialization seems to have generated a form 
of pedigree for products in the medieval marketplace. A narrative work 
attributed to Hamadhānı̄ (d. 1008), although possibly the work of a slightly later 
author, includes a list of almost forty medicinal ingredients purportedly used in a 
mountebank’s compounds. More than half of these are distinguished by a nisba 

indicating the town or region of origin: “Khurāsānı̄ wormwood, Kirmānı̄ cumin, 
pellitory from Zāryān” and so forth. The pairing of individual materials with their 
geographical point of origin is in this context a means of highlighting both their 
rarity and the collector’s expertise and ingenuity in obtaining them, but it also 
articulates a broad and connected economy of recognized localities, each with 
specialized products of renown that circulated far and wide.18 Within the realm 
 (p.11) of manufactures, textiles were evidently the most portable, versatile, 
and widely traded liquid asset of the pre-modern Islamic world.19 The trope of 
geographical regions represented by their textile products reaches a sort of 
apotheosis in the final passages of the Laṭāʾif al-maʿārif, in which the tenth- 
century author Abū Dulaf invokes blessings for himself in the form of regional 
textile products: “May He bring down on me the mantles of the Yemen, the fine 
linens of Egypt, the brocades of Rūm, the satins of Sūs” and so forth, down to 
“the trouser-cords of Armenia and the stockings of Qazwı̄n.”20
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While textiles may have been the most widely traded medium of manufacture, 
the available evidence of archaeological findspots shows that other forms of 
manufactured object, including metalwork and ceramics, could also travel 
considerable distances.21 Medieval textual sources occasionally mention cities 
particularly renowned for their manufactures, most famously Kashan for 
ceramics and Mosul for inlaid metalwares, suggesting or sometimes even 
expressly stating that these goods were exported far from their sites of 
production.22 Craftsmen, too, sometimes moved around, as conditions 
deteriorated in previously flourishing cities as a result of conflict, natural 
phenomena, or the relocation of courts, and new opportunities arose on farther 
horizons.23 Within this panorama of motion it is striking how little information 
we have about craftsmen, the economic conditions within which they worked, 
and indeed the very structure of society below the level of the elite. Art 
historians have searched particularly for social and economic factors that would 
explain the notable florescence of figural art across media in the twelfth- and 
thirteenth- century Persianate realm. Faced with this phenomenon, both Richard 
Ettinghausen and Oleg Grabar arrived, via slightly different routes, at an “open- 
market” hypothesis. This supposed that a prosperous and burgeoning urban 
mercantile “bourgeoisie,” the upper levels of which almost touched the 
aristocracy, constituted the main market for the surviving superabundance of 
fine ceramics and metalwares manufactured in the twelfth- and thirteenth- 
century Iranian plateau. In this economic model, it was assumed by both 
scholars that those materials were mostly made speculatively for an open 
market, rather than being crafted on commission. The argument rests in large 
part upon the increasing incidence of makers’ names on objects in this context, 
as well as the prevalence of objects inscribed with benedictions directed toward 
an anonymous possessor of the object (li-ṣaḥibı̄hı,̄ “to the owner”) rather than a 
named patron—a phenomenon that will be encountered in Chapter 3.24

While Grabar and Ettinghausen’s arguments are attractive, Yasser Tabbaa has 
already observed that the picture they paint is somewhat at odds with that of 
their peers in economic history.25 David Durand-Guédy’s recent study of Seljuq 
Isfahan rounds out that picture a little: as he frames it, Seljuq society was 
ordered around a descending hierarchy: rulers, “notables” (families who acted 
as political and social leaders within the city, and intermediaries between the 
urban population and the extramural Seljuq court), their followers within a 
client-patron system, self-supporting craftsmen and small bazaar traders, and— 

at the bottom—peasants  (p.12) and the urban poor.26 This vision of society in 
the medieval Iranian capital might lend support to Grabar and Ettinghausen’s 
projected “open market” for luxury artworks by giving some substance to the 
elevated classes who had sufficient wealth for a market in luxury goods like 
inlaid metalwares. It also has the potential to nuance the “haute bourgeoisie” 
argument, by illuminating the middle-to-upper levels of the market that 
presumably constituted the consumer base for a large-scale industry in glazed 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-4#
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ceramic production and fine wares. At the same time, Durand-Guédy’s research 
into the dynamics of two major “notable” families in Isfahan suggests that urban 
social structures within the medieval Middle East may have varied significantly 
from one locale to the next, and one must remain cautious about extrapolating 
too much from the case of any individual city. In a different vein, Ruba Kanaʾan’s 
recent research on the legal concepts embodied in inlaid metalwares has many 
interesting implications for the status and roles of different classes of craftsmen 
within the medieval metalworking industry.27 However, in spite of these new 
channels of investigation into the social and economic life of medieval Middle 
Eastern cities, the precise mechanics of the luxury goods markets within those 
cities remain, for the moment, largely obscure.

The mobility of the objects, the frequent uncertainty as to their place of origin, 
the opacity of the very systems that brought them into being: all of these 
conditions of the medieval Islamic portable arts bring them into confrontation 
with art history’s “fictitious creed of immaculate classification.”28 Like Michel de 
Certeau’s vision of history as a discipline that fractures the past, leaving “shards 
created by the selection of materials, remainders left aside by an explication,” 
art history’s predilection for taxonomical classification by material, period, 
dynasty, artist, and so forth inflicts similar breakages.29 In this case, it has also 
generated a lingering uncertainty about the plastic arts of medieval Islamic 
societies, in which the art of the object of use was elevated to a higher status 
than it attained in coeval European contexts, outside of liturgy. What to call 
these objects that are both functional and supremely aestheticized, when they 
have no real correlate in the European traditions upon which the discipline is 
based? And where to put them in the great narrative of art history? The 
quotidian functions and the sheer volume of the “industrial arts” of ceramics, 
metalwork, glass, and woodwork, as Grabar has termed them, constitute 
difficulties in and of themselves for the location of the “art of the object” as a 
meaningful category within a discipline founded to no small degree upon 
Romantic ideals of individualism and canonized masterpieces.30

Historiographically, then, the medieval Islamic art of the object has been a 
problem for art history. Attempts to assimilate these portable arts into existing 
art historical categories have been quite revealing. In the early twentieth 
century, the imposition of the problematic category “sculpture” onto pre-modern 
objects of use from the Islamic world represented one attempt to fit the material 
into a hierarchy of artistic production devised for post-medieval European 
representational art.31 The emphasis placed on figural representation by early 
collectors and  (p.13) scholars alike was another outcome of the same value 
system.32 The allusive objects of this book present yet another facet of the same 
problem: the very notion of resemblance that they embody defies the paradigm 
of mimetic visual representation that still occupies the disciplinary core of art 
history. They are not “models” of architecture; instead they pose other ways in 
which the idea of a building can be made to resonate within and upon the body 
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of an object. For these reasons, the subjects of this book embody some of the 
core provocations that Islamic art can present to the larger discipline of art 
history: they represent a world in which the object of use is a superlative art 
form, the intellectual dimension of the crafts is tangible and reverberates 
throughout the cultural landscape, and an artistic system resides that can 
construct resemblance through other means than mimesis.

Miniature, Model, Microcosm
Miniaturization is, naturally, a major part of the refraction of architecture onto 
haptic objects, although it is possible that sometimes small forms, like Aga- 
Oglu’s ewers, might be monumentalized too. Chapters 2–5 will delineate the 
precise terms of these micro/macro relationships in the medieval Islamic world 
through close studies of individual objects. This introduction, meanwhile, will 
use a comparative cultural perspective to establish some of the mechanics and 
meanings of miniaturization when applied to architectural forms.

The first examples of miniaturized architecture that come to mind for a twenty- 
first-century reader are likely to be architectural maquettes or construction 
models designed to aid the architectural process.33 Working models of this type 
were most likely in use in the Islamic world by the early modern period, and it is 
entirely possible that models of wood or other materials were also used for this 
purpose in earlier centuries, although there remains very little surviving 
evidence to substantiate the practice.34 The objects of use examined in this 
book, though, were never intended to serve as representational, didactic models 
in that way: being things that can be simultaneously “seen as” functional objects 
and allusions to architectural form, they occupy quite a different territory in 
both material and conceptual terms. Nonetheless, they partake in some of the 
affective powers of miniaturization, a particularly resonant phenomenon in the 
case of architecture and one that should be considered in some detail.

A distinction must first be drawn between the working model of the architect 
and the commemorative architectural model intended to celebrate a building or 
an event. Spectacular models of individual buildings, created in celebration of 
major architectural projects, were made for display and parading in the early 
modern world in particular.35 Gülru Necipoğlu has pointed out that surviving 
miniature buildings from the Ottoman period, executed in various media, have 
sometimes been conflated with architects’ models but would usually be better 
understood as commemorations of building donation or celebrations of 
individual monuments  (p.14) for other reasons, such as the completion of 
restoration works. In this sense, they are related to the miniature buildings 
presented in paintings or carvings of donors in medieval church decoration.36 A 
potent latter-day example of the three-dimensional commemorative simulacrum 
can be found in the case of the Dome of the Rock. As the supremely visible 
touchstone of Islamic presence in Jerusalem, the Middle East, and the world, the 
image of this foundational monument circulates not only in countless prints, 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-3#
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posters, postcards, and on currency but also in three-dimensional form. Mother- 
of-pearl inlaid wooden boxes in the shape of the Dome of the Rock constitute a 
staple of the modern-day tourist trade as well as prime donative gifts, and they 
can be seen in various collections around the world. For example, Saddam 
Hussein possessed one that was later looted from the museum dedicated to him 
in Baghdad.37 The keyword is in this case “possession”: model-making, a form of 
miniaturization, is a potent means of holding and harnessing the otherwise 
ungraspable power of monumental architecture—an act with unmistakable 
symbolic significance in the case of the Dome of the Rock. I will return to this 
aspect of miniaturization below.

Some architectural “models,” particularly those made from ephemeral materials, 
seem to have held other kinds of celebratory role in the pre-modern Islamic 
world that were not connected with the iconicity and civic weight of individual 
monuments. Medieval sources record miniature palaces and pavilions made 
from sugar or halva that were included within the spectacular table displays of 
the medieval Islamic world, in conjunction with sugar figures of humans and 
animals, boats and gardens. Like the pavilion of halva that towered toward the 
ceiling at a feast held at the eleventh-century court of a Ghaznavid sultan, such 
confections seem to have been conceived as centerpieces, although they were 
also sometimes paraded through the streets during times of festivity.38 Mention 
is not usually made of specific monuments commemorated in this way; rather, as 
Oleg Grabar suggests, these sweet constructions seem to have “served as 
symbol-souvenirs of the complex life of the palace,” as well as a form of short- 
lived celebratory artwork that could marshal humor as well as spectacle to good 
effect.39 A different kind of use for the confectioner’s art is described by the 
polymath al-Ghazālı̄ (d. 1111): “Abū ʿAlı̄ al-Rūdhbāri [a well-known Baghdadi 
Sufi, d. 933/4] bought some loads of sugar and ordered the sweet-makers [al- 
ḥalāwayı̄n] to build a wall of sugar on which were battlements [shuraf] and 

miḥrābs on decorated pillars [aʿmida manqūsha], all made of sugar. He then 
invited the Sufis and they destroyed and plundered them.”40 This passage, while 
somewhat enigmatic, seems to describe the staging of a kind of fantasy of 
architectural destruction through sugar sculpture, perhaps presenting a lesson 
in the transitory nature of earthly power. At any rate, it illuminates one 
unexpected mode of consumption that awaited these ephemeral buildings.
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Figure I.6  “House model,” Iran, twelfth 
or thirteenth century. Glazed stonepaste. 
Length 14.2 cm. Brooklyn Museum, 75.3.

Medieval and early modern 
records of model buildings 
given on feast days expand the 
tantalizing history of miniature 
architecture as a form of 
beneficent  (p.15) or 
commemorative gift.41 A 
thirteenth-century Arabic legal 
text from al-Andalus condemns 
Muslim participation in non- 
Muslim festivals including the 
New Year (nayrūz); singled out 
for particular opprobrium is the 
practice of gifting model 
buildings populated with 
figures.42 Into this category of 
festive gift-giving I would also place the ceramic house models attributed to 
twelfth- or thirteenth-century Iran (Fig. I.6). These schematized representations 
of courtyard houses, populated by tiny musicians and drinkers, contain festive 
celebrations tightly bound within the walls of domestic architecture. The viewer 
is granted visual and tactile access, via his vantage point above the Lilliputian 
structure’s interior, to a form of celebration normally concealed behind closed 
doors for reasons of cultural propriety and legal imperative. I have argued 
elsewhere that these objects were most likely made for gift-giving, quite possibly 
on the occasion of the New Year or other domestic celebrations such as 
weddings, and it is entirely possible that the ceramic house models are the 
chance survivals of a larger tradition that once included cognates in ephemeral 
materials such as sugar and wax.43

As well as commemorating celebrations, the house models may also have held an 
apotropaic role by acting as synecdoche for that most fundamental architectural 
unit: the home. The scene of domestic festivity presented by the house models 
could be intended as an invocation for happiness to reign in the home of the 
owner, or equally for inauspicious events to stay away. Such efficacious practices 
are now  (p.16) or have been in the past widespread throughout many societies. 
Within these practices miniaturization becomes a means of capturing the 
essence of something larger and less directly tangible in order to control, 
protect or possess it as well as take delight in it—a perspective that permeates 
some of the best-known theoretical writings on miniaturization, from Gaston 
Bachelard to Susan Stewart.44

For these reasons, the symbolic and synecdochic charge of miniature buildings 
is perhaps most directly availed in grave goods like ancient Egyptian “soul 
houses” or the famous miniature buildings from Han-dynasty China created in 
the tradition of mingqi (“spirit articles”; Fig. I.7). Our understanding of these 
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Figure I.7  Model of a watchtower, China, 
Eastern Han Dynasty period (25–220). 
Glazed earthenware. Height 104.1 cm. 
New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
1984.397a, b.

superbly executed pavilions, grain stores, courtyard houses, pigpens, and so 
forth rests on recognizing that they were created as symbolic substitutes for 
real-life personal property—or the ideals of property to which the sub-elite 
classes aspired—intended to accompany the dead into the afterlife.45 

Miniaturized, held forever in the permanence of glazed earthenware, they stand 
outside the time and space of this world while laboring to simulate earthly 
details of construction and use.46 And yet, in spite of their close interest in both 
realia and the modeling of an ideal, the mingqi buildings are not exactly models, 
or at least not in the modern, didactic sense that depends upon a precisely 
correlative relationship with a tangible, full-scale referent.47 It can instead be 
argued they act as a form of microcosm, in the sense of  (p.17) the word 
developed by John Mack in his global study of miniaturization. Like the house 
models, they are the outcomes of a conceptualization process that distills the 
entire social semiotic of an architectural form, producing results that are 
“neither scrupulous and small reproductions of larger totalities, nor fragments 
of larger entities,” but intensified essences.48

The miniature buildings 
discussed up to this point are 
linked by a common thread: 
regardless of contexts of use 
and cultural inflection, their 
primary function is 
representational and their role 
is to depict. At the cusp of this 
mode lie objects of use that 
combine, paratactically, the 
forms of containers with 
unambiguous representations of 
architecture. Into this category 
can be placed certain vessels 
closely related to grave goods. 
Chinese soul jars (hunping) of 
glazed ceramic, created south 
of the Yangzi river from the 
second half of the third to the 
early fourth centuries, are 
characterized by a complex and 
often minutely realized and 
populated architectural 
superstructure mounted atop a 
large jar, aiming to create “an 
ideal world in miniature for the 
posthumous soul” who was hoped eventually to inhabit the vessel (Fig. I.8).49 
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Figure I.8  Funerary urn, China, Western 
Jin Dynasty period (265–316). Glazed 
stoneware. Height 45.4 cm. New York, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
1992.165.21.

Comparable phenomena in other cultures, such as the architectonic Soghdian 
ossuaries discussed in Chapter 2 of this book, manifest similar concerns about 
appropriately articulating containers for the earthly remains of the dead; 
whether the dead were to inhabit the container corporeally or spiritually,  (p.18) 

architecture was regarded as an appropriate means of elevating the form of the 
underlying container. In the pre-Columbian context, meanwhile, a type of 
“architectural vessel” recovered from high-status tombs of the Moche (200–800) 
on the Peruvian coast similarly combines the form of a container—usually a 
spouted, handled vessel—with an architectural superstructure. While some of 
these integrate architectonics into the body of the container (Fig. I.9), there 
remains, as there does also in the Chinese soul jars, an ontological disjunction 
between container and represented architectural form: the form adorns the 
container by sitting on top of it, but does not entirely modify the essential 
container-ness of its support.50
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Figure I.9  Spouted vessel, Moche 
culture, Peru, c. 450–550. Earthenware. 
Height 24 cm. Division of Anthropology, 
American Museum of Natural History, 
41.2/8022.

The honorific function of the 
architectural superstructure as 
container is perhaps most 
elaborately developed in the 
microarchitecture of medieval 
Christian liturgical instruments. 
It is in Western Christendom 
that the phenomenon was 
carried furthest, leading to 
François Bucher’s proposal that 
microarchitecture embodies 
and produces “the ‘Idea’ of 
Gothic Theory and Style.”51 

Reliquaries, monstrances, 
censers, chrismatories, 
sacrament houses, and 
candelabra all presented 
opportunities for free-standing 
microarchitecture, while 
microarchitectural ornament 
accreted on capitals, canopies, 
baldachins, tombs, baptismal 
fonts, and elsewhere as the 
Gothic period advanced. Achim 
Timmermann has recently 
argued that many of these mnemonic micro-structures, “all of them of course 
afterimages  (p.19) in one way or another of St John’s visionary Heavenly 
Jerusalem,” can be arranged around three conceptual nexuses, each of which 
induces a vertiginous experience of rescaling in the viewer. In his terms, these 
are the floating city, the kinetic cathedral, and the scopic labyrinth.52 The 
dazzling complexity of much Gothic microarchitecture is magnified by the 
continuous exchange between micro- and macro-construction that took place in 
the architectural environment of the medieval cathedral, with individual 
elements reproduced across a scalar range.53 In relation to this last quality, 
Elizabeth Lambourn has called for the parallel adoption of the term 
“microarchitecture” in studies of medieval South Asian architecture, where a 
comparable shuttling of potent architectural forms across the scalar spectrum 
sees temples decorated with tiny shrines or mosque portals framed by miniature 
niches.54 A distinct but related phenomenon, recently explored by Jeehee Hong, 
is encountered within middle-period China’s sacred and funerary architecture, 
whereby the interiors of sacred structures were decorated and constructed to 
resemble the exteriors of contemporary buildings, scaled down.55 While 
divergent in their forms and aims, all these phenomena seem to share a certain 
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Figure I.10  Reliquary shrine of St. 
Amandus, early thirteenth century with 
later additions, Belgium. Wood, gilded 
copper, silver, brass, enamel, rock crystal, 
and semiprecious stones. Height 48.9 cm. 
Walters Art Museum, 53.9.

ritualizing function of “layering and concealment,” for which the visual language 
of sacred architecture is uniquely suited.56

In its most characteristic forms, Gothic liturgical microarchitecture stages the 
total recasting of a container into a largely autonomous visualization of a 
fantastic building. And for all the anti-rationality of materials and forms that this 
practice upholds, the fundamental “containerhood” of these reliquaries, 
monstrances, and so forth is often largely outstripped by their fantasies of 
architectural representation and glittering materiality (Fig. I.10). By contrast, 
the subjects of this book are each self-evidently designed to perform some 
quotidian action—whether that is supporting something else, containing or 
collecting a material substance, or emitting an immaterial one—in addition to 
any allusions to architecture they exhibit. One must therefore look outside of the 
Western European liturgical tradition for comparable objects that present a 
more immediately discernible dual identity, where objecthood coexists with 
allusions to architecture rather than disappearing behind the representation of 
architecture.

A good example hails from 
Byzantium, where some 
surviving processional cross- 
holders (Fig. I.11) present the 
carapace of a Middle Byzantine 
cross-in-square church.57 While 
they make recognizable 
reference to an identifiable type 
of building, these cross-holders 
are not only some distance 
away from mimetic precision in 
representational terms but are 
also manifestly made for doing 
something: the affordances of 
sockets clearly indicate the 
object’s function as a 
connecting component. 
Accordingly, the allusion to a 
recognizable architectural form 
that the cross-holder presents 
to the viewer would have been, 
in its original context of use, 
somewhat less arresting than it is now in the piece’s role as an isolated and 
aestheticized museum object. Once, it provided a point of linkage in a larger 
composite object to be carried in procession, and remained visually  (p.20) and 
spiritually ancillary to the large metal cross that would have been lodged in the 
upper socket—an inversion of the normal scalar relationship between a full-scale 
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Figure I.11  Fragment of a processional 
cross holder, eleventh or twelfth century, 
possibly Constantinople. Cast copper 
alloy. Height 12.7 cm. New York, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 62.10.8.

Byzantine church and its crowning cross. It is probable that the very idea of 
creating a cross-holder in the form of a church type arose from recognition of 
the kinship between the socket that holds the cross on the dome of a church, 
and the socket that holds the cross on a processional shaft. The centralized, 
cruciform structure of Middle Byzantine church architecture also lends itself 
extremely well to this particular role: the cross-in-square form, with a drum 
rising from the intersection of four vaults, is both stable and identifiable even 
when dramatically simplified and miniaturized. The result is an intelligent 
spiritual metaphor: the miniaturized and highly schematized church is both 
support and subordinate to the realm of the Holy symbolized by the cross.

This last artifact, then, brings 
us fully into the realm of 
allusion and the subjects of this 
book. The allusive object, like 
the cross-holder but unlike 
architectural  (p.21) maquettes 
or grave models, constructs a 
web of correlations that permit 
the imaginative reconstitution 
of architectural form while the 
utilitarian function of the object 
remains visible and tangible. 
There are, however, issues of 
positionality engendered by the 
miniaturization of architectural 
forms that are pertinent to the 
architecturally allusive object 
just as they are to the most 
slavishly accurate architects’ 
models.

The first of these is the change 
that miniaturization effects in 
the relationship between human 
observer and architectural 
form: as Kee and Lugli have 
observed, rescaling always 
displaces the viewer.58 To shrink a building, or to allude systematically to one on 
the body of an object, puts the beholder into the position of looking down upon 
and apprehending at a glance, even turning over by hand, something that would 
in its full-scale form contain and control the human body.59 Secondly, this 
transfer of positional superiority also invites the beholder to imagine himself 
within the miniature structure at the same time that he stands outside it—a 
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process that compresses perceptions of time as well as bodily space, and into 
which the imagination expands.60

Closely related to such “scalar travels” is another factor: miniaturization, 
particularly when not rigorously bound to the paradigm of mimetic 
verisimilitude, can permit and indeed sometimes encourages the simultaneous 
presentation  (p.22) or evocation of interior and exterior architectural space. 
The striking interest in flexible and deliberately ambiguous spatial constructions 
found within the subjects of this book prefigures, I think, the unique mode of 
architectural representation developed in Middle Eastern miniature painting 
from the thirteenth century onward, and some specific points of connection 
between these media will be elaborated in Chapter 3. In particular, Persianate 
book painting from the fourteenth century and later sees architectural spaces 
opened out, multiple perspectives presented simultaneously, and an 
extraordinary architecture of the mind and the senses conveyed through a two- 
dimensional planar system (Fig. I.12).61 No single factor can account for what 
seems to be a predilection within certain contexts of  (p.23) the medieval and 
early modern Islamic world for visuospatial play on the dialectics of 
architectural space. However, architecture’s unfolding in objects and pictures 
suggests that there might be a metaphysics of space particular to the medieval 
Islamic cultural sphere, potentially accessible through textual sources as well as 
the plastic and painterly arts.62 To give just one example, an isolated but 
intriguing tradition of the Prophet hints at a theological facet to the 
phenomenon: “In paradise there are rooms from inside which the exterior can be 
viewed, and from outside which the interior can be viewed; they are for the soft- 
spoken who have provided food for people and prayed at night when people 
were asleep.”63 Whether such a tradition can be meaningfully related to the 
visual and material arts remains, however, a topic for another book.
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Figure I.12  Tahmı̄na entering Rustam’s 
chamber, illustrated page from a 
manuscript of the Shāhnāma, copied by 
Maḥmūd ibn Muḥammad ibn Maḥmūd al- 
Jamālı̄. Iran, dated 861 (1457 CE). Page: 
33.8 x 24.6 cm. Aga Khan Museum, AKM 
268, fol. 86v.

The Art of Allusion
The five chapters of this book 
lay out the case for a medieval 
Islamic art of allusion, exploring 
the web of connections drawn 
by medieval craftsmen between 
objects and buildings—those 
arts of the third dimension—and 
the modes of indirect reference 
that they harnessed to generate 
formal and conceptual 
correlations between the two 
practices. At the same time, the 
book returns the intelligent art 
of the object in medieval Islam 
to an expanded cognitive field 
that encompasses awareness 
not only of architecture but also 
other forms of art—literary, 
poetic, and painterly—and 
recognizes the mutual 
reinforcement of those different 
modes of creativity within 
cultural environments that 
inculcated high achievements in 
all of them. By employing a 
framework of “allusion,” this 
book not only acknowledges the 
textual paradigm that 
unavoidably orders the verbal 
discussion of visual and 
material phenomena, but also uses it to explore the entanglement of operations 
that are typically considered to be solely lexical—metaphor, allusion, and 
description—with the world of material things and human bodies.

Chapter 1, “The Intellect of the Hand,” situates the act of making within the 
intellectual history of the pre-modern Islamic world, arguing that in this context 
making was often tacitly—and sometimes explicitly—recognized as a form of 
thought. Using textual sources drawn from philosophical, theological, and social 
traditions, it traces a craft-oriented worldview that maps manual and cerebral 
processes of making into the intellectual realm. Looking particularly at 
architectural design and creation, metaphors of matter and materiality, and the 
role of makers, I argue that the value of craft and the “thinking hand” were more 
widely recognized in the medieval Islamic world than has been acknowledged in 
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much existing scholarship. The chapter ends with a reassessment of the 
perceived role of the craftsman within medieval Islamic society.

In Chapter 2, “Building Ornament,” the allusive potential of ornament and the 
two-dimensional paradigm that dominates ornament studies are both placed  (p. 
24) under scrutiny. Surveying the historiography of architecture-as-ornament, I 
explore ornament’s relationship with the third dimension, and in particular the 
potential for architectural motifs, especially arches and arcades, to confound 
two-dimensionality through the generation of fictive spaces that articulate and 
order form as well as surface. The chapter focuses first on the image of the 
arcade in various media and particularly inlaid metalwares. Next, it moves to the 
environs of thirteenth-century Mosul to explore the reciprocal relationship 
between plastic systems of three-dimensional ornament on buildings, 
metalwares, and a remarkable group of large architectonic earthenware water 
jars known as ḥabbs.

The human form can impart both scale and spatial logic to the objects it adorns, 
a phenomenon that was exploited by medieval artisans, particularly in the pre- 
Mongol Persianate world, to unexpected and sometimes humorous ends. 
Focusing on perception, the book’s third chapter, “Occupied Objects,” considers 
the role of the human figure in architectural allusions on objects from the 
twelfth- and thirteenth-century Iranian plateau. The power of the represented 
human form is explored through ceramic stands that make explicit reference to 
architectural pavilions; after these, a group of inlaid metalwork inkwells, and the 
delicately allusive nature of their relationships with full-scale architecture, forms 
the chapter’s main focus. This study models a means of approach that considers 
the complex ornamental programs of the inkwells in their entirety: architectural, 
figural, epigraphic, geometric, and vegetal ornament are recognized as 
inseparable from each other and also from the three-dimensional materiality of 
pieces that respond to vision, touch, movement, and use.

Tracing parallels between material and verbal poetics, the fourth chapter, 
“Material Metaphors,” begins and ends with close consideration of literary 
techniques. It makes particular reference to changing conceptions of metaphor 
and imagery during the florescence of medieval Arabic literary theory, and uses 
textual sources as well as artifacts to demonstrate the intertwining of verbal, 
visual, and material realms in medieval Islamic conceptualizations of metaphor 
and indirect reference. The first section expands a widespread but under- 
analyzed allegorical framework in medieval Arabic and Persian literary criticism 
that aligns poetry with manual crafts. Following this, two discrete groups of 
objects in the form of domed buildings are contextualized and considered as 
materialized metaphors. I place the first of these, cast metal incense burners of 
the eighth or ninth centuries, into an expanded context of eastern 
Mediterranean portable arts and architectural components that were active 
within late and post-Antique “pathways of portability.”64 The second group, 
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lanterns from the eastern Mediterranean world of the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries, reflects a later period when the central-plan domed monument had 
been fully assimilated into Islamic architectural culture as a standard form of 
commemorative architecture.

Chapter 5, “The Poetics of Ornament,” continues with the paradigm of rhetoric 
established in the previous chapter, but moves discussion from metaphor to  (p. 
25) ekphrasis—that is, description that seeks to make an absent artwork or 
building present in the mind of the reader or listener. I use a group of carved 
marble jar stands from medieval Cairo to pose a question that crosses 
modalities: Can decoration be description? Individual stands have been inscribed 
with a dramatically reconfigured and miniaturized set of components from a full- 
scale form of architectural water feature. Tracing the re-description of 
architecture onto object, this chapter applies to its subjects the rhetorical model 
of ekphrasis, arguing that the atomized architecture of effect and spectacle 
encountered in medieval Arabic and Persian poetry is paralleled in the refraction 
of architectural form upon three-dimensional objects.

Rather than straining to trace architectural referents precisely and 
unambiguously into objects, the plastic art of allusion permits polyvalence, 
ambiguity, and wit. Perhaps most of all, it creates a space in which it is possible 
to recognize the value of play in the plastic arts, in the sense of the word 
provided by Paul Barolsky: “All art, no matter how serious, is a form of play . . . 
what might well be restored to the study of art is the sheer joy of observing such 
play for its own sake, the joy of seeing the very play of the imagination, of 
finding suggestive but informed ways of describing the play of the artist’s 
fantasy.”65 Play engages the hands and the body as well as the eyes and the 
mind; play is a means of taking pleasure in one’s own capacities and engaging 
them in the imaginative as well as the material world; play permits 
experimentation and generates feedback. In these senses, the allusive artworks 
of the medieval Islamic world are, perhaps above all, seriously playful objects.

Notes:

(1) For a summary of some of the literature on city growth in the medieval 
Islamic world, see Stefan Heidemann, “How to Measure Economic Growth in the 
Middle East? A Framework of Enquiry for the Middle Islamic Period,” in Material 
Evidence and Narrative Sources: Interdisciplinary Studies of the History of the 
Muslim Middle East, ed. Daniella Talmon-Heller and Katia Cytryn-Silverman 
(Leiden: Brill, 2014), 30–57.

(2) On the historiography of ornament studies in relation to artworks of the 
medieval Islamic world, see in particular, Gülru Necipoğlu, The Topkapı Scroll: 
Geometry and Ornament in Islamic Architecture, Topkapı Palace Library MS H. 
1956 (Santa Monica, CA: Getty, 1995), 61–71; Gülru Necipoğlu, “L’idée de décor 
dans les régimes de visualité islamiques,” in Purs décors? Arts de l’Islam, 
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regards du XIXe siècle, ed. Rémi Labrusse (Paris: Les Arts Décoratifs and Musée 
du Louvre, 2007), 10–23.

(3) For example, Necipoğlu, Topkapı Scroll; Finbarr Barry Flood, Objects of 
Translation: Medieval “Hindu-Muslim” Encounter (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 2009); Persis Berlekamp, Wonder, Image, and Cosmos in 
Medieval Islam (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2011); Jamal 
Elias, Aisha’s Cushion: Religious Art, Perception, and Religious Practice in Islam 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2012); and most recently, and from a 
different perspective, Shahab Ahmed, What Is Islam? The Importance of Being 
Islamic (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2016).

(4) Oleg Grabar, The Mediation of Ornament (Washington, DC: A. W. Mellon 
Lectures, 1992), 7.

(5) See Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht, “Erudite Fascinations and Cultural Energies: 
How Much Can We Know about the Medieval Senses?,” in Rethinking the 
Medieval Senses: Heritage, Fascinations, Frames, ed. Stephen G. Nichols, 
Andreas Kablitz, and Alison Calhoun (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
2008), 1–10; Richard G. Newhauser, “The Senses, the Medieval Sensorium, and 
Sensing (in) the Middle Ages,” in Handbook of Medieval Culture, ed. Albrecht 
Classen, 3 vols., (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2015), 3:1559–1575.

(6) Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human 
Sciences (New York: Pantheon Books, 1970), 68. Similarly, Caroline Walker 
Bynum, “Avoiding the Tyranny of Morphology; Or, Why Compare?,” History of 
Religions 53 (2014): 368, and on the question of resemblance in Chinese art, 
Jonathan Hay, “Editorial: The Value of Forgery,” RES: Anthropology and 
Aesthetics 53/54 (2008): 9. See also Oleg Grabar, The Mediation of Ornament 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1992), 193.

(7) Mehmet Aga-Oglu, “The Use of Architectural Forms in Seljuq Metalwork,” Art 
Quarterly 6 (1943): 93.

(8) On the tower, see Ernst Diez, Churasanische Baudenkmäler (Berlin: Reimer, 
1918), 109–112; Donald N. Wilber, “The Development of Mosaic Faïence in 
Islamic Architecture in Iran,” Ars Orientalis 6, no. 1 (1939): 41–42; and Douglas 
Pickett, Early Persian Tilework: The Medieval Flowering of Kāshı ̄(London: 
Associated University Presses, 1997), 104. The ewer is Museum für Islamische 
Kunst no. I.3566: Friedrich Sarre and Fredrik R. Martin, eds., Die Ausstellung 
von Meisterwerken muhammedanischer Kunst in München 1910, 3 vols. 
(Munich: Bruckmann, 1912), vol. 2, plate 142, exhibition number 3047.

(9) Other ewers with the same alternation of fluting and ribs are held in the 
Gallerie Estensi, Modena (acc. no. 6921), for which see Sheila R. Canby, Deniz 
Beyazıt, Martina Rugiadi, and A. C. S. Peacock, Court and Cosmos: The Great 
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Age of the Seljuqs (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2016), 143; the 
British Museum (acc. no. 1848,0805.1); the Museum für Islamische Kunst (no. I. 
3568); former Kabul Museum collection (acc. no. 58-2-16 and another, accession 
number unknown), for which see Valentina Laviola, Metalli islamici dai territori 
iranici orientali (IX–XIII sec.): La documentazione della Missione Archeologica 
Italiana in Afghanistan (PhD diss., Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia, 2016), 398; 
Museo Nazionale d’Arte Orientale “G. Tucci,” Rome, acc. no. 5945 (Laviola, 
Metalli islamici, 399).

(10) Aga-Oglu, “Architectural Forms,” 84; Diez, Baudenkmäler, 109–111; Ebba 
Koch, “The Copies of the Quṭb Mı̄nār,” Iran 29 (1991): 95; Ralph Pinder-Wilson, 
“Ghaznavid and Ghūrid Minarets,” Iran 39 (2001): 172–173.

(11) On the tower and debates about its date, see Sheila S. Blair, “The Madrasa 
at Zuzan: Islamic Architecture in Eastern Iran on the Eve of the Mongol 
Invasions,” Muqarnas 3 (1985): 87; on the ewer, Canby et al., Court and Cosmos, 
200–201.

(12) See the illustration in Canby et al., Court and Cosmos, 155–156; for further 
discussion of the inscription, see Sheila S. Blair, Text and Image in Medieval 
Persian Art (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2014), 65–67.

(13) On the tower, see Sheila S. Blair, The Monumental Inscriptions from Early 
Islamic Iran and Transoxiana (Leiden: Brill, 1992), 88–90; Melanie Michailidis, 
“In the Footsteps of the Sasanians: Funerary Architecture and Bavandid 
Legitimacy,” in Persian Kingship and Architecture: Strategies of Power in Iran 
from the Achaemenids to the Pahlavis, ed. Sussan Babaie and Tallin Grigor 
(London: I. B. Tauris, 2015), 141–142. The ewer is Museum für Islamische Kunst 
no. I.3567; illustrated in Sarre and Martin, Ausstellung, vol. 2, plate 141, 
exhibition number 3045.

(14) Pseudomorphism as art historical “booby trap” was first proposed by Erwin 
Panofsky in Tomb Sculpture (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1964), 26–27. Yve- 
Alain Bois has recently published further discussion of the phenomenon with 
particular emphasis on the issues of temporal priority that it so often generates: 
“On the Uses and Abuses of Look-alikes,” October 154 (2015): 127–149. 
Discussion of the phenomenon is also central to Bynum, “Avoiding the Tyranny,” 
and Finbarr Barry Flood, “Picasso the Muslim: Or, How the Bilderverbot Became 
Modern (Part 1),” RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics 67/68 (2016/2017), 
especially 42–44.

(15) Michailidis, “In the Footsteps of the Sasanians”; Robert Hillenbrand, Islamic 
Architecture: Form, Function, Meaning (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 
2000), 273–294.
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(16) Joan Kee and Emanuele Lugli, “Scale to Size: An Introduction,” Art History 

38:2 (2015): 258.

(17) Muhammad Qasim Zaman, “al-Yaʿḳūbı̄,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed., 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_7970. Yaʿqūbı̄, Kitāb al-buldān, 
trans. Gaston Wiet as Les pays (Cairo: Imprimerie de l’institut français 
d’archéologie orientale, 1937); Al-Thaʿālibı̄, The Book of Curious and 
Entertaining Information: The Laṭāʾif al-maʿārif of Thaʿālibı̄, translated with 
introduction and notes by C. E. Bosworth (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University 
Press, 1968).

(18) Bilal Orfali and Maurice A. Pomerantz, “A Lost Maqāma of Badı̄ʿ al-Zamān al- 
Hamadānı̄?,” Arabica 60 (2013): 245–271. See also Ibn Khaldūn, The 
Muqaddimah: An Introduction to History, 3 vols., trans. Franz Rosenthal 
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1958), 2:301–302.

(19) See Lisa Golombek, “The Draped Universe of Islam,” in Content and Context 
of Visual Arts in the Islamic World, ed. Priscilla P. Soucek (University Park: 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 1988), 26, and the bibliography she lists in 
notes 6–10; R. B. Serjeant, Islamic Textiles; Materials for a History up to the 
Mongol Conquest (Beirut: Librarie du Liban, c. 1972).

(20) Al-Thaʿālibı̄, Curious and Entertaining, 145–146.

(21) To give a particularly far-flung example, fragments of thirteenth-century 
Syrian glassware were excavated from the site of the thirteenth-century moated 
castle at Caerlaverock in southwest Scotland: Martin Brann, ed., Excavations at 
Caerlaverock Old Castle 1998–9 (Dumfries: Dumfries and Galloway Natural 
History and Antiquarian Society, 2004), 68–69. The much more regular 
movement of metalwork manufactures, as well as metals, around the 
Mediterranean and between the Arabian Peninsula and India is well documented 
and some of the major studies are summarized in James W. Allan and Ruba 
Kanaʾan, “The Social and Economic Life of Metalwork, 1050–1250,” in A 
Companion to Islamic Art and Architecture (Blackwell Companions in Art 
History), ed. Finbarr Barry Flood and Gülru Necipoğlu, 2 vols., (Malden, MA: 
Wiley-Blackwell, 2017), 1:453–477.

(22) Oliver Watson, Persian Lustre Ware (London: Faber and Faber, 1985), 41–42; 
Julian Raby, “The Principle of Parsimony and the Problem of the ‘Mosul School of 
Metalwork,’” in Metalwork and Material Culture in the Islamic World: Art, Craft 
and Text, ed. Venetia Porter and Mariam Rosser-Owen (London: I. B. Tauris, 
2012), 22.

(23) For example, see the possible trajectories of metalwork families across the 
Levant and Jazira outlined in Raby, “The Principle of Parsimony,” 23–44. A later 
example can be found in the architect of the mosque at Fı̄rūzābād in the Deccan, 
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whose name “Aḥmad ibn Ḥusayn al-Ḥisnkayfı̄” indicates that he and/or his 
forebears were from Hasankeyf, in southeastern Turkey: George Michell and 
Richard Eaton, Firuzabad: Palace City of the Deccan (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1992), 34.

(24) Oleg Grabar, “The Visual Arts: 1050–1350,” in Cambridge History of Iran, 
vol. 5: The Saljuq and Mongol Periods, ed. John Andrew Boyle (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1968), 626–658; Richard Ettinghausen, “The 
Flowering of Seljuq Art,” Metropolitan Museum Journal 3 (1970): 113–131.

(25) Yasser Tabbaa, “Bronze Shapes in Iranian Ceramics of the Twelfth and 
Thirteenth Centuries,” Muqarnas 4 (1987), 110.

(26) David Durand-Guédy, Iranian Elites and Turkish Rulers: A History of Iṣfahān 
in the Saljūq Period (London: Routledge, 2010), 230–255.

(27) Ruba Kana’an, “The de Jure ‘Artist’ of the Bobrinski Bucket: Production and 
Patronage of Metalwork in pre-Mongol Khurasan and Transoxiana,” Islamic Law 
and Society 16, no. 2 (2009): 175–201; Ruba Kana’an, “Patron and Craftsman of 
the Freer Mosul Ewer of 1232: A Historical and Legal Interpretation of the Roles 
of Tilmı̄dh and Ghulām in Islamic Metalwork,” Ars Orientalis 42 (2012), 67–78; 
Ruba Kana’an, “The Biography of a Thirteenth-Century Brass Ewer from Mosul,” 
in God Is Beautiful and Loves Beauty: The Object in Islamic Art and Culture, ed. 
Sheila S. Blair and Jonathan M. Bloom (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 
2013), 176–93; Allan and Kanaʾan, “Social and Economic Life of Metalwork.”

(28) Christopher B. Steiner, “Can the Canon Burst?,” The Art Bulletin 78, no. 2 
(1996): 217.

(29) Michel de Certeau, The Writing of History, trans. Tom Conley (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1988), 4.

(30) Oleg Grabar, “Between Connoisseurship and Technology: A Review,” 

Muqarnas 5 (1988): 1–8; Oleg Grabar, “An Art of the Object,” Artforum 14 (1976): 
36–43.

(31) Eva-Maria Troelenberg, “On a Pedestal? On the Problem of the Sculptural 
as a Category of Perception for Islamic Objects,” in Art History and Fetishism 
Abroad: Global Shiftings in Media and Methods, ed. Gabriele Genge and Angela 
Stercken (Bielefeld: transcript, 2014), 159–174. Alex Potts’s comments about the 
awkwardness of “sculpture” as a category even for works produced in the 
European and North American studio traditions are very resonant here: Alex 
Potts, The Sculptural Imagination: Figurative, Modernist, Minimalist (New 
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2000), esp. 1–4.

(32) Oliver Watson, “Museums, Collecting, Art-History and Archaeology,” 

Damaszener Mitteilungen 11 (1999): 421–432.
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(33) See the essays collected in Sabine Frommel, ed., Les maquettes 
d’architecture: function et évolution d’un instrument de conception et de 
réalisation (Paris and Rome: Picard and Campisano Editore, 2015).

(34) Gülru Necipoğlu-Kafadar, “Plans and Models in 15th- and 16th-Century 
Ottoman Architectural Practice,” The Journal of the Society of Architectural 
Historians 45, no. 3 (1986): 236–237. Ronald Lewcock (“Materials and 
Techniques,” in Architecture of the Islamic World: Its History and Social 
Meaning, ed. George Michell [London: Thames and Hudson, 1978], 132) reports 
that wooden architectural models were used in Abbasid Baghdad prior to or 
during the construction process, but gives no source for this.

(35) A well-known illustration from a c. 1587 manuscript of the Surname-i 
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Süleymaniye Mosque in Istanbul (completed 1558) through the Hippodrome as 
part of the circumcision festivities held in honor of the son of the Ottoman 
Emperor Murad III: Serpil Bağcı, Filiz Çağman, Günsel Renda and Zeren 
Tanındı, Ottoman Painting (Ankara: Ministry of Culture and Tourism, 2010), 147. 
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198–99.
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Western material is Emanuel Klinkenberg, Compressed Meanings: The Donor’s 
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Transcaucasia,” kunsttexte.de 3 (2014), https://edoc.hu-berlin.de/bitstream/ 
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Abstract and Keywords
This chapter situates the act of making within the intellectual history of the 
premodern Islamic world. It argues that in this context making was often tacitly 

—and sometimes explicitly—recognized as a form of thought. Using textual 
sources drawn from philosophical, theological, and historical traditions, it traces 
a craft-oriented worldview that maps manual and cerebral processes of making 
onto the intellectual realm. Looking particularly at architectural design and 
creation, metaphors of matter and materiality, and the role of makers, this 
chapter argues that the value of craft and the “thinking hand” were more widely 
recognized in the medieval Islamic world than has been acknowledged in earlier 
scholarship. The chapter ends with a reassessment of the perceived role of the 
craftsman within medieval Islamic society.

Keywords:   craftsmanship, intellectual history, embodied cognition, medieval Islamic crafts, 
materiality, Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, economic history

Making something well is not solely a bodily act but a process in which 
intellectual, sensory, and manual faculties become profoundly intertwined. The 
manipulation of substance and the creation of new forms not only requires 
learned sensitivity and responsiveness to the possibilities and limitations of 
materials, but also obliges the maker to undertake a sequence of decisions that 
only ends when the object is deemed complete. The work of getting something to 
turn out how one wants it to may appear mechanical much of the time, but even 
the most mechanical act is the outcome of a decision: choice of tools, number of 
strikes, space between components, knowing when to stop. The process is 
possible only when the information concerning judgment and responses is 
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flowing back and forth continuously between the senses, the brain, the body, and 
most particularly the hands; complete mastery is only attained when those 
faculties become fully integrated into each other through hundreds of hours of 
practice. Anyone who has ever trained in a practical craft can attest to this, and 
yet the act of making has only recently been admitted to the realm of the 
intellect through research in the nascent fields of embodied and extended 
cognition.1 This chapter traces the “intellect of the hand” discernible in both the 
material culture and the textual sources of the  (p.27) medieval Middle East. In 
so doing, it argues for the reinstatement of craftsmanship into medieval Islamic 
intellectual history.

“Making Is Thinking”
The interconnectivity of the mental, manual, and sensory faculties is something 
that unites all realms of making.2 This is true not only for the so-called 
“industrial arts” of metalworking, ceramic manufacture, or stonecarving that are 
explored in this book, but also for painting, sculpture, and even installation art.3 

Postindustrial perspectives and the concomitant subordination of the “applied” 
to the “fine” arts have tended to discount both the sensory and intellectual 
engagement necessary to craft production, and the laborious and often very 
repetitive processes necessary to the most vaunted contemporary forms of 
artistic expression. Some of the reasons for this are internal to the discipline of 
art history and the institution of the art museum, both of which are founded on 
the identification and categorization of things that have been deemed complete. 
As such they have an inbuilt bias toward static objects rather than processes and 
ongoing transformations.4 More insidiously, the still-pervasive Romantic myth of 
the (usually male) artist-genius has served to elevate the moments of inspiration 
and completion in the story of any given artwork, while eliding the long, labor- 
intensive, and repetitive processes of making that lie between, around, and over 
those two poles.5

Correctives to the hegemony of the static object in art history can be found in 
discourses on the materiality of process and the ethics of making that have 
emerged in recent years from various fields, including anthropology and 
sociology.6 Tim Ingold, one of the most vocal scholars working in this vein, 
argues for the primacy of processes over final products: he places this in 
opposition to “reading creativity ‘backwards’, from a finished object to an initial 
intention in the mind of an agent.”7 The ultimate conclusion of his argument, 
that all objects should be apprehended as materials in flux, has more to offer for 
some types of artifact than others.8 Nevertheless, an arrested version of this line 
of thought presents valuable opportunities for understanding the complexities of 
the allusive object. If materiality represents “the meeting of matter and 
imagination,” as one art historian has put it, it is also the field in which the 
human body and matter respond to each other through manipulation.9 In this 
book, I argue that the objects under study were formed through responsive 
processes of making and thinking that reacted to and were stimulated by the 
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materials and techniques in hand, as well as preexisting and medium-specific 
forms and motifs and the external stimuli of full-scale architecture, rather than 
representing the imposition of fully formed anterior designs onto passive matter.

Histories of making are only rarely transcribed into texts; as a result, the 
greatest mass of evidence for processes of thinking and making comes from the 

 (p.28) objects themselves, not from written documentation.10 Material 
evidence of various kinds forms the primary subject matter of this book.11 

However, the tacit knowledge generated by the intellect of the hand can be 
glimpsed laterally in a great range of texts, and should be properly considered to 
belong within, or at least directly alongside, the documented intellectual 
environment of the medieval Islamic world.12 Here, I argue the case for a 
“thinking hand” through discussions of, or allusions to, making and 
craftsmanship that appear in a number of medieval sources. Most of these date 
from the tenth to the twelfth century, an era of intense and expansive 
intellectual activity in the Islamic world and also the period in which many of the 
objects in this book were created.

This chapter enters the world of medieval making through architecture, the craft 
that lies at the heart of this book and with which its subjects are in dialogue. 
Architecture is explored here as an art of process, aligning it with the responsive 
models of craftsmanship for which this book argues. Next, the text moves to the 
realms of philosophy and theology to trace the impact of craftsmanship, 
processes of making, and manufactured artifacts upon the medieval Islamic 
intellectual landscape. The encyclopedic tenth-century Rasāʾil (Epistles) of the 
Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ (Brethren of Purity) is used as a point of departure for 
exploration of medieval Islamic philosophical and religious perspectives on 
matter, making, and materials. After introducing the Epistles of the Ikhwān al- 
Ṣafāʾ, I explore the intertwining of the Ikhwān’s epistemology with the act of 
making, before considering the craft-oriented worldview expounded in the 
Epistles and related traditions. Next, metaphors of materiality and makers in 
medieval Arabic philosophical and theological traditions are examined. The 
chapter ends with discussion of the perceived role of the manual crafts within 
medieval Islamic society, arguing that the value of craftsmanship and the 
intellect of the hand were more widely recognized in this milieu than some 
earlier scholarship has acknowledged.

Architecture, Art of Process
The cultural product that most obviously announces itself as an art of process is 
architecture. Not only was premodern building a necessarily responsive form of 
craftsmanship, with ongoing modifications and rethinks leaving traces on the 
fabric of the building, but it is also the artform that is most readily recognized as 
being experienced processually by its users, over time and through movement. 
The subjects of this book are all argued to engage in intentional relationships of 
one sort or another with the forms of architecture, and sometimes also with its 
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functions; accordingly, this section will consider the art of building, its 
processes, and its place in the intellectual landscape of the medieval Middle 
East.

In spite of the amazing achievements of medieval architects and builders, there 
is little surviving textual or notational evidence from earlier than the fourteenth 
century that documents the processes of architectural practice or the 
transmission  (p.29) of architectural knowledge in the Islamic world. However, 
suggestive textual evidence for a tradition of applied geometry in architectural 
construction survives from the tenth century. The extant texts, including the 

Aʿmāl al-handasa (geometric constructions) of Abū l-Wafāʿ al-Būzjānı̄ (d. 998), 
and the second epistle of the Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, are thought to follow on from a 
now-lost treatise on geometry by al-Fārābı̄ (d. 950). These works clearly 
demonstrate the circulation and application of solutions to problems of building 
among literate craftsmen.13 Būzjānı̄’s stated mission in his handbook was to 
wean artisans off the practice of eye measurement and instead give them the 
tools to apply geometry properly to construction. He contrasted the artisan who 
judges “through his senses and by inspection” with the geometer’s mathematical 
proofs, which cannot always be transformed easily into construction.14 As 
Renata Holod notes, Būzjānı̄’s text “offers a constructive hands-on version of 
geometry explained in fairly simple language,” making possible the inscription of 
geometric figures into each other using only simple instruments and no complex 
mathematics.15

Būzjānı̄ also reports that he was present at gatherings of artisans and geometers 
in which problems of applied geometry were discussed and solutions were tried 
out. From his comments, it is clear that a continuous dialogue between these 
disciplines was taking place in tenth-century Baghdad, as was quite probably the 
case throughout the medieval and early modern periods. Būzjānı̄’s friendship 
with the polymath Abū Ḥayyān al-Tawḥı̄dı̄ (d. after 1009/1010), author of, among 
other things, a treatise on calligraphy, further hints at the sophisticated level of 
interchange taking place between the scholarly and artistic realms.16 This raises 
a fundamental point, which is the potential intellectual sophistication of 
craftsmen. Not every hod-carrier was a poet, but it is equally untenable to 
suppose that all skilled craftsmen were illiterate, unsophisticated, and entirely 
disconnected from the wider cultural and intellectual environment reflected in 
the textual sources.17 Būzjānı̄’s text affords modern observers a rare glimpse 
into the largely undocumented connections between makers and thinkers in the 
tenth-century center of the Islamic world.

It is not surprising to learn that architecture was a collaborative practice 
between artisans and mathematicians, but it nonetheless begs a question: How 
was information transmitted between parties? Cut-and-paste techniques may 
have been the medium of teaching and problem-solving at the meetings Būzjānı̄ 
attended in tenth-century Baghdad.18 Occasional references to architectural 
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Figure 1.1  Plaster plate excavated at 
Takht-i Sulayman, Iran. Thirteenth 
century. Length 47 cm.

plans executed on skins, parchment, cloth, or paper prior to the thirteenth 
century are tantalizing, but it is not clear if these were common practices or 
not.19 The discovery of a thirteenth-century plaster plate at Takht-i Sulayman in 
Iran, inscribed with a geometric design that is generally accepted as a schematic 
projection of a muqarnas quarter vault, represents the earliest surviving 
example of a working architectural drawing from the Islamic world (Fig. 1.1).20 

Later architectural drawings are preserved in “design scrolls” (ṭūmār) from the 
fifteenth century and later.21 These include in  (p.30) some cases ground plans 
of buildings on grids as well as patterns and geometric projections, and employ a 
modular unit as their system of notation.

The use of a modular system for 
communicating architectural 
knowledge in the early modern 
design scrolls has significant 
implications. Rather than 
metrology, the design scrolls 
rely for their effectiveness on 
proportion and consistency of 
the modular units from which 
their designs are constructed. 
Sometimes they also compress 
complex schema into a kind of 
shorthand. Both of these 
aspects imply a modular 
imagination at work that 
permits a flexible application of 
designs during the actual 
processes of making, and hint at 
practices of projection, 
experimentation, and 
adaptation that were routinely practiced on site but not necessarily 
transcribed.22 Nasser Rabbat raises the possibility, suggested by a passage from 
the observations on Cairo made by the Iraqi physician ʿAbd al-Laṭı̄f al-Baghdādı̄ 
(d. 1231/32), of a practice of architectural design without any graphic 
representation. This apparently entirely mental process of visualizing and 
planning architectural units and the sequence of their construction raises 
astonishment and admiration in the Baghdad-born author, implying that it may 
have been a practice peculiar to Egypt. It is notable that this process, as 
described by ʿAbd al-Laṭı̄f al-Baghdādı̄, depends heavily on modularity.23

Early modern design scrolls also combine, in a continuous field, schematic 
drawings for projecting three-dimensional forms and two-dimensional patterns 
for designs in tilework and other media. In doing so, they demonstrate their 
creators’ conceptualizations of architectural decoration as an integrated 
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component of both the building process and the completed monument, rather 
than an applied skin that can be mentally separated from the underlying 
structure. This point has been made before in discussions of Islamic 
architectural history, but it cannot be stressed enough and has particular 
relevance to the discussion of ornament and three-dimensionality that will come 
in Chapter 2 of this book.24

 (p.31) It is likely that the early modern design scrolls represent continuations 
of an older tradition of knowledge transmission and practice, but the fact 
remains that records for the medieval period are much more limited. Discussions 
of building practice encountered in ḥisba manuals for the regulation of the 
marketplace— notably the manual from eleventh-century Seville by Ibn ʿAbdūn— 

are concerned primarily with the soundness and safety of buildings. Emphasis is 
laid on the depth and perpendicularity of walls; maintenance of proper 
standards for materials; and the correct use of angles, plumb lines, and so 
forth.25 In terms of nomenclature, it is striking that the ḥisba manuals use only 
bannāʾ (“builder”) to designate the agents of the construction process; the 
alternative term muhandis, which properly meant a designer of waterways but 
came to have the broader meaning of land surveyor, engineer, or architect, is not 
encountered.26 Maya Shatzmiller’s survey of labor in the medieval Islamic world 
lists some sixty-three occupations that fall under the rubric of construction, and 
other scholars have supplied further terms.27 Collectively they attest to the 
extremely organized nature of construction, not just at the level of the elite, 
within medieval Islamic urban cultures.

While this data is illuminating, it does not shed much light on the thought 
processes that go into the creation of buildings. The muhandis who appears 
occasionally in certain texts is generally understood to operate as an architect in 
the sense of a designer and possibly also an overseer, but the textual references 
prior to the fourteenth century are not sufficiently numerous or consistent to 
give a clear sense of what this role entailed. Some lateral insight can be gleaned 
from the philosophical tradition. In the Al-maqṣad al-asnā fı̄ sharḥ maʿānı̄ asmāʾ 
Allāh al-ḥusnā (Highest goal in explaining the beautiful names of God) written by 
the great Persian scholar and mystic al-Ghazālı̄, three of the names for God that 
enshrine the generative principle are grouped together and treated collectively 
as the stages of a generative process. God is creator (al-khāliq), producer (al- 
bāriʾ), and fashioner (al-muṣawwir). This process is likened to the creation of a 
building, beginning with an architect (muhandis) who sketches and portrays it 
(fayarsumuhu wa yuṣawwirhu), then a builder (bannāʾ) who begins the 
foundations, then a decorator (muzayyin) who chisels the surface and adorns 
it.28 Elsewhere Ghazālı̄ famously compares the Creator with an architect 
(muhandis) who “draws [yuṣawwir] a dwelling-place [ʾabnyat al-dār] on a blank 
page [bayāḍ, literally “whiteness”], and then brings it into existence according to 
the transcription [nuskha].”29 Although nuskha is sometimes translated as “plan” 
in this context, the word properly implies copying or transcribing from an 
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original, or superseding it.30 The two quotes suggest that, in Ghazālı̄’s mind at 
least, the muhandis was a designer who used some form of notation on paper or 
another blank surface prior to the execution of the actual building.31 The same 
distinction between the architects who portray the building (ṣūwaraha al- 
muhandisūn) and the workers who build it from the foundations up appears in 
tenth-century reports on the topography of Iran by Abū Dulaf.32

 (p.32) Ghazālı̄’s description of the building process is succinct and remains 
largely abstract; the processes of construction are sublimated to his main point, 
which is glossing the divine Names and the generative principle.33 But the same 
analogy did, on occasion, burst out of its spiritual framework with an overflow of 
technical detail. One of the most striking examples of this is the creation of the 
universe analogized as the building of a house in the Kitāb al-badʾ wa’l-taʾrı̄kh 

(Book of creation and history) of al-Maqdisı̄, a tenth-century author from Bust in 
Afghanistan. Maqdisı̄’s argument that there can be no creation without a Creator 
is, as Oleg Grabar and Renata Holod have pointed out, hardly an original one, 
but it is in the detailed description of construction that the passage becomes 
remarkable. The author invites us to imagine the unimaginable: self-generation 
of a building through every stage, from the gathering of earth and its mixing and 
molding to make mud-bricks; through the felling, sawing, planing, and raising of 
joists for ceilings; and finally paving, plastering, and decoration with ornaments 
(tazāwı̄q) and designs (nuqūsh)—all without the hands of any creators or 
designers.34

The text goes into great detail, and its value as a data mine for architectural 
historians goes without saying. It is also a striking example of the rhetorical 
power of the material imagination. Al-Maqdisı̄ argues the case for a Creator by 
inviting the reader to undertake the extended and detailed visualization of a 
highly complex, multistage process of material manipulation. The efficacy of his 
analogic argument depends upon the visualization of building materials and 
their passage through the sequential processes of preparation and use, requiring 
the reader to recognize the impossibility of those processes without creators. 
The more concretely the author conveys the material processes of building, the 
more successful the analogy is, because concretization forces the reader to 
confront the impossibility of such processes without the hands and tools of a 
great range of craftsmen. The collective nature of architectural construction, 
and its interdependent processes of thinking, doing, planning, and modifying, 
are brought to the fore in al-Maqdisı̄’s description. By requesting the reader to 
remove the person of the craftsman from an imagined sequence of building 
activities, the author has in fact placed greater emphasis on the roles of 
individuals and their cooperation in the process of building than is to be found in 
almost any other source currently known from the pre-Mongol era.
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Al-Maqdisı̄’s text, with its wealth of information for the pre-Mongol history of 
architectural construction in the Central Asian lands, demonstrates very clearly 
the utility of philosophical and theological texts as windows into the historical 
world of material artifacts. By looking beyond “documentary” sources, it 
becomes possible to see the impact that craftsmanship had upon medieval 
writers of all kinds. Accordingly, the next sections of this chapter will examine 
craftsmanship, matter, and making in the philosophical and theological 
traditions, using the tenth-century Epistles of the Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ as the first 
point of entry.

 (p.33) Thinking and Making in Tenth-Century Iraq
The Epistles of the Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ present one of the most extended and explicit 
engagements with craftsmanship to survive from the medieval Arabic-speaking 
world, and they explore the act of making across several registers. Making is 
considered in the Epistles as process, as metaphor, and as social desideratum.

The authors of the Epistles have not been identified with absolute certainty and 
even their sectarian identity is a matter of ongoing debate, although the 
dominant theory favors an Ismaili Shia affiliation.35 They are generally agreed to 
have been members of an esoteric organization primarily operative during the 
tenth century in Basra, a major cosmopolitan center, and possibly also Baghdad. 
Questions of identity notwithstanding, the monumental compendium produced 
by the Ikhwān holds a very important place in the history of science and 
learning.36 Comprising fifty-two individual rasāʾil (epistles), the heterogeneous 
contents of the Ikhwān’s encyclopedic text are divided into four sections: the 
propaedeutic (al-riyādiyya) sciences or sciences of training, followed by the 
physical, intellective, and theological sciences.37 Together they constitute a 
syncretic amalgam of the diverse philosophical and theological traditions 
available to a tenth-century coterie in Mesopotamia, as well as a window into the 
society they inhabited.

The esotericism of the Ikhwān’s text and ensuing accusations of heresy from the 
orthodox Sunni establishment have made explicit acknowledgments of the 
Epistles’ influence by subsequent medieval authors rarer than they might 
otherwise have been.38 However, the text must have circulated far and wide 
soon after it was first completed, for passages from it and references to it 
appear as far afield as Spain by the early eleventh century, and possibly even 
earlier.39 That the Epistles had a significant impact on medieval Islamic 
intellectual circles is quite evident from the work of later writers. The fiercely 
orthodox Mamluk theologian Ibn Taymiyya (d. 1328), who classed the Ikhwān as 

falāsifa (philosophers) and as such abominated them, regarded the Epistles as a 
work that had exerted a significant influence on many major thinkers of the 
Islamic world by his own time, most particularly the polymaths Ibn Sı̄nā (known 
in the Latin West as Avicenna; d. 1037) and Ghazālı̄.40 Ghazālı̄, indeed, is 
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reported by his younger contemporary al-Māzarı̄ (d. 1141) to have been 
“addicted to [ʿukūf ʿalā] reading the Rasāʾil ikhwān al-ṣafāʾ.”41

At the same time, the text of the Epistles is marked by frequent appeal to the 
artisan or craftsman, and the idiom of the Ikhwān is generally more accessible 
than that of the high philosophers and can be judged to address a more general 
educated audience.42 It is quite clear that the Ikhwān included craftsmen among 
its members. The centrality of the manual and intellective processes of making 
within the Rasāʾil, coupled with the discussion of individual crafts found 
throughout the text but most particularly in epistle eight, make it plain that at 
least some of the authors were familiar with craft practice and in frequent 
contact with craftsmen, if  (p.34) not craftsmen themselves. Within the 
Ikhwān’s own descriptions of their hierarchy, the lowest of their four categories 
of membership are termed craftsmen (arbābu dhawı̄ al-ṣanāʾiʿ), members of 
which group must be at least fifteen years old. Above this are the categories of 
political leaders, kings, and prophets and philosophers.43 The titles of these 
groups are obviously not to be taken literally, but they indicate a keen sense of 
the craftsman’s value both autonomously and within society.44 Most conclusively, 
the forty-eighth epistle describes the Ikhwān’s presence among various classes 
of society, including the sons of (i.e., groups of) craftsmen (awlādu al-ṣunnāʿ) and 
the leaders of crafts and professions (umanaʾu al-nās).45

In art historical scholarship, the Epistles of the Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ have thus far 
provided substance for theories of aesthetics that are predicated on harmonious 
proportions and precise geometry as a source of pleasurable wonder and a 
means of spiritual elevation.46 Most recently, the Epistles have been exhaustively 
mined to construct a model of Fatimid aesthetics centered on proportionality as 
an expression of piety, although the material evidence presented is quite 
selective.47 Some elements of the text were also mobilized by Samer Akkach in 
his mystical interpretation of Islamic architectural space, in which he links the 
processes of making described in medieval literature with cosmological modes of 
spatial organization and the revelatory power of symbolism.48 While the 
Ikhwān’s theories of proportionality undoubtedly constitute a key source for the 
study of aesthetics in the medieval Islamic world, in this chapter I will 
foreground the aspects of the text that address the practices and processes of 
craftsmanship, rather than the effects generated by completed artworks. This 
chapter will leave largely to one side both aesthetics and mystic symbolism in 
order to concentrate instead on the insistent materiality of the act of making 
within the writings of the Ikhwān.

The act of manual creation is central to both the epistemology and the ontology 
expounded in the Epistles. It is most singularly highlighted in the Ikhwān’s 
striking conceptualization of the internal senses, the post-sensationary faculties 
of the mind that process the information received from the senses and ultimately 
produce thought. Like other medieval Arabic-speaking intellectuals, the Ikhwān 
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operated within a philosophical tradition that recognized complex and variable 
cognitive procedures of sensing, imagining, estimating, and remembering. Of 
the five post-sensationary faculties that they tabulate, the first three replicate a 
threefold classification found in earlier sources, hence imagination (here 

al-mutakhayyila, used to mean the sense-receiving faculty), cogitation 
(al-mufakkira), and memory (al-hāfiẓa).49 But the fourth and fifth faculties of the 
Ikhwān are much more unusual within the greater tradition of the internal 
senses, for they are in fact productive faculties. These two are termed the 
“speaking” (al-nāṭiqa) faculty and the “making” (al-ṣāniʿa) faculty.50

While the Ikhwān’s explicit inclusion of speaking and making within the internal 
senses is highly unusual, it is not without precedent in medieval Arabic 
philosophy. It echoes the two modes of “imitation” proposed by the philosopher 

 (p.35) al-Fārābı̄ (d. 950), which denoted references to external subjects 
effected through action (as in the creation of a sculpture) or through speech.51 

An earlier prefiguration of this model can also be found in the writing of the 
Basran litterateur al-Jāḥiẓ (d. 868 or 869) who observed that “man is called the 
microcosm [ʿālam ṣaghı̄r, literally ‘small world’], because he is capable of 
producing anything with his hands and imitating all the sounds with his 
mouth.”52 The microcosmic nature of man, a trope that reached its medieval 
Arabic zenith in the Epistles of the Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, is in Jāḥiẓ’s argument 
fulfilled through production of objects and sounds, the outward manifestations of 
the Ikhwān’s “speaking” and “making” faculties.53 Thus the Ikhwān’s model of 
the internal senses, while departing somewhat from the Aristotelian model that 
would be further elaborated by Ibn Sı̄nā and others (see Chapter 5), formalized 
another tradition that recognized the uniqueness of man’s productive faculties of 
making and speaking. In effect, the Ikhwān recognized making as thinking.

In the conception of the mind presented by the Ikhwān, the intertwining of the 
receptive and productive internal senses conveys a strikingly fluid exchange 
between the medieval subject and the world of matter that he or she occupies. 
Sensory information is received and processed by the intellect and then returned 
back to the world through products of the hand, the tongue, and—by extension 
of those faculties—the pen.54 The recognition of reciprocity between the 
material, sensory, and intellectual spheres leads the Ikhwān to the belief that the 
development of the intellect is initially dependent upon close attention to the 
sensorially perceptible, physical world.55 The rationale for this sensory 
engagement is predicated on the microcosm/macrocosm worldview that 
underpins all of the Epistles. According to the cosmological principles of the 
Ikhwān, the workings of God are apparent in everything in the physical 
universe.56 Thus, only through scrutiny of the objects of sensation can the 
objects of intellection become first principles within the soul, assuring the 
eventual autonomy of the intellect through a complete understanding of the 
Created universe.57 The necessity of practical training in physical crafts for the 
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eventual elevation of the individual soul is first made explicit in the Ikhwān’s 
second epistle, on geometry.58

As in the text of Būzjānı̄ discussed above, geometry is explicitly presented by the 
Ikhwān in the first instance as an applied science of material use to the 
craftsman; only after the applied skills have been fully expounded does the 
epistle move to the realm of the abstract. The writings of the Ikhwān are steeped 
in Neoplatonic principles. Through careful observation, they argue, the mind can 
be trained to abstract geometric principles from matter, visualize them 
internally, and use them to create geometric constructs that have no 
preexistence in the material world but that can be externalized through the acts 
of design and making. It is only when this stage has been mastered that 
geometry can become an instrument of elevation. The ultimate outcome of this 
inductive progression is a soul that can elevate itself and escape “the sea of 
matter” (baḥr al-hayūla), a term with distinctly Neoplatonic  (p.36) resonance 
that is used throughout the Epistles to denote the quotidian physical world.59 A 
similar elevation of the soul through “geometry made manifest” can be found in 
the Persian context, as in the work of the Ghazanvid poet Sanāʾı̄ (d. between 
1131 and 1141) who likened “the ability to behold the divine manifestation . . . to 
the intellectual way of perception of a geometrician.”60

Because the spiritual ascent counseled by the Ikhwān begins with such a 
complete, and unapologetic, engagement of the senses with the tangible world, 
the frequent recourse in the Epistles to models and metaphors of craftsmanship 
is no mere literary conceit. Nor is the heightened awareness of materials and 
their transformations that is displayed throughout the text. Rather, materials 
and the act of making are the essential substrates of the Ikhwān’s enterprise. 
This is most clearly evident in the treatment of the manual crafts that is 
intimated in the general classification of the sciences presented in epistle seven, 
before being fully explored in epistle eight, “On the practical arts [al-ṣanāʾiʿ al- 
ʿamaliyya] and their aims.”61

The Eighth Epistle
In epistle seven, the Ikhwān undertake a classification of the known human 
sciences into three major groups. First of these are the propaedeutic sciences 
(ʿilmu al-riyāḍiyat), meaning in this instance those established for subsistence 
and the enhancement of daily life. Following this are the religious sciences for 
the elevation of the soul, and finally the philosophical sciences.62 Unlike earlier 
Arabic classifications of the sciences, the Ikhwān’s conception of the 
propaedeutic sciences places considerable emphasis on their practical 
applications in everyday life.63 Their treatment of this category of activity has 
been described by Godefroid de Callataÿ as a “kind of lumber room of mundane 
practices.”64 Most notable is the inclusion of “the science of crafts and [manual] 
arts” (ʿilmu al-ḥiraf wa al-ṣanāʾiʿ) in the list of propaedeutic sciences, a feature 
that sets the Epistles apart from other tenth- and eleventh-century 
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classifications of knowledge.65 The complementary treatise is contained in 
epistle eight, and is probably the fullest exploration of the manual crafts and 
their roles in an ordered society to survive from the Islamic world prior to the 
fourteenth century.

In light of the pervasive substratum of making that runs throughout the Epistles, 
the eighth epistle is worthy of much deeper consideration than it has thus far 
received. It should be viewed not only as a very significant extension of the 
Ikhwān’s highly materialized ontology but also as an extremely important source 
on makers, materials, and artifacts in Mesopotamia at a time when the region 
was the intellectual center of the Arabic-speaking world. To date, scholarship on 
the eighth epistle of the Ikhwān has been concerned for the most part with 
establishing the text’s utility as evidence for the existence of guild systems in the 
early Islamic world,66 or of a uniquely Ismaili worldview within the Epistles.67 

The contention that the practical arts “play no more than a minor part” in the 
Epistles is fairly  (p.37) typical, and this attitude helps explain why the eighth 
epistle has not been translated into a European language since Friedrich 
Dieterici’s somewhat abridged nineteenth-century translation of much of the 
Epistles into German.68

In brief, epistle eight begins with an outline of the Ikhwān’s ontological and 
epistemological views of matter and form as related to the processes of making 
and the created artifact, before proceeding to categorization of the individual 
crafts by several different systems. Initially, the epistle organizes crafts by the 
materials that they employ, grouped first by the four elements of water, earth, 
air, and fire, individually and in combination, then by the mineral, vegetable, and 
animal kingdoms. Then come those that use as their material the measurement 
of bodies (maqādı̄ru al-ajsām), for example the weigher (wazzān) and the 
measurer (kayyāl). This is followed by those who work with the worth of things, 
for example the moneychanger (ṣiyyarfa); those who work with human bodies, 
such as the practitioners of medicine (al-ṭibb) and the barber (muzayyin); and 
finally those who work with human souls as their material: scholars (al- 
muʿalimı̄n ajmaʿ).

The second system of categorization presented in the eighth epistle is organized 
by the tools and bodily members that each craft utilizes, and is followed by a 
discussion of the use of fire as an agent in various different craft practices. Third 
is categorization by rank (marātib), which is predicated on a craft’s necessity to 
society. This system gives precedence to the primary crafts of agriculture 
(ḥirātha), weaving (ḥiyāka), and building (bināʾ); then to the many ancillary 
crafts that support these activities; and lastly to the luxury trades that beautify 
and adorn, such as silk and perfume. The fourth categorization is by nobility 
(sharf), a construct determined by several factors: the craft’s necessity, the value 
of its materials, the benefits it confers on society at large (as in the case of bath- 
attendants, ḥammāmı̄n; excrement collectors [?], sammādı̄n; and street 
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sweepers, kannāsı̄n), or the skill that it requires.69 The last of these groups 
includes conjurers (mushaʿbadhı̄n), painters (muṣawwirı̄n), and musicians 
(mūsı̄kiyyı̄n).

Following these categorizations, the remainder of the chapter examines the 
parallels between skilled artisans and the Creator; the suitability of certain 
natures and horoscopes for apprenticeship in crafts and the soundness of the 
principle of hereditary craftsmanship; the cosmological framework of making 
which links every craftsman to the world-soul (nafsu al-ʿālam); and the great 
chain of knowledge transmission that links every human craftsman, through his 
teacher (ustādh), to an originary craftsman whose knowledge does not derive 
from any human source.

The eighth epistle of the Ikhwān al-Ṣafaʾ comprises a careful consideration of 
individual craft processes and an extended experiment with their conceptual 
organization; as such, it clearly shows a concern with craftsmanship that 
extends far beyond its utility as an abstract analogy for Neoplatonic principles. 
For those among the Ikhwān who did not have formal connections to 
craftsmanship, the artisanal activities of the bazaar would still have been visible 
within the cosmopolitan environment of medieval Basra, as in all major urban 
centers of the Islamic world  (p.38) at that time, engendering a level of common 
familiarity with craft practices that is generally quite absent from modern life.70 

The ḥisba literature tells us that certain industries, including ceramics 
manufacture, were supposed to be located outside of the city walls because they 
produced fumes or bad smells, or required ready access to a source of water. 
This accords with the archaeological evidence from sites like Raqqa.71 Other 
crafts, including goldsmithing and jewelry-making, were traditionally located in 
the heart of the city, while noisier practices such as carpentry and metalwork 
were closer to the city gates. The centrality of the marketplace, including craft 
production and sale, to the urban structure of premodern settlements in the 
Middle East is such that many medieval writers defined towns principally 
through the presence of a congregational mosque and markets.72 The possibility 
of a distinctly medieval material imagination, generated in part by the proximity 
to making and materials that must have a normal part of life in premodern urban 
societies, will be the subject of the next section.

The Material Imagination
Analogies between the concrete and the spiritual are frequently encountered in 
medieval Islamic mystic writings and are commonly ascribed to the duality of the 
seen (al-shahāda) and the unseen (al-ghayb) worlds in the Qur’anic and 
Prophetic traditions.73 Attempts to make the spiritual realities of the superior, 
unseen world accessible to the human imagination are enacted through analogy 
and metaphor with the inferior, sensible world, as for example in the Light Verse 
of the Qur’an (24:35) and Ghazālı̄’s famous exegesis of this Qur’anic similitude, 
the Mishkāt al-anwār (Niche of lights).74 In his short book, Ghazālı̄ details 
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symbolic meanings for the physical entities of lamp, glass, oil, niche, and light 
that are presented in the Light Verse as a simile for divine illumination, and from 
these he draws out a cosmology of radiating lights, veiled and unveiled.

At the same time, in the philosophical traditions, the duality of the seen and the 
unseen worlds is paralleled in the distinction—descended by degrees from Plato 
but developed in new directions in the Arabic literature—that is drawn between 
the sensible and the intelligible, the physical and the metaphysical. 
Developments of this thesis are a major theme in medieval Arabic metaphysics, 
which is in no way surprising given the ongoing reinterpretation of Greek 
scholarship and its interaction with Qur’anic hermeneutics.

But while the articulation of the spiritual or metaphysical realm was generally 
the primary aim of medieval mystics and philosophers, it does not follow that all 
material analogies encountered in the literature should be collapsed without 
trace into their immaterial referents. Modern scholars of intellectual history and 
esoteric mysticism alike have tended to interpret the medieval sources in such a 
way that the material realm is constantly subsumed by the immaterial, as if the 
physical world was voided of specificity and immanence and left nothing in the 
text once  (p.39) it had pointed the way to a higher truth.75 To treat the textual 
deployment of imagery drawn from the material world in this way fails to 
acknowledge the material imagination at work across the medieval Arabic 
philosophical tradition. At a more fundamental level, it also ignores the 
underlying cognitive processes that make metaphor, analogy, and similitude such 
powerful rhetorical tools in the first place.

Modern theorists of language working in phenomenological traditions, notably 
Paul Ricoeur, have drawn our attention to metaphor’s merging of the cognitive 
and the affective, “the pairing of sense and the senses,” that requires the reader 
or listener to look at the metaphor rather than through it. “In other words, 
instead of being a medium or route crossed on the way to reality, language itself 
becomes ‘stuff,’ like the sculptor’s marble.”76 In the example of the Light Verse, 
the highly materialized image of the lamp does not simply disappear from the 
mind when it is overwritten by the concept of divine illumination. Instead, the 
two coexist and their network of associations multiplies.77 The central claim of 
“cognitive poetics” and embodied cognition—that structures of language and 
thought are derived from our somatic experience as corporeal beings in a 
material world—enables the blending of distinct conceptual domains, even 
material artifacts with abstract tenets of faith.78 While the operations of 
metaphor are explored much more fully in Chapter 4, these initial observations 
are fundamental to understanding the material imagination that forms such an 
important substratum within many of the medieval Islamic philosophical 
traditions.

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#
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The epistemology of the Ikhwān exemplifies this material-mindedness. In quite 
explicitly Neoplatonic terminology, the Ikhwān conceive of knowledge as being 
generated through forms impressed upon the substance or essence (jawhar) of 
the soul. The reception and retention of information by the internal senses is 
likened to the impression that remains in wax after it is stamped with a seal 
(yabqa naqshu al-faṣṣi fı̄ al-shamʿi al-mukhutūmi muṣawwaran).79 In this the 
Ikhwān follow a well-known Aristotelian conception of sensory perception and 
the intellect that dominated medieval Islamic philosophy, whereby the mind was 
conceptualized as matter analogous to a wax tablet into which information was 
materially impressed.80

This fundamentally somatic model for cognition developed its own specificities in 
Islamic intellectual terrain, and related ideas would be further developed in the 
writings of Ibn Sı̄nā (d. 1037) in particular.81 When Ibn Sı̄nā and others return to 
the Platonic metaphor of wax (Arabic: shamʿ) to demonstrate existents that are 
receptive to multiple forms, the material qualities of wax as experienced by the 
senses—its mutable and additive nature, and its ability to take an impression— 

are precisely the things that produce the metaphor.82 The analogy was carried 
over from Greek philosophy but it is nonetheless immanent in its new context. 
The use of seals and seal rings was widespread in the medieval Islamic world, 
following the pre-Islamic institution of sealing documents encountered 
particularly in the Sasanian territories but also in the Mediterranean  (p.40) 

littoral.83 Surviving examples tend to exhibit certain characteristics, such as the 
use of reversed inscriptions in angular scripts that would become raised in the 
wax impression (Fig. 1.2).84 Much less common but not unknown are seals with 
figural imagery, such as a jasper example bearing the image of St. George 
slaying the dragon inscribed sulṭān malik or mulk (“sultan king” or “sultan 
kingship”), possibly from twelfth- or thirteenth-century Anatolia (Fig. 1.3).85 Seal 
inscriptions acted as a kind of personal motto, binding a widespread and mobile 
type of artifact ever more closely with personhood.86

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-2#oso-9780190695910-chapter-2-figureGroup-14
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-2#oso-9780190695910-chapter-2-figureGroup-15
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Figure 1.2  Seal, excavated at Sabz 
Pushan in Nishapur, Iran, in 1936. Tenth 
or eleventh century. Carved jet. Height 2 
cm. New York, Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, 39.40.141.

Figure 1.3  Seal, probably Anatolia, 
eleventh or twelfth century. Red jasper. 
Width 1.7 cm. London, British Museum, 
1880.36 35.

As a form of material 
signification, the analogy of the 
seal-impression had wide 
circulation not only in the 
Islamic world but also in 
medieval Europe, where the 
relationship between seal 
matrices and their impressions 
also “resonated deeply within 
contemporary ontological 
concerns.”87 In the 
philosophical employment of 
seals and wax impressions as 
tools for visualization, it is only 
through the reader’s sensory 
recall of physical substance that 
the metaphysical allusion can 
be sustained: hence, the 
evocation of the material “wax” 
and all its physical qualities 
remains present in the text, and 
in the reader’s mind, even when 
the allegory has been fully 
expounded. This engagement 
with substances and matter 
would evolve in some esoteric 
texts into full symbolism, but it 
never entirely departs from the material sphere, remaining dependent on the 
material imagination for its very efficacy.88

In this vein, many medieval Islamic philosophers followed a hylomorphic 
ontology that evolved from Aristotelian and Neoplatonic traditions. In such a 
conception of the tangible, spatial world, physical things are comprised of two 
principles that are cognitively separable, although never actually separable in 
reality: matter and form. As Akkach has observed, most medieval Muslim 
philosophers worked with this hylomorphic paradigm and it continued to 
dominate conceptions of the sensible world throughout the medieval period, but 
the Ikhwān were among the earliest to explore systematically its relevance for 
the arts of making.89

Within this metaphysical framework, it is the created artifact, the product of the 
craftsman, which provides the Ikhwān with their first and most intuitive point of 
reference for the concept of “things.” The opening passages of the fifteenth 
epistle, “On Matter and Form,” launch almost immediately into a fashioning of 
the world through tools and  (p.41) instruments that manipulate and impress 
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the substances of being. The first example that the Ikhwān harness to illustrate 
the capability of one type of matter to take many forms is that of tools made 
from iron (ḥadı̄d). The point is also elaborated in epistle eight, with the 
observation that the same body, iron, could be matter (hayūlā), material 
(mawḍūʿ, in the sense of substrate), form (ṣūra), artifact (maṣnūʿ, including 
created objects which will become tools at the point of use), tool (āla), or 
equipment (adāt).90

While they certainly underscore the multivalent nature of matter, with these 
illustrative examples the Ikhwān also build a veritable blacksmith’s workshop in 
the mind’s eye. The implied distinction between material that has been made 
ready for use (mawḍūʿ) and raw material (hayūlā) not only suggests familiarity 
with craft processes and material differentiation but also embodies the 
emanationist theory of matter that underpins the ontology of the Ikhwān. This is 
clarified in the fifteenth epistle, where the Ikhwān’s meditation on matter and 
form continues by describing a hierarchy of four types of matter. These ascend 
from the matter of art (hayūlā al-ṣināʿu), through the matters of nature, and of 
the whole, to the topmost level: Prime Matter (al-hayūla al-ʾūlā).91

The lowliest and most differentiated of these levels, the matter of art, is of the 
greatest interest for the student of material culture:

The matter of art is every body from which and in which a manufacturer 
makes his piece of art, as with wood for carpenters, iron for blacksmiths, 
earth and water for builders, yarn for weavers, and flour for bakers; and 
according to this example each manufacturer certainly has a body from 
which and in which he makes his piece of art, and that body is the matter 
of art.92

Elsewhere in epistle fifteen, garments of cotton and astrolabes of copper are 
employed as illustrations of the ascending “nobility” (sharaf) of substance from 
raw materials to manufactured objects. When a piece of copper (nuḥās) receives 
the  (p.42) form of an astrolabe, it becomes more noble.93 The astrolabe is 
perhaps the most important manufactured object to appear in the Epistles, 
where it is clearly intended to represent the ultimate embodiment of man’s 
ingenuity in mastering measurement and forming ever more complex creations 
from raw materials.94 Planispheric astrolabes from the Islamic world have 
survived from the ninth and tenth centuries onward, the earliest ones coming 
from Baghdad, and it is clear that such instruments were widely known at the 
time the Ikhwān were writing. The earliest dated astrolabe currently known 
from the Islamic world (inscribed with the date 315 H/927–928 CE) was signed 
by its maker Nasṭūlus (Fig. 1.4), who was justifiably proud of his skill as a maker 
of scientific instruments and signed two other surviving examples.95 “A two- 
dimensional model of the three-dimensional celestial sphere, reduced to a plane” 
through stereographic projection, the moving plates of the astrolabe could be 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-2#oso-9780190695910-chapter-2-figureGroup-16
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Figure 1.4  Astrolabe, dated 315 H (927/8 
CE) and signed Nasṭūlus. Probably made 
in Iraq. Cast and engraved copper alloy. 
Width 17.5 cm. Kuwait City, Al-Sabah 
collection, LNS 36 M.

used to perform over one thousand operations, according to a tenth-century 
astronomer. However, it has also been suggested that many, if not most, of them 
were made as collector’s items or display pieces rather than for scientific use—a 
circumstance perhaps reflected in the astrolabe’s status within the Epistles as 
the acme of artifacts.96

In epistle eight the creation of 
astrolabes and other scientific 
instruments, such as celestial 
globes, is recognized as an art 
that takes its eminence from the 
level of skill that it requires 
rather than the value of the 
materials involved. Indeed, the 
skill of the astrolabe maker is 
reckoned by the Ikhwān in 
explicitly economic terms that 
once again underscore the 
text’s overarching concern with 
distinguishing form from matter 
in the concrete as well as 
theoretical realms. At the same 
time, the Ikhwān’s example of 
the skilled astrolabe maker 
prefigures the economic theory 
of labor as a source of value 
that would later be expanded in 
the Muqaddima of Ibn Khaldūn 
(d. 1406). “A piece of bronze 
[ṣufr], worth five dirhams, when 
made into an astrolabe is worth 
one hundred dirhams. This price is not for the material but for the form into 
which it has been made.” The goldsmith and the minter, it is noted, do not add 
the same degree of value to their materials.97

The treatment of the astrolabe in the Epistles brings together the two sides of 
the medieval Islamic material imagination. On the one hand, the astrolabe is 
figured as a supremely differentiated artifact that embodies the divine 
metaphysical order of craftsmanship and matter emanating from the Wise 
Artisan. On the other hand, it is also a resolutely material object, formed from 
copper by an ingenious craftsman and produced within a labor economy. Neither 
of these aspects cancels the other out, and their coexistence in the text is 
symptomatic of more widespread habits of thought, not unique to the Ikhwān, 
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that permit the material and the metaphysical to coexist comfortably and indeed 
to reinforce each other.

Makers, Movements, and Mutable Materials
The repeated appearance of manufactured artifacts and craft processes in the 
Ikhwān’s ontological scheme naturally gives rise to the question of makers. Who 
is doing what, to which materials, to create these forms in matter?

 (p.43) The eighth epistle of the Ikhwān gives a great quantity of data on the 
various craft occupations necessary to an optimally functioning society. This 
aspect of the text finds its strongest echo in the fourteenth-century Muqaddima 

(Introduction) of Ibn Khaldūn, to which this chapter will return. Since Bernard 
Lewis has already undertaken a tabulation of all the individual crafts contained 
in the Ikhwān’s eighth epistle, they will not be listed here.98 At the level of 
individuals, the identification of named craftsmen is a longstanding 
preoccupation for connoisseurs of medieval Islamic art, and is almost entirely 
dependent on names culled from signed objects since there is so little textual 
documentation of any sort relating to premodern artistic production.99 Some 
signatures provide certain kinds of taxonomic information, such as the 
geographical origins of craftsmen’s families as indicated in their nisbas. 
Moreover, Kana’an’s innovative recent research has suggested new avenues of 
approach to the information that can be gleaned from artists’ and  (p.44) 

patrons’ titles on certain types of objects.100 However, artists’ signatures for the 
most part offer very little information about the cognitive processes of making or 
the conceptualization of those processes in their cultural environment, and this 
section will instead consider in more general terms what makes a maker.

Under normal circumstances, tools, body, mind, and materials are all necessary 
for the act of making; however, these are not always easily separable. That 
individual tools are emblematic of particular crafts is certainly recognized by the 
Ikhwān, as in the sequence of examples given to illustrate the necessity of 
specific tools to individual crafts: “the hammer [miṭraqa] of the blacksmith 
[ḥaddād], the needle [ibra] of the tailor [khiyāṭ], the pen [qalam] of the scribe 
[kātib], and the knife [shafrit] of the cobbler [iskāf].”101 The Ikhwān’s 
preoccupation with the instruments of craft, most evident in the classification of 
crafts in epistle eight by the number and nature of tools that they require, is 
extended to the bodies of craftsmen: the trades that use first one and then two 
tools are mingled with classifications according to movement and posture.102

The Ikhwān’s treatment of equipment (adāt, pl. adawāt) also points to a fluid 
extension of the maker’s body into his instruments. Body parts are likened to, 
and at times discussed as, tools (āla, pl. ālāt).103 The topos of the tool that 
becomes an extension of the craftsman’s person appears in craft traditions 
across cultures and has found confirmation in recent studies that show how 
quickly tool use can alter subjects’ perceptions of their own body schema—the 
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proprioceptive map of one’s own body, and its posture and position, that is 
constantly shaped through the impressions received from the senses.104

Finally, the human artisan, it is stated by the Ikhwān, needs six things to 
complete his work: matter (hayūlā), place (makān), time (zamān), equipment, 
tools, and movement (ḥaraka).105 The Creator, of course, needs none of these 
things, because all have been created by Him, the Wise Artisan (al-ṣāniʿu al- 
ʿalı̄m).106 God, accordingly, is repeatedly characterized within the Epistles as the 
originary and ultimate craftsman, who is at one point said to need no tools.107

In placing an emphasis on the generative role of the creator God as the artisan 
of the universe, the Ikhwān followed a path already firmly established within 
Arabic Neoplatonic philosophy—even if their concentration on the craftsman 
analogy goes beyond that of earlier authors. The Arabic versions of the Plotinus 
corpus, the so-called Uthūlūjiyā or “Theology” ascribed by medieval Arab 
commentators to Aristotle, were the major source for Neoplatonic thought in the 
medieval Islamic world.108 Unlike the original Greek texts, the Arabic versions 
repeatedly refer to the First Principle as a creator God. This represents a 
rethinking of Neoplatonic emanationism that is reflected in the unknown 
translator’s recurring use of honorific titles for God that emphasize His 
generative powers, and has the very significant result of aligning the 
philosophical traditions with those of the Qur’an and its commentaries. The 
terms for the supreme being that appear most frequently within the Arabic 
Plotinus corpus are three of the canonical Muslim names for God  (p.45) that 
denote the generative principle: al-khāliq (the creator or maker), al-bāriʾ (the 
producer or animator), and al-mubdiʿ (the originator).109

The tenet of God the Craftsman is echoed in the traditions that present prophets 
or other figures from Islamic history as the first figures to practice certain 
crafts.110 These include the first writer Idrı̄s, mentioned twice in the Qur’an and 
frequently identified with the biblical Enoch, who was also in some reports the 
first person to sew garments from cloth.111 In some traditions Idrı̄s is credited 
with the invention of crafts more generally, and for these reasons he was later 
held in particular regard by craftsmen’s guilds.112 Chief among the prophetic 
craftsmen of the Qur’an are Dāwūd (David) and his son Sulaymān (Solomon). 
The latter received the divine endowment of a spring of molten brass or copper 
placed at his disposal, as described in Qur’an 34:12–13:

We made a spring of brass [or copper; qiṭr] to flow for him; and many jinns 
labored for him by the Will of his Lord. [. . .] They made for him whatever 
he wished, places of worship [maḥarı̄b] and statues, dishes large as 
reservoirs, and cauldrons firmly fixed.

The same passage describes how David was given the power of using iron that 
was transformed in state, from fixed to mutable: “And we made iron pliable for 
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him. ‘Make long coats of mail,’ (We said), ‘and fix their links, and do the right. I 
surely see whatsoever you do’ ” (34:10–11). Qur’an 21:80 confirms that God 
taught David the armorer’s craft (ṣanʿata labūs).113 Divine transmutation of 
matter meant that solid iron became for David, in the description of the literary 
scholar al-Thaʿālibı̄ (d. 1038), “just like wax or dough or dampened clay, 
completely malleable in his hands to whatever form he wished without the need 
of fire or hammering.”114 Elsewhere, in a closely observed material analogy, 
Thaʿālibı̄ parallels the malleability of iron for David with the pliability of a type of 
stone native to Tus in Iran.115 This presumably refers to chlorite, a type of 
silicate softstone found in northeastern Iran that has been fashioned into various 
artifacts, including cooking pots, and exported from pre-Islamic times to the 
present.116 The pliant nature of chlorite, which takes an impression easily while 
retaining fine lines and detailed carving, is a characteristic rare enough in stone 
to seem remarkable, even counterintuitive, and the analogy with the 
miraculously mutable iron of David is a very apposite one.

The Qur’anic description of David and Solomon’s miraculous metalworking, and 
the commentaries on it, speak of a preoccupation with the protean nature of 
metals during the processes of founding (melting, refining, and casting) and 
forging (heating and beating, or cold-forging without heating).117 The changing 
states of metal from solid ore to molten liquid, cast solid, hammered sheet, and 
stretched  (p.46) wire lend themselves to allegorical, theological, and even 
mystical interpretations. This allegorizing of material transformation is also 
evident in the closely related tradition of alchemical writings from the medieval 
Arabic- and Persian-speaking spheres.118 But the prevalence of mystical 
interpretations does not preclude more precise technical interest on the part of 
even the most cosmologically inflected authors. For example, from the 
description of gold found in the nineteenth epistle of the Ikhwān, on minerals:

When it is hammered, it is stretched by hammers, be it hot or cold; it can 
then be extended in all directions, can be made thin and stretched, and 
twisted in threads; it takes every form of vessels and pieces of jewellery, 
can be mixed in fusion with silver and copper, and gets separated from 
them when golden marcasite is thrown on them, because [marcasite] is of 
the genus of sulphur that burns other things and is not burnt.119

More detailed descriptions of the processes of smelting, purifying, and mixing 
molten gold with other metals (primarily silver and copper), as well as the 
process of gilding, can of course be found in various metalworking treatises; 
observations on the qualities of different types of gold and the uses to which 
they can be put are also found in the tenth-century geographical epistle of Abū 
Dulaf.120 However, while the treatment of the precious metal in the Epistles is 
cursory, it suggests some real knowledge of gold’s qualities in the goldsmith’s 
workshop, particularly its ductility and malleability, and stresses the processes 
of transformative working rather than the end products. It is notable too that 
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Figure 1.5  Armlet, probably Iran, first 
half of the eleventh century. Beaten gold 
with filigree and granulation. Height of 
clasp 6.4 cm. New York, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 57.88a–c.

this passage emphasizes sheet metal and twisted wire, two of the dominant 
techniques for gold jewelry production in the medieval Islamic world prior to the 
twelfth century.121 Since goldsmithing was traditionally one of the crafts located 
in the very heart of the bazaar, its processes were likely to be visible to medieval 
urbanites—as the Ikhwān are presumed to be.

In this light, an artifact like the armlet worked in filigree, granulation, and 
beaten and twisted gold now in the Metropolitan Museum (Fig. 1.5) becomes an 
intricate embodiment of the fluctuating processes of transformation encountered 
in the goldsmith’s workshop, signaling the varying technologies and techniques 
required to hammer the metal into sheets, twist it into wire, and solder 
miniscule granules of gold to paired wires. This piece and its partner in the 
Freer Gallery reveal, on the reverse of the hemispheres that flank the clasp of 
each, a surprising further exploitation of the plasticity of gold. The base of each 
bears a pseudo-coin, a flat disk of gold pounced over a coin bearing the name of 
the caliph al-Qādir Bi’llāh (r. 991–1031) and retaining the impressed memory of 
a vanished object (Fig. 1.6).122

 (p.47)

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-2#oso-9780190695910-chapter-2-figureGroup-17
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Figure 1.6  Reverse of clasp of armlet in 
figure 1.5. New York, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 57.88a–c.

Figure 1.7  Underside of lamp, eastern 
Mediterranean, seventh or eighth 
century. Molded earthenware. Height 4 
cm. New York, Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, 61.150.6.

It is well known that clay holds 
a special place in the Qur’anic 
tradition. At several points in 
the Qur’an it is written that the 
first man was created when God 
shaped the human form from 
clay and breathed life into it, a 
tradition of divine creative 
prerogative that would become 
central to ongoing debates 
about the permissibility of 
image-making in Islam.123 

While the belief in an artisan 
Creator is shared with the other 
Abrahamic faiths, as well as 
many other belief systems, it is 
notable that the Qur’anic 
paradigm favors the plastic immediacy of clay over the “dust of the earth” 
described in Genesis 2:7.124 The Qur’anic words used for clay are ṭı̄n and ṣalṣāl: 
the latter is sometimes translated as “fermented clay” or “sounding clay” and 
was distinguished by the historian al-Ṭabarı̄ (d. 923) as “potter’s clay.” Ṭabarı̄ 
interpreted it to mean clay that had been made ready for use through drying, 
and which made a sound when struck, hence the translation “sounding.”125 

Extract of clay (sulāla min ṭı̄n), sticky clay (ṭı̄n lāzib), mud (ḥamāʾ), and ṣalṣāl 
kal-fakhkhār, attractively translated by Ali as “clay dried tinkling hard like 
earthenware,” are also described as generative substances in the Qur’an.126

The differentiation of the 
various types of clay in the 
Qur’anic text and its many 
commentaries, while somewhat 
enigmatic, signals a tradition of 
closely observing this most 
elementary form of artisanal 
substrate, and an awareness of 
the necessity for its correct 
preparation prior to the acts of 
making, molding, and firing.127 

The distinguishing quality of 
clay in these contexts is its 
plasticity and retention of direct 
impress, by which it becomes 
an immediate and direct record 

 (p.48) of the actions of 
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Figure 1.8  Jug, Iran, twelfth or thirteenth 
century. Molded and fired unglazed 
earthenware. Height 15 cm. Bloomington, 
IN, Eskenazi Art Museum, 73.46.2.

craftsmen—both divine and earthly. Turning an object over to find traces left by 
the fingers that once pressed damp clay into a mold brings invisible, long-dead 
craftsmen into startling proximity. Earthenware, unlike the stiffer stonepaste 
body that was increasingly used for fine molded ceramics in the Islamic world 
from the eleventh century, is sufficiently plastic to take even the impression of 
fingerprints. This feature is just about discernible on the undersides of certain 
moulded earthenware objects, such as a lamp from the Late Antique or early 
Islamic eastern Mediterranean (Fig. 1.7).128
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Figure 1.9  Detail of jug in figure 1.8, 
showing pull traces at seam.

Even without the indexical 
marker of fingerprints, other 
types of touch can be traced in 
clay. Smearing and pulling on 
the surface of the join between 
two halves of a molded cup (Fig. 
1.8) have left evidence of the 
rather casual hand that once 
smoothed the slip uniting the 
upper and lower hemispherical 
sections (Fig. 1.9). When 
Ghazālı̄ praises God who 
created man from sticky clay 
and “fashioned mankind’s 
appearance in the best of molds 
and proportioned it in the most complete way,” the analogy with potters’ 
practice and the very widespread creation of molded wares from fired 
earthenware matrices is drawn even closer.129 Some matrices were made by 
carving directly into earthenware, or by casting a mold from a model to create 
the negative of the desired design (Fig. 1.10); others were clearly created 
through the use of metal, wooden, or fired clay stamps or punches (Fig. 1.11). 
Unglazed molded ware makes up a large proportion of the  (p.49) medieval 
Islamic ceramic corpus and must have been in very wide use, but because early 
scholars and collectors focused their attentions on glazed wares it is only 
recently that unglazed molded wares have come to be the focus of serious art 
historical study.130 As a widespread medium of artistic dissemination, the 
ubiquity of unglazed molded ware can be traced not only from its archaeological 
presence but also through the many philosophical analogies drawn with molding 
from clay.

Both humble and noble, clay is the substance of the earth and lies as close to 
prime matter as the human mind can visualize. The so-called father of Islamic 
philosophy, al-Kindı̄ (d. c. 870), defined “element” (ʿunṣur), a term used in 
philosophical texts to denote earth, fire, air, and water but also used in the sense 
of “matter,” as “clay of all clay” (ṭı̄ntu kuli ṭı̄na).131 Clay’s primal nature, as 
undifferentiated matter, can reassert itself even in defiance of the craftsman: the 
Ikhwān distinguish it as a material that, when made into an artifact, requires fire 
to bind and strengthen its new contours. Without the heat of the fire the 
material will repel any imposed form and seek to revert to its original state.132 

Ghazālı̄ and others also incorporate clay into the metaphysical imagination, 
where it becomes on occasion the substance of the imagination  (p.50) itself: 
“Imagination, which provides the clay [ṭı̄n] from which the similitude is taken, is 
solid and dense.”133 Intriguingly, the dual roles of ṭı̄n as physical material and 
metaphysical substrate are paralleled by those of jawhar, a Persian loanword 
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Figure 1.10  Mold fragment, excavated at 
Nishapur, Iran in 1947. Late eleventh or 
early twelfth century. Earthenware. 
Height 16.2 cm. New York, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 48.101.5a.

Figure 1.11  Molding stamp, excavated at 
Istakhr, Iran, and impression. Ninth or 
tenth century. Fired clay.

meaning “jewel” or “essence” that came to denote both “gemstone” and 
“substance” in medieval Arabic writings.134

The Qur’anic traditions of 
genesis from clay and the 
craftsmanship of David have of 
course been the subjects of 
extensive commentary 
traditions, which are in turn 
entangled with more technical 
histories of the potters’ and 
metalworkers’ crafts in the 
Islamic world. My intention at 
this juncture, however, is not to 
trace the histories of these 
ideas exhaustively but simply to 
situate the plastic act of making 
within major philosophical and 
theological currents, 
recognizing it as a significant 
component of the intellectual 
sphere of the medieval Islamic 
world. Paradigms within various 
textual traditions that call for 
sensory imagining of 
manipulable materials are, I 
argue, generated by close 
attention to the behavior and 
capabilities of those substances 
in different states. As such they 
represent one facet of the 
material imagination that binds 
together multiple registers of 
meaning, from the sensory to 
the intellectual and from 
physical specificity to 
cosmological reverberation.

A “system of correspondences 
that created a web of meaning 
in the world” is of course not unique to the medieval Islamic milieu, and indeed 
such polyvalent models must be understood as the terms of encounter with 
materials in most, perhaps all, pre-industrial societies.135 But there is also what 
Necipoğlu has termed an “analogical mentality,” discussed further in Chapter 4 

of this book, which is evident in a range of texts from the medieval Islamic lands 
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and represents something particular to this context.136 This ability to encounter 
the world analogically, frequently occurring in conjunction with a close attention 
to individual materials and the ways in which they bear and generate meaning, 
necessitates a multilayered approach to objects and their makers. (p.51)

 (p.52) The Craftsman in Society
Up to this point discussion has focused primarily on the place of the craftsman 
and his materials in medieval Islamic philosophical and theological traditions. 
But the social and economic position of the crafts, and of craftsmen, is naturally 
also of critical importance in formulating an intellect of the hand in medieval 
Islamic craft history. What were medieval craftsmen perceived as doing? How 
did they fit into society? The early history of craft production in the Islamic 
world is opaque when compared with the late medieval and early modern 
periods from which key imperial records survive, such as the celebrated 

arzadasht (petition) from a Timurid kitābkhāna (book-production atelier), or the 
mass of bureaucratic data generated by the Ottoman state in which the activities 
of craft guilds can be located.137 One outcome of this opacity is an ongoing 
debate about the date at which formalized craft guilds first emerged in the 
Islamic world.138 However, it is abundantly evident from all manner of sources 
that the medieval Islamic city was a place of diverse and organized craft 
practices. For example, Dı̄nawarı̄’s al-Qādirı̄ fi al-taʿbı̄r, a treatise on 
oneirocriticism completed in 1006, includes in its twelfth chapter some two 
hundred trades, including many crafts, which were presumably familiar enough 
to the residents of early eleventh-century Baghdad to appear in their dreams.139

There is evidence that some of the manual crafts were held in low esteem in pre- 
Islamic Arab society and that the stigma attached to certain trades, such as 
weaving, may have continued to operate in early Islamic and medieval 
contexts.140 In the Prophetic literature, some well-known hadiths single out 
craftsmen, and the weaver in particular, for condemnation, although others laud 
the profession.141 However, attempts to locate an “Islamic” conception of craft 
within the Qur’an and hadith, which reflect pre- and early Islamic contexts, 
reveal little about the reality of medieval urban life.142 And while there are many 
medieval sources that  (p.53) express contempt for practitioners of certain 
trades and handcrafts, societal disdain for crafts may have been somewhat 
overstated.

Hostility to crafts in medieval Islamic society is commonly attributed to a set of 
values inherited from pre-Islamic Bedouin Arabs.143 This position is repeated in 
Umayyad poetry but, as Ignaz Goldziher has noted, was not at that point 
embedded into an urban context.144 Arthur Christensen suggested that a low 
regard for the crafts in Sasanian society might also have contributed to a disdain 
for craft in the first centuries of Islam.145 Building on these earlier arguments, 
Joseph Sadan further proposed that societal contempt for craftsmen led to a 
“generalized disagreeable pressure felt by tradesmen of all kinds” in the 
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medieval Islamic milieu, and that in response to this tension craftsmen insulated 
themselves from the rest of society through the invention of guilds, futuwwa 

ideals, and, he implies, any literary and theological traditions that celebrated the 
manual professions.146 However, it must be remembered that the surviving 
textual evidence was overwhelmingly written from the perspective of the 
elevated and elite classes. The scholarly valorization of certain types of 
literature—particularly adab (belles-lettres)—over other forms of textual and 
material evidence, and the assumption that those texts accurately and fully 
reflect social realities, seems to have led to the flawed supposition that any 
celebration of craftsmanship in medieval Islam must have been primarily 
defensive.

By contrast, other forms of evidence present a different picture. Material from 
the Sasanian period shows a well-developed infrastructure for trade that would 
be inherited by the Islamic conquerors in Iran: in urban contexts this included 
dedicated sections of the bazaar for each of a great array of crafts, as well as a 
regulatory system of master-craftsmen and bazaar inspectors.147 The latter 
institution was in existence in Iran by the third century CE and was evidently a 
descendent of the ancient Mesopotamian “overseer of the markets,” as well as a 
forerunner of the Islamic institution of the muḥtasib or marketplace inspector. 
This last office in its turn generated, though its manuals, an extremely important 
body of textual evidence for the history of medieval markets and material culture 
in the Islamic world.148 It is certainly true that the ḥisba literature refers 
frequently to cheating and lying craftsmen, but of course a main raison d’etre of 
the genre was the exposure and prevention of fraud in the marketplace, and so 
its focus naturally lies on rules and especially their transgression.149

The picture is patchy, but overall the material and economic evidence from the 
Late Antique to medieval periods in the Middle East presents an urban craft 
economy that was long established, pragmatically structured, and—much of the 
time—actively regulated and in rude health. This would not be possible if the 
crafts were really held in such low esteem that only the most wretched members 
of society engaged in them, and indeed there is overwhelming evidence that 
such a situation was not the case, even in the early Islamic period. Many of the 
first Muslim jurists and theologians—most of them hailing from the great urban 
centers  (p.54) of Kufa, Basra, and Baghdad—were reportedly engaged in 
trades and crafts.150 In this light it becomes clear that the contemptuous 
remarks about smiths, weavers, and so forth preserved in some of the works of 
the belletrists must have co-existed with other conceptualizations of 
craftsmanship in the medieval period.151

In fact, as several authors have observed and Sadan has eloquently 
demonstrated, intimations of an awareness of the social value of crafts can be 
found even within adab literature, in the work of no less a figure than al-Jāḥiẓ, 
the great ninth-century molder of the very tradition of adab. The Risāla fı̄ ṣināʿāt 
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al-quwwād (Epistle on the crafts of the masters) of al-Jāḥiẓ is one of the earliest 
extant Arabic sources on craftsmanship, and it is a text that inaugurated its own 
literary genre. The epistle presents the purported responses of a series of 
tradesmen when asked to describe both a battle scene and the pains of love. 
Each tradesman cannot help but draw his metaphors from his own stock-in- 
trade, leading to analogies that are in turn comical, crude, or unexpectedly 
striking.152 Humorous without fully descending into mean-spirited derision, 
Jāḥiẓ’s literary showmanship exhibits an awareness of the specificities of 
individual trades and their illustrative potential, as well as a sympathetic 
consciousness of their utility, even as it mocks the tradesman’s inability to frame 
events and emotions in descriptive terms that lie anywhere outside of the 
confines of his profession. The text, although short, is significant in hinting at a 
regard for the role of the craftsman in society that goes beyond the comedic 
contempt some scholars stress. It should come as no surprise to encounter a 
multilayered conception of the craftsman as an integral component of the living 
city within the literary culture that swelled in ninth- and tenth-century Baghdad: 
the caliphal capital was the uncontested metropolis of the Islamic Middle East at 
that point, and the first truly great world city founded by the Islamic state.153

It is when one looks beyond the Prophetic literature and adab sources that the 
complex reality of craft activity in the medieval Islamic world begins to emerge 
most fully. The extraordinary diversity of productive life in the medieval Islamic 
city is revealed in the eighth epistle of the Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, and this seems to be 
one of the earliest surviving texts to present a systematic exploration of the role 
and organization of crafts in society. Critically, the Ikhwān’s eighth epistle is 
premised upon the cooperative nature of crafts as a system of mutual exchange 
between specialists that enables fulfillment of society’s needs. Within this 
framework the Ikhwān explore the interdependence of individual crafts through 
their various models of categorization. Some recent authors have emphasized 
the Ikhwān’s refreshingly egalitarian judgment that the nobility of a craft can be 
predicated on its service to society as a whole, meaning that the refuse collector 
takes precedence over the perfumer.154 However, one must recall that this 
idiosyncratic valuation is only one among many systems of categorization 
presented in the eighth epistle.

Apparently more influential was the position accorded by the Ikhwān to the 
primary crafts, necessary to the fulfillment of mankind’s basic needs, around 
which  (p.55) they based their system of categorization by rank. The primary 
crafts, according to this system, are agriculture, weaving, and building. From 
these three there cascade several tiers of ancillary crafts and trades dedicated 
to providing the necessary materials and tools for each of the primary crafts. 
Aspects of the Ikhwān’s systems of categorization appear in discussions of craft 
found in the Kitāb al-siyāsa (Book of governance) attributed to Ibn Sı̄nā,155 the 
Adab al-dunyā wa’l-dı̄n (The ethics of the world and religion) of al-Māwardı̄ (d. 
1058),156 and some manuscripts of the ʿAjāʾib al-makhlūqāt wa-gharāʾib al- 
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mawjūdāt (The wonders of created things and the marvels of existence) of al- 
Qazwı̄nı̄ (d. 1283), especially its Persian translations.157 It is true that other 
means of approach also existed.158 For example, Ghazālı̄ divides the crafts into 
essential and non-essential along straightforwardly religious lines, with concern 
for delineation of the permissible and the prohibited apparently outweighing any 
interest in social significance.159 Ghazālı̄ does, however, recognize skill in the 
crafts, as when he makes a sharp distinction between the huckster physician 
who expects payment simply for providing the name of a medicinal plant, and 
the skilled craftsman who can fix a defected object with one movement. His 
example of the latter is the master sharpener who can remove “curves from 
swords or mirrors by a single stroke, owing to the expertise of the sharpener in 
determining where the curves originate,” and clearly shows an appreciation for 
the understanding, as well as the dexterity, of the skilled craftsman.160 

Alternative frameworks notwithstanding, the Ikhwān’s model for understanding 
the roles of the crafts within society was undoubtedly influential, and was to find 
its most comprehensive reflection several centuries later in the Muqaddima 

(Introduction) of Ibn Khaldūn (d. 1406).

A monumental work that resists classification, the Muqaddima was originally 
intended as an introduction to a history of the Islamic world. It applies 
philosophy to the study of history and society and, in doing so, “re-evaluates, in 
an unprecedented way, practically every single individual manifestation of a 
great and highly developed civilization.”161 The text has been hailed as both the 
first work of sociology and a forerunner of the Annales school of historical 
studies, although valorizations of this type risk decontextualizing a work that is 
thoroughly grounded in Sunni theological principles.162 Most importantly for the 
present study, it gives one of the most thorough presentations of the social role 
of crafts to be found anywhere in premodern Islamic literature.

For Ibn Khaldūn, the cooperative project of civilized society, both in his own time 
(the fourteenth century) and as projected backward through earlier Islamic 
history, is predicated in large part on tool manufacture and use, because these 
serve man’s requirements for survival. Within the great schema of nature, the 
arts of making and the creation and use of tools were generally considered by 
medieval authors to be functions that definitively separated man from animals, 
as indeed they are still.163 Another distinguishing feature arising from these 
criteria was the ability to unite thought with manual creation—essentially, what I 
have  (p.56) conceived in this chapter as the intellect of the hand. In the words 
of Ibn Khaldūn, God gave man “the ability to think, and the hand. With the help 
of the ability to think, the hand is able to prepare the ground for the crafts. The 
crafts, in turn, procure for man the instruments that serve him instead of limbs, 
which other animals possess for their defense.”164 This differentiation between 
man and animals is not unique: for example, a similar idea was expressed by 
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Miskawayh centuries earlier, but without the same emphasis on the thinking 
hand that creates the instruments of defense.165

In addition to defending himself, man must grow food and prepare it for cooking 
and eating, processes that require many types of tools at different stages and for 
which he must therefore enlist the skills of the blacksmith, the carpenter, the 
potter and so forth. To illustrate this, Ibn Khaldūn lists a sequence of 
interdependent crafts, echoing the model used by the Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ.166 Later, 
elaborating the Ikhwān’s primary crafts in his own discussion of the subject, he 
delineates the necessary crafts as agriculture, architecture, tailoring, carpentry, 
and weaving. Crafts that attain nobility through their object are midwifery, 
writing, book production, singing, and medicine, each of which is discussed by 
the author in greater or lesser detail.167

In Ibn Khaldūn’s terms, the production of crafts emerges as one of the principal 
diagnostics of sedentary culture, which is in turn “the goal of civilization.”168 

This is because the proper organization and mutual availability of the crafts is 
possible only in cities, where dynastic wealth is concentrated and many people 
coexist, with the result that culture and commerce flourish.169 As an ordering 
principle for urban society, the necessity for each individual to be guided toward 
a suitable practical art and to cooperate in the productivity of civic life can be 
glimpsed in works by earlier authors such as al-Fārābı̄ and Miskawayh, as well 
as the much fuller exposition given in the Ikhwān’s eighth epistle.170 Ibn 
Khaldūn’s vision, however, went beyond that of all the earlier writers. The 
susceptibility of urban societies to degeneration, brought about in part by too 
high a regard for luxury crafts, is unflinchingly spelled out by Ibn Khaldūn, who 
presents this as simply one more manifestation of the cyclical pattern of history 
and a seemingly inevitable result of an exchange economy.171

Craft is defined in conceptual and economic terms by Ibn Khaldūn as the 
application of human labor to specific materials. This places artifacts at the 
center of his economic model of labor as the source of value, a means of 
apprehending the act of making that was earlier intimated in the Ikhwān’s 
discussion of astrolabes and a worldview that places the craftsman as “highest 
in importance as economic actors in sedentary societies.”172 As activities, craft 
processes necessitate “thinking and speculation” (al-afkār wa al-anẓār) as well 
as action, and must be learned over time through extensive practice before 
perfection can be attained.173 Craft is accordingly  (p.57) characterized by Ibn 
Khaldūn as a “habit [malakah] of something concerned with action and thought,” 
and the habits of the crafts provide intelligence, just as languages are described 
as “habits of the tongue” elsewhere in the Muqaddima.174 Embodied knowledge 
of this kind requires teaching and personal observation, and while Ibn Khaldūn 
evinces little concern with the mechanics of training and skill transmission, he 
recognizes the necessity of teachers within his argument that the proper 
arrangement of crafts is possible only within the sedentary urban context.175 By 
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contrast, the importance of initiation, training, and instruction resonates 
throughout the Epistles of the Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ. This is hardly surprising given 
the esoteric nature of the text and its evident use as a manual for initiates.176 

The Ikhwān’s approval of apprenticeships, particularly those that followed family 
lines, indicates the existence of organized systems of teaching and learning for 
the crafts even if it does not definitively prove the earlier existence of the guild 
systems in place by Ibn Khaldūn’s time.177

As the preceding discussion has shown, the disdain for crafts and manual labor 
found in some medieval literary sources was not entirely reflective of social 
realities. The thoughtful analysis of the essential place of the crafts in society 
and the cerebral aspects of skilled craftsmanship is prefigured in Jāḥiẓ, fully 
initiated by the Ikhwān, and reaches its culmination in Ibn Khaldūn. One 
outcome of these concerns is the recognition of virtuosity in the crafts as a form 
of personal merit. The intelligent craftsman is lauded in Miskawayh’s late tenth- 
century treatise on philosophical ethics, where he is cited as an example of 
legitimate happiness enacted through the virtuosic demonstration (and sharing) 
of a skill: “The accomplished writer is pleased by demonstrating his writing—as 
is also true of the clever mason, the fine jeweler, the proficient musician and, in 
general, of every clever and excellent artisan who is pleased by demonstrating 
excellence in his art.”178 On the whole, the greater the attention paid by 
medieval authors to the specificities and realia of craft practices, the more ready 
they were to respect those practices. Jāḥiẓ recounts in the Ḥayawān how 
watching a carpenter at work caused him to realize that carpentry is a complex 
skill and that the division of mankind into different trades was effected for good 
reason.179

Throughout, this chapter has drawn together the world of matter and the world 
of mind to bring into relief the intellect of the hand, and advance the maxim that 
“making is thinking.” It is only by acknowledging the cerebral dimension of 
making that we can fully recognize and explore the achievements of medieval 
artisans. The intelligent craftsman hailed by Ibn Khaldūn was not a one-off, but 
instead had a long history in Arabic and Persian literature of various kinds. Nor 
did the craftsman’s value lie only in his usefulness to society as a maker of 
clothes or cooking vessels. He was at work within a broader cultural landscape 
suffused with the concerns of materiality and making: these reverberated in the 
Prophetic tradition of the artisan God, penetrated the philosophical and 
metaphysical realms,  (p.58) and underwrote the most intelligent 
considerations of social economy. Thus, the intellect of the hand was a 
significant component of the medieval Islamic intellectual tradition, even if it 
was not always directly transcribed into textual records. With this in mind, the 
following four chapters will explore some of the products of that thinking hand, 
examining interrelationships between thinking and making in the plastic art of 
the archimorphic object.
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Conceptions of Nature and Methods Used for Its Study by the Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, 
al-Bı̄rūnı̄, and Ibn Sı̄nā (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1993), 31–32.

(45) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 4:188. See also Hamdani, “Controversy,” 60.

(46) The theme recurs throughout the text but is most comprehensively 
developed in epistle six, “On the arithmetical and geometric proportions with 
respect to the refinement of the soul and reformation of character” (Ikhwān al- 
Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 1:242–257). An expansive and illuminating exploration of these 
ideas in the works of the Ikhwān and other medieval authors can be found in 

Necipoğlu, Topkapı Scroll, particularly 185–196; Necipoğlu, “Scrutinizing Gaze,” 

30–32. See also Puerta Vílchez, Aesthetics in Arabic Thought, 166–186. The 
aesthetics of the Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ are also discussed in Valérie Gonzalez, Beauty 
and Islam: Aesthetics in Islamic Art and Architecture (London: I. B. Tauris, 
2001), 51, 61, 75.

(47) Mohammed Hamdouni Alami, The Origins of Visual Culture in the Islamic 
World: Aesthetics, Art and Architecture in the Medieval Middle East (London: I. 
B. Tauris, 2015).

(48) Akkach, Cosmology, 36–40.

(49) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 2:414–415.

(50) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 2:414. Harry Wolfson argues that this construction 
is the result of a merging of two earlier classificatory systems simultaneous with 
a series of overly literal translations (“The Internal Senses in Latin, Arabic, and 
Hebrew Philosophic Texts,” Harvard Theological Review 28, no. 2 [1935]: 78– 

81). However, the implication that the Ikhwān were laboring under a 
misapprehension is untenable when one considers the extraordinary emphasis 
on the acts of speaking and making that are to be found throughout the Rasāʾil.

(51) Al-Fārābı̄, Kitāb al-Shiʿr, translated as “The Book of Poetry,” in Takhyı̄l: The 
Imaginary in Classical Arabic Poetics, ed. Geert Jan van Gelder and Marlé 
Hammond (Oxford: Oxbow for E. J. W. Gibb Memorial Trust, 2008), 17.

(52) Quoted in Inka Nokso-Koivisto, “Summarized Beauty: The Microcosm- 
Macrocosm Analogy and Islamic Aesthetics,” Studia Orientalia 111 (2011): 265, 
citing al-Jāḥiẓ, Kitāb al-ḥayawān, ed. ʿAbd al-Salām M. Hārun (Cairo: Sharika 
Taktuba wa maṭbaʿa Muṣṭafā al-Bābı̄ wa aulādihi, 1965–1969), 1:213.

(53) Nokso-Koivisto, “Summarized Beauty,” 265.
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(54) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 2:415.

(55) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 1:438–441, 450; Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Epistles of the 
Brethren of Purity: On Logic, An Arabic Critical Edition and English Translation 
of Epistles 10–14, ed. and trans. Carmela Baffioni (New York: Oxford University 
Press / Institute of Ismaili Studies, 2010), 139–141, 153; Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Epistles 
of the Brethren of Purity: On Geography, an Arabic Critical Edition and English 
Translation of Epistle 4, ed. and trans. Ignacio Sanchez and James Montgomery 
(New York: Oxford University Press / Institute of Ismaili Studies, 2014), 59.

(56) On the microcosm/macrocosm thesis, see Inka Nokso-Koivisto, Microcosm- 
Macrocosm Analogy in Rasāʾil Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ and Certain Related Texts (PhD 
diss., University of Helsinki, 2014).

(57) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 1:450; Epistles 10–14 (OUP/IIS), 153. Ghazālı̄, 
writing at the turn of the twelfth century, opined that whoever does not 
scrutinize the structure and component parts of an eyeball, exploring the 
physical properties of all the parts to marvel at the wisdom that they 
incorporate, “will neither know its form nor the One who forms them”: al- 
Ghazālı̄, Maqṣad al-asnā, 82; al-Ghazālı̄, Ninety-Nine Beautiful Names, 70. This 
idea also underpins the textual genre of wonders-of-creation manuscripts, as 
skillfully demonstrated by Persis Berlekamp in Wonder, Image and Cosmos in 
Medieval Islam (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2011).

(58) Here, the aim of the propaedeutic sciences is stated to be “training the 
apprentices’ minds to receive the forms of the sensible entities through the 
sensory faculties [al-qiwā al-ḥassāsa], and to imagine their forms as they are in 
themselves through the faculty of ratiocination [al-quwwa al-mufakkira].” 

Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 1:103; Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Epistles of the Brethren of 
Purity: On Arithmetic and Geometry: An Arabic Critical Edition and English 
Translation of Epistles 1 & 2, ed. and trans. Nader El-Bizri (New York: Oxford 
University Press / Institute of Ismaili Studies, 2012), 144.

(59) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 1:104; Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Epistles 1 & 2 (OUP/IIS), 
144, where it is translated as “ocean of matter.” The term appears frequently in 
Arabic Neoplatonic writings including the works of Mulla Sadrā (d. 1636), who 
attributes it to the Uthūlūjiyā or “Theology of Aristotle” discussed in this chapter. 
I thank Hassan Ansari for this information.

(60) Carol Bier, “Geometry Made Manifest: Reorienting the Historiography of 
Ornament on the Iranian Plateau and Beyond,” in The Historiography of Persian 
Architecture, ed. Mohammad Gharipour (London: Routledge, 2016), 45, citing T. 
J. P. de Bruijn, Of Piety and Poetry: The Interaction of Religion and Literature in 
the Life and Works of Ḥakı̄m Sanāʾı̄ of Ghazni (Leiden: Brill, 1983), 238.

(61) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 1:276–295.
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(62) That these do not precisely match the greater classificatory system of the 
fifty-two epistles of the Ikhwān is suggested to be the result of re-elaboration of 
the text over time: see Callataÿ, “Classification.”

(63) Cf. Fārābı̄’s famous Iḥṣāʾ al-ʿulūm (Enumeration of the sciences): see 

“Alfarabi: The Enumeration of the Sciences,” trans. Charles Butterworth, in 

Medieval Political Philosophy: A Sourcebook, 2nd ed., ed. Joshua Parens and 
Joseph C. Macfarland (Ithaca, NY and London: Cornell University Press, 2011), 
18–23.

(64) Godefroid de Callataÿ, Ikhwan al-Safa’: A Brotherhood of Idealists on the 
Fringe of Orthodox Islam (Oxford: Oneworld, 2005), 63; and Callataÿ, 
“Classification,” 66.

(65) Callataÿ, Ikhwan al-Safa’, 62–63; Callataÿ, “Ikhwân al-Safâ: des arts 
scientifiques et de leur objectif,” Le Muséon 116, no. 1–2 (2003): 249–250. See 
also Alexander Treiger, “Al-Ghazālı̄’s Classifications of the Sciences and 
Descriptions of the Highest Theoretical Science,” Dîvân Disiplinlerarası 
Çalışmalar Dergisi 16, no. 30 (2011/1): 1–32.

(66) Primarily Bernard Lewis, “An Epistle on Manual Crafts,” Islamic Culture 17 
(1943): 141–151. For a summary of debates about this text as evidence for guilds 
in early Islam see Hamdani, “Controversy.”

(67) Yves Marquet, “La place du travail dans le hiérarchie ismaʿílienne d’aprés 

L’encyclopédie des Frères de la Pureté,” Arabica 8 (1961): 225–237.

(68) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, “The Seventh Epistle of the Propaedeutical Part on the 
Scientific Arts and What They Aim At,” trans. Rüdiger Arnzen, in Classical 
Foundations of Islamic Educational Thought, ed. Bradley J. Cook (Provo, UT: 
Brigham Young University Press, 2010), 261, n. 2. For the eighth epistle, see 

Friedrich Dieterici, Die Logik und Psychologie der Araber im zehnten 
Jahrhundert n. Chr. (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 1868), 85–101. A 
précis (in Italian) of epistle eight is included in Allesandro Bausani, 
L’enciclopedia dei fratelli della purità (Naples: Istituto Universitario Orientale, 
1978). Some portions of the text, including the various names of the craft 
professions, are translated in Lewis, “Epistle.” A full English translation of the 
eighth epistle with commentary by Nader El-Bizri is forthcoming from Oxford 
University Press / Institute of Ismaili Studies in 2018.

(69) Necipoğlu has stated that there is an epistle on the “loftiness of crafts” or 
“the loftiness of the artist/creator” (sharaf al-ṣāniʿ) within the Epistles (Topkapı 
Scroll, 199; “Scrutinizing Gaze,” 31). This is the title of a faṣl (section) within the 
eighth epistle.
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(70) On the sūq and its place in premodern Islamic urban structure, see André 
Raymond, “The Economy of the Traditional City,” in The City in the Islamic World, 
2 vols., ed. Renata Holod, Attilio Petruccioli, and André Raymond (Leiden: Brill, 
2008), 2:731–751; and Pedro Chalmeta, “Markets,” in The Islamic City, ed. R. B. 
Serjeant (Paris: UNESCO, 1980), 104–113.

(71) On Raqqa, see Julian Henderson et al., “Experiment and Innovation: Early 
Islamic Industry at al-Raqqa, Syria,” Antiquity 79 (2005): 130–145; Stefan 
Heidemann, “The History of the Industrial and Commercial Area of ʿAbbāsid al- 
Raqqa, called al-Raqqa al-Muḥtariqa,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and 
African Studies 69, no. 1 (2006): 33–52.

(72) Th. Banquis and P. Guichard, “Sūḳ, 1. In the Traditional Arab World,” 

Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed., http://dx.doi.org/ 
10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_1109.

(73) A useful summary of these ideas, and of the historiography of mystic 
interpretations in Islamic art history, is found in Akkach, Cosmology, 10–17 and 
25–31.

(74) Al-Ghazālı̄, The Niche of Lights: A Parallel English-Arabic Text, trans. and 
ed. David Buchmann (Provo, UT: Brigham Young University Press, 1998).

(75) This trait is also pronounced in works that read esoteric symbolism into the 
physical environment of the medieval Islamic world, for example, Nader Ardalan 
and Laleh Bakhtiar, The Sense of Unity: The Sufi Tradition in Persian 
Architecture (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1973).

(76) Paul Ricoeur, The Rule of Metaphor: Multi-disciplinary Studies of the 
Creation of Meaning in Language, trans. Robert Czerny (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1993), 209.

(77) Margaret S. Graves, “The Lamp of Paradox,” Word & Image (forthcoming).

(78) George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Philosophy in the Flesh: The Embodied 
Mind and its Challenge to Western Thought (New York: Basic Books, 1999), 45– 

59.

(79) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 2:414.

(80) See Ibn Ṣı̄nā, Avicenna’s Psychology, an English Translation of the Kitāb al- 
Najāt, Book II, Chapter VI, with Historico-Philosophical Notes and Textual 
Improvements on the Cairo Edition by F. Rahman (Westport, CT: Hyperion, 
1981), 26–29; discussion in Berlekamp, Wonder, 136–137, and in Priscilla 
Soucek, “Niẓāmı̄ on Painters and Painting,” in Islamic Art in the Metropolitan 
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Abstract and Keywords
This chapter scrutinizes the allusive potential of ornament and the two- 
dimensional paradigm that dominates ornament studies. Surveying the 
historiography of architecture-as-ornament, the chapter explores ornament’s 
relationship with the third dimension. In particular, it focuses on the potential 
for architectural motifs, especially arches and arcades, to confound two- 
dimensionality through the generation of fictive spaces that articulate and order 
form as well as surface. The chapter focuses first on the image of the arcade in 
various media and particularly on a group of inlaid metalwares with 
Christological scenes. Next, it moves to thirteenth-century Mosul and the 
surrounding area to explore the reciprocal relationship between plastic systems 
of three-dimensional ornament on buildings, metalwares, and a remarkable 
group of large architectonic earthenware water jars known as ḥabbs.

Keywords:   ornament, arcade, arch, three-dimensionality, Owen Jones, Oleg Grabar, skeuomorphism, 
inlaid metalwork, Jazira, ḥabb

The intellect of the hand performs its work not only through processual time, but 
also through three-dimensional space. This elemental truth is particularly 
evident in the plastic arts of metalwork, ceramic, stonecarving, and so forth, in 
which construction and appreciation alike require objects to be moved through 
space, rotated, inverted, opened, and closed. However, much of the nineteenth- 
and twentieth-century scholarship on what are uncomfortably termed the 
“applied,” “decorative,” or “minor” arts has been predicated on the assumption 
of certain binaries that tend to elide three-dimensionality. Form is set in 
opposition to surface, ornament to figure, and ultimately objects of use to objets 
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d’art. While the historiographic background to these constructs is complex, the 
implicit outcome in the scholarly history of the plastic arts has been the 
elevation of vision over touch and two-dimensional surface over three- 
dimensional space. But the products of the thinking hand can only be properly 
understood if they are reckoned in haptic as well as visual terms, and the 
portable artworks in this book repeatedly upend all such binaries.

This chapter makes, at heart, a simple case: namely, that the medieval artistic 
modes collectively and commonly termed “ornament” make up a fully three- 
dimensional system in which surface and space are mutually constitutive, rather 

 (p.60) than a two-dimensional skin that can be unproblematically separated 
from its carriers.1 This is nowhere more apparent than in the case of 
architectural motifs used as ornament, which, as this chapter shows, persistently 
and intentionally evoke fictive spaces as well as articulating real ones. In 
particular, I consider the capacity of architectural motifs—foremost among them 
the arcade—to illuminate the problems of a two-dimensional paradigm for 
ornament.

The chapter begins with the phenomenon at the core of this book, a material 
practice without a name: making something functional resemble something else. 
The lack of a precise term for this practice betrays its ambiguous ontological 
position, complicating as it does Classical conceptions of mimesis and 
representation. Following this, I examine some writings on ornament that expose 
an ongoing uncertainty regarding the place of the third dimension within the 
study of ornament. As I will show, this is most visible in the awkward position 
occupied by architectural motifs in theories of ornament from the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries, from Owen Jones to Oleg Grabar. The next sections of 
the chapter demonstrate the capacity of the architectural motifs employed in the 
plastic arts of the medieval Middle East to complicate and confound the 
paradigm of two-dimensionality as they variously articulate surface, contours, 
and space, transforming signification as well as form in the process. This is 
explored primarily through a study of the arcade, a linear motif that was 
frequently employed as a means of ordering surfaces across media beyond 
monumental architecture, including stone, wood, and most notably inlaid 
metalwares. Finally, the discussion moves to the peculiarly plastic ornamentation 
that connected buildings, metalwork, and ceramics of the thirteenth century in 
the area around Mosul, in northern Iraq, and considers the architectonic 
allusions that harmonize this system of ornament.

Together these examples make the case that the ornamented object is both a 
fully three-dimensional venture and a space for the play of the intellect through 
the game of allusion and indirect reference. By deliberately invoking 
architecture—that other major art of the third dimension—the medieval 
craftsmen who employed architectural forms as ornament upon plastic artworks 
generated a particularly productive tension between ornament, space, and 
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Figure 2.1  Aquamanile, Iran, c. 1180– 

1220. Glazed stonepaste with luster 
decoration. Height 14.6 cm. Eskenazi Art 
Museum, Bloomington, IN, 60.58.

referentiality. In this manner, they exploited in novel ways ornament’s capacity 
to reconstitute the forms as well as the meanings of objects.

Taking the Shapes of Images
There is a fundamental difference between an object to which motifs have been 
applied like a thin skin that does not significantly modify underlying form, and 
an object that has been made in the shape of something else. In traditional art 
historical scholarship, the former is a bearer or carrier of ornament, the latter 
harder to categorize except in individualized terms, such as “animated (or 
zoomorphic, anthropomorphic, etc.) vessel” or redende Reliquiare (“speaking 
reliquary”).2 Rather surprisingly, there does not seem to be a general term in 
English to denote “a functional thing  (p.61) made in the form of something 
else,” unless “allomorph” is to be awkwardly co-opted from its technical uses 
elsewhere. A late twelfth- or early thirteenth-century aquamanile from Iran 
provides a neat example of the phenomenon, and of its multilayered visuo-plastic 
potential (Fig. 2.1). On the one hand, the surface of the object has been painted 
with two-dimensional ornament that in some places responds directly to the 
contours of the object’s form, and in others makes little or no allusion to the 
structure on which it has been inscribed. On the other hand, the hollow pouring 
vessel has been created, unmistakably, in the form of a bovine creature.3

In medieval Persian, the word 

takūk, found in the eleventh- 
century lexicography of Asadı̄ 
Ṭūsı̄, denotes zoomorphic 
drinking vessels in the form of 
bulls. Later sources extend the 
definition of this term to include 
wine-vessels in the shape of 
other types of animal.4 

However, a more general term 
for objects of use made in the 
form of other things is lacking 
in the medieval texts just as it is 
in modern art historical 
discourse. A diktat concerning 
representational imagery found 
in the Iḥyāʾ ʿulūm al-dı̄n (Revival 
of the religious sciences) of 
Ghazālı̄ highlights this lack by 
resorting to an intriguing, if 
somewhat cumbersome, 
formulation: “As for images [al- 
ṣuwar] on cushions and carpets, this is not forbidden. This also applies to dishes 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-3#oso-9780190695910-chapter-3-figureGroup-24
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and bowls, but not to vessels taking the shapes of images [al-ʾawānı̄ al- 
muttakhadha ʿalā shakl al-ṣuwar].”5

 (p.62) Ghazālı̄’s formulation is part of a wider debate in medieval Islamic law 
about the nature and permissibility of images, and is particularly interesting in 
its attempts to clarify the semantically capacious term ṣūra, which can indicate 
both two- and three-dimensional forms of representation, with the modifying 
concept of shakl, typically “shape” or “form.” In this it may be linked with an 
early Islamic tradition which held that forms of likeness “casting a shadow” (i.e., 
executed in three dimensions) were more objectionable than two-dimensional 
images.6 The point of particular interest here is the application of this distinction 
to functional objects. By singling out vessels or utensils (ʾawānı̄) thus 
transformed, Ghazālı̄’s statement recognizes the transformative capabilities of 
the plastic arts and the creative potential of utilitarian objects, at the same time 
that it demonstrates the non-existence of a specific term to denote the 
phenomenon he condemns: making functional objects in the form of other 
(living) things.

The absence of a singular term for the phenomenon of functional, three- 
dimensional objects made in the form of other things, in the Islamic world and 
elsewhere, arises from the visual, material, and cognitive polysemy inherent in 
this phenomenon: it is a mode of creativity that resists classification to the point 
of remaining nameless.7 Doubly difficult to define is the material that falls 
somewhere between the two categories of the ornamented surface and the 
object created in the form of something else. Architectural motifs can be used 
both individually and in combination within works of the plastic arts to generate 
evocations of architectural structures and spaces, without necessarily 
presenting a complete or coherent architectural schema or transforming an 
object into a miniature building. By most modern qualifications this allusive 
archimorphism would be considered a form of ornamentation, but the 
phenomenon is sufficiently meaningful, specific, and intellectually complex that 
it transcends the expectations commonly placed upon “mere ornament.”8

Trails of Ornament
There is little surviving written evidence to describe how medieval producers 
and consumers made and received what we would now term “ornament” in 
material culture. Ornament’s role and function in the medieval Islamic world can 
be reconstructed only tangentially, using parallels drawn from medieval texts on 
topics other than visual art, later tabulations of ornament that arose in early 
modern settings, and the evidence of objects.

Of interest among the first of these are medieval literary theories in which 
material and poetic concepts of adornment or embellishment repeatedly 
converge. For example, a Qur’anic term for ornament, zukhruf, originates in one 
of the names for gold and came in the medieval literary sphere to indicate 
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adornment or embellishment in both the literary and the visual arts.9 The term is 
symptomatic of a medieval discourse on aesthetics and beauty that is entangled 
with adornment and particularly with certain crafts such as goldsmithing and 
textile production. (This is in its turn part of a broader phenomenon of craft 
analogies and converging  (p.63) conceptions of the literary and material arts, 
which I will explore in detail in Chapter 4.) To give only one example here, Ibn 
al-Haytham cites the goldsmith’s deliberate roughening and texturing of 
surfaces as a means of producing optical beauty.10 The root word zāna (to adorn 
or embellish), with its focus on the production of beauty, engenders terms for 
ornament or adornment that refer to moral as well as physical beauty. While 
such linguistic traces demonstrate the centrality of ornament to aesthetics 
within the Arabic-speaking world, they give little information about the forms 
and motifs, both individually and in combination, that made up medieval systems 
of ornament.

The situation is quite different for the early modern period, from which there are 
surviving textual sources specifically concerned with applied motifs for art 
production. Sevenfold classifications of decorative design (naqqāshı̄) recorded in 
sixteenth-century Persian texts show that a conscious and systematic 
differentiation of ornamental systems had emerged by the Safavid period. The 
individual categories of ornament encountered in these texts vary from one 
author to the next; of these, faṣṣālı̄ (“compartmentalized”) forms probably lie 
closest to the architectonic modes that form the focus of the present study— 

although as Yves Porter has noted, this term could refer to a number of things 
including, quite possibly, the setting of margins.11

More illuminating is the description of how individual motifs are to be used, from 
the 1597 manual for painters by the court artist and librarian Ṣādiqı̄ Beg: 
“Whatever your basic pattern be, in drawing your sketches (raqam sākhtan) you 
must be certain to attach equal weight both to the actual design, say, a floral leaf 
(barg), and to the field (būm) in which it lies.”12 Ṣādiqı̄ Beg also valued 
connectivity of design and an awareness of the suitability of individual motifs for 
particular roles within a larger composition, as befits the practitioner of a paper- 
based tradition that was more holistic than atomistic in its conception of the flat 
decorated surface. However, while the highly distinctive aesthetics of Safavid 
book arts certainly reflect these principles, it is hard to gauge the depth of the 
tradition from which they sprang, and it would be unwise to project them 
retrospectively onto the artistic products of earlier centuries.13 Additionally, the 
focus of the Safavid texts is squarely on book arts, leaving the relationship 
between these motifs and the third dimension largely untouched. Before turning 
to the evidence of medieval objects themselves, it is worth asking what we might 
learn from modern trajectories in scholarship about the relationship between 
ornament and the three-dimensional arts.

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#
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Figure 2.2  Turkish No. 3, plate XXXVIII 
from Owen Jones, The Grammar of 
Ornament, folio edition (London: Day and 
Sons, 1856).

The three-dimensionality of 
ornament has always posed a 
problem for scholarship. 
Nineteenth-century 
sourcebooks of ornament, 
exemplified by Owen Jones’s 
1856 Grammar of Ornament 
(Fig. 2.2), tasked themselves 
with recording and ordering the 
world’s decorative systems.14 In 
the first instance, Jones and his 
confreres cemented a linguistic 
paradigm for the study of 
ornament that remains in wide 
circulation today, analogizing 
motifs, combinatory units, and 
spatial patterns of organization 
with syntax, grammar, and 
language itself—and the racial 
 (p.64) dimensions of this 
analogy were never far away. 
Yet the material and spatial 
aspects of ornament confound 
the linguistic analogy and are 
almost impossible to transmit 
on the page, where description 
can only go so far and the 
limitations of print publishing 
impose tremendous restrictions on visual and spatial information.

As an architect with a deep interest in structure Owen Jones may not have 
precisely intended his own study to void form from surface. Collectively, 
however, the nineteenth-century field of ornament studies overwhelmingly 
presented ornament as a two-dimensional skin that could be stripped from its 
“carriers” and flattened against the page. Jones’s designs drawn from Islamic 
architectural decoration, for example, were transposed from volumetric surfaces 
to two-dimensional schema in order to extract their flat patterns for commercial 
industrial development (Fig. 2.2).15 Similarly, scholars of the plastic arts working 
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries developed ingenious techniques to 
convey the maximum possible amount of schematic information from an object 
in a single image, unpeeling surface from form and spatchcocking it against the 
page (Fig. 2.3).16 Within these practices, ornament is recognized at best as a 
cognitive system overlaying a form, at worst as an arbitrary or superficial 
afterthought that could be skimmed off one surface and stuck onto another 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-3#oso-9780190695910-chapter-3-figureGroup-25
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-3#oso-9780190695910-chapter-3-figureGroup-25
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-3#oso-9780190695910-chapter-3-figureGroup-26
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Figure 2.3  David Storm Rice, schematic 
drawing of an inkwell of brass inlaid with 
silver.

without disruption to its inherent nature. This paradigm gave rise to a condition 
of two-dimensionality that often persists in later writings on ornament.17 While 
there has in recent years been much productive critique of ornament’s 
historiography and the tensions it has generated within the study of Islamic art 
in particular, the cleavage of ornament from structure lingers.18

For the reasons outlined above, 
architectural motifs pose a 
particular problem for 
ornament studies. Among the 
twentieth-century taxonomies 
developed by European 
scholars, a fourfold division of 
“Islamic” ornament emerged: 
vegetal, geometric, epigraphic, 
and  (p.65) figurative.19 While much of the material thus configured, including 
tilework and carpets, was drawn from architectural ornament and fittings, 
architecture as ornament was not normally recognized as a distinct category in 
spite of the relatively common occurrence of certain forms, particularly arches 
and arcades. This exclusion is symptomatic of a recurring uncertainty about how 
to treat architectural motifs within any categorizations or theories of ornament. 
The ornamental aspects of the Classical orders, for example, may be 
acknowledged, but when Classical columns and capitals are themselves scaled 
down and applied to objects they seem to pass into a zone of ambiguity: 
architecture-as-ornament is neither a self-contained and essentially abstract 
system, like epigraphy and geometry, nor one that emerges from the natural 
world as do the vegetal and figurative registers.20 Predicated on an indissoluble 
relationship with manmade external referents, and incapable of being totally 
abstracted from the realms of the concrete, the architectural mode seems to 
enfold too many layers of artifice and differentiation to be accommodated 
comfortably within much of the discourse on ornament.

Some of the problems of architecture’s position within theories of ornament 
stem from the influential thesis of Alois Riegl (d. 1905) concerning the origins of 
ornament itself. In his famous Stilfragen: Grundlegungen zu einer Geschichte 
der Ornamentik (“Questions of Style: Foundations for a History of Ornament”) of 
1893, Riegl proposed that all ornament descends ultimately from observation of 
natural forms.21 This led to an increased focus on the vegetal “arabesque” as the 
paradigmatic expression of Islamic cultures—a tendency reflected within the 
developing field of Islamic art history in Ernst Kühnel’s 1949 publication, Die 
Arabesque: Sinn und Wandlung Eines Ornaments (“The Arabesque: Meaning and 
Transformation of an Ornament”).22 Riegl formulated his position in opposition 
to the “technical-materialist” school of Gottfried Semper (d. 1879) and his 
followers, who argued that manmade artifacts and in particular weaving were 
the origins of ornament.23 While Riegl’s thesis was not universally accepted it 
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has nonetheless had a long reach, and since it effectively bars architectural 
motifs from consideration as ornament in their own rights it is worth looking at 
the alternative models proposed by the technical-materialist camp.

One of the oddest and yet most instructive of these is an essay written by a 
British medical doctor called Henry Colley March and published in 1889 in the 

 (p.66) journal of a regional English antiquarian society. At first glance “The 
Meaning of Ornament: Or Its Archaeology and Its Psychology” might not present 
much promise of a major contribution to ornament studies. But it in fact coined a 
term now in increasingly wide currency: “skeuomorphism.” The word has gained 
circulation in the last twenty or so years to denote the digital representation of 
attributes belonging to now-superseded physical analogues. It also has a closely 
related meaning in material culture studies where it is used to refer to “the 
manufacture of vessels in one material intended to evoke the appearance of 
vessels regularly made in another.”24 An example of the latter is the 
incorporation on ceramic vessels of functionless hanging loops and rivet heads 
copied from metalwork prototypes, a noteworthy trait of some ceramic 
production of the thirteenth-century Persianate lands (Fig. 2.4).25

While the word’s usage is now 
dominated by transmedial 
emulation, skeuomorphism was 
initially intended by March to 
denote more broadly an entire 
category of ornament—namely, 
that which emulates manmade 
artifacts:

The forms of ornament 
demonstrably due to 
structure require a name. If 
those taken from animals are 
called zoomorphs, and those 
from plants phyllomorphs, it 
will be convenient to call 
those derived from structure, 
skeuomorphs, from σκεύη, 
tackle, tools, vessels, 
equipment, dress.26

March’s primary examples of 
his new concept are the incised 
and modeled devices found on 
ancient ceramic production and 
bronzes which echo thong-work, 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-3#oso-9780190695910-chapter-3-figureGroup-27
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Figure 2.4  Jug, Iran, thirteenth century. 
Glazed and molded stonepaste. Height 
23.5 cm. Museum für Islamische Kunst, 
Berlin, I. 1360.

plaiting, matting, and weaving. 
This, he argued, was the origin 
of ornament, marking him as 
one of the followers of Semper 
against whom Riegl would 
consciously position himself. 
March’s own rather portentous line of reasoning ends up pitting modes against 
each other in a kind of gladiatorial deathmatch of ornament, but his essay, and 
to some extent the larger materialist discourse on ornament that it represents, 
does three important things. First, it acknowledges the existence of a second 
level of differentiation within extant modes of ornament, through the distinction 
drawn between natural and manmade referents. This opens the way for a self- 
replicating universe of ornament as forms are brought into being through the 
practices of craftsmanship, then emulated and reinvented from one modality to 
another. Second, it recognizes and considers in some detail the changes in form, 
as well as signification, which are wrought upon motifs when they are 
transferred from one medium to another—precisely the aspect of ornament that 
Riegl wished to overcome. Thirdly and perhaps most importantly, the 
materialism of March and his colleagues also highlights the indivisibility of form, 
material structure, and processes of making within the constitution of ornament, 
and is therefore able to transcend the paradigm of two-dimensionality. In these 
ways the materialist discourse creates a space in which  (p.67) the thinking 
hand, and its movements through time and space, can be recognized as a vital 
component of ornament.

Architectural ornament, particularly geometric designs, have been the subject of 
considerable scholarly attention in the field of Islamic art history. Necipoğlu’s 
extraordinarily expansive study of the early modern design scroll in the Topkapı 
Palace Museum Library remains the seminal work on this subject.27 However, 
architecture as ornament has not received the same kind of focus. The 
phenomenon has been most thoroughly explored in Oleg Grabar’s Mediation of 
Ornament, where Grabar organized his thesis of ornament as a system of 
“intermediaries” into the categories of writing, geometry, architecture, and 
nature.28 In what is probably his best-known book, Grabar’s model of ornament 
as intermediary placed a spotlight on the perceptual responses that ornament 
elicits as it mediates between object, viewer, and world.29 In the chapter on 
architecture-as-ornament, The Mediation  (p.68) of Ornament argues that 
architectural motifs have a unique status as ornament because of their direct 
referential relationship with buildings. Architecture is the medium of mankind’s 
greatest and most visible achievements, and constitutes both locus and emblem 
of many human experiences, at least in the urban societies that have historically 
produced complex artworks. Hence, Grabar argues, its recurring role in Late 
Antique and medieval book arts and relief carvings as a system that divides and 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-miscMatter-13#oso-9780190695910-miscMatter-13-bibItem-861
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-miscMatter-13#oso-9780190695910-miscMatter-13-bibItem-861
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-miscMatter-13#oso-9780190695910-miscMatter-13-bibItem-861
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-miscMatter-13#oso-9780190695910-miscMatter-13-bibItem-861
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Figure 2.5  Half of a double-page 
frontispiece from a Qur’an manuscript 
found in Sanʿa, Yemen. Ink and pigment 
on parchment. Original dimensions 
approx. 51 x 47 cm. Late seventh or early 
eighth century. Dār al-Mukhṭūṭāt al- 
Yaminiyya, Sanʿa, Yemen, 20–33.1.

organizes a surface at the same time that it enhances the cultural and social 
worth of the artifact that it adorns.30

Curiously, while one might have expected such a consummate historian of both 
architecture and the “industrial arts” to engage extensively with the relationship 
between architecture as an ornamental system and the fully three-dimensional 
art of the object, Grabar dedicates only half a paragraph at the very end of his 
architecture chapter to the phenomenon of “objects shaped as buildings.”31 

Jonathan Hay has noted that Grabar’s formulation of ornament as a “dynamics of 
mediation between human beings and nature or culture” has the effect of 
sidelining the agency of the ornamented surface itself, and this can also be 
related, I would argue, to Grabar’s concentration in the Mediation upon only the 
two-dimensional representation of architecture.32

The Mediation’s chapter on 
architecture begins with the 
schematic architectural 
drawings found on the 
parchment frontispieces of the 
Sanaʿa Qur’an that have 
generated so much debate since 
their first publication in the 
1980s (Fig. 2.5).33 After 
entering through this portal, 
Grabar’s discussion is naturally 
framed around the interpretive 
mediations afforded by various 
systems of architectural 
representation, and gravitates 
overwhelmingly toward two- 
dimensional modes. Where he 
discusses three-dimensional 
artifacts, most of them are 
objects wrapped in a skin that is 
divided into cells by low-relief 
architectural elements but 
leaves the underlying form of the object basically unaltered. In contrast to the 
other sections of the Mediation, which largely conform to Grabar’s overarching 
definition of ornament as “any decoration that has no referent outside of the 
object on which it is found,” the architecture chapter cleaves to an essentially 
imagistic conception of architecture-as-ornament. It is primarily concerned with 
the various visual systems by which architecture can be represented two- 
dimensionally and the relationships between these and their referents in the 
built environment.34 By remaining preoccupied with the “conceptualization and 
encoding of the visible and of the known” in the representation of architecture, 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-3#oso-9780190695910-chapter-3-figureGroup-28
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Grabar ultimately binds his argument to the paradigm of mimetic referentiality, 
even as he repeatedly points out the failure of that very paradigm to account for 
the arcades and domes that do not refer to individual buildings and yet are 
inscribed all over the surfaces of books, altarpieces, and other objects.35

Evidently, architecture-as-ornament continues to pose a problem for theories 
and taxonomies of ornament.36 Perhaps more than any other mode of ornament 
it has a tendency to order space along lines that cannot help but raise potential 
for mimetic interpretation. Put a framed window, or an occupied arch, onto a 
surface and very often the surrounding spaces will start to conform to some sort 
of architectural logic preexisting in the viewer’s mind, a phenomenon that has 
been exploited by the  (p.69) makers of many of the objects in this book (see 
Chapter 3 for further exploration).37 If one goes further and arranges individual 
architectural motifs into an overall schema that mimics the form of a 
recognizable building, the mimesis is no longer potential but actualized, and the 
ornamental aspect of the architectural motifs—their “aesthetic autonomy and 
elusive allusiveness,” to quote Necipoğlu’s choice phrase—has been largely 
subordinated to the direct referentiality of mimesis.38 If, however, the object’s 
formal engagement with “real spaces” remains within the register of allusion, 
architecture emerges as an ornamental system with tremendous potential for 
the intelligent—and sometimes playful—articulation of space as well as surface. 
Craftsmen in the medieval Islamic world were ready to capitalize on the 
visuospatial possibilities offered by architecture-as-ornament, and their products 
showcase inventive ways of thinking about ornament and its communicative 
potential.

Arcades and Cordons Sanitaires
Across the medieval Islamic corpus of plastic arts, the most immediately 
apparent use of an architectural motif as ornament is the arcade. Taken as a  (p. 
70) transferable unit, this device embodies all the polysemy—as well as the 
perceptual instability—that characterizes architecture-as-ornament. Derived 
from “true” architectural forms by way of a spectrum of miniaturized versions or 
“dwarf arcades,” both structural and nonstructural, that have been put to work 
in monumental architecture, the arcade’s application across the plastic and the 
portable arts engenders new semantic possibilities at each turn. But the 
“translation” of the arcade into ornament does not merely entail borrowing a set 
of forms and their accompanying connotations from monumental architecture 
and rehousing them without further adaptation (beyond rescaling) in a new, 
diminutive setting—although such inherited signification naturally has an 
important part to play.39 Nor is the formal role of the arcade within ornamental 
schema limited solely to the compartmentalization of individual elements.40 

Particular to the image of the arcade is its capacity to evoke fictive spaces at the 
same time that it delineates real ones, a characteristic exploited in various ways 
by premodern craftsmen as well as architects.

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-4#
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Figure 2.6  Sarcophagus of Junius Bassus, 
front and remains of lid, dated 359. 
Carved marble. Museum of St. Peter’s 
Basilica, Vatican.

The rapidly developing artistic and architectural culture of the nascent Umayyad 
state launched itself from a Late Antique foundation in which the arcade already 
played a number of different roles, at both full and reduced scale.41 The form’s 
dissemination within the vocabulary of Late Antique ornament was enacted 
through various channels, of which one of the most visible was the group of so- 
called columnar sarcophagi made in Rome and Asia Minor of the second and 
third centuries. It has been argued that the miniature arcades on these 
sarcophagi, commonly occupied by figures, allude to colonnades on civic 
architecture enclosing honorific statues. This would make them a means for the 
virtual patronage of architecture by an aspirational middle class, while also 
carrying in some instances strongly theatrical overtones.42 The “rhetoric of 
framing” presented on these Asiatic sarcophagi had a long reach.43 As Edmund 
Thomas notes, “the transfer of pagan columnar symbolism to Christian art and 
thought ensured the continued life of the column sarcophagus”: fourth-century 
examples with Christian scenes in the niches of the arcades, such as the famous 
Junius Bassus sarcophagus discovered under old St. Peter’s basilica in Rome, are 
justly celebrated as masterpieces of early Christian sculpture (Fig. 2.6).44

In some of the early Christian 
examples the human action 
breaks fully free of the 
architectonic cells, which are in 
turn left to recede into the role 
of background imagery; in 
others the sculptural 
dimensions of the represented 
human figures remain 
subordinated to an architectural 
framework. Some go further in 
their emulation of totalizing 
architectural schema: on 
certain examples, lids carved in 
imitation of pitched, tiled roofs, 
and consciously 
architecturalizing arrangements 
of fictive openings, are 
foreshadowed by containers for 
human remains articulated fully 
into miniature buildings, such 
as a first-century carved marble ash-chest with pitched and tiled roof and four 
walls each decorated with two closed doors (Fig. 2.7).45 (p.71)

 (p.72)
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Figure 2.7  Ash-chest of Q. Vitellius, first 
century CE. Marble. Vatican Museums.

The image of the door—closed, 
ajar, or sometimes open and 
framing one or more figures— 

has long held an important 
position in eastern 
Mediterranean funerary 
markers.46 Closely related to 
this is the Jewish and early 
Christian temple imagery that 
exalts the closed or slightly ajar 
doorway, frequently framing it 
within a niche or portal, and 
sometimes adding a suspended 
light, jewel, or other signifier 
that further emphasizes the 
simultaneous invitation and 
impenetrability of the entryway image, as well as its sacrality.47 The play of 
“closure, opening and the penetrative gaze” enabled by the doorway image 
exerted a continuous force upon the forms and designs codified for use in Late 
Antique sepulchral contexts, absorbing strands from Judeo-Christian traditions 
as well as pagan antiquity and extending in the early Christian context to a 
sustained engagement with images of doors and openings on caskets and 
reliquaries.48 As such, the image of the doorway shares with that of the 
miniature arcade an invitation to imagine miniature spaces, or an extra- 
dimensional beyond, re-scaled to human dimensions.

Unlike the arcade, however, the doorway image marks a single point of 
penetration into an interior, at once glimpsed and withheld, and often extends an 
explicit invitation to imagine the bodily experience of passage from exterior to 
interior. Thus the doorway stands alone as an independent unit even when 
multiplied (as on Fig. 2.7). The arcade, on the other hand, is inherently 
sequential and therefore primed for extension across a surface. Hence its 
recurring use as a means of delimiting planes, rather than points, where 
different types of space abut one another, whether in an architectural context or 
upon the surfaces of containers. The arcade’s suitability for the containment of 
figures adds further potential for play with fictive space by incorporating the 
scale-marker of the human form, a factor I discuss in more detail in Chapter 3.

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-3#oso-9780190695910-chapter-3-figureGroup-30
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Figure 2.8  The “Bimaran Reliquary”: 
cylindrical reliquary casket, found in 
Bimaran stupa 2, Afghanistan. First 
century CE. Gold inset with garnets. 
Height 6.5 cm. British Museum, London, 
1900,0209.1.
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Figure 2.9  Ossuary found at Mulla 
Kurgan, Uzbekistan. Seventh or eighth 
century. Carved and molded earthenware. 
Height 75 cm. Afrasiyab Museum, 
Samarkand.

Such was the success of the 
miniaturized arcade as a motif 
and its penetration across 
media in the Classical and Late 
Antique context that the device 
can be found on objects created 
very far from the eastern 
Mediterranean: one famous 
early example is the gold 
reliquary casket excavated from 
the one of the stupas at 
Bimaran in Afghanistan (Fig. 
2.8). This diminutive repoussé 
container is decorated with a 
blind arcade of eight ogee 
arches sprung from plain 
pilasters; inside each arch is a 
haloed figure representing 
Buddha, the gods Brahma and 
Indra, and a fourth unidentified 
character—each repeated 
twice.49 Much of the 
scholarship on this object is 
symptomatic of the larger 
entanglement of so-called 
Gandharan artworks into 
colonial, nationalist, and globalizing discourses, and the occupied arcade on the 
casket has been presented repeatedly as evidence of Hellenizing “influences” in 
the region.50 Its lineage has been speculatively traced to Syrian columnar 
sarcophagi through the intermediary of Iran, the region supposedly acting as a 
zone of transmission between southern Syria, Transoxiana, and beyond the 
Hindu Kush to Gandhara.51 The occupied arcades that appear on some later 
Sasanian metalwork, with their round arches dissolved into parabolae of 
independent discs rather than continuous solid lines, are quite different in 
appearance from those on the Bimaran casket but are  (p.73) related to arcade 
images on certain architectonic earthenware ossuaries from southern Sogdiana 
(Fig. 2.9), as well as the arcade on the famous “Marwan II” ewer, probably from 
eighth- or ninth-century Syria.52 This confluence of forms suggests 
multidirectional passages of the arcade image over time. It also serves to remind 
us that regional adaptations of a widely dispersed form have their own autonomy 

—a factor sometimes overlooked in the great art historical quest for origins, 
where there is a tendency to regard all such phenomena only as nodal points on 
an evolutionary trajectory.
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Figure 2.10  “Dwarf arcade” at Khirbat al- 
Mafjar, Palestinian territories, first half of 
the eighth century.

In the case of the Bimaran casket, a direct and clearly meaningful connection to 
architectural decoration is quite evident when the reliquary’s golden gallery is 

(p.74) viewed alongside the blind arcade filled with relief-carved figures from 
one of the stupas near Haḍḍa, Afghanistan, now in the Musée Guimet.53 

Remarkably similar in form, despite the differences in scale, the occupied 
arcades of the architectural monument and the tiny container alike bear draped 
and haloed figures who occupy the full height of the ogee arches in which they 
stand. The dual functions of concealing bodily remains and signposting their 
presence are mirrored—micro/macro—between reliquary and stupa; the 
articulation of both with occupied arcades plays upon a dialectic of concealing 
and revealing by generating a fictive space in which multiple images of the 
Buddha and deities dwell across multiple scales.54

It is little wonder that the image of the arcade came to have so many 
applications across media in the first centuries of Islamic art. It extended and 
redefined certain connotations that the arcade had already accrued. The so- 
called  (p.75) dwarf arcade, a reduced-scale version of the monumental form 
that could be structural or solely decorative, figured prominently in a number of 
Umayyad buildings constructed in late seventh- and eighth-century southern 
Syria, for example the palace complexes at Qaṣr al-ḥayr al-Gharbı̄ and Khirbat 
al-Mafjar (Fig. 2.10), as well as playing a part in the decoration of the first great 
monuments of Islam, the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem and the Great Mosque 
of Damascus.55 But in spite of its evident importance to the architects and 
patrons of the first great Islamic monuments, Robert Hillenbrand has rightly 
pointed out that “the history of the Islamic dwarf arcade as a bearer of meaning, 
not least in Umayyad architecture, remains to be written.”56

It is immediately notable, 
however, that the dwarf arcade 
frequently operated as a plane 
of intersection between 
different types of space in 
Umayyad architecture. At Qaṣr 
Kharāna, for example, it 
repeatedly marks boundary 
points between public and 
private.57 Beyond a strictly 
architectural function, it also 
appears in a representational 
role within an Umayyad-era 
sculpture found at Qaṣr al-ḥayr 
al-Gharbı̄ that depicts an 
enthroned ruler, his feet resting 
upon a step defined across its frontal plane by the image of an arcade. The debt 
this sculpture owes to Byzantine models has already been recorded.58 Sixth- 
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century carved Byzantine thrones such as that associated with Maximian, with 
its front panel filled by a framed and occupied arcade, participate like the Qaṣr 
al-ḥayr sculpture in an image of dominion that merges spiritual and temporal 
authority through the careful delineation and  (p.76) exaltation of discrete 
spaces, in this case thrones.59 The arcade was a crucial component of this 
practice.

The inbuilt quality of liminality gave the arcade image a particular status within 
the plastic arts of the early Islamic period. Finbarr Barry Flood has shown that 
the original mihrab of the Great Mosque of Damascus (completed c. 715) was 
most likely inset with multiple miniature arcades, a mode of decoration 
prominently revived in the mihrabs created for the Mamluk rulers of Egypt in 
the thirteenth century.60 The traveler Ibn Jubayr (d. 1217), writing in 1184, 
regarded the Damascus mihrab as one of the most wonderful in Islam, and 
described it thus: “Within it are small mihrabs adjoining its wall and surrounded 
by small columns, voluted [maftūlāt] like a bracelet as if done by a turner 
[makhrūṭa], than which nothing more beautiful could be seen, some of them 
being as red as coral.”61 Likening architectural ornament to the delicate 
manipulation of materials in jewelry making, Ibn Jubayr’s description marries 
process with effect and structure with surface.

The use of a miniature arcade in the mihrab at Damascus would place the 
arcade image at the very heart of Islamic sacred space in its formative period, 
and underscores the device’s vital position as a marker of threshold. Through its 
placement within the mihrab—itself a liminal arcuated space that acts as 
projective interface with both a distant geographic location (Mecca) and the 
extra-dimensional space of the holy—the miniature arcade at Damascus would 
have operated as both mise en abyme and cordon sanitaire. The imagery of 
arcades, columns, and architectural composites ordered around the unit of the 
arch that appears in some early  (p.77) Qur’an manuscripts, such as the Sanaʿa 
frontispieces described above, reproduces this system of demarcating the 
sacred, and the mode is shared with other liturgical manuscripts in the Late 
Antique and early medieval milieu.62 Notably, semi-schematic depictions of 
arched portals and arcades also came to play a critical role in Christian 
manuscript illumination of the Eastern and subsequently Western Churches, as 
canon tables were encoded within the image of arcades possibly from as early as 
the fourth century.63 Similar devices also played their part in the larger tradition 
of author portraits as manuscript frontispieces: whether an Evangelist or a 
secular writer, the author is often framed within an arch, introducing the access 
point to the knowledge contained within the book.
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Figure 2.11  Panel, Egypt, second half of 
the eighth century. Fig wood inlaid with 
bone and other types of wood. Length 
194.3 cm. New York, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 37.103.

Extending the sacral and 
sepulchral connotations of the 
arcade image in early Islam are 
spectacular arcade images 
inlaid into wooden panels 
probably made in eighth- 
century Egypt (Fig. 2.11). 
Executed with extraordinary 
fineness in mosaic of wood and 
bone, the panels—now 
dispersed between several 
museums—were reportedly 
found in a cemetery near 
Fustat, in old Cairo. While they 
have been long been taken for 
fragments from a cenotaph, 
recent research has suggested 
that they might have come from 
a different form of container, 
possibly a chest for a precious 
manuscript of the Qur’an.64 

There are other examples of 
arcades on containers for the 
Qur’an, and the phenomenon 
sets in play another sort of mise 
en abyme as the sometime preference for column and arcade motifs in the 
illumination of early Qur’an manuscripts becomes nested within arcaded Qur’an 
containers, themselves housed within arcaded buildings.65 The arcade 
represented upon the  (p.78) Egyptian panels is strikingly elegant: the space 
within each attenuated arch is filled with geometric tiling designs, while the 
slender columns are crowned with rounded capitals surmounted by symmetrical 
motifs that fill the spandrels and recall designs of paired, feathered wings. The 
spandrel designs on this inlaid arcade are also strongly reminiscent of those 
seen in the gilded marble arcade frieze in the Dome of the Rock, part of a 
decorative program that famously synthesizes Late Antique Mediterranean and 
Sasanian imagery.66 The presence in the same monument of spoliated capitals 
carved with eagle designs, bearing connotations of regnal and spiritual 
dominion, layers further victory symbolism into the architectural motif of paired, 
outstretched wings on capitals.67

Two significant points already emerge from these isolated examples of the 
miniaturized arcade in Late Antique and early Islamic architecture, manuscripts, 
and plastic arts. The first point is the overlap of the arcade image across several 
closely related fields of material signification: containers for the word of God 
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(manuscripts and Qur’an chests); containers for the remains, real or projected, 
of the dead (sarcophagi, cenotaphs, reliquaries); and planes of intersection 
(formed in architecture or furniture) between sacred or otherwise significant 
space and elsewhere. What all these uses have in common is their expression of 
liminality.

The second notable aspect of all these arcades is the absence of figures within 
most of the early Islamic examples when compared with the synchronous use of 
arcades in Christian and Byzantine contexts. This aniconism, which is in line 
with orthodox Islamic positions that had crystallized by the ninth century with 
regard to art in the sacred realm, to some extent renders the arcade image more 
flexibly adapted to two-dimensional application and patternation across a broad 
range of surfaces. While it does not follow that the human element was banished 
from the arcade motif by orthodoxy, never to be seen again within the Islamic 
world, it is undeniable that the Christian associations of the occupied arcade 
lingered. The device is most intimately associated in the field of Islamic art 
history with a group of silver-inlaid metalwork objects bearing Christological 
scenes as well as other motifs.

The Inlaid Surface
A famous group of inlaid “metalworks with Christian images” are often 
attributed to Ayyubid Syria and Egypt between the late 1230s and 1250s, 
although debates about the manufacture sites of certain pieces are ongoing.68 

While there has been much discussion of whether these works were created for 
members of the Muslim upper class, Crusader nobility, or wealthy local 
Christians, their stylistic and technical traits are part of a tradition of inlaid 
metalwork that was practiced in more than one major center of the Islamic 
world and confounds differentiation into confessional silos.69
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Figure 2.12  Fragment of textile with 
depictions of saints, attributed to Egypt, 
twelfth century. Silk-embroidered cotton. 
Length 34.3 cm. New York, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 29.106a,b.

Architecture is present in more 
than one mode among this 
group of vessels. In the first, 
imagistic mode represented 
primarily by the scenes on the 
celebrated  (p.79) Freer 
canteen, the frontal depiction of 
monuments drawn from the loca 
sancta of the Holy Land endows 
the metalwork vessels with a 
set of architectural reference 
points familiar from a wide 
spectrum of medieval 
Mediterranean artworks 
bearing Christological 
imagery.70 However, the 
predominant use of an 
architectural device within this 
group of inlaid metalworks is the occupied arcade. Almost all of the pieces in 
this group bear somewhere on their surfaces a frieze of arch-shaped fields 
occupied by figures, making occupied arcades a major, and indeed definitive, 
characteristic of the group. The figures within the arcades are generally 
understood to be of Christian derivation, and are sometimes described as saints 
or priests. In point of fact, the designation of those figures as Christian holy men 
has been assumed not only from their costumes, poses, and the objects they 
hold, but sometimes also from the very fact of their containment within an 
arcade. The occupied arcade was by the thirteenth century very widely visible in 
portable artifacts of Christian liturgical use such as manuscript bindings, 
reliquary caskets, pyxides, and textiles (Fig. 2.12), as well as the early Christian 
sarcophagi that must have been part of the thirteenth-century visual landscape 
of the eastern Mediterranean.71

The overwhelming focal point for the scholarship on these inlaid vessels has 
been the elucidation and contextualization of the Christological figural imagery 
that they bear.72 Scholars have given scant attention to the occupied arcades as 
anything other than a generic signifier of Christian content on even the best- 
known pieces. One author has suggested that the occupied arcade was selected 
as a motif  (p.80) for these vessels because of “the ease with which it could be 
adapted to the circular shapes of most Islamic brasses,” but there has been little 
discussion of even the distinctions drawn between different forms of arch within 
the group.73 That these individual variations on the arcade connote different 
traditions of decoration, both in architecture and its refractions in the plastic 
arts, is quite clear. The quasi-architectonic arcades seen on an incense burner 
now in the Cleveland Museum of Art include slender colonettes topped by 
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Figure 2.13  Base of an incense burner, 
probably Syria, thirteenth century. Cast 
copper alloy inlaid with silver. Height 
10.6 cm. Cleveland Museum of Art, 
Cleveland, Edward L. Whittemore Fund 
1937.26.

spandrels bearing linear volute designs, faintly echoing those of the Egyptian 
inlaid wooden panel (Fig. 2.13), while the almost-horseshoe arches beaded with 
discs that are seen on the heavily restored Homberg ewer in the Keir Collection 
are possibly connected to the same tradition of disc-arches seen on the Marwan 
ewer.74 Distinct from any such recognizable echoes of the Late Antique arcade 
are the tangent and foiled cusped arches of an incense burner now in the British 
Museum (Fig. 2.14), a device also encountered on other objects in the group.75 

Eva Baer has proposed that this particular motif descends ultimately from 
medallion forms on Chinese artworks; however, the prevalence of a related type 
of nonstructural arch in Fatimid Cairene monuments also suggests a relationship 
with eastern Mediterranean architectural ornament.76
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Figure 2.14  Incense burner with domed 
lid, Syria or northern Iraq, thirteenth 
century. Cast copper alloy inlaid with 
silver and gold. Height 20 cm. British 
Museum, London, 1878,1230.679.

Beyond questions of origins, the 
placement and spatial 
suggestiveness of the arcades 
found on thirteenth-century 
metalworks also remain to be 
explored. The deployment of the 
occupied arcade on the outside 
surface of incense burners,  (p. 
81) ewers, and pyxides recalls 
to some extent the mode that 
typified its Late Antique usage 
on sarcophagi and objects like 
the Bimaran casket: that is, it 
wraps the circumference of the 
object, engirdling contents and 
compartmentalizing surface. 
Unlike the earlier instances of 
the form, however, the 
thirteenth-century inlaid vessels 
are intended mostly for uses 
other than sepulchral 
containment. Equally distinct to 
these pieces is a certain 
curtailing of interest in the 
intimation of fictive space.

This is not to say that we 
nowhere see a consciously 
allusive attitude toward fictive space upon the thirteenth-century inlaid vessels. 
The Freer Basin, a remarkable artifact that names Sultan Najm al-Dı̄n Ayyūb (d. 
1249) twice in its inscriptions and includes scenes from the life of Christ as well 
as polo players and animals in its decoration, bears upon its interior wall an 
inlaid arcade occupied by  (p.82) thirty-nine bare-headed figures in long robes 
(Fig. 2.15). The bottom edge of the arcade frieze is located a few centimeters up 
the interior surface of the basin. The basin is so large—fifty centimeters in 
diameter across the rim—that it is unlikely that water poured for ceremonial 
handwashing would often pass the ground-line of the arcade. In use, this would 
place the occupants of the arcade around the edge of a reflective pool. The 
resulting conjunction of holy figures and water evokes some of the deeply rooted 
histories of curative springs and their associated shrine sites and pious visitation 
practices within the eastern Mediterranean and Jaziran lands.77 By this means, 
the Freer Basin must have participated during its use in a syncretic landscape of 
popular piety.
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Figure 2.15  The “Freer Basin,” Syria (?), 
1240s. Copper alloy inlaid with silver. 
Height 23.3 cm. Freer Gallery of Art and 
Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian 
Institution, Washington, DC, F1955.10.

On the whole, however, the 
makers of the thirteenth- 
century inlaid metalworks with 
Christological imagery do not 
seem to have been 
overwhelmingly interested in 
the spatial potential of the 
arcade image, predominantly 
using it not to configure an 
object’s three-dimensional 
impact but to supply certain 
formal qualities at the level of 
surface. Thus transformed, the 
arcade was freed in this context 
from structural sensibilities, 
and made fully available for 
synthesis with complex, 
nonstructural arched forms 
developed in other media 
including coins, ceramics, and manuscript illumination.78 The arcaded body of 
the British Museum incense burner might recall to some extent a domed 
structure, although the long handle  (p.83) that would once have projected from 
its body, and its elevation on three feet, simultaneously undermine this 
interpretation (Fig. 2.14). Moreover, the overall focus of the piece lies primarily 
on the interrelationship between contrasting tones of metal and a rhythmic, 
linear complexity of design.79 The figures on the body of the burner move in a 
counter-clockwise procession around the object, the impression of movement 
enhanced by the undulating and continuous line that circumscribes their 
individual fields. Thus rendered, the arched panels on the body of the incense 
burner are no longer static fields of containment but mobile, sinuous auras. In 
this way, the refinement of the inlay technique upon the surfaces of thirteenth- 
century metalworks saw the arcade gain a kind of linear compositional vitality at 
the same time that craftsmen seemingly abandoned much of its spatial meaning. 
Meanwhile, the plasticity of brass also lent itself to faceted forms within which 
the arch could be put to new uses—a phenomenon I explore in the next section.

Jaziran Synthesis
Within the Jazira (a region comprising northwestern Iraq, northeastern Syria 
and southeastern Turkey), and particularly the region around Mosul (now in 
northern Iraq) a remarkable artistic culture developed in the medieval period. 
Mosul’s prosperity and stability in the thirteenth century is associated 
particularly with its rule from 1211 to 1259 by Badr al-Dı̄n Luʾluʾ, successor of 
the Zangid state and astute political tactician. The artworks and architectural 
decoration of thirteenth-century Mosul have often been noted for their dynamic 
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fusion of traditions from eastern and western Islamic lands with those of Syriac 
Christianity. Before much of it was destroyed in the campaign of destruction 
waged from 2014 onward by Islamic State militants, the medieval architecture 
of Mosul directly attested to extremely close connections in building practices— 

and above all architectural decoration—between Muslim and Christian 
communities within the area.80

Accompanying this syncretizing strain in the art of the region was a pronounced 
interest in talismanic and apotropaic devices, and—not coincidentally—a high 
degree of experimentation with plasticity of form.81 The artistic products of 
Mosul, and to some extent those of the twelfth- and thirteenth-century Jazira 
more generally, are distinguished by lively, occupied surfaces that constantly 
push forward into sculptural and architectonic three-dimensionality. While it is 
perhaps most readily apparent in architectural decoration, this tendency is also 
attested in inlaid brass wares, for which the city of Mosul was famed in the 
thirteenth century, and in some of the ceramic products of the region.82

The existence of an identifiable “Mosul school” of medieval metalwork, and the 
attribution of individual objects to that school, has long been a subject of art 
historical debate.83 Typical is the case of a small group of nine-sided inlaid brass 
candlesticks, each with nine ogee-arch facets forming the waisted middle section 
of the body. These have been tentatively attributed to northern Iraq in the 
second half of the thirteenth century; however, as is the case with so many 
thirteenth-century  (p.84) inlaid metalwares, a more westerly site of production 
in Syria has also been proposed.84 An example in the State Hermitage Museum 
strengthens the Jaziran attribution by providing intriguing parallels with the 
architectural decoration of Mosul, through the images of figures in long robes 
who decorate three of the nine arched facets (Fig. 2.16). One carries an object 
that appears to be a flabellum or liturgical fan, another a bowl-shaped 
suspended censer (Figs. 2.16 and 2.17), and the third a staff surmounted by a 
cross.85 Through their costume, attributes, and presentation within shouldered 
arches, these figures can be directly compared with the robed and hooded 
monastic saints depicted in the interlinked arches of the carved stone portal, 
most likely dating from the period of Badr al-Dı̄n Luʾluʾ’s rule of Mosul, that 
surrounds the entrance to the baptistery at Mar Behnam monastery near Mosul 
(Figs. 2.18 and 2.19).86
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Figure 2.16  Candlestick, probably 
northern Iraq, thirteenth century. Copper 
alloy inlaid with silver. Height 13.7 cm. 
State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg, 
ИР-1469.
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Figure 2.17  Detail of candlestick in 
figure 2.16.

Figure 2.18  Carved stone portal 
surrounding the entrance to the 
baptistery in the monastery at Mar 
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Behnam, near Mosul, Iraq, thirteenth 
century.

Figure 2.19  Detail of portal shown in 
figure 2.18.

The parallels between the 
Hermitage candlestick and the 
Mar Behnam portal carvings 
extend beyond the individual 
figures to include the 
relationship between figural 
and nonfigural arch-shaped 
fields upon both. Within the 
nine arched facets that engirdle 
the candlestick, the three 
figural panels are distributed 
evenly around the body and 
each is flanked on both sides by 
two arches filled with geometric 
designs or bilaterally 
symmetrical vegetal interlace. 
This alternation recalls the 
schema at Mar Behnam, where 
arches occupied by figures 
alternate with those filled with 
the image of a Syriac cross set 
against, and partially subsumed 
into, a symmetrical ground of 
vegetal interlace (Fig. 2.18). 
Simultaneously, planar faceting 
transforms the Hermitage 
candlestick into a structure that 
has both crystalline elegance 
and architectonic mass, 
endowing it with a sculptural 
monumentality that belies its small scale and further strengthens its dialogue 
with architectural decoration—a dialogue that would presumably have been fully 
evident when the piece was in use within a religious establishment.

 (p.85) The conceit of the occupied arcade, and its use as a frame around a 
doorway, was also to be found in other monuments in and around Mosul. 
Notably, it appears on a monumental stone niche excavated at the site of Gu’ 
Kummet, near Sinjar, in the 1930s, as well as the Royal Gate portal at the 
Church of Mart Shmuni, Qaraqosh. Both likely date to the thirteenth century.87 

As at Mar Behnam, a continuous frieze of interwoven and looped cords creates a 
“knotted arcade” of shouldered arches on both. At Mar Behnam, the knotted 
arcade was made from the bodies of serpents whose open-mouthed heads could 
be seen above the doorway (Fig. 2.18), although this was not the case in the Gu’ 
Kummet niche (the Mart Shmuni portal has been completely rearranged and 
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therefore its original appearance is unknown). In each case the knotted arcade 
forms the central framing device around the doorway or niche, with each arch 
occupied by a figure or a bilaterally symmetrical vegetal design. However, in the 
Gu’ Kummet niche and the Mart Shmuni portal, the figures contained within the 
knotted arcade are not monastic saints or priests but young men in military 
dress, connecting them with earlier traditions of palace decoration where 
images of guards mirror and amplify the retinue of the ruler.88 A similar concept 
is encountered in contemporary manuscript illustration: the six surviving 
painted frontispieces from the twenty-volume Kitāb al-aghānı ̄(Book of songs) 
produced for Badr al-Dı̄n Luʾluʾ depict the ruler surrounded by his retinue of 
courtiers and attendants, all of them significantly smaller in scale than Luʾluʾ 
himself.89

 (p.86) The interrelationship of knotted arcades, holy men, palace officials, 
frames, and processions enacted around the portals of medieval Mosul is 
reflected upon the surfaces of contemporary metalworks. Many of these were 
created by craftsmen whose nisbas indicate that they or their families came from 
Mosul. The two constituencies of palace officials and holy men coexist in banded 
ranks upon a number of inlaid vessels, such as a famous candlestick, signed 
Dāʾūd ibn Salāmah al-Mawṣilı̄ and dated 646 H /1248–1249 CE, currently in the 
Louvre.90 On some other inlaid metalwares a knotted arcade of cusped, ogee 
arches came to act as a series of fields for multiple figures and more complex 
scenes—not all of which are well served by containment within an arch.91 Again, 
the practice of enclosing whole scenes within arches, rather than single, 
frontally oriented standing figures, is also reflected between metalwork and 
architecture, as can be seen from the arches that contain depictions of the first 
and second baptisms of Mar Behnam on the Gate of the Two Baptisms at the 
Monastery of Mar Behnam (Fig. 2.18).92

The “knotted arcade,” emptied of figures, is also found on a number of other 
stone structures in the region, probably from the thirteenth century. These 
include the sides of the cenotaph of Imām ʿAlı̄ al-Hādı̄, a doorway of the 
Mashhad of Imām ʿAwn al-Dı̄n, a mihrab in Mosul’s Great Mosque of al-Nūrı̄, and 
a doorway in the mausoleum of Imām al-Bāhir (Figs. 2.20 and 2.21).93 On the one 
hand, the apparent equivalence of the knotted arcade as a design component in 
Christian and Muslim contexts alike highlights the futility of trying to parse out 
precisely what is “Christian” and what is “Islamic” within the  (p.87) artistic 
culture of medieval Mosul.94 On the other, its application to liminal surfaces and 
points of entry, as well as its sometime occupation by spiritual or military 
guardians and its construction from the bodies of serpents, strikes several notes 
within the theme of protection—talismanic as well as military—and bespeaks a 
wider societal concern with the apotropaic that was not restricted to any one 
denomination.
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Figure 2.20  Top section of carved stone 
portal removed from mausoleum of Imām 
al-Bāhir, Mosul, Iraq, thirteenth century.

The ancient practice of knotting as a means of binding supernatural powers is 
explicitly enacted in thirteenth-century Mesopotamian art and architectural 
decoration through the image of the knotted dragon, a supernatural force whose 
efficaciousness is harnessed through its depiction.95 The form is put to 
spectacular use in the double-frontispiece to the 1198–1199 CE manuscript of 
the Kitāb al-diryaq (Book of antidotes) now in the Bibliothèque nationale de 
France, in which paired dragons encircle seated figures bearing crescent moons: 
these have been interpreted as images of the lunar eclipse.96 Like the 
architectural use of the knotted dragon as arcade at Mar Behnam, the Kitāb al- 
diryaq frontispiece images mark a threshold—in this case the opening of the 
book. The symmetrical knotted dragons carved above monumental portals like 
the Talisman Gate in Baghdad, the Gate of the Serpents in the Aleppo citadel, or 
the southern exterior gate at Mar Behnam seem, as Persis Berlekamp suggests, 
to derive their efficacy through the symmetry of countering like with like, 
dangerous forces with dangerous dragons. However, the knotted arcade in the 
architecture of Mosul also foregrounds another aspect of this ancient practice: 
the use of knots as “traps” for maleficence around portals and other liminal 
points of vulnerability.97
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Figure 2.21  Detail from lower section of 
carved stone portal removed from 
mausoleum of Imām al-Bāhir, Mosul, Iraq, 
thirteenth century.

In several cases these 
apotropaic modes explicitly 
coincide in the construction of 
the knotted arcade from the 
bodies of serpents. This has 
already been seen in the Gate of 
the Two Baptisms at Mar 
Behnam and can be found in 
similar but even more 
spectacular form on the carved 
surround of the portal from the 
thirteenth-century mausoleum 
of Imām al-Bāhir in Mosul. 
There, the heads of paired, 
open-jawed serpents, serried 
along the top row of arches, 
twist around to lunge toward 
their own scaly flesh (Fig. 2.20). 
Superior artistry is notable in 
both the conception and 
execution of this portal, which 
Tariq al-Janabi called the finest 
surviving medieval Iraqi 
doorway.98 Its individual arches 
contain precisely executed 
miniature muqarnas hoods, 
some of them atop pointed 
columned arches enclosing 
fields of vegetal interlace. The 
interlace designs in turn include, in the open-jawed design of the tendrils, an 
echo or abstraction of the open-mouthed serpents that order the whole schema 
(Fig. 2.21).99

The conflation of ferocious beasts with architectural order in the Imām al-Bāhir 
portal imposes multiple systems of control upon a liminal space, at the same 
time  (p.88) that it acknowledges the power of the third dimension to enhance 
those systems. The surface is alive with writhing, scaly snakes, yet remains 
subordinated to the laws of geometry and spatial regularity embodied within the 
architectural elements, including the shouldered arches of the knotted arcade 
and above all the regularly receding space of the miniature muqarnas hoods. 
The tension thus maintained between the different elements of the portal’s 
decoration is not merely a matter of iconographic imperative but also the 
product of a dynamic, three-dimensional artistic crucible in which distinctions 
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between surface and form, ornament and structure, and even object and 
building were actively reshaped and reconfigured.

Against such a backdrop it is no surprise to find that Jaziran potters, working in 
the supremely malleable medium of earthenware, also participated in this highly 
plastic inter-arts dialogue. Several authors have already commented on the 
similarities between individual motifs employed in the thirteenth-century 
architectural decoration of the region, and designs found on a large group of 
massive unglazed earthenware water jars known as ḥabbs that have been 
recovered, whole and in fragments, from a number of Jaziran sites and 
particularly at Sinjar and Mosul.100 However, the relationship between the ḥabbs 
and architecture is not limited to the transfer of individual iconographic units: it 
is also manifest in the manipulation of space.

The use of large, unglazed earthenware storage jars to store and cool water for 
domestic use is an ancient practice in the Middle East and North Africa, but the 
degree of elaborate decoration applied to such vessels in the medieval Jazira 
seems to have been unique. Gerald Reitlinger has charted a speculative 
evolution of the type in the Jazira, observing that a multiplication of handles was 
followed  (p.89) by expanded false handles that created a secondary screen 
around the top part of the vessel, from shoulders to lip. Thus, the top third of 
each ḥabb comprised a series of closed and open spaces primed for play on 
architectonic recession and projection, ingress and egress. This presumably 
aided in cooling the jar’s contents, since it created insulation around the neck 
and reduced heat transfer, but it also functioned as a space for three- 
dimensional artistry. Like the Chinese “soul jars” discussed in the introduction to 
this book, the ḥabb is essentially a large jar with an architectonic 
superstructure. Unlike the soul jars, however, the superstructure of the ḥabbs is 
not a mimetically rendered and ontologically distinct little building complex, but 
a zone of plastic experimentation on the themes of both architectural space and 
apotropaism that emerges somewhat organically from the form of the handled 
jar.

In decorating these pieces, craftsmen seem to have shifted at some point from 
the direct plasticity of barbotine work—that is, piping a mixture of clay and 
water directly onto the vessel’s surface, or possibly applying it by hand as strips 
and beads—to the more refined clarity of molded sections and carved pierced 
panels of interlace designs, although the two techniques were by no means 
mutually exclusive.101 It is also possible that regional workshops had their own 
particular practices in the production of these objects.

In the first instance, the ḥabbs provide striking parallels with both architectural 
decoration and metal inlay through the inclusion of figural types also found in 
those other media, such as standing guards, fantastic creatures, and seated 
princely figures who raise cups to their chests.102 A good example of the latter 
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Figure 2.22  Ḥabb (storage jar), Syria or 
Jazira, thirteenth century. Earthenware 
with carved, molded, stamped, and 
barbotine decoration. Height 37 cm. 
Museum für Islamische Kunst, Berlin, I. 
3714.

can be seen on a fragmentary ḥabb now in Berlin: like many of the surviving 
examples, the heavily decorated upper section of the jar has become separated 
from the plainer, single-walled lower part (Fig. 2.22). But the relationship with 
architecture is also continued into the fields that surround individual figures in 
these objects. Many of the figures on the ḥabbs occupy framed fields that evoke, 
to greater or lesser degrees, architectonic settings of various sorts, including 
architectural screens and especially framing arches: shouldered or polylobed, 
these can be fully recessed or else intimated through outlines and pierced 
designs that reveal the space beyond in a modular system of design which has 
been appropriately described as “elastic.”103 Distinct from the regular, surface- 
bound arcades of the thirteenth-century inlaid metalwares described  (p.90) 

above, the architectonic fields of the ḥabbs are shunted into the viewer’s own 
space through the use of projecting elements and piercings and openings that 
push the surface forward by constantly alerting us to the empty space behind it.

The ḥabbs decorated 
predominantly in the barbotine 
technique tend not to have 
pierced panels of openwork; as 
a consequence they play more 
boldly with open spaces, deep 
recession, and the 
accompanying shadows. A clear 
example is provided by a 
barbotine ḥabb decorated 
without the use of molded 
design components, reportedly 
found at Meskeneh in Syria and 
now in the collection of the 
Institut du monde arabe, Paris 
(Fig. 2.23). Polylobed arches 
formed by the handles of this 
piece are set over deeply 
recessed spaces put to dramatic 
artistic use: framed by the 
projecting polylobed arch of the 
screen wall, and set back onto 
the true wall of the vessel, is an 
upright barbotine figure who 
faces the viewer, hands on hips. 
This figure is found, often 
greatly multiplied, upon very many of the predominantly barbotine ḥabbs, and is 
sometimes identified as a goddess; certainly an apotropaic dimension seems 
plausible.104 Behind the handles of the same ḥabb waits a surprise for those who 
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Figure 2.23  Ḥ abb (storage jar) 
reportedly found at Meskeneh in Syria; 
twelfth or thirteenth century. 
Earthenware with barbotine decoration. 
Height 79 cm. Musée de l’Institut du 
monde arabe, Paris, A191-04.

look closely: modeled animals sit in the shadows, abruptly deepening the 
architectonic effect of the space that recedes behind the handles. The polylobed 
form of the arch itself, meanwhile, can be compared with Artuqid architectural 
examples in stone found in the region of Mardin from the twelfth and early 
thirteenth centuries, or the blind brick arcade of the Baghdad gate in Raqqa, 
and strengthens the connection with a specifically Jaziran architectural 
identity.105

A very similar combination of 
polylobed arch, standing figure, 
and modeled animals hidden in 
the shade of the handles 
appears on a fragment seen in 
the Aleppo Museum in 2009 
(Fig. 2.24). Several of these 
elements are also found in a 
fragmentary example in the 
British Museum.106 There may 
have been an eastern Syrian 
workshop that specialized in 
this particular combination of 
elements, although at present 
there are not enough published 
examples with documented 
findspots in the region to make 
this more than conjecture. On 
the Aleppo fragment, the 
handles themselves are formed 
from stylized serpents whose 
open mouths lunge toward the 
lip of the jar in a display of 
ferocity—a virtuoso articulation 
of the plastic  (p.91) medium of 
clay that again makes explicit 
the relationship to talismanic 
architectural decoration of the 
thirteenth-century Jazira.107
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Figure 2.24  Fragment from a ḥabb 

(storage vessel), Syria or Jazira, twelfth 
or thirteenth century. Earthenware with 
barbotine decoration. Aleppo, National 
Museum.

In a similar vein, the jutting lion 
protomes seen on many of the 

ḥabbs recall those above doors 
in the monuments of Mosul and 
Aleppo. On some ḥabbs, jutting 
lion protomes reach down with 
long front paws to grab the 
horizontal lintel or frame below 
them (Fig. 2.22), as does the 
damaged protome above the 
Royal Gate at Mar Behnam.108 

The writhing, grabbing, hissing, 
growling forces of dragons and 
lions that were harnessed 
together to protect the 
monuments, citadels, and cities 
of the medieval Jazira were thus 
also employed, on a smaller 
scale, to protect the contents of water jars. This entails not merely the 
application of lion and serpent images to the surface of the jars but their three- 
dimensional integration into the very structure of the vessels that they protect— 

as is also the case in the contemporary architectural decoration of the region. 
Individual motifs are here active agents in the process of constructing space 
from ornament.

The most common feature on all of the ḥabbs of this type, regardless of their 
mode of decoration, is the strongly projecting modeled mask of a woman’s face 
and neck, decorated with a necklace of pendant jewels and sometimes with a 
diadem or crown,  (p.92) further jewels at her temples, and twisted ropes of 
falling hair or decorative cord (Fig. 2.22). The emphasis placed upon the jewelry 
that adorns these busts parallels a larger practice of adorning earthenware 
vessels with forms that imitate jewelry, likened by Eva Baer to an “animation” of 
the lifeless clay body.109 Typically, the female busts are on a larger scale than 
any other figural element on an individual ḥabb, and their staring domination of 
the decorative schema has been linked with shamanistic and apotropaic 
masks.110 These striking female masks are often included at several points 
around the top of the ḥabb’s ornamented section and therefore near the vessel’s 
lip; most often, they are fitted in between the arches formed by the handles, 
occupying a space that comes to act as a frame from which they stare out.
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Figure 2.25  Detail of a ḥabb (storage jar), 
Syria or Jazira, thirteenth century. 
Earthenware with carved, molded and 
stamped decoration. Damascus, National 
Museum.

Figure 2.26  Fragment from a ḥabb 

(storage vessel), Jazira, thirteenth 
century. Earthenware with carved, 

The double play of framing as 
both a division of surface and 
an allusion to architectural 
space has been quite 
consciously exploited by the 
creators of certain ḥabbs. On 
some examples, including a 
damaged piece in the Damascus 
museum, a woman, visible from 
the chest up although her face 
has been destroyed,  (p.93) 

leans with folded arms upon the 
lower side of the frame that 
confines her while her 
headdress projects over the 
arched lintel above (Fig. 2.25). 
Her posture and the extension 
of her person over the frame 
turn it into a window from 
which she once gazed out. This 
is a startling device that brings 
the viewer into sudden 
confrontation with the 
artificiality of the spatial 
conceit, and endows the figure 
with an animating 
consciousness of, and witty 
reflection on, her own position 
within the larger arrangement. 
The abrupt shift in scale means 
that she is dwarfed by other 
elements within the schema, 
particularly the female mask 
that projects immediately below 
her, but this causes no real 
rupture within the overall 
design, predicated as it is upon 
the dynamic juxtaposition of 
discontiguous elements. The 
same device, on a larger scale, 
can be seen on an example in 
the Baghdad Museum published 
by Reitlinger (Fig. 2.26).111 A 
similar phenomenon is also seen 
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stamped, and molded decoration. 
Baghdad Museum.

in the frieze of shouldered 
arches containing figural busts 
in the stucco decoration of the 
thirteenth-century Kara Saray 
near Mosul, and has antecedents in the fully modeled stucco heads that pop out 
of the interlinked “geometry of frames” in the eighth-century decoration of 
Khirbat al-Mafjar, in turn connecting them with Classical animated scrolls.112

The device of the female bust framed within an architectural aperture also has 
much more ancient resonances. The famous “woman in the window” panels from 
the Neo-Assyrian Nimrud ivories, originally inset into furniture of the ninth to 
seventh  (p.94) centuries BCE, have been the subject of sometimes fevered 
speculation about sacred prostitutes, goddess cults, and fertility symbolism. 
While the temporal gulf between those artifacts and the ḥabbs is vast, it is 
possible that some echo of this enigmatic imagery could have made its way onto 
water vessels in the medieval Jazira.113

The ḥabbs boast such a remarkable and disjunctive density of ornament that 
there is a great temptation to analyze them only in terms of individual motifs, 
particularly given the arresting vocabulary of apotropaic devices that they share 
with the architectural decoration of the twelfth- and thirteenth-century Jazira. To 
do so would mean losing sight of their extraordinarily dynamic three- 
dimensional presence, which is brought about through the visuospatial 
combination of individual motifs, including animate beings, with a series of 
architectonic fields and plates that restlessly shift between projection and 
recession. Here, ornament is not an applied skin that can be detached from 
structure: it is structure, and it manufactures spatial form as well as meaning.

As I have argued in the introduction to this book, architecture and the plastic 
arts may well have been mutually constitutive in the medieval Islamic milieu. 
The ḥabbs are a case in point. While I have shown that many of the individual 
motifs found on the ḥabbs have direct parallels in architectural decoration, they 
neither mindlessly nor mimetically replicate programs of architectural 
ornament. Rather, it is entirely possible that the systems of decoration found on 
some of the architectural portals, such as three-dimensional knotwork or 
projecting beasts, derived their individual motifs and their vivacity from the 
portable arts rather than vice versa. Many of the concerns about efficacy, 
liminality, and enclosure that so clearly motivated the decoration of both 
doorways and water jars in the thirteenth-century Jazira were arguably 
addressed more fully in the less refined but more dynamic and widely available 
material of earthenware: the scale and medium of the ḥabbs permitted the 
creation of a denser, more direct, and perhaps more autonomous interplay 
between motifs, fields, and spaces than could be attained within monumental 
carved stone portals.
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The objects discussed in this chapter demonstrate the capacity of ornament to 
alter the operational terms, both spatial and semantic, of the structures upon 
which it is employed. Within the examples discussed above, it is the arcade (and 
by extension its component unit, the arch) that most comprehensively embodies 
the varying degrees of differentiation available for an ornamental device derived 
from the vocabulary of architecture. The arcade can hold a “true” structural role 
as a component of built space; it can play a nonstructural role within full-scale 
architecture; in miniature it can provide a means of articulating the surface and 
space of an object; in all of these it serves to differentiate spaces. Transfers of 
signification from one of these roles to another contribute to the arcade’s great 
potential to act as what I will call an “ordering motif”: that is, an instance of 
two-dimensional or low-relief ornament that prompts, through its placement on a 
three-dimensional object, the construction of a deliberately architectural reading 
of space and volume, albeit on a Lilliputian scale. This conceit comes into its own 
when craftsmen are moved to make intentional allusions between the volumetric 
spaces of objects and those of architectural structures.

Notes:

(1) I have purposefully avoided setting out a precise definition of ornament here 
because the issue is too slippery and too distracting to be dealt with definitively 
in this context. Those who seek a definition are directed to Jonathan Hay, “The 
Passage of the Other,” in Histories of Ornament, ed. Necipoğlu and Payne, 62– 

64.

(2) Ernst Gombrich, The Sense of Order: A Study in the Psychology of Decorative 
Art, 2nd ed. (London: Phaidon, 2012), 171–173; Cynthia Hahn, “The Voices of the 
Saints: Speaking Reliquaries,” Gesta 36, no. 1 (1997): 20–31. See also Robert 
Venturi, Denise Scott Brown, and Steven Izenour’s famous distinction between 
the “duck” and the “decorated shed,” in Learning from Las Vegas (Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 1972), 87.

(3) See other examples of the type in Canby et al., Court and Cosmos, cat. nos. 
134 and 135, 217–218. The partial reconstruction of the Eskenazi Museum 
aquamanile from alien, but probably contemporary, sherds complicates its 
decoration, but enough remains of the original object to show that its art-market 
restorers were following the spirit of the original design. This object will be 
published in my forthcoming catalogue of the Islamic ceramics collection in the 
Eskenazi Art Museum, Indiana University. A parallel piece of inlaid metalwork is 
a flask in the form of a bird in the Victoria and Albert Museum, decorated on its 
wings and tail with designs that mimic plumage, and on its sides and breast with 
figural scenes: M.54:2-1971; illustrated in Assadullah Souren Melikian-Chirvani, 
Islamic Metalwork from the Iranian World 8th–18th Centuries (London: Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1982), 122.
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(4) Assadullah Souren Melikian-Chirvani, “Le rhyton selon les sources Persanes,” 

Studia Iranica 2 (1982): 276; Assadullah Souren Melikian-Chirvani, “Les 
taureaux à vin et les cornes à boire de l’Iran islamique,” in Histoire et cultes de 
l’Asie central préislamique, ed. Paul Bernard and Frantz Grenet (Paris: Éditions 
du centre nationale de la recherche scientifique, 1991), 102–103.

(5) Al-Ghazālı̄, Iḥyāʾ ʿulūm al-Dı̄n, 2:335. Alternative translation given in al- 
Shayzarı̄, The Book of the Islamic Market Inspector: Nihāyat al-Rutba fı̄ Ṭalab al- 
Ḥisba (The Utmost Authority in the Pursuit of Ḥisba) by ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. Naṣr 
al-Shayzarı̄, trans. and ed. R. P. Buckley (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 
appendix “al-Ghazali on Ḥisba,” 180.

(6) The thirteenth-century Shāfiʿı̄ jurist al-Nawawı̄ (d. 1277) ascribed this view— 

which he himself refuted—to earlier scholars. By contrast with Ghazālı̄, it was al- 
Nawawı̄’s view that two-dimensional images of animate beings, whether applied 
to textiles, coins, walls, or any other surface, were as objectionable as three- 
dimensional representations of those forms. The only exception he admitted was 
images that have been applied to textiles that will be stepped or sat upon: that is 
to say, the same “cushions and spread carpets” that Ghazālı̄ invokes. A. J. 
Wensinck and T. Fahd, “Ṣūra,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed., http://dx.doi.org/ 
10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_1125.

(7) This phenomenon is also complicated by the category of kitsch, a term bound 
up with the values of the industrial era but that could arguably be applied to 
some of the materials in this book. See my suggestion and further bibliography 
in “The Aesthetics of Simulation: Architectural Mimicry on Medieval Ceramic 
Tabourets,” in Islamic Art, Architecture and Material Culture: New Perspectives, 
ed. Margaret S. Graves (Oxford: British Archaeological Reports, 2012), 79.

(8) On the question of ornament and its potential as a bearer of meaning, see 
particularly Necipoğlu, Topkapı Scroll, and the works of Yasser Tabbaa, 
particularly The Transformation of Islamic Art During the Sunni Revival (Seattle 
and London: University of Washington Press, 2001). Other interpretations can be 
found in Sheila Blair and Jonathan Bloom, “Ornament and Islamic Art,” in 

Cosmophilia: Islamic Art in the David Collection, Copenhagen (Chestnut Hill, 
MA: McMullen Museum of Art, Boston College, 2006), 9–30; and in Oliver 
Watson, “Review of ‘The Iconography of Islamic Art: Studies in Honour of Robert 
Hillenbrand,’” Journal of Islamic Studies 18, no. 2 (2007): 299–302.

(9) Al-Bı̄rūnı̄, The Book Most Comprehensive in Knowledge on Precious Stones: 
Al-Beruni’s Book on Mineralogy = Kitāb al-jamāhir fı̄ maʿrifat al-jawāhir, trans. 
Hakim Mohammad Said (Islamabad: Pakistan Hijra Council, 1989), 200. See also 

Doris Behrens-Abouseif, Beauty in Arabic Culture (Princeton, NJ: Markus Wiener, 
1999), 19–21, 124–126.

(10) Ibn al-Haytham, Optics, 1:202.
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(11) Yves Porter, “From ‘The Theory of the Two Qalams’ to ‘The Seven Principles 
of Painting’: Theory, Terminology and Practice in Persian Classical Painting,” 

Muqarnas 17 (2000): 114; Necipoğlu, “L’idée de décor,” 12–13; Gülru Necipoğlu, 
“Early Modern Floral: The Agency of Ornament in Ottoman and Safavid Visual 
Cultures,” in Histories of Ornament, ed. Necipoğlu and Payne, 136–137.

(12) Martin Bernard Dickson and Stuart Cary Welch, The Houghton Shahnameh, 
2 vols. (Cambridge, MA, and London: Harvard University Press, 1981), 
“Appendix I: The Canons of Painting by Ṣādiqı̄ Bek,” 1:262.

(13) Porter (“Two Qalams,” 114) has suggested that the relatively late 
appearance of the “seven principles of painting” indicates that they “do not 
seem very important to the whole body of painting production.”

(14) First published in 1856, and most recently reissued by Princeton University 
Press, 2016. See also Rémi Labrusse, “Grammars of Ornament: 
Dematerialization and Embodiment from Owen Jones to Paul Klee,” in Histories 
of Ornament, ed. Necipoğlu and Payne, 320–333.

(15) See also Moya Carey, “‘In the Absence of Originals’: Replicating the 
Tilework of Safavid Isfahan for South Kensington,” International Journal of 
Islamic Architecture 3, no. 2 (2014): 397–436.

(16) On related practices, see Jonathan Hay, Sensuous Surfaces: The Decorative 
Object in Early Modern China (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2010), 68– 

77.

(17) For example, Eva Baer cites Islamic ornament’s independence from 
underlying structure and ease of transference across media as one of its most 
distinctive qualities: Eva Baer, “Zakhrafa,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed., 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_8098; Eva Baer, Islamic 
Ornament (New York: New York University Press, 1998), 2–3. On the genesis and 
outcomes of the structure/ornament paradigm in architectural history, see Anne- 
Marie Sankovitch, “Structure/Ornament and the Modern Figuration of 
Architecture,” The Art Bulletin 80, no. 4 (1998): 687–717.

(18) For critique, see Necipoğlu, Topkapı Scroll, 61–87; Necipoğlu, “L’idée de 
décor”; Avinoam Shalem and Eva-Maria Troelenberg, “Beyond Grammar and 
Taxonomy: Some Thoughts on Cognitive Experiences and Responsive Islamic 
Ornaments,” Beitrage zur islamischen Kunst und Archaologie 3 (2012): 385–410. 
On the continuing cleavage of ornament from structure, see Hay, Sensuous 
Surfaces, 70–75; Hay, “The Passage of the Other,” 62–69; Troelenberg, 
“Pedestal?,” 159–174.

(19) Necipoğlu, “Early Modern Floral,” 132.

(20) See Hay, “Passage of the Other,” n. 1.
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(21) Alois Riegl, Problems of Style: Foundations for a History of Ornament, trans. 
Evelyn Kain (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1992), 3–13.

(22) Riegl, Problems of Style, 229–305; Riegl, Historical Grammar of the Visual 
Arts, trans. J. Jung (New York: Zone Books, 2004), 255–256. “[The arabesque] is 
the most original creation of the Arab spirit”: Ernst Kühnel, Die Arabesque: Sinn 
und Wandlung Eines Ornaments (Wiesbaden: Dietrich’sche 
Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1949), English translation by Richard Ettinghausen 
published as The Arabesque: Meaning and Transformation of an Ornament 
(Graz: Verlag für Sammler, 1977), 4.

(23) On Semper’s thesis, see Alina Payne, From Ornament to Object: Genealogies 
of Architectural Modernism (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 
2012), ch. 1, esp. 38–56.

(24) Michael Vickers and David Gill, Artful Crafts: Ancient Greek Silverware and 
Pottery (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), 106; see also Carl Knappett, 
“Photographs, Skeuomorphs and Marionettes: Some Thoughts on Mind, Agency 
and Object,” Journal of Material Culture 7, no. 1 (2002): 97–117. On the history 
of the term, Alice A. Donohue, Greek Sculpture and the Problem of Description 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 81–82.

(25) An extraordinarily elaborate example of this can be seen on a fragment 
from the neck of a glazed ceramic ewer in the Herat Museum (HNM 88.043), 
which is decorated with “chains” attached to the body with “rivets”—all 
executed entirely in ceramic. Ute Franke and Martina Müller-Weiner, eds., 
Ancient Herat Vol. 3—Herat Through Time: The Collections of the Herat 
Museum and Archive (Berlin: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin – Preußischer 
Kulturbesitz and Ancient Herat Project, 2016), 366–367.

(26) H. Colley March, “The Meaning of Ornament; Or Its Archaeology and Its 
Psychology,” Transactions of the Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian Society 7 
(1889): 166.

(27) Necipoğlu, Topkapı Scroll.

(28) Grabar, Mediation of Ornament.

(29) Indeed, it has been suggested that the book possibly had greater impact 
outside the sub-discipline of Islamic art history than within it: Marianna Shreve 
Simpson, “Oleg Grabar, b. 1929. Intermediary Demons: Toward a Theory of 
Ornament, 1989,” in The A.W. Mellon Lectures in the Fine Arts (Washington, DC: 
National Gallery of Art, 2002), 165. See also Robert Hillenbrand, “Oleg Grabar: 
The Scholarly Legacy,” Journal of Art Historiography 6 (2012): 29–30.
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(30) In this Grabar follows a line of reasoning similar in some respects to that 
espoused by Ernst Gombrich in his search for a universal psychological model of 
ornament: the latter recognized the potential of architecture as an ornamental 
system to provide “explanatory articulation . . . to facilitate the grasp of the 
object it decorates.” Gombrich, Sense of Order, 175–179, 209.

(31) Grabar, Mediation, 191–193.

(32) Hay, “Passage of the Other,” 65.

(33) For a recent summary see Alain George, The Rise of Islamic Calligraphy 

(London: I.B. Tauris, 2010), 74–89.

(34) Grabar, Mediation, xxiv.

(35) Grabar, Mediation, 174.

(36) For example, Sheila Blair and Jonathan Bloom commented on the categories 
they employed for their 2006 exhibition on Islamic ornament: “We naturally 
omitted architecture as not part of a museum’s collection” (“Cosmophilia and Its 
Critics: An Overview of Islamic Ornament,” Beitrage zur Islamischen Kunst und 
Archäologie herausgegeben von der Ernst-Herzfeld-Gesellschaft 3 [2012]: 39, n. 
6).

(37) Gombrich’s “perceptual habits” are relevant here: Sense of Order, 171–173.

(38) Necipoğlu, “Early Modern Floral,” 154. For an argument concerning the 
mimetic potential of other forms of ornament, and art-historical resistance to 
that potential, see Cynthia Robinson, “Power, Light, Intra-Confessional 
Discontent, and the Almoravids,” in Envisioning Islamic Art and Architecture: 
Essays in Honor of Renata Holod, ed. David Roxburgh (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 30– 

33.

(39) An exploration of this phenomenon is found in Hana Taragan, “An Artuqid 
Candlestick from the Al-Aqsa Museum: Object as Document,” Ars Orientalis 42 
(2012): 79–88.

(40) Cf. Baer, Islamic Ornament, 73–79.

(41) See some of the examples cited in Geoffrey R. D. King, “The Architectural 
Motif as Ornament in Islamic Art: The ‘Marwan II’ Ewer and Three Wooden 
Panels in the Museum of Islamic Art in Cairo,” Islamic Archaeological Studies 2 
(1980, publ. 1982): 23–57.

(42) Esen Öğüş, “Columnar Sarcophagi from Aphrodisias: Elite Emulation in the 
Greek East,” American Journal of Archaeology 118, no. 1 (2014): 113–136; 
Edmund Thomas, “‘Houses of the Dead’? Columnar Sarcophagi as ‘Micro- 
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Abstract and Keywords
The human form can impart both scale and spatial logic to the objects it adorns. 
This phenomenon was put to unexpected and sometimes humorous ends by 
medieval artisans. Focusing on perception, this chapter considers the role of the 
human figure in architectural allusions on objects from the twelfth- and 
thirteenth-century Iranian plateau. The power of the represented human form is 
explored first through ceramic stands that make explicit reference to 
architectural pavilions. After these, a group of inlaid metalwork inkwells, and 
the delicately allusive nature of their relationships with full-scale architecture, 
form the chapter’s main focus. This study models a means of approach that 
considers the complex ornamental programs of these objects in their entirety: 
architectural, figural, epigraphic, geometric, and vegetal ornament are 
recognized as inseparable from each other and also from the three-dimensional 
materiality of objects that respond to vision, touch, movement, and use.

Keywords:   inkwell, tabouret, Khurasan, pre-Mongol Iran, lusterware, inlaid metalwork, visual 
perception, scale, supplicatory inscription, human figure

The most elemental truth of vision is also the easiest to forget: we see not with 
our eyes but with our minds. Visual information enters through our eyes, but is 
only turned into sight when it encounters the huge part of the primate brain 
dedicated to visual processing.1 The massively complex processes of vision 
create a realm in which the thinking hand can mediate between matter and 
mind, harnessing touch, vision, and meaning in the creation of objects that 
construct multiple relationships with things outside themselves. Focusing on 
perception and the visual codes that structure representation, likeness, and 
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Figure 3.1  Fragmentary object, Iran, 
twelfth or thirteenth century. Glazed 
stonepaste. Berlin, Museum für 
Islamische Kunst, I. 3833.

similitude, this chapter explores the vital role of the human form in creating and 
elucidating allusions to architecture among objects from the twelfth- and 
thirteenth-century Iranian plateau.

Lessons from a Storeroom
It is sometimes useful to confront the instabilities of one’s own primate brain. In 
2007 I visited the Museum für Islamische Kunst in Berlin to study and 
photograph the collection of medieval Iranian “house models” held by that 
venerable institution. I followed the curator into the storeroom, where I found 
the  (p.96) models already laid out for me. Those idiosyncratic objects, briefly 
discussed in this book’s introduction, are, in their archetypal form, highly 
schematized and miniaturized three-dimensional representations of courtyard 
houses complete with human occupants engaged in drinking and making music. 
They are made from glazed and fired ceramic, and while there are many 
variations on the basic type, the group as a whole is quite homogenous.2 On the 
same table top, next to the phalanx of house models, a fragmentary object of 
very different form had been placed (Fig. 3.1). While it was identifiably part of 
the large body of turquoise-glazed ceramic production associated with twelfth- 
and thirteenth- century Iran, I didn’t know what this piece was, or why it had 
also been laid out for me when it was not the same as the others in formal terms. 
I was too self- conscious to do the sensible thing and simply ask what it was; not 
wishing to appear either ignorant or ungrateful, I dutifully started 
photographing it when I had finished with the house models. At which point the 
curator politely observed that I was looking at it upside down.

After the object had been 
turned over I was, in truth, still 
baffled (Fig. 3.2). My patient 
interlocutor recognized my 
confusion. “Look at the little 
people,” he said, pointing to the 
glazed upright protrusions 
ranged around the interior 
space.3 The light dawned, and 
finally the connection with the 
house models became apparent. 
 (p.97) Recognition of those 
little clay human figures, their 
tiny features just discernible 
through a rather thick coating 
of glaze, transformed the 
object. Awareness of their 
presence abruptly switched my perception of the ceramic construction from that 
of an unidentifiable artifact—Was it a lamp? A stand?—into a quasi-architectural 
space, a tiny, fragmentary belvedere filled with figures gazing outward. From 
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Figure 3.2  Fragmentary object, Iran, 
twelfth or thirteenth century. Glazed 
stonepaste. Berlin, Museum für 
Islamische Kunst, I. 3833.

the broken upper section it is evident that there was originally at least one more 
level with figures. It would be hard to say, however, if it was once part of an 
object of use with some practical function, or was primarily a representational 
artifact like the house models.

The mystery object in the Berlin 
storeroom suddenly illuminated 
for me the dramatic modifying 
power of the represented 
figure: the human form, that 
most intuitive measure of all 
things, is capable of imparting a 
sense of scale to almost any 
representation. By extension, 
the presence of figures also 
confers—or at times even 
imposes—spatial logic onto the 
surrounding environment, 
illustrating how a space might 
be occupied or used and 
allowing the viewer to scale or 
populate an environment or 
object in her imagination.

The Persianate cultural area of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, to which the 
Berlin “belvedere” can be attributed, has often been noted as the site of an  (p. 
98) artistic blossoming that was characterized by, among other things, an 
unprecedented proliferation in depictions of the human form. Seminal studies of 
this figural efflorescence were written in the mid-twentieth century by Oleg 
Grabar and Richard Ettinghausen, who, while differing in their argumentation, 
both located the phenomenon within the proto-capitalist model of an “open art 
market” patronized by an increasingly prosperous urban mercantile bourgeoisie 
eager for fine ceramics, decorated metalwork, and illustrated manuscripts.4 

More recently, Oya Pancaroğlu has linked the abundance of human imagery 
applied to portable arts and manuscripts in this cultural sphere with broader 
intellectual developments, citing contemporary conceptualizations of man as 
microcosm—a topos central to the writings of the Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ encountered in 
Chapter 1—and the rise of a medieval humanist philosophy concerning the 
perfectibility of man.5

The relatively substantial, if fragmented, publication record for the portable arts 
of the pre-Mongol Iranian world reflects the preference held by twentieth- 
century collectors for the figural imagery with which those arts are so amply 
endowed.6 Yet, as Pancaroğlu has noted, scholarship has for the most part 
focused on the categorization of iconographic types and their sources, and still 
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lacks detailed holistic and culturally contextualized interpretations of the 
imagery found on even some seminal objects, to say nothing of the other modes 
of ornament such pieces display.7 As has already been intimated in Chapter 2, 
the art historical construction of taxonomic distinctions between figure and 
ornament, image and object, and representation and abstraction has tended to 
impose false dichotomies upon medieval visual and tactile modes that are in 
reality sustained by the productive tension between many different elements. 
Figural, epigraphic, architectural, vegetal, and geometric registers work in 
concert, responding to vision, touch, and manipulation.

Maintaining focus on the thinking hand and its products, this chapter explores 
the integral role of the human form in the architecturalization of portable 
artworks from the medieval Persianate sphere through close studies of 
individual objects in their entirety. The first part of the chapter considers the 
questions of perception raised by the art of the allusive object. There then 
follows an initial exploration of the agency of the represented human form in 
architectural emulation, through the exemplar of ceramic stands that quite 
explicitly mimic architectural forms. Finally, a group of inlaid metalwork 
inkwells, and the elusive nature of their relationships with architectural 
referents, form the main focus of the chapter.

Seeing-With and the Art of the Object
In philosophy of mind, the term “seeing-as” denotes the act of seeing an object 
while simultaneously seeing it as a representation of something else.8 Seeing-as, 
in its global aspect, lies at the heart of debates about the conceptual basis of 
perception: Can there even be seeing without seeing-as?9 However, it has a more 
 (p.99) specialized role to play in the perception of, and cognitive response to, 
created artifacts, particularly those created with some degree of 
representational intention. A textbook example of seeing-as in philosophy of 
mind is a painting: a visitor to a gallery can explore the subject represented in a 
naturalistic depiction, all the while remaining cognizant of the fact that they are 
examining a painting, executed in a particular medium on a particular type of 
surface, that has been framed and hung on a wall.10

The very construct of seeing-as draws directly upon Ludwig Wittgenstein’s 
philosophical investigations into aspect perception, the perceptual phenomena 
that make it possible to see one thing as another and to perceive the same image 
or object in more than one way. Wittgenstein was most interested in the act of 
switching from one aspect perception to another, which he explored in the 
famous “duck-rabbit” drawing, a classic example of a “bistable visual stimulus.” 
An individual’s perception can oscillate between the two “aspects” of duck and 
rabbit, but it is not possible to see them both simultaneously. When I was told 
that the protrusions on the mystery object in Berlin were human figures, I 
experienced the “dawning of an aspect” (Aufleuchten eines Aspekts) precisely as 
Wittgenstein outlined.11 Through the sudden recognition of a hitherto 
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unidentifiable aspect of the object—that is, by coming to see the upright forms 

as representations of people—my perception of the entire object underwent a 
radical and total transformation. I suddenly saw it as a populated, architectonic 
space. Most significantly, the figure-activated “aspect-dawning” that I 
experienced abruptly moved the object into the representational realm by 
endowing it with spatial coherence and scalar logic, creating a miniature 
architectural form where I had previously been able to see only a ceramic 
assemblage.

The literature surrounding the phenomena of aspect-perception and seeing-as in 
art history is almost entirely concerned with the pictorial image. Most famously, 
Ernst Gombrich in Art and Illusion co-opted certain aspects of Wittgenstein’s 
argument into the wider realm of pictorial arts to maintain that a viewer could 
be attentive to either the image or the canvas but not both at the same time.12 

The question also preoccupied Richard Wollheim, who eventually developed a 
conception of “seeing-in” that overcame the problem of disjunction inherent in 
Gombrich’s model. Wollheim argued for a projective mechanism of image 
perception that would permit the viewer’s awareness to encompass 
“simultaneous attention to what is seen and to the features of the medium.”13 

But while Wollheim’s seeing-in ostensibly recognized the role of the material 
artifact that constitutes the image, in reality his discussion significantly 
prioritized the projective gaze of the viewer into the pictorial register of the 
image, as well as into nonpictorial surfaces and substances, and so left rather 
unfulfilled the attention to the object that it seemed to promise.14

A third possibility is provided by the phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s 
conception of “seeing-with” or “seeing-through.” This idea of visual  (p.100) 

encounter, further developed in an article by Emmanuel Alloa, acknowledges 
that the manufactured image emerges in our perception in accordance with the 
specificities of its own rules, including its own materiality.15 By returning 
material specificity to the image, rather than leaving the act of image- 
constitution entirely to the subjective gaze of the viewer and/or the intentionality 
of the artist, “seeing-with” acknowledges the ways in which the material 
particularities of any individual image and the circumstances of viewing, as well 
as the artist’s representational intention and the viewer’s gaze, converge to 
shape the viewer’s perception of the image they are looking at.16 The force of 
this argument lies in its recognition of the uniqueness of each instance of 
encounter with an artwork. As Alloa observes, it also acknowledges that “iconic 
evidence is not a ladder that could be thrown away after we have climbed it, but 
remains inherently situation-dependent, case-sensitive and thus, ultimately, 
precarious.”17

Aspects of these debates have been central to certain theories of the image, but 
their possible relevance for the plastic arts has barely been considered outside 
the Western European tradition of representational sculpture, and even in that 
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field only quite intermittently.18 Of the three modes described above, seeing-with 
has by far the most to offer the investigation of allusive objects. Intimation, 
evocation, allusion, and metaphor accumulate in the appearance of objects that 
have been manipulated in order to connote a resemblance to something else, 
like the subjects of this book, and the eye and the mind can oscillate 
tantalizingly between these differing modes of apprehension. Seeing-with 
recognizes the specificities that construct the viewer’s encounter with a created 
artifact, and thus enables the full emergence of the complex, multilayered, and 
often highly idiosyncratic visual possibilities of three-dimensional objects, and 
their relationships with external referents of all kinds.

Apprehension itself depends on certain conditions, and it has long been 
recognized that visual perception is culturally conditioned in all sorts of ways. 
The complex cognitive activities that enable us to see one thing as a 
representation of another depend enormously on the role of learning and 
previous experience: what we see is dependent in very large part on what we 
have already seen, what we have learned to see, and also what we expect and 
want to see, for the brain “fills in” many things automatically during the visual 
process of object recognition.19 While the subjectivity of vision has been a major 
focus of recent research in cognitive neuroscience, it was recognized as early as 
the eleventh century by the great Arab physicist, mathematician, and theorist of 
vision, Ibn al-Haytham (d. c. 1040, known in the Latin tradition as Alhazen). In a 
typically acute passage, Ibn al-Haytham notes that “sight’s perception of visible 
objects does not take place in the same way at all times and in all circumstances; 
rather, the manner in which sight senses the same object from the same distance 
and the same position varies according to the intent of the beholder, his 
deliberate effort to perceive the object and his determination to distinguish its 
properties.”20

 (p.101) As Ibn al-Haytham’s statement reminds us, cultural contexts of 
viewing, as well as individual experience and proclivities, are of particular 
importance in the process of seeing one thing as another. However, they are 
difficult to reconstruct in the case of undocumented medieval objects. No 
interpretive mediation can act as a reliable proxy for the encounter experienced 
by an artwork’s original audiences, although much of the value of art history lies 
in the efforts it is willing to expend toward precisely this unattainable goal. 
Ultimately, “the contract of communicability” between maker, artwork, and 
viewer is one that depends on a range of perceptual responses as well as 
cultural stimuli, and recognition of the former can only be achieved by returning 
to close scrutiny of the object itself.21 In this light, particular significance is 
assumed by visual and material traits and motifs that seem to act as prompts 
toward particular modes of interacting with and interpreting space and surface. 
The implications of populated architecture that were raised in Chapter 2, with 
reference to figures framed and contained in arcades, will now be expanded in 
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Figure 3.3  Stand, Iran, late twelfth 
century. Glazed stonepaste with luster 
decoration. Height 24 cm. St. Petersburg, 
State Hermitage Museum, IR-1425.

an exploration of the human figure as one of the foremost cues for spatial 
organization and scaling in the perception of allusive objects.

A small group of six-sided tables or stands for trays survive from the ceramic 
traditions practiced in twelfth- and thirteenth-century Iran and workshops 
further west, including Raqqa.22 One of these was acquired in a fragmentary 
state by the State Hermitage Museum in the late 1940s (Fig. 3.3).23 Built from 
panels of molded stonepaste, a light-colored composite ceramic body, the walls 
are only a few millimeters thick. This means that the object is, like the other 
stands of this type, surprisingly light: these are true examples of the “portable 
arts.” In common with some other pieces of this type, the base panel has a 
circular hole in the center large enough to permit a hand to be put inside. The 
painting on the exterior is executed in luster on a white glaze opacified with tin, 
and the rapid painterly execution seen on this stand accords with the “miniature 
style” of medieval Iranian lusterware as categorized by Oliver Watson, who has 
shown that the style dates to the late twelfth or possibly early thirteenth 
century.24 The polygonal structure of the object is not inherently architectural, 
although it most likely acted as the initial springboard for a flight of 
architectural fancy: it is probably copied from now-lost archetypes in wood, 
which was most likely the dominant medium for furniture of this type in the 
medieval context. At some point during its life the stand’s missing feet were 
substituted with wooden ones, reinforcing its proximity to wooden furniture.25

Although the polygonal 
Hermitage stand has been 
likened to Seljuq-era mausolea, 
garden architecture is a more 
likely field of reference for an 
object that would lend itself to 
use in convivial settings and 
pleasurable gatherings.26 The 
textual sources show that 
garden pavilions were a vital 
component of  (p.102) many 
medieval imperial architectural 
traditions, although material 
remains for medieval garden 
pavilions are lacking.27 Later 
structures such as the two-story 
building known as the 
Namakdān near the shrine of 
Abdallāh Anṣārı̄ at Gazargah in 
Afghanistan suggest a 
continuing tradition of 
polygonal, two-storied architectural pavilions that could have provided 
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Figure 3.4  Namakdān pavilion near the 
shrine of Abdallāh Anṣārı̄ at Gazargah, 
Afghanistan. Possibly fifteenth century 
with later additions.

inspiration for the makers of the Hermitage stand (FIG. 3.4).28 The colloquial 
name Namakdān, meaning “salt cellar,” also illuminates reciprocal allusions 
between objects and buildings in popular perception.

The six “wall” panels of the 
Hermitage stand are molded to 
create shallowly recessed 
arches that extend almost to the 
full height of the stand on each 
of the six faces. Below the 
spring-lines of each are three 
freestanding columns engaged 
at the bottom to the projecting 
ledge of the stand’s base, and 
conjoined by two perpendicular 
struts. In front of the bottom of 
each arch, running along the 
edge of the stand’s base 
between the innermost 
columns, was once a projecting, 
modeled “row of rings” that is 
now mostly broken off. As I have shown elsewhere, this three-dimensional 
decorative device had a range of functions in medieval Iranian ceramic 
production, but here it is deliberately inducted by its immediate context  (p.103) 

into a quasi-mimetic role as a form of balustrading, just as it is on the house 
models. It marks precisely the type of contextually dependent iconography that 
the framework of seeing-with makes recognizable.29

The painted decoration of the Hermitage stand serves to activate and clarify 
perception of the object as an architectonic space. In particular, the decoration 
of the spandrels of the arches with circular bosses, the solid luster glazing of the 
detached columns, and the thick outlining of the arches all align the piece more 
obviously with architectural decoration than does the more complex painted 
decoration of another, better-known luster-decorated stand, now in the 
Philadelphia Art Museum.30 However, the decoration of the upper and lower 
spaces within the arches of the Hermitage stand seems to correspond to two 
different registers of reference (Fig. 3.5). In the lower space, between the 
columns of each arch, two figures in caps have been painted in a seated position 
on the groundline of the recessed iwān, where their two-dimensional presence 
would once have gained a third dimension through the plastic addition of the 
“balustrade” in front of them. The ground-floor figures of the Hermitage stand 
have not been depicted with enough precision to make particularities of pose 
readily apparent, but they are in keeping with the figural repertoire of leisure 
and pleasure that is so notable a characteristic of twelfth- and thirteenth-century 
artworks from greater Iran.31 Pictorially populating the fictive spaces of the 
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Figure 3.5  Detail of stand shown in 
figure 3.3.

object, these figures turn the spaces that they adorn into three-dimensional 
architectural recesses, supplementing the architectural conceit that transforms 
each side of the object into a view of an occupied garden pavilion or belvedere.

Gestures toward architectural 
verisimilitude in the Hermitage 
stand necessitate a different 
interpretation of its upper 
sections. Within the upper part 
of each arch the luster painting 
depicts a horse mounted by 
what seems to be either a veiled 

 (p.104) rider or a covered 
litter. To read these panels as 
pictorially and spatially 
equivalent to the seated figures 
below—that is, mounted horses 
crouched in the arcaded upper 
storey of a polygonal building— 

would defy even the dream- 
logic of miniaturization. More 
plausible is the interpretation of 
these upper panels as allusions 
to architectural decoration 
rather than depictions of figural 
presence. Referents could be 
relief carving or, more likely, 
wall frescoes. The imagery on 
the Hermitage stand is somewhat enigmatic, and it is possible that L. T. 
Giuzal’ian was correct in his suggestion that the image of a woman on horseback 
in the upper section of the iwāns might illustrate a specific literary episode.32 

The very uneven survival of material evidence for  (p.105) wall painting in the 
premodern Islamic world, together with the absence of surviving garden 
architecture dated prior to the early modern period, makes it necessary to rely 
on textual descriptions of wall painting in the palace architecture of medieval 
eastern Iran, as well as scant material evidence such as fragments of painted 
stucco from Nishapur, and photographic records of now-lost seated figures 
painted on plaster at the thirteenth-century bathhouse of Alara castle, near 
Alanya in Turkey.33 Taken altogether and considered alongside later descriptions 
of painted scenes inside garden pavilions, the fragments of available evidence 
suggest that pavilions decorated with paintings may not have been uncommon in 
medieval Iran.34
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The juxtaposition on the Hermitage stand of painted scenes that operate at 
different levels of remove from a real-world model showcases the elasticity of 
reference afforded by the allusive object. Below the scenes are paintings of 
human figures that occupy a quasi-architectural space, while above them is a 
painting of a painting that could decorate an architectural surface. The 
possibility that the lower figures are also paintings of paintings, depictions of 
figural frescoes like the eleventh-century wall-paintings of courtiers that swelled 
the ranks of the palace guard at the Ghaznavid palace in Lashkar-i bazar, 
Afghanistan, adds another dimension of perceptual and cognitive play to a ludic 
object.35

The viewer’s ability to read the Hermitage stand as representative of an 
ornamented and populated pavilion, however fantastic, stems in part from the 
immediate visual and spatial connections that exist between architectural 
elements and the human figures who occupy them. Through the associative 
dimension that connects architectural elements with human scale, it is possible 
to remove the human form entirely from an object and yet still utilize it as a 
scale marker. A six-sided stand of a different type (now in the David Collection), 
attributed to early thirteenth-century Syria, illustrates this phenomenon (Fig. 
3.6).36 The arched windows that perforate each face of the stand connote an 
occupiable architectural space with egress and ingress, and scale an imaginary 
human form accordingly. The practical logic of this scalar relationship between 
man and his constructions is reflected in the development in the Arabic-speaking 
world, as in many cultures, of a system of units of measurement based on human 
body parts.37 The  (p.106) iṣbaʿ (“finger”), modeled on the breadth of the middle 
joint of the middle finger, is one twenty-fourth of the dhirāʿ, or cubit, originally 
the distance from the elbow to the tip of the middle finger, and so on.38 Making 
explicit the connection between human dimensions and architecture, the units of 
measurement recorded in tenth-century Iraq by the Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ and al- 
Khwārizmı̄ include a measure called the “doorway” (al-bāb), “which has the 
length of six arms, which is forty-eight fists, or 192 fingers.”39 The scaling of 
architecture to the human form invoked in the “doorway” as a unit of metrology 
is playfully co-opted in the David Collection stand, through the act of 
miniaturization. The architectural motif of the “window” perforation, 
deliberately created in the identifiable form of an arch sprung from colonettes, 
thus becomes the generator of human proportions at vastly reduced scale.
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Figure 3.6  Stand, Syria, late twelfth or 
early thirteenth century. Glazed 
stonepaste. Height 32 cm. Copenhagen, 
David Collection, 21/1982.

Although the artist(s) who made 
the Hermitage stand explored 
the boundaries between 
mimesis and allusion, the object 
ultimately adheres to a 
recognizable interpretation of 
architectural space. Even the 
more elliptical invocation of a 
pavilion in the David Collection 
stand, enacted primarily 
through the placement and 
precision of its window 
perforations, presumably 
represents a quite deliberate 
reference on the part of the 
artist to a specific architectural 
mode, however generalized. 
Rather than a conceit conjured 
out of thin air, the gambit of 
turning a furnishing into a 
miniature pavilion was most 
likely set in motion by the 
upright polygonal form common 
to wooden stands and polygonal garden structures. However, this kind of 
deductive reasoning from the object, tracing the ways a craftsman might have 
chosen to develop an incidental kinship of form through intentional play with 
ornament, is not always straightforward—as the next subjects of this chapter 
will show.

Inkwells, Architecture, and Conditioned Vision
A particular type of cylindrical lidded inkwell is commonly attributed to 
Khurasan, a region that encompasses the northeastern part of modern Iran and 
Afghanistan and which held a position of considerable cultural and economic 
importance in the medieval Islamic world.40 Made from cast, engraved, and 
inlaid copper alloy, inkwells of this type are found in collections around the 
world (Fig. 3.7).41 A few bear the names of craftsman whose nisbas indicate that 
they or their forebears were from Herat or Nishapur, two of the major 
metalworking centers of the Iranian plateau prior to the Mongol invasions in the 
1220s.42 Dated examples are vanishingly rare, and it is normally through 
stylistic, epigraphic, and technical comparison with dated inlaid metalwork 
objects of other forms that they have been collectively attributed to the twelfth 
and thirteenth centuries.43 The copper alloy bodies of the inkwells were cast, a 
process that has contributed to a striking standardization of the underlying form 
across all examples. Artistic attention was then focused on engraving designs 
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Figure 3.7  Inkwell, Khurasan, twelfth or 
thirteenth century. Cast copper alloy with 
engraved decoration and silver and 
copper inlay. Height 13.3 cm. 
Philadelphia Museum of Art, 
1930-1-45a,b.

into the surface and inlaying it with silver and copper: wires of precious metal 
were hammered into prepared channels, and larger pieces of silver or copper 
into areas scraped back to receive them.

 (p.107)

Ruba Kanaʾan has argued from 
various sources, legal as well as 
material, that the application of 
individualized (and quite 
possibly commissioned) inlaid 
decoration to standardized 
metal forms produced 
elsewhere in the bazaar was 
probably a common practice in 
thirteenth-century Jaziran 
metalwork, indicating a division 
of the creative process between 
the makers and decorators of 
fine metalwares. Similarly, the 
manufacture of inlaid 
metalwork in Khurasan was 
certainly, in some instances at 
least, a cooperative process. 
The inscription on the famous 
Bobrinski bucket, dated 599 H/ 
1163 CE, includes the names of 
the two men who made it, 
revealing that the casting and 
inlaying were done by separate 
artisans.44 The verbs of 
craftsmanship inscribed on the bucket are ḍarb-e, “struck” (presumably meaning 
“cast”), and ʿamal-e, “made,”  (p.108) with the latter glossed by the maker’s 
title al-naqqāsh, “the decorator,” most likely indicating responsibility for the 
inlay.45 The relationship between the standardized cast form of the Khurasan 
inkwells and their much more individualized decoration may well have 
developed through similar practices.46 The extremely broad range of designs 
found on the inkwells is a testament to the inventiveness of the Khurasan 
inlayers: no two inkwells seem to be exactly alike in decoration, although banded 
registers dominate, motifs are drawn from the common stock of Khurasan inlaid 
metalwork, and certain defining commonalities, such as three evenly spaced, 
almond-shaped bosses or fields on the base (Fig. 3.8), appear across the group.47
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Figure 3.8  Inkwell, Khurasan, late 
twelfth or thirteenth century. Cast copper 
alloy engraved and inlaid with silver and 
copper. Diameter 8.3 cm. New York, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 35.128a.

The vast majority of the 
inkwells of this type have 
appeared through the art 
market rather than documented 
excavation and are effectively 
siteless, although there are 
exceptions. Undoubtedly, they 
traveled: one recently published 
example was found in the 
medieval site of Otrar, in 
southern Kazakhstan.48 Another 
was excavated in 1958 from the 
palace of Masʿūd III (r. 1099– 

1115) at Ghazni, Afghanistan, 
where it was recovered from an 
area in the southern section of 
the building that had later been 
used as a kitchen.49 Formerly in 
the collection of the Ghazni 
Museum, its present location is 
unknown.50 A previously 
unpublished example (now 
without a lid) in the Hermitage 
Museum appears to be a Jaziran interpretation of the type, and departs from the 
norms of the group in a number of ways—including the decoration of the base— 

that only serve to underscore the overall formal homogeneity of the Khurasan 
archetype (Figs. 3.9 and 3.10).51

 (p.109)
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Figure 3.9  Container, probably Jazira, 
early thirteenth century. Copper alloy 
engraved and inlaid with silver and 
copper. St. Petersburg, State Hermitage 
Museum, IR-1541.

Figure 3.10  Base of figure 3.9.

Inkwells of this type invariably 
include some means of 
suspension by which the object 
could be fastened to the hand or 
the belt of the scribe, at the 
same time serving to secure the 
lid to the body. There are some 
examples where this was 
achieved by cords or chains fed 
through a set of internal tubes 
that align with a set of holes in 
the lid.52 The much more 
common type has a suspension 
mechanism of three small 
hinged loops affixed to the 
outer face of the inkwell body 
with plates, which line up with 
three projecting loops on the lid 
through which cords would be 
threaded (Fig. 3.7). Paintings of 
officials in the mid-thirteenth- 
century Maqāmāt manuscript 
held in the Süleymaniye library 
show inkwells of this type in 
use, both open (Fig. 3.11) and 
closed (Fig. 3.12). The three cords connecting body and lid, and the toggle that 
holds them together, can be clearly discerned in the Maqāmāt images—where a 
certain documentary interest in realia has long been recognized.53

Joseph Sadan argues from textual evidence that inkwells suspended from the 
hand were called dawāt, in contrast to the type known as maḥbara which stood 
flat on a surface. However, these distinctions do not seem to have been applied 
universally.54 Intriguingly, the Dehkhoda dictionary includes a further definition 
of dawāt, in an undated usage specific to Khurasan, as the crucible used by 
goldsmiths for melting gold and silver.55 This double meaning suggests a 
possible consonance in the Khurasani context between inkwell and crucible—two 
types of container  (p.110)  (p.111) for precious, transmuted liquids—evoking 
the rhetorical role of the art of the goldsmith (ṣāʾigh) as a metaphor for poetic 
and literary production. That analogic trope, which survives in a modern term 
for literary stylization (ṣiyāgha), will be discussed in Chapter 4.56 Further 
symbolic dimensions are propounded through the inscriptions upon, and texts 
that accompanied, certain inkwells, likening one ebony example to a black 
“mother of fates,” and a Safavid inkwell to both a black-hearted enemy and a 
vessel for the water of life.57
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Figure 3.11  Illustration from a 
manuscript of the Maqāmāt of al-Hariri, 
mid-thirteenth century. Istanbul, 
Süleymaniye Library, Esad Efendi 2961, 
page 18 in current pagination.
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Figure 3.12  Illustration from a 
manuscript of the Maqāmāt of al-Hariri, 
mid-thirteenth century. Istanbul, 
Süleymaniye Library, Esad Efendi 2961, 
page 78 in current pagination.

The public roles and symbolic 
dimensions of inkwells in the 
medieval Islamic world seem to 
have been considerable. The 
special place accorded to the 
written word in Islam is 
evidenced by several references 
to scribal tools in the Qur’an 
and hadith, and some medieval 
authors prohibited the use of 
precious metals for inkwells 
because of this holy association 

—although such condemnation 
evidently didn’t halt production 
of inkwells inlaid with precious 
metals.58 The consumers of the 
inkwells were most likely an 
elevated class, including 
bureaucrat scribes and learned 
men, for whom inkwells were 
both part of the stock in trade 
and a symbol of office.59 The 
social, as well as geographic, 
mobility of the ambitious scribe 
Iskāfı̄ in the twelfth-century Chahār maqāla of Niẓāmi ʿArūḍ̣ı̄ Samarqandı̄ 
suggests that a certain degree of social fluidity as well as an itinerant lifestyle 
went with the position of court scribe.60 At a less exalted level, copyists could 
make a significant amount of money from their labors, at least in urban centers, 
and they too presumably used inkwells.61 In addition to the more frequently 
published examples inlaid  (p.112) with silver and copper, a considerable 
number of simply decorated or even plain inkwells of this distinctive form also 
survive. Some of these are quite crude in appearance and may represent the 
lower end of the market, but others might have been made for consumers who 
eschewed precious metal inlay for pious reasons.62 Within the transportable 
trade of the scribe, the portability and identifiable form of the inkwell must have 
been critical.

The Khurasan inkwells, then, are particularly mobile examples of the portable 
arts, with social, economic, and symbolic dimensions bound up in their material 
and functional identities. What is their relationship, if any, with architecture? No 
primary textual sources have yet emerged that would explicate the ornament of 
these objects of use, or describe the impressions they made upon a medieval 
viewer. The secondary literature, however, immediately reveals a rather startling 
and illuminating void in consensus among modern specialists. In brief, there are 
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two modes of viewing in evidence. One group of scholars sees a building when 
they look at a Khurasan inkwell, apparently reflexively and without hesitation. 
The other group doesn’t see a building at all.

Among those who do not see a building, Eva Baer and Hana Taragan, like some 
other authors, use terminology borrowed from architecture to describe the 
distinctive form of the lid—for example, it is “surmounted by a lobed, or melon- 
shaped dome that rests on a cylindrical ‘drum’ ”—but make no further motion 
toward a comprehensive visualization of architecture.63 This language can be 
understood as descriptive structural terminology rather than an interpretive 
agenda, although Baer has elsewhere observed that the relationship between 
other forms of metalwork product and monumental architecture remains to be 
considered.64 Others in this category, like James Allan, describe and analyze the 
type without using any terms from the vocabulary of architecture.65

On the other side of this scholarly fault line are Assadullah Souren Melikian- 
Chirvani, Richard Ettinghausen, and Oleg Grabar. Melikian-Chirvani’s detailed 
1986 study denotes these inkwells as “tower-shaped” and explicitly refers to the 
type as “the inkwell designed as a miniature monument,” citing the antecedent 
of a tenth-century ceramic object of different form, excavated at Nishapur, as 
evidence of the concept’s longevity.66 Ettinghausen and Grabar make much 
briefer observations on the type, but both present Khurasan inkwells as 
instances of the transfer of architectural forms across media and therefore 
exemplars of the transmodality characteristic of medieval Islamic art 
production.67

How can it be that one group of scholars can see a building in an inkwell, while 
another apparently cannot? How can the architectural aspect of the inkwells be 
either self-evident or entirely absent? Returning once more to Ibn al-Haytham’s 
observations about the subjective nature of visual perception, it is certainly 
possible that the personally and culturally conditioned aspects of viewing, which 
can heighten the detection of certain patterns during visual perception, are 
significant in this instance. Specific examples can be cited. Four years prior to 
the appearance of his “State Inkwells” article, Melikian-Chirvani published a 
detailed catalogue  (p.113) of the Iranian metalwork in the Victoria and Albert 
Museum that included three spectacular sixteenth-century inkwells of decidedly 
architectural contours, the elegance of which belies their tiny dimensions (Fig. 
3.13).68 His meticulous scrutiny of these tower-shaped containers draws the 
beholder into a Lilliputian world of domes and shafts. Grabar, meanwhile, 
returned over and over again throughout his career to the study of domed 
monuments in early Islam, most notably the Dome of the Rock, and was 
undoubtedly primed by his unparalleled experience with Islamic architectural 
traditions to recognize certain patterns in space and form.69 Finally, 
Ettinghausen, whose remarkable scholarly range was trained primarily across 
the portable arts, was most equivocal about the phenomenon, remarking that it 
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Figure 3.13  Inkwell signed Mı̄rak 
Ḥusayn, Iran, c. 1510–1520. Brass, 
engraved and inlaid with silver. Height 9 
cm. London, Victoria and Albert Museum, 
2-1883.

is “difficult to establish sure contingencies” between objects and architectural 
types. Yet he remained open to the possibility of an architectonic imagination at 
work in the minor arts.70

For the purposes of 
interrogating perception 
through historiography, some 
further issues are raised by the 
photographic reproduction of 
these inkwells. One of the first 
images in Melikian-Chirvani’s 
article on the inkwells, a black 
and white photograph of the 
inkwell in the Walters Art 
Museum, reappears in Grabar’s 

Mediation of Ornament, where 
it illustrates the brief discussion 
of “objects shaped as 
buildings” (Fig. 3.14).71 In this 
image the Walters inkwell has 
been photographed with 
dramatic side-lighting on a plain 
ground in direct frontal 
elevation, capturing it from a 
viewpoint that beholders would 
seldom share when 
encountering a portable, 
handheld object of this nature. 
The Walters inkwell, which like 
all examples of the Khurasan 
inkwell type is small enough in 
reality to be easily overlooked 
in a museum display case, is 
endowed in the reproduction with a remarkable degree of sculptural 
monumentality. It fills the picture field as a full-scale monument would fill the 
eyes. Inscribed in this image is a mode of presentation that sought to emphasize 
and explicate the sculptural qualities of Islamic art objects and their stand-alone 
iconicity. The genesis of this reprographic drive toward the sculptural can be 
directly linked to early twentieth-century museological concerns, as well as 
emerging scholarly interest in the aesthetics of the object.72 Inseparable from 
these practices, moreover, are concomitant developments in art market 
aesthetics that underwrote the commercial canonization of Islamic art as a 
network of iconic and transportable commodities.

 (p.114)
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Figure 3.14  Inkwell signed Muḥammad 
Ibn Abū Sahl al-Harawı̄, Khurasan, late 
twelfth or thirteenth century. Cast copper 
alloy engraved and inlaid with silver and 
copper. Height 8 cm. Baltimore, Walters 
Art Museum, 54.514.

Assuming, for the moment, that 
we choose to follow those 
scholars to whom the 
architectural aspect of the 
inkwells is apparently self- 
evident, it has to be asked what 
kind of monuments these tiny 
forms could implicate. It seems 
unlikely that they make 
reference to tomb towers, an 
architectural form that was 
certainly visible in the 
Khurasanian landscape by the 
twelfth century.73 The 
proportions of dome to body 
and height to breadth found on 
the inkwells are impossible to 
relate to those of most extant 
tomb structures, which are 
generally much more elongated 
and crowned by truly 
monumental domes.74

A second possible source of 
inspiration in the Khurasanian 
landscape could be stupas— 

mound-like Buddhist 
commemorative monuments 
culminating in a solid 
hemispherical dome—and particularly their reflections in the portable arts.75 

The material evidence of votive stupas attests to a distinct lotus-cap that 
crowned the domes of both miniature and monumental stupas in the Gandharan 
territories in Afghanistan and Pakistan by the first to third century CE.76 The 
lotus-cap is further reflected in the lotus-lidded cylindrical reliquaries of 
Gandharan Buddhism, where the floral ornament that doubles as a knob handle 
exposes the interplay between deeply interconnected forms of architecture and 
objects in the Buddhist devotional context, and possibly prefigures the lobed 
knob handles of the inkwells (Fig. 3.15).77 In this light, it is interesting that 
Kashmiri metalwork practices, particularly exemplified by Buddhist temple 
images in metal, have been proposed as a possible source of inspiration for the 
development of the inlay technique in twelfth-century Khurasan.78 But while it is 
certainly possible that the idea of a lotus-cap was transmitted between Buddhist 
reliquaries, votive stupas, and the inkwells, the very great temporal distance 
between Gandharan artifacts and the twelfth- and thirteenth-century inkwells 
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Figure 3.15  Cylindrical reliquary casket, 
reportedly from Kotpur Stupa 2, 
Afghanistan, late first or second century. 
Steatite. Height 7.4 cm. London, British 
Museum, 1880.96.

leaves any such comparisons purely speculative until material comparanda can 
be found that is closer in date.79

In formal terms, ephemeral 
architecture offers a more 
plausible point of departure for 
an architectural 
conceptualization of the 
inkwells, and is suggested by 
both the scale of the prominent, 
lobed, and domical handle in 
relation to the total surface area 
of the lid, and the glittering, 
often textile-like tactility and 
variety  (p.115) of the inlay 
decoration seen across the 
group.80 While material remains 
of textile structures do not 
survive from the medieval 
period, representations on 
ceramics and in manuscript 
painting do: the earliest 
surviving illustrated manuscript of Persian poetry, a thirteenth-century copy of 
the romance of Warqa wa Gulshāh, includes many images of domed tents.81 A 
spectacular image of a tent painted on a famous luster plaque, dated 1312 and 
commemorating the foundation of a shrine to Imām ʿAlı̄ in Kashan, provides a 
suggestive match for the very consistent profile of the Khurasan inkwells (Fig. 
3.16). The slightly ogee central dome and the finial in the luster image—which 
invoke the ribbed central cupola of a cylindrical, Turkic-type tent—as well as the 
placement of the topmost inscription band, echo the distinctive domical lids so 
characteristic of the inkwell group and the epigraphic bands that typically 
appear on the facing edge of the lid or at the top of the main body.82 Critically, 
the luster plaque depicts not a true tent-monument, but a structure seen in a 
dream, envisaged by a painter in response to a verbal description. It operates at 
several removes from the material reality of any true tent, granting access to 
conceptualizations of textile structures that are not bound to structural veracity.
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Figure 3.16  Tile from a pair dated 1312, 
Kashan, Iran. Glazed stonepaste with 
luster decoration Sèvres, Musée 
nationale de céramique, 26903.

Expanding the cognitive and 
cultural field in which the 
inkwells operate, we encounter 
further possible points of 
confluence. The formal 
emphasis placed on their 
domical lids is suggestively 
matched by a metonymical term 
for cylindrical trellis tents in 
use in Arabic texts of the eighth 
to tenth century. This term is 
predicated on the central dome 
as the dominant attribute of 
such tents: al-qubba al-turkiyya, 
“the Turkish dome.”83 The 
symbolic as well as social 
significance of trellis tents 
within Seljuq society has been 
explored exhaustively by 
Durand-Guédy, who concludes from textual evidence that they were relatively 
high in status.84 Medieval architectural transfer across media also includes the 
apparent monumentalization of textile architecture in stone, as in the thirteenth- 
and fourteenth-century Seljuq  (p.116) tomb towers in eastern Anatolia that 
strongly recall the forms of tents. One example of the type, the dodecagonal late- 
thirteenth-century tomb at Kayseri, is popularly known as the Döner Kümbet, 
literally “Rotating Tomb” (Fig. 3.17). Its appearance of kinetic potential, 
something usually so absent from monumental architecture, raises the alluring 
possibility of a building designed as a scaling-up in stone of something smaller, 
lighter, and perhaps moveable with the hands, and thus disrupts once more the 
referential relationship that is most often assumed to run from monumental to 
miniature.85

Potential allusions within the inkwells to mobile architecture, whether mediated 
or unmediated, are particularly appealing in light of the portability of the 
inkwells and their identity as objects that are activated through several different 
systems of movement. Of all of the subjects of this book, the inkwells were 
probably the most frequently handled during their lives as objects of use, and it 
is perhaps not coincidental that their relationship with architecture lies further 
from mimetic referentiality than does that of some of the other pieces, like the 
stands. Movements in the hands turn an inkwell around, lift and replace the lid, 
thread and loosen the suspension cords; in walking, a suspended inkwell would 
swing during its passage from one place to another; and in a larger scale of 
movement, the sale of goods and the peregrinations of scribes would move 
inkwells through and around a commercial landscape.
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Figure 3.17  Döner Kümbet (“Rotating 
Tomb”), Kayseri, Turkey, 1276.

Avinoam Shalem has described 
the beholder’s unfolding 
experience of a group of 
painted ivory boxes from 
Norman Sicily and in particular 
“the tension  (p.117) created in 
the beholder’s mind between 
the container’s outer and inner 
spaces” via the decoration of its 
visible and hidden faces.86 

Unlike the Sicilian caskets, 
there is no mystery about the 
inkwells’ contents: their 
distinctive and highly 
standardized form signals their 
function and it would be a 
surprise only to find anything 
other than ink, or its traces, 
within. Without the anticipation 
of revelation, the beholder’s 
apprehension of the object’s 
inner and outer spaces is freed 
to more speculative forms of 
exploration. An intimate, kinetic 
enjoyment of the interplay 
between form and ornament is available only to one viewer at a time because of 
the scale and form of the inkwells. Pleasure is taken by the privileged handler in 
turning and opening the object and encountering the hidden decorations, 
sometimes including further supplicatory inscriptions, on the inside of the lid 
and around the inner lip upon which the glass container for the ink would rest. 
The decoration found on the insides of the lids is sometimes reminiscent of 
concentric designs in architectural decoration upon dome interiors, and plays 
further upon the architectonic possibilities of the objects (Fig. 3.18). Upon the 
base, too, is more hidden ornamentation: the almost invariable pattern of three 
cast almond-shaped bosses acting as low feet or, more frequently, three “ghost 
feet” that simulate those bosses in two dimensions, is commonly accompanied by 
fillets of geometric or animal ornament and sometimes more elaborate 
concentric designs in the center (Fig. 3.8).
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Figure 3.18  Interior an inkwell lid, 
Khurasan, late twelfth or thirteenth 
century. Cast copper alloy inlaid with 
silver and copper. Paris, Musée du 
Louvre, AA 65.

The pleasure that is offered to 
the beholder of the inkwells in 
exploring their hidden 
decorations hinges on the 
articulation and distinction of 
exterior from  (p.118) interior 
space. Thus, it aligns them with 
the most fundamental defining 
quality of architecture: the 
separation of inside from 
outside. This quality may be 
something they share with 
every container, but it is enough 
to set in motion the visuospatial 
game of allusion. The brief 
sketch of possible full-scale 
archetypes for the inkwells has 
already demonstrated that any 
intentional relationships the 
inkwells bear to architectural forms must be, at most, delicately allusive rather 
than bluntly mimetic, and quite possibly mediated through other representations 
of architecture. As Grabar so cogently noted of these inkwells, one must remain 
sensitive to the difference between evocation and representation when seeking 
to make sense of this material.87 That said, a small number of examples exist in 
which the inscription of human forms in combination with arches seems to 
exploit intentionally the architectonic potential of the form. The remainder of 
this chapter will consider some of these examples in their totality.

The Scribe in the Inkwell
Among the Khurasan inkwells that include inlaid figural imagery, a distinct 
subgroup bears three evenly spaced, engraved, and inlaid images of figures 
seated, kneeling, or standing within arches. Hana Taragan identified three 
examples of this type that are now held in the Eretz Israel Museum, Tel Aviv; the 
Victoria and Albert Museum, London; and the Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto 
(Fig. 3.19).88 To these three can be added two further examples: an unpublished 
inkwell in the  (p.119) Khalili Collection, and the now-lost example excavated at 
Ghazni in 1958 (Figs. 3.20, 3.21, 3.22).89 The Khalili inkwell has no inlaid 
decoration and the design is engraved only, like that of the example in the 
Victoria and Albert Museum; by contrast, the Italian excavators reported that 
the Ghazni example was inlaid with copper and silver, like the Toronto and Tel 
Aviv examples.90 On each of the five inkwells in this group, the three figures 
occupy arches that extend vertically over most of the height of the inkwell body, 
with each arch placed equidistantly between two of the three attachment plates 
used to hold on the lid.
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Figure 3.19  Inkwell, made for ʿAlı̄ Ibn 
Muḥammad, Khurasan, late twelfth or 
thirteenth century. Cast copper alloy 
engraved and inlaid with silver and 
copper. Height 11.5 cm. Toronto, Royal 
Ontario Museum, 972.10.1-3.

The inkwells are sized to fit 
comfortably into the hands and 
they are, as has already been 
mentioned, kinetic objects 
inasmuch as they are self- 
evidently intended to be turned 
and moved through three 
dimensions to reveal their 
adornment in its entirety. Right- 
to-left is the intuitive direction 
for comprehension in a cultural 
sphere where reading runs in 
this direction, and, as will be 
shown with a subsequent 
example, directional bias 
impacts directly in this context 
upon the legibility of not only 
epigraphy but also figural 
imagery.91 The Ghazni inkwell 
includes three fillets of 
inscription wrapped around the 
lower edge of the body between 
the arches, and  (p.120)  (p. 
121) another three fillets on 
the outer face of the lid. The 
former are not visible in the 
available images; the latter are 
partially obscured but can be 
read as: bi-l-yumn wa-l-baraka wa [ . . . ] / al-dawla wa al-karāma / [. . .] wa-l- 
dawla wa-l-sur[ūr] (“with bliss and blessing and [. . .] / power and honor / [. . .] 
and power and joy”) written in a rectilinear script. This vocabulary of single- 
word beneficient nouns, essentially supplicatory prayers (duʿāʾ, pl. adʿiya), 
threaded together on a chain of the coordinating conjunction wa (“and”), is 
typical for metalwork from twelfth- and early thirteenth-century Khurasan.92 The 
well-established opening phrase seen on the Ghazni inkwell, bi-l-yumn wa-l- 
baraka, is particularly associated with inscriptions in rectilinear rather than 
cursive script on inlaid metalwork. Significantly, the same vocabulary was also 
used to articulate buildings: al-yumn wa-l-baraka, sometimes followed by other 
supplicatory terms, was inscribed repeatedly in rectilinear script within the 
brick and stucco decoration of the palace of Masʿūd III at Ghazni, the very site 
from which the inkwell was recovered.93 This paralleling of epigraphic systems, 
another point of reverberation between buildings and objects in the pre-Mongol 
Persianate realm, also implicates certain kinds of movement on the part of the 
reader, who must move through the building to read the text on its walls or turn 
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the inkwell to comprehend its entire message. The role of recognizable opening 
and closing formulae within the viewer’s apprehension of the whole inkwell will 
be discussed in more detail below, using examples for which complete 
epigraphic information is available.

In her erudite study of some of these inkwells, Taragan follows Baer in arguing 
that the three figures on each can be understood as scribes engaged with the 
tools of  (p.122) their trade, siting these particular inkwells as part of an 
unusual group of medieval objects that speak about themselves with images.94 

The Ghazni inkwell, like the other four in the group, shows each of the three 
figures engaged in a distinctive pose and activity. In one arch, a kneeling figure 
faces to the left and holds up an object that Baer and Taragan have interpreted 
on other examples as an inkwell (Fig. 3.20). Turning the object 
counterclockwise, the beholder encounters the next figure, who is shown seated, 
facing to the right and writing on a board (Fig. 3.21). Finally, the third figure is 
also seated, this time depicted in the act of sharpening a reed pen (Fig. 3.22).
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Figure 3.20  Inkwell, excavated at Ghazni 
in 1958, Khurasan, late twelfth or early 
thirteenth century. Cast copper alloy 
engraved and inlaid with silver and 
copper. Dimensions and current 
whereabouts unknown.
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Figure 3.21  Inkwell, excavated at Ghazni 
in 1958, Khurasan, late twelfth or early 
thirteenth century. Cast copper alloy 
engraved and inlaid with silver and 
copper. Dimensions and current 
whereabouts unknown.
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Figure 3.22  Inkwell, excavated at Ghazni 
in 1958, Khurasan, late twelfth or early 
thirteenth century. Cast copper alloy 
engraved and inlaid with silver and 
copper. Dimensions and current 
whereabouts unknown.

The standardization of the 
figural types within this 
subgroup is quite striking, and 
is maintained down to the 
differentiation of headgear 
between the three figures in all 
but the Khalili Collection 
example. In the other four 
instances, the figures engaged 
in writing and cutting the reed 
pen wear turbans with long 
trailing ends, while the kneeling 
figure sports a tricorn cap or, on 
the Victoria and Albert inkwell, 
a hat with a vertical central 
ridge. Turbans are not unknown 
on figures found in Khurasan 
inlaid metalwork, but caps of 
various kinds are more 
common. This suggests a 
meaningful differentiation, 
which might in turn indicate 
that while the two turbaned 
figures are shown by their 
activities to be scribes—maybe 
even the same scribe at 
successive stages of his task— 

the kneeling figure is a different 
party. Perhaps he is one who 
honors the scribe by offering 
him the inkwell, or perhaps it is not an inkwell that he holds, but some other 
form of container, holding money.95 If so, it would change the depiction from an 
instance of mise en abyme to an efficacious image, depicting the act of 
patronage that the inkwell’s owner hopes to bring about, or perhaps 
commemorating it.

Clearly, the inkwell with three figures inside arch-shaped fields was a “type.” 
The standardization of the figures across all five known examples raises the 
possibility of stencil use in Khurasanian workshops, although the varying scales 
and levels of accuracy in outline and execution seen across the group argue 
against a direct relationship, via stencils, between these specific examples.96 

The generic and simple nature of the figures, and especially their modular 
containment within simple arch forms, perhaps more likely reflect the copying of 
units freehand from source books. Nonetheless, their arrangement on the 
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surface of the object is not haphazard or thoughtless, even if it is standardized, 
and implicates a conscious spatialization of the object through the now-familiar 
motif of the occupied arch.

The dialectic of inside and outside plays several roles within this group of 
inkwells. Replacing the lid and viewing the object as a closed totality brings the 
spatial game of the occupied arch to the fore. Almost uniquely among the larger 
corpus of Khurasan inkwells, the decorative focus on each of these five “scribal” 
examples has been placed on the relatively large, isolated, and vertically 
oriented fields of the occupied arches, rather than on horizontally banded 
registers of ornament. On the Ghazni example the arches are outlined in thick 
bands and extend the full height of the body, their outlining constructed through 
ribbons that wrap and continue around the body of the inkwell rather as the 
luster bands do on the Hermitage stand. On the other examples, the arches 
extend only slightly less than the full height of the body and stand alone, while 
the  (p.123) surrounding ground of each inkwell has deliberately been left 
largely plain apart from discrete horizontal fillets of inscription and isolated 
roundels.

Visually, the scrolling vegetal ground that fills the arch-shaped fields behind the 
figures is in each instance abruptly contrasted with the plain surface that lies 
beyond the outlines of the arch. This combination of factors activates a 
perceptual response that sees both the figure and the frame of the arch as lying 
on top of the spiral ground, an effect that is also exploited by artists working in 
ceramic decoration and manuscript illumination in this milieu. By this means the 
populated arches are articulated as apertures into the fictive space of the 
occupied inkwell, at the same time that they serve as a field of presentation for 
the figures they contain.97

Arch forms appear in inlaid metalwork in a number of contexts, and they are not 
always intended to be understood architectonically. James Allan has even 
suggested that the arch form commonly encountered in twelfth- and thirteenth- 
century inlaid metalwork might derive from manuscript illumination rather than 
architecture. This would not negate the fact that the same motif can have 
different meanings depending on how it has been used and where it has been 
placed within a larger schema, as per my earlier argument for seeing-with in the 
art of the allusive object.98 In the case of the scribal inkwells there is sufficient 
evidence in the relationships that have been constructed between the arches 
and human forms, background and surrounding ground, to suggest an 
intentionally architectonic and spatializing role for the arches on these 
examples. A similar composition,  (p.124) but without any human occupants in 
the arches, can be seen on an inkwell in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, where 
an alternative play of spatial articulation is provided by the repeated motif of 
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Figure 3.23  Inkwell, Khurasan, late 
twelfth or thirteenth century. Cast copper 
alloy engraved and inlaid with silver and 
copper. Height 5.7 cm. New York, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 35.128a.

baluster-shaped flower vases that stand on the inscription fillets in the lower 
register as if they were tables (Fig. 3.23).99

In the case of the five “scribal” examples, the inkwell is presented as a 
spatialized unit that contains and carries the inscribed form of the scribe, while 
it is in turn carried by the real scribe—a referential loop that collapses scalar 
difference upon itself. As with the ceramic stands and the Berlin “belvedere” 
discussed earlier in this chapter, the human form on the scribal inkwells 
provides both a means of scaling the quasi-architectural ornament of the object, 
and a point of entry into the playful construction of occupied space.

Object as Theater
Two final inkwells, ornamented 
with decorative programs that 
prioritize figures arranged in 
combination with arch forms, 
provide further evidence of an 
allusive, ludic relationship with 
architecture at work in the 
decoration of these small 
objects. In these last two cases, 
however, the arches are not 
occupied. Instead, they work in 
concert with figural elements 
and other components, 
especially the epigraphic  (p. 
125) registers, to turn the 
inkwells into miniature spaces 
of animated performance and 
occupation.100

The first and more 
accomplished of these two is a well-known piece in the David Collection (Fig. 
3.24).101 The main body of this inkwell has been divided into three horizontal 
registers with two bands of inscription, the upper written in cursive and the 
lower in rectilinear script, running above and below a broader central band. The 
outer wall of the lid, in the spaces between the three attachment points for the 
upper suspension loops, is decorated with three framed rectangular panels, each 
containing an elongated predator chasing an equally elongated prey animal. This 
forms a fourth register above the main body when the object is viewed in profile. 
The upper surface of the lid is decorated with three further epigraphic fillets of 
supplicatory inscription, alternating with three epigraphic roundels of rather 
unusual appearance that name a maker, ʿaml Shāh Malik (“made by Shāh 
Malik”), or possibly ʿaml Malik-shāh if the roundels are read out of sequence.102 

On the main band of the body, three inlaid arch-shaped fields are drawn from 
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Figure 3.24  Inkwell, Khurasan, late 
twelfth century. Cast copper alloy 
engraved and inlaid with silver and 
copper. Height 9.5 cm. Copenhagen, 
David Collection, 32/1970.

bottom to top of the central register and filled with bilaterally symmetrical 
scrolling tendril designs. These have been placed equidistantly between each of 
the three attachment plates once used for the hinged closing loops on the body. 
Using copper and silver inlay and engraving, figures are interspersed singly 
between the arch-shaped panels and the attachment plates.

The David Collection inkwell 
has a notable pedigree: it was 
among the Meisterwerken 

selected by Friedrich Sarre and 
Fredrik Martin for inclusion in 
their luxurious three-volume 
publication commemorating the 
huge exhibition of Islamic art 
held in Munich in 1910, to 
which exhibition the piece had 
been loaned by the Peytel 
Collection of Paris.103 During its 
long life as a canonical collected 
object the David Collection 
inkwell has been cleaned to 
reveal fully the optical and 
pictorial distinctions afforded 
by the differing tones and 
reflectivity of the various metals 
exploited by the craftsman. To 
minimize the reflective qualities 
of the yellowish cast copper 
alloy “ground,” the craftsman 
pitted the entire surface of the 
alloy body in the central 
register with a sea of tiny circular punch marks, a trait encountered on other 
Khurasan inlaid metalworks.104 Against this the other metals are exploited for 
their varying levels of light reflection and absorption. Brightest is the silver inlay 
of faces, inscriptions, and certain linear details, acting like a highlight; at the 
middle level is the warm copper inlay used for clothing, the bodies of animals, 
and the primary delineation of registers, frames, and arches. The preponderance 
of copper inlay on this object, when compared with the dominance of silver inlay 
seen in the thirteenth-century corpus of inlaid metalwork from Khurasan, argues 
for a date in the second half of the twelfth century—although the possibility of 
art-market restorations to the inlay should also be considered.105 Recessed 
elements, meanwhile, were once enhanced by the accumulated dirt and tarnish 
that filled in the spaces of the fine engraved foliate scrollwork behind the 
inscriptions and within the arches, casting them into greater relief.106
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 (p.126) Instead of the splendid isolation enjoyed by the scribes that occupy the 
arches on the five scribal inkwells described previously, the characters on this 
inkwell are clearly in dialogue with each other and, in at least one case, in 
motion across the surface of the object. The figures are grouped into three pairs, 
with each figure facing toward and interacting with his partner across the arch 
that lies between each duo. The decidedly pictorial arrangement of the figures in 
the central register is segmented and, as I will argue below, sequential: the 
three-dimensional interruptions of the attachment plates that separate each pair 
from the other two serve as a visual and tactile means of demarcating formally 
and temporally discrete panels for each pair of figures.

A close parallel for this pictorial arrangement can be found in the arts of the 
book: the illustrated manuscript of the Kitāb al-diryāq dated 595 H (1198–1199 
CE) includes the portraits of nine physicians from antiquity, arranged across 
three pages in a matrix of three framed cells per page (Fig. 3.25).107 The 
physicians are portrayed against a blank background interacting with students 
and accompanied by scribal implements—including an open inkwell with its lid 
held on by three cords. Each cell is framed with a very simple pair of brackets 
that descend from arch forms in architecture. In stylistic terms the scrolling 
vegetal backgrounds of the inscriptions on both the inkwell and the title panels 
of the Kitāb al-diryāq are quite closely comparable, but the connection with 
literary arts goes beyond coinciding modes of ornament. Parallels can also be 
drawn in the style and placement of the epigraphy on the inkwell and in the title 
panels of the manuscript, and in the ensuing relationships between word, image, 
direction of reading, and legibility that are crucial to both manuscripts and 
metalwork.
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Figure 3.25  Portraits of the physicians in 
the Kitāb al-diryāq, manuscript dated 
Rabi I 595 (December 1198–January 
1199). Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de 
France, Arabe 2964; current pagination 
32.

Boris Marshak observed that 
there is very pronounced 
standardization in the opening 
and closing words of 
inscriptions on inlaid Khurasan 
metalwork from the later 
twelfth century, and the David 
Collection inkwell is no 
exception. The epigraphic 
formulae on the body of this 
inkwell begin in the upper 
register with the standard 
opening phrase for inscriptions 
of this type in cursive script: al- 
ʿizz wa-l-iqbāl (“glory and 
prosperity”). The cursive 
inscription continues with the 
supplicatory phrases wa-l-dawla 
wa-l-saʿāda wa-l-rāḥa wa-l- 
salāma wa-l-raḥma wa-l-baqā li- 
ṣāḥibihi (“and power and 
happiness and ease and health 
and compassion and long life to 
the owner”).108 The lower, 
rectilinear inscription begins 
with the familiar bi-l-yumn wa-l- 
baraka (“with bliss and 
blessing”): this phrase starts 
underneath the harpist in Fig. 3.24. Again, the inscription continues through a 
familiar repertoire: wa-l-dawl[a] wa-l-saʿāda wa-l-salāma wa-l-niʿma wa-l-ʿāfiya li- 
ṣāḥibihi (“and power and happiness and health and good favor and health to its 
owner”).

While the inscriptions on the inkwell are certainly formulaic, they raise a 
number of interesting questions concerning their material and social roles.109 

First among these, for the present analysis at least, is the extent to which the 
verbal content of the decoration would have dictated the original audience’s 
sequence of viewing a three-dimensional object decorated fully in the round. 
Given the very  (p.127) widespread use of al-ʿizz wa-l-iqbāl and [bi] al-yumn wa- 
l-baraka as the opening formulae for supplicatory inscriptions, in cursive and 
rectilinear scripts respectively, on objects made in this milieu, are we to assume 
the viewers looked for those phrases first and used them to orientate themselves 
toward a starting point on the object? The implication of that would be a literate 
audience accustomed to using the verbal register of an object’s ornament as a 
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primary means of apprehension. On the other hand, the approximations, elisions, 
and repetitions found on many examples, like the Ghazni inkwell, would suggest 
that textual precision was not  (p.128) considered critical to the beholder’s 
experience. Assuming for the sake of argument that the ordering of the verbal 
content is in some way intentionally related to the other elements that ornament 
the inkwell, this could implicate a fixed start and end point for the sequence of 
figures and arches that decorate the main register of the body. However, there 
are on the David Collection inkwell, as well as other objects, two very similar 
sets of inscriptions running in parallel that do not start from the same point on 
the object. Rather than deducing from this that the relationship between 
epigraphy and the rest of the decorative program is entirely arbitrary, these 
discontinguous starting points may instead be taken to indicate the craftsman’s 
conscious exploration and enjoyment of the multiple sequences of viewing that a 
three-dimensional object not only permits but actively encourages. There is also 
the parallel with architecture to be considered, in the ways in which discrete 
bands of epigraphy are used on both objects and buildings as frames, 
emphasizing and delineating structure, and imposing certain regimes of 
movement upon the human viewer who seeks to trace the message in its 
entirety.110

While each epigraphic band has a beginning and an end, both marked by 
familiar and therefore recognizable phrases, these are separated in both cases 
on the David Collection inkwell by only a roundel identical with those that 
intersperse the rest of the inscriptions. Their cumulative effect is to engirdle the 
object with a never-ending broadcast of good wishes. When you have reached 
one li-ṣāḥibihi, you can keep going and begin the sequence again, or switch to 
the other register and find yourself immersed in a similarly beneficient stream of 
words. Within this context, then, the sequencing of the figural elements on the 
David Collection inkwell can be understood to act in parallel with the 
inscriptions. The three “frames,” each with its bilateral composition of figure/ 
arch/figure, give most to the viewer when read sequentially, but they can also be 
followed around the object more than once and do not require the viewer to 
know precisely where to begin when he or she first begins to rotate the object.

For the sake of this analysis, I will assign a starting point to the three figural 
panels that begins with the musician seated above the opening bi-l-yumn of the 
lower, rectilinear inscription (Fig. 3.24). In this frame, the kneeling musician on 
the right above the bi-l-yumn, playing a chang (a stringed instrument similar to a 
harp), serenades the left-hand figure who sits cross-legged. Both wear belted 
robes decorated with ṭirāz bands on the upper sleeves, and on their heads are 
tricorn caps with trailing ribbons.111 The seated figure holds to his chest an 
unidentifiable object in the form of a small isosceles triangle with the vertex 
angle pointing upward, and in the middle of which is a central indentation. I 
tentatively suggest that this might represent a vessel flute like an ocarina, or 
some other simple form of wind instrument. In the absence of a positive 
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identification of this object, the pairing still stands as an image of music-making 
and audience, such as can be seen on a very wide range of surviving portable 
arts from twelfth- and thirteenth-century Iran. The longstanding interpretation is 
that such scenes are depictions of courtly  (p.129) pleasures. The Siyar al- 
Mulūk, a so-called mirror for princes said to have been written by the famous 
Seljuq vizier Niẓām al-Mulk (d. 1092), stipulates that the boon companions so 
necessary for the relaxation of kings should be cultivated and well bred, and 
should know how to play the harp and other musical instruments as well as 
backgammon and chess.112 The permeation of these values, in aspiration if not 
also in reality, into the affluent sectors of medieval society is attested within 
metalwork by the presence of inlaid figures playing musical instruments and 
backgammon as well as feasting, as on the Bobrinski bucket made for Khwaju 
Rukn al-Dı̄n, “the pride of the merchants.”

On the inkwell, the arch that lies between the two figures in this abbreviated 
scene of revelry serves as both a compositional device and an intimation of 
architectural space. The perceptual complexity and scenic possibilities of this 
device become clearer when one turns the inkwell counterclockwise to 
encounter the next pair of figures (Fig. 3.26). On the right-hand side of the arch 
is a kneeling figure, again wearing a tricorn cap, who holds aloft a footed 
globular vessel with a high neck and a band of decoration, easily identified as a 
drinking flask.113 He face across the arch towards his mobile partner. Alain 
George has shown that the objects carried by the latter figure are almost 
identical with the crutch and purse held by  (p.130) ascetics in the illustrated 
thirteenth-century Maqāmāt manuscripts, in which the figures sometimes also 
wear pointed hats and beards as the inkwell figure did before the loss of the 
silver inlay that once formed his face. George concludes, convincingly, that the 
left-hand figure is an image of a dervish.114
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Figure 3.26  Inkwell, Khurasan, late 
twelfth century. Cast copper alloy 
engraved and inlaid with silver and 
copper. Height 9.5 cm. Copenhagen, 
David Collection, 32/1970.

The putative dervish on the 
inkwell is represented in rapid 
motion with legs bent, booted 
feet seen side-on and arms 
crooked and outstretched from 
the elbow, so that his lower 
body and face are in profile 
while his torso faces the viewer. 
This pose conventionally 
indicates the act of running, 
and the spatial logic of the 
object and its decoration would 
dictate that the figure is 
hurrying along the groundline 
provided by the horizontal 
division between the central 
and lower registers, moving in a 
counterclockwise direction 
around the inkwell and 
therefore running against the 
direction of reading but toward 
his partner with the wine flask. 
The very different types of 
activities displayed by the 
figures, one running fast while 
the other kneels and prepares for drinking, activate a spatial dialectic of outside 
and inside. In this way, the scroll-filled arch between them becomes a boundary 
marker or doorway between one fictive space and another.

The pay-off for the runner comes when we turn the inkwell counterclockwise 
again. In the final pairing, another musician sits cross-legged to the right of the 
third arch (Fig. 3.27). His instrument appears from the bent neck to be an ʿūd, 
 (p.131) although the waisted shape also recalls a tār. On the other side of the 
arch, finally, a figure with a pointed hat and beard, identical with those of the 
running dervish, has come to rest on his knees. He raises a drinking cup, looking 
across the arch toward his musical companion, who turns his eyes to gaze back 
at the bearded figure and the cup that the latter holds aloft. The dervish who ran 
pell-mell toward a drink now reaps his reward and can enjoy it in stillness while 
listening to the music of his capped companion. The joke here is predicated on 
the conceit of time elapsing between one vignette and the next, which of course 
has really occurred because the viewer must turn the object through space and 
time to move to the new frame, creating an imaginal form of real-time animation. 
The actions of the dervish and his companion are now, in this final image, 
manifestly taking place within the same environment and they are directly 
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Figure 3.27  Inkwell, Khurasan, late 
twelfth century. Cast copper alloy 
engraved and inlaid with silver and 
copper. Height 9.5 cm. Copenhagen, 
David Collection, 32/1970.

engaged with each other through the exchange of gazes and the raising of the 
glass. The arch between them no longer suggests a divider or door but instead 
becomes a piece of set dressing indicating an architectural space.

In all three of the David 
Collection inkwell’s “frames,” 
the arch operates on several 
registers. As a compositional 
device it divides each individual 
frame into two compartments 
for the balanced containment of 
the figures. At another aesthetic 
level it interjects a formal 
linkage between the upper and 
lower registers of the body of 
the object through its extension, 
into the central register, of 
scrolling tendrils and silver wire 
inlay that echo those of the 
epigraphic bands, and through 
the continuous outlines of the 
epigraphic registers and the 
arch that are highlighted with 
ribbons of copper inlay outlined 
to appear as if lying over and 
under each other. By this means 
a carefully contrived balance is maintained between different types of surface 
that interpenetrate each other while remaining tightly contained and controlled. 
The eye, the mind, and the hand are absorbed into these surfaces as the 
beholder turns the object to trace the full complexities of this virtuoso piece of 
inlaid and engraved metalwork. Finally, at the third, critical level that lies 
somewhere between depiction and intimation, the arch functions as 
architectural fragment, spatial cue, and boundary marker. Its operation as such 
is largely dependent on its relationship in scale and placement with the figures 
that populate the central register of the object.

In the division of the surface into discrete cells, the intimation of events 
conducted sequentially through those cells, and the requirement that the object 
be turned in the hands in order to activate and follow those events, the inkwell 
showcases an embryonic form of three-dimensional narrativity that is related to 
the more complex storytelling undertaken through multiple contiguous panels 
on the famous glazed ceramic beaker in the Freer Collection (Fig. 3.28). The 
Freer beaker is dateable by technique and stylistic elements to the late twelfth 
or early thirteenth century and, as has been demonstrated by Marianna Shreve 
Simpson, testifies to a conceptualization of narrative in the round that might 
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Figure 3.28  Beaker with narrative 
images, Iran, late twelfth century. Glazed 
stonepaste decorated in mināʾı̄ technique. 
Height 12 cm. Freer Gallery of Art and 
Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian 
Institution, Washington, DC, F1928.2.

derive from architectural decoration as much  (p.132) as or even more than it 
draws on the much more frequently vaunted source for mı̄nāʾı ̄decoration, 
manuscript illustration.115 The architectonic framing brackets that divide the 
individual scenes on the beaker also appear occasionally on other mı̄nāʾı ̄wares, 
as well as in manuscript illustrations like the Kitāb al-diryāq physician 
portraits.116 These forms ultimately derive from representations of architectural 
columns and spandrels and might, as Simpson suggests, imply an architectural 
origin for the episodic narrative format encountered on the Freer beaker. Similar 
forms also appear as spatial dividers within interior scenes in the Small 
Shāhnāma manuscripts of the early fourteenth century.117 The interrelationships 
thus implied, between narrative, movement, architecture, portable arts, 
manuscript illustration, and the human form, places the inkwell into an 
environment of rich, multilayered cross-referencing between words, images, 
structures, and objects.

A similar layout can be seen on 
a second Khurasan inlaid 
inkwell of less remarkable 
craftsmanship, now in the 
Musée du Louvre (Fig. 3.29). 
Formerly in the collection of the 
dealer Clotilde Duffeuty, it was 
acquired by the museum in 
1893. As on the David 
Collection piece, the 
interrelationship of figures and 
arches in the central register 
serves to turn the object into an 
architectonic space of 
performance within which 
figures interact and gesticulate. 
The division of the surface is 
closely comparable to that of 
the David Collection inkwell, 
with the main body  (p.133) 

divided horizontally into two 
narrow epigraphic bands at top 
and bottom and a larger central 
register containing six figures 
and three arches. In this case 
the distinctive and 
nonstructural form of the arches—trefoil with a tightly squeezed waist—is 
familiar from eleventh- and twelfth-century architectural decoration, including a 
grave stele from Ghazni in Afghanistan dated 1030.118 It also appears on other 
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Figure 3.29  Inkwell, Khurasan, late 
twelfth century. Cast copper alloy 
engraved and inlaid with silver and 
copper. Height 8.8 cm. Paris, Musée du 
Louvre, OA 3354.

examples of inlaid metalwork.119 An earlier example of the form on a plaster 
panel, filled with vegetal designs not dissimilar to the much simpler scrolling 
patterns within the inkwell’s arches, was excavated at Nishapur (Fig. 3.30).120 

The upper surface of the Louvre inkwell’s lid is very badly damaged, but appears 
to have been decorated with fillets and roundels comparable to those on the 
David Collection example. It is possible that the lid is not the original one.
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Figure 3.30  Panel excavated at Sabz 
Pushan, Nishapur in 1938. Nishapur, 
Iran, tenth century. Carved stucco. 
Height 103.5 cm. New York, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 40.170.439.

The inscriptions on the Louvre 
inkwell are damaged and the 
inlaid silver wires might be 
later replacements, which could 
explain certain peculiarities of 
script, but they present 
recognizable supplicatory 
inscriptions of the standard 
type. In this case, rather 
snarled rectilinear epigraphy 
occupies the upper band and 
takes its starting point, like the 
rectilinear inscription on the 
David Collection inkwell, from 
the figure of a harpist. It is not 
easy to decipher but seems to 
read, bi-l-yumn wa-l-baraka wa- 
l-dawla wa-l-taʾyı̄d [?] wa-l- 
ʿadāla wa-l-siyyada [?] wa-l-baqā 
liṣāḥ[ibihi] (“with bliss and 
blessing and power and support 
[?] and justice and lordship [?] 
and long  (p.134) life to the 
owner”). Below, a more legible, 
though also crude and 
damaged, cursive inscription 
starts at a point halfway along the band of rectilinear inscription. The cursive 
inscription reads, al-ʿizz wa-l-iqbāl wa-l-dawla wa-l-saʿāda wa-l-karāma wa-l- 
[ . . . ] wa-l-ʿāfiya wa-l-baqā liṣ[āḥibihi] (“glory and prosperity and power and 
happiness and honor and [. . .] and health and long life to the owner”).

Just as with the David Collection inkwell, and as with other such small, inscribed 
objects of use, the haptic encounter is critical to this object and the inscription 
works in concert with other elements of the decoration to induce rotational 
movement of the object by the viewer. Even someone incapable of reading the 
inscriptions would experience the compulsion to rotate this small object in their 
hands in order to follow the ornamental schema around the body and, in the 
figural register, see who is talking to, or looking at, whom.

I have dwelt on the inscriptions on these two inkwells in part because epigraphy 
has not always been treated as an integrated component of ornamental 
programs on Khurasan metalwares, and indeed on medieval Islamic artifacts in 
general. Certain kinds of inscriptions are traditionally prized above all else in 
the philologically descended sub-field of Islamic art history, but rather ironically 
this special status means they have often been reduced, in the discussion of 
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objects at least, to the transcription of content and classification of script type, 
(p.135) without much regard for their relationships with other aspects of the 
object or consideration of their effects upon viewers and users.121 In addition to 
these issues there is a sometimes tangible sense of disappointment attached to 
the supplicatory expressions found on many portable artworks and Khurasan 
metalwares in particular, for they are highly standardized and only very rarely 
incorporate the kind of documentary information (i.e., names, dates, and sites) 
most valued by collectors and scholars.122

As a consequence of their neglect, the sociocultural significance of the huge 
mass of supplicatory inscriptions on objects has yet to be considered. Clearly, 
however, the act of petitioning for God’s favor is a socially meaningful one, 
whether it is performed by the tongue of a human or the script on an object. In 
other contexts, the application of Qur’anic verses to architecture has been 
recognized as an intentionally constructed “interpretive moment given 
permanence.”123 For the supplicatory expressions found on so many medieval 
objects one might argue along similar lines that they represent a performative 
social act given permanent expression within the bodies of artifacts. The 
epigraphy of the inkwells should be understood as a fully engaged component of 
a decorative scheme that works on several levels simultaneously, leading to a 
synphrastic merging of object, word, and act.

In this spirit, if we accept the textual cue of al-ʿizz wa-l-iqbāl and start from the 
beginning of the more legible cursive inscription on the Louvre inkwell, we 
encounter first a seated figure who is too damaged to interpret. The outline 
suggests that although the figure is seated frontally, it is inclined slightly toward 
the arch to its right, a pose that would probably once have been made more 
apparent by the detailing of its now-lost face. Turning the object 
counterclockwise, we pass the space where a hinged plate was once attached 
and enter a new frame, where two frontally seated figures direct their gazes 
toward each other across their arch (Fig. 3.29). The right-hand figure might 
once have held a daf (frame drum), the left possibly some other form of 
instrument. Turning the object again to pass the next attachment plate, we move 
to a new frame where a kneeling harpist on the right-hand side—probably once 
very similar in appearance to the harpist of the David Collection inkwell—plays 
across the arch to a seated figure on the left who faces the viewer, the outline of 
a three-pointed crown just visible above his head (Fig. 3.31). The left-hand figure 
appears to hold something to his chest, possibly a drinking vessel, making this 
last pairing very similar to one on the David Collection inkwell.
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Figure 3.31  Inkwell, Khurasan, late 
twelfth century. Cast copper alloy 
engraved and inlaid with silver and 
copper. Height 8.8 cm. Paris, Musée du 
Louvre, OA 3354.

Continuing, we leap the last 
attachment plate to encounter 
the final figure in the sequence, 
the only one shown interacting 
not with his partner but with 
someone outside of his 
“frame” (Fig. 3.32). A kneeling 
man with beard and pointed 
hat, his arms aloft presumably 
in the act of speech, faces the 
attachment plate that separates 
him from the princely, seated 
drinker in the preceding frame. 
The gesticulating kneeling 
figure sits immediately above 
the liṣ[āḥibihi]  (p.136) that 
terminates the cursive 
inscription. His hat and beard 
are similar to those of the 
putative dervish on the David 
Collection inkwell, suggesting 
that this is a recognized type. 
His long trailing sleeves, too, 
are quite unusual among the figures found on the inlaid metalwork of Khurasan, 
and add weight to the dervish interpretation.124 By turning away from his 
partner, the dervish on the inkwell acts as a repoussoir, working in tandem with 
the lower inscription to mark an end to both the sequence of figures and the 
cursive text by abruptly reversing the direction of attention. At the same time, 
he adopts the most animated pose found anywhere on the object in order to 
petition a princely figure who lies beyond the three-dimensional impediment of 
an attachment plate. In so doing he disrupts the fictional space of the 
ornamented object by drawing attention to the artificiality of the spatial conceits 
that have ordered its surface, and transfers the beholder’s attention, finally, 
from the fictive space of figural occupation back to the material objecthood of 
the inkwell, through the somewhat comic interruption of the attachment plate.
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Figure 3.32  Inkwell, Khurasan, late 
twelfth century. Cast copper alloy 
engraved and inlaid with silver and 
copper. Height 8.8 cm. Paris, Musée du 
Louvre, OA 3354.

Arch forms play a major role in 
the decoration of both the David 
Collection and Louvre inkwells, 
and contribute to an 
architectonic understanding of 
the pictorial space occupied by 
the figures. They do this 
without functioning as windows 

 (p.137) or apertures. Instead, 
they generate an architectural 
division of space predicated on 
their relationships with other 
features of the individual 
objects that carry them: with 
the cylindrical form and lobed 
lid, and with all the words, 
figures, and forms that are inset 
into its surface. In both 
examples the figures are seated 
on a raised floor (the lower 
inscription panel) and hemmed 
in from above by a low ceiling 
or frame edge (the upper 
inscription panel), all the while interacting over or between the architectonic 
interruptions of arches and attachment plates. As such, their arrangement is 
profoundly theatrical, being displayed around and through the inkwell for the 
beholder’s pleasure as they rotate the object in their hands.

In these compositions there is a strong suggestion of the shadow theater that 
has been so frequently invoked as a source for the imagery of the illustrated 

Maqāmāt manuscripts, as well as an obvious point of comparison with the 
thirteenth-century manuscript paintings themselves (Fig. 3.33).125 The highly 
self-conscious and visually articulate exploration of relationships between text, 
figure, ground, and field that is encountered upon the inkwells closely parallels 
developments taking place  (p.138) in manuscript painting during the twelfth 
and thirteenth centuries: the astonishing self-awareness of this mode of image 
production would find its fullest realization in the margin invasions and 
metatextual spaces constructed within Persianate miniature painting of the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.126 At the heart of the artistic idiom that links 
the inkwells with miniature painting lies an extraordinary fertility of imagination 
concerning the articulation of interior and exterior space.
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Figure 3.33  Illustration from a 
manuscript of the Maqāmāt of al-Hariri. 
Probably Iraq, thirteenth century. 32 x 
21.5 cm. Paris, Bibliotèque nationale de 
France, Arabe 3292, fol. 57v.

Likeness and Allusion
The Khurasan inkwells I 
examined in the second half of 
this chapter are exceptional 
within the larger corpus from 
which they hail. Their ornament 
engages, through the use of 
arch-shaped fields and figures, 
in a more overt relationship 
with architectonic space than 
can be seen on others of the 
same general type. Within those 
inkwells that combine human 
forms with arches, both 
populated and unpopulated, the 
human figure functions as scale 
marker and prompt for a 
projected logic of occupiable 
space. Ornament combining 
figural and architectural 
aspects becomes the medium of 
transformation, turning a 
functional object into a site of 
ludic, visuospatial play.

While it could be argued that 
the stands discussed earlier in 
this chapter make consistent 
reference to the forms of garden architecture, albeit fancifully, it would  (p.139) 

be a mistake to identify the inkwells as “referential” objects. As has been 
shown, there is no single, univocal referent for their complex games of spatiality. 
The Khurasan inkwell group and its relationships with architecture raises two 
productive problems, both of which have broader art historical resonance 
beyond this particular little corpus. The first of these is the subjective nature of 
object perception, even among those trained in its analysis—as shown by the 
divergences of scholarly opinion over the relationship between Khurasan 
inkwells and architectural forms. The second is recognizing the point at which 
the lens of direct mimetic referentiality ceases to be useful and starts to be 
restrictive in the analysis of artworks that were not created within the 
parameters of representation as defined by a primarily Western European 
tradition.

At this juncture, it is worth considering the implications of a statement made by 
the great philosopher, al-Fārābı̄ (d. 950), on imitation in poetry: “Many believe 
that the imitation of something in the most indirect form is preferable to direct 
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imitation, and they hold the creator of those expressions to be the author of a 
more genuine form of imitation, as well as more skilled and experienced in the 
art.”127 Al-Fārābı̄’s conceptualization of the poetic imagination is both singular 
and significant, for it shows that indirect reference was—in his view at least— 

not only accepted but prized in the blossoming medieval Arabic poetic tradition. 
The Greek concept of mimesis came, during its passage into the Arabic term 

muḥākāt, to hold a rather different position within the literary and visual arts 
during the great blossoming of eastern Islamic philosophy and poetics. In al- 
Fārābı̄’s writings on poetry and those that followed, ideas of imitation and 
likeness become bound up with the concept of takhyı̄l, the poetic imaginary, and 
the evocation of images.128 While diverse theories of poetics arose within the 
medieval Arabic tradition, a common thread between these was the recognition 
of poetry as “imaginary speech,” or a means of creating images in the mind of 
the listener. This could, in al-Fārābı̄’s words, result in one of two forms of 
mimesis: “that which suggests the object directly, and that which suggests its 
presence through a different object.”129 For the purposes of this chapter, it is the 
latter of these two that is of most interest: al-Fārābı̄, and others after him, 
valorized the power of poetry to create images in the imagination that could 
allude to, without corresponding to, referents in the real world. As José Miguel 
Puerta Vílchez has put it, “the contribution of al-Fārābı̄, and after him of Arab 
thought, was to join mimesis to imagination or fantasy and so provide a depth to 
one aspect of aesthetics that had scarcely existed before.”130

When viewed against such a backdrop, the evocative potential of the allusive 
object is revealed to coincide closely with strains in poetic and literary theory. 
This chapter has concerned itself primarily with what might be termed the visual 
mechanics of likeness, meaning the perceptual responses that facilitate the 
apprehension of one thing as alluding to another, and the ways in which certain 
forms,  (p.140) arrangements, or experiences might prime those responses and 
react to them. But deeply intertwined with these are literary frameworks of 
likeness, allusion, and puns. One possible framework for the visual games of 
doubling played by both the stands and the inkwells is the medieval and early 
modern Persian poetic conceit of nukta, a terse, witty “point,” often punning and 
sometimes hinged upon graphical resemblance between one word and another, 
that showcases a poet’s skills.131 The literary and poetic resurgence of the 
Persian language was well established by the time the subjects of this chapter 
were being made, and there is merit in looking for connections between these 
material artworks and the practices of poetry. The very act of seeing one thing 
as another that has been explored throughout this chapter is a practice critical 
to the concept of metaphor, a paradigm to be explored in the next chapter.

Notes:

(1) For recent investigations into the neural mechanisms of visual consciousness, 
and the wider nature of phenomenal consciousness, see the pair of volumes 
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edited by Steven M. Miller: The Constitution of Visual Consciousness: Lessons 
from Binocular Rivalry, Advances in Consciousness Research, Vol. 90 

(Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 2013), and The Constitution of Phenomenal 
Consciousness: Toward a Science and a Theory, Advances in Consciousness 
Research, Vol. 92 (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 2015), especially the 
introduction by Steven Miller to the first volume, 1–13, and the introduction by 
Zoe Drayson to the second section of the second volume, on “The Philosophy of 
Visual Consciousness,” 273–292.

(2) Graves, “Ceramic House Models,” 227–252.

(3) I offer my very sincere thanks to Jens Kröger for his generosity, and his 
patience, during my visit.

(4) Grabar, “Visual Arts,” 626–658; Oleg Grabar, “Les arts mineurs de l’Orient 
musulman à partir du milieu du XIIe siècle,” Cahiers de civilisation médiévale 42 
(1968): 181–190; Oleg Grabar, “The Illustrated Maqamat of the Thirteenth 
Century: The Bourgeoisie and the Arts,” in The Islamic City, ed. Albert Hourani 
and Samuel Miklos Stern (Oxford: Bruno Cassirer, 1970), 207–222; 
Ettinghausen, “Flowering,” 113–131.

(5) Oya Pancaroğlu, “ ‘A World Unto Himself’: The Rise of a New Human Image 
in the Late Seljuk Period (1150–1250)” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 2000). 
See also Oya Pancaroğlu, “Ornament, Form and Vision in Ceramics from 
Medieval Iran: Reflections of the Human Image,” in Histories of Ornament, ed. 
Necipoğlu and Payne, 192–203.

(6) Other currents in late nineteenth- and twentieth-century collecting and 
publication also served to privilege certain Iranian materials within the collected 
canon. See Stephen Vernoit, “Islamic Art and Architecture: An Overview of 
Scholarship and Collecting, c. 1850–1950,” in Discovering Islamic Art: Scholars, 
Collectors and Collections, 1850–1950, ed. Stephen Vernoit (London: I. B. Tauris, 
2000), 6–7.

(7) Pancaroğlu, New Human Image, 36, cites the very apposite example of the 
Bobrinski bucket. One important study to go beyond the iconographic model is 

Marianna Shreve Simpson, “Narrative Allusion and Metaphor in the Decoration 
of Medieval Islamic Objects,” in Studies in the History of Art, vol. 16: Pictorial 
Narrative in Antiquity and the Middle Ages, ed. Herbert L. Kessler and Marianna 
Shreve Simpson (Washington, DC: National Gallery of Art, 1985), 131–149.

(8) See Severin Schroeder, “A Tale of Two Problems: Wittgenstein’s Discussion of 
Aspect Perception,” in Mind, Method and Morality: Essays in Honour of Anthony 
Kenny, ed. John Cottingham and Peter M. S. Hacker (Oxford: Oxford University 
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Press, 2010), 352–372; Jennifer Church, “‘Seeing As’ and the Double Bind of 
Consciousness,” Journal of Consciousness Studies 7, nos. 8–9 (2000): 99–111.

(9) Ned Block, “Seeing-As in the Light of Vision Science,” Philosophy and 
Phenomenological Research 89, no. 1 (2014): 560–572. Block’s article is largely 
a response to the theories of visual perception put forth in Tyler Burge, Origins 
of Objectivity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010).

(10) Church, “Seeing As,” 109.

(11) Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, trans. and ed. Peter M. S. 
Hacker and Joachim Schulte (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009), 204. See also 

Schroeder, “Tale of Two Problems.” The phenomenon is a critical component of 
Whitney Davis’s theory of “radical pictoriality.” See Whitney Davis, A General 
Theory of Visual Culture (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2011); 
Whitney Davis, “The Archaeology of Radical Pictoriality,” in Images and Imaging 
in Philosophy, Science and the Arts, ed. Richard Heinrich et al. (Frankfurt: 
Ontos, 2011), 191–218.

(12) Ernst Gombrich, Art and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology of Pictorial 
Representation (New York: Pantheon, 1960). For a critique of Gombrich’s 
deployment of Wittgenstein’s “seeing-as,” see William G. Lycan, “Gombrich, 
Wittgenstein and the Duck-Rabbit,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 

30, no. 2 (1971): 229–237.

(13) Wollheim originally used the term “seeing-as” but revised this in the second 
edition of Art and Its Objects: Richard Wollheim, “Essay V: Seeing-As, Seeing-In, 
and Pictorial Representation,” in Art and Its Objects: With Six Supplementary 
Essays, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980), 212. See also 

Emmanuel Alloa, “Seeing-As, Seeing-In, Seeing-With. Looking through Images,” 
in Imaging in Philosophy, Science and the Arts, ed. Richard Heinrich et al. 
(Frankfurt: Ontos, 2011), 179–190, where this passage is cited.

(14) Wollheim, “Seeing-As.”

(15) Maurice Merleau-Ponty, L’oeil et l’esprit (Paris: Gallimard, 1964), 22–23.

(16) Alloa, “Seeing-As,” 185–188.

(17) Alloa, “Seeing-As,” 188.

(18) On sculpture, Robert Hopkins, “Sculpture and Space,” in Imagination, 
Philosophy and the Arts, ed. Matthew Keiran and Dominic Lopes (New York: 
Routledge, 2003), 272–290; Sherri Irvin, “Sculpture,” in The Routledge 
Companion to Aesthetics, ed. Berys Gaut and Dominic Lopes (New York: 
Routledge, 2013), 608.
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(19) See Stephen Kosslyn, “Remembering Images,” in Memory and Mind: A 
Festschrift for Gordon H. Bower, ed. Mark A. Gluck, John R. Anderson, and 
Steven M. Kosslyn (Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 2007), 101–104. In a 
related vein, see Russell Epstein, “Consciousness, Art and the Brain: Lessons 
from Marcel Proust,” Consciousness and Cognition 13 (2004): 213–240.

(20) Ibn al-Haytham, Optics, 1:113.

(21) David Roxburgh, “Kamal al-Din Bihzad and Authorship in Persianate 
Painting,” Muqarnas 17 (2000): 136.

(22) For more discussion of this group of objects, see Margaret S. Graves, “The 
Aesthetics of Simulation: Architectural Mimicry on Medieval Ceramic 
Tabourets,” in Islamic Art, Architecture and Material Culture: New Perspectives, 
ed. Margaret S. Graves (Oxford: British Archaeological Reports, 2012), 63–80; 
Margaret S. Graves, Worlds Writ Small: Four Studies on Miniature Architectural 
Forms in the Medieval Middle East (PhD diss., University of Edinburgh, 2010), 
ch. 2; Redford, “Portable Palaces,” 396–398; and Oliver Watson, “The Case of the 
Ottoman Table,” Journal of the David Collection 3 (2010), 19–22.

(23) The piece was reportedly obtained from the village of Kubachi in 
Daghestan. L.T. Giuzal’ian, “Tri iranskich srednevekovych glinianych stolinka,” 

Issledovaniya po istorii kul’tury naradov vostoka: sbornik v vest’ akademika I.A. 
Orbeli (1960), 318; see also Adel Adamova et al., Persia: Thirty Centuries of Art 
and Culture (Aldershot: Lund Humphries, 2007), ill. 51, 102. The State 
Hermitage Museum acquired some two thousand objects from two residents of 
Kubachi, Said and Rasul Magomedov, before the start of the Second World War; 
many of these acquisitions were Iranian ceramics. See Adamova et al., Persia, 
49–52. For the most recent study of the Iranian ceramics found in Kubachi, see 

Lisa Golombek, “The ‘Kubachi Problem’ and the Isfahan Workshop,” in Persian 
Pottery in the First Global Age: The Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, ed. 
Lisa Golombek et al. (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 169–181.

(24) Watson, Persian Lustre Ware, 68–85; Oliver Watson, “Persian Lustre-Painted 
Pottery: The Rayy and Kashan Styles,” Transactions of the Oriental Ceramics 
Society 40 (1973–1975): 1–19.

(25) Giuzal’ian, “Tri iranskich,” 317–318. A six-sided wooden stand with round, 
turned feet, attributed to eleventh- or twelfth-century Afghanistan and now held 
in the David Collection, illustrates this line of descent. Kjeld Von Folsach, “A 
Number of Pigmented Wooden Objects from the Eastern Islamic World,” Journal 
of the David Collection 1 (2003): 73, 91.
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(27) On the Ghaznavid context, for example, see Viola Allegranzi, “Royal 
Architecture Portrayed in Bayhaqı̄’s Tārı̄ḫ-i Masʿūdı̄ and Archaeological Evidence 
from Ghazni (Afghanistan, 10th–12th Century),” Annali—Università degli studi di 
Napoli “L’Orientale” 74 (2014): 95–120.

(28) Bernard O’Kane proposes that this building was originally a fifteenth- 
century Timurid construction, while Lisa Golombek and others propose a 
seventeenth-century date. Bernard O’Kane, Timurid Architecture in Khurasan 

(Costa Mesa, CA: Mazda, 1987), 299–300; Lisa Golombek, The Timurid Shrine at 
Gazur Gah: An Iconographical Interpretation of Architecture (Toronto: Royal 
Ontario Museum, 1969), 70; Sussan Babaie, “Building for the Shah: The Role of 
Mı̄rzā Muḥammad Taqı̄ (Sārū Taqı̄) in Safavid royal patronage of architecture,” 
in Safavid Art and Architecture, ed. Sheila Canby (London: British Museum, 
2002), 25, n. 40.
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David Collection, no. Isl. 108 (Annika Richert, ed., Islam: Konst och kultur / 
Islam: Art and Culture [Stockholm: Statens Historiska Museum, 1985], 133, 
Graves, “Aesthetics,” 68); Metropolitan Museum of Art, NY, no. 69.225 (Richard 
Ettinghausen, “Islamic Art,” Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin, 33, no. 1 
[1975]: 18–19; Richard Ettinghausen, “Introduction,” in The Islamic Garden: 
Dumbarton Oaks Colloquium on the History of Landscape Architecture IV, ed. 
Elizabeth B. Macdougall and Richard Ettinghausen [Washington, DC: Dumbarton 
Oaks, 1976], 9, fig. A; Joseph Sadan, Le mobilier au Proche-Orient médiéval 
[Leiden: Brill, 1976], 94, n. 357; Oliver Watson, Persian Lustre Ware, 106, n. 9; 
Graves, “Aesthetics,” 77).

(30) Philadelphia Museum of Art, McIlhenny Collection, no. 1943-41-1. See 

Arthur Upham Pope, Masterpieces of Persian Art (New York: Dryden, 1945), 120; 
Arthur Upham Pope and Phyliss Ackerman, eds., A Survey of Persian Art, 2nd 
impression, 18 vols (Ashiya: SOPA, 1981–2005), vol. 9, pl. 702A; Arthur Lane, 
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iranskich,” 316; Ernst Grube, “Raqqa-Keramik in der Sammlung des 
Metropolitan Museum in New York,” Kunst des Orients 4 (1963), 51, n. 45; 
Sadan, mobilier, 94, n. 357; Watson, Persian Lustre Ware, 107; Felice Fischer, 
Philadelphia Museum of Art: Handbook of the Collections (Philadelphia: Museum 
of Art, 1995), ill. p. 64; Géza Fehérvári, Ceramics of the Islamic World in the 
Tareq Rajab Museum (London and New York: I. B. Tauris, 2000), 177, n. 23.
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(31) On the luster stand in Philadelphia the painted or molded figures of seated 
drinkers within each arch intimate practices of conviviality and an architecture 
of pleasure. See Graves, “Aesthetics,” 68.

(32) Giuzal’ian, “Tri iranskich,” 319.

(33) Clifford Edmund Bosworth, “Farrukhı̄’s Elegy on Maḥmūd of Ghazna,” Iran 

29 (1991): 45; Finbarr Barry Flood, “Painting, Monumental and Frescoes,” in 

Medieval Islamic Civilization: An Encyclopedia, ed. Josef Meri (New York: 
Routledge, 2006), 2:586–590. A fragment of stucco painted with the image of a 
dog and attributed to the twelfth century was excavated at Nishapur, Qanat 
Tepe, by the Metropolitan Museum team (MMA no. 48.101.302). On Alara, see 

Scott Redford, Landscape and the State in Medieval Anatolia: Seljuk Gardens 
and Pavilions of Alanya, Turkey (Oxford: British Archaeological Reports, 
International Series 893, 2000), 50–51.

(34) An early sixteenth-century description of a two-storeyed garden pavilion 
near Herat, interpreted by Bernard O’Kane as octagonal in structure, is given in 
the memoirs of the progenitor of the Mughal dynasty, Babur (1483–1530): Babur 
Padshah, Bābur-nāma (Memoirs of Bābur), trans. Annette Susannah Beveridge 
(New Delhi: Mushiram Manoharlal, 1990), 302; O’Kane, Timurid Architecture, 
299–300.

(35) Daniel Schlumberger, “Le palais ghaznévide de Lashkari Bazar,” Syria 29 
(1952): 251–270.

(36) Oliver Watson, “Small Table, Moulded Fritware with a Turquoise Glaze,” 

Louisiana Revy 27, no. 3 (1987): 117; Kjeld Von Folsach, Art from the World of 
Islam in the David Collection (Copenhagen: David Collection, 2001), 163; Graves, 
“Aesthetics,” 75. On the association between this production and Raqqa, see 

Graves, “Aesthetics,” 66–67. A very similar piece is held in the Khalili Collection, 
London, acc. no. POT1700: see Ernst Grube, Cobalt and Lustre: The First 
Centuries of Islamic Pottery (London: Nour Foundation, 1994), 284–285.
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discussed in Emanuele Lugli, “Measuring the Bones: On Francesco di Giorgio 
Martini’s Salazzianus Skeleton,” Art History 38, no. 2 (2015): 346–363.

(38) These also include the qabḍa or qubḍa (a fist’s width), the shibr (“span” of 
the outstretched hand), and the bāʿ or qāma (the width of two outstretched 
arms). See Clifford Edmund Bosworth, “Misāḥa (A.),” Encyclopaedia of Islam, 
2nd ed., http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0754.

(39) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Epistles 1 & 2 (OUP/IIS), 132–133. El-Bizri notes (132–133, 
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sciences) of Muḥammad ibn Aḥmad ibn Yūsuf al-Kātib al-Khwārizmı̄, composed 
around 977 CE, in Iraq. On the anthropocentric practice of encountering and 
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NJ: Princeton University Press, 2001), ch. 2: “Casting Bronze the Complicated 
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Archaeological Mission in Afghanistan. The First Two Excavation Campaigns at 
Ghazni, 1957–1958,” East and West 10, nos. 1/2 (1959): 39 and fig. 38; Laviola, 
“Three Islamic Inkwells,” Vicino Oriente 21 (2017): 111–126.

(50) The inkwell is published in Laviola, Metalli islamici, 618, and Laviola, “Three 
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(52) Baer, Metalwork, 68.
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(54) Joseph Sadan, “Nouveaux documents sur scribes et copistes,” Revue des 
études islamiques 45, no. 1 (1977), 44, 47, 54, n. 29, 68; Joseph Sadan, “Written 
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in the Islamic World, ed. Na’ama Brosh (Jerusalem: Israel Museum, 1991), 99, n. 
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School of Mamluk Studies.

(55) Online version: http://vajje.com/search/index?query=دوات. I thank Nasrin 
Askari for bringing this to my attention.

(56) Sadan, “Art of the Goldsmith,” 464.

(57) Sadan, “Written Sources,” 96–97; Melikian-Chirvani, Islamic, 283–285.

(58) Qur’an 96: 3–5. Hana Taragan also cites an unreferenced hadith that 
records that the inkwell or nūn was the second thing created by Allah, after the 
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‘World’ in Iranian Medieval Metalwork,” Muqarnas 22 (2005): 31–32; Eva Baer, 
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Metropolitan Museum of Art, ed. Richard Ettinghausen (New York: Metropolitan 
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(60) Niẓāmi ʿArūḍı̄ Samarqandı̄, Chahār maqāla, rev. trans. Edward G. Browne 
(London: E. J. Gibb Memorial / Luzac, 1921), 13, 15–16.

(61) See the case of Abū ʿAlı̄ ibn Shihāb al-ʿUkbarı̄ (d. 1036/7 CE), reported in 

George Makdisi, “An Autograph Diary of an Eleventh-Century Historian of 
Baghdād – 1,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 18, no. 1 
(1956): 10–11.

(62) See for example an inkwell held in the LACMA collections, accession 
number AC1997.253.34a-b: http://collections.lacma.org/node/186259.

(63) Baer, Metalwork, 68.

(64) Baer, Metalwork, 48.

(65) Allan, Islamic Metalwork, 36.

(66) Melikian-Chirvani, “State Inkwells”; Melikian-Chirvani, Islamic Metalwork, 
123. The Nishapur ceramic piece is Metropolitan Museum of Art, Rogers Fund 
38.40.296: see also Charles K. Wilkinson, “Christian Remains from Nishapur,” in 
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and Rudolf Naumann (Istanbul: Universitesi Edebiyat Fakultësi, 1969), 79–87. 
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Asia Institute, n.s., 4 (1990): 105.

(67) Richard Ettinghausen, “Some Comments on Medieval Iranian Art,” Artibus 
Asiae 31, no. 4 (1969): 295, 298; Grabar, Mediation, 191–193; Oleg Grabar, 
“From Dome of Heaven to Pleasure Dome,” Journal of the Society of 
Architectural Historians 49 (1990): 19.

(68) Melikian-Chirvani, Islamic Metalwork, 282–284. See also Melikian-Chirvani, 
“State Inkwells,” 81–83, for further discussion of these examples.

(69) See the seminal works from either end of his career: Oleg Grabar, “The 
Umayyad Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem,” Ars Orientalis 3 (1959): 33–62; Oleg 
Grabar, The Dome of the Rock (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
2006).

(70) Ettinghausen, “Some Comments,” 298.

(71) Grabar, Mediation, 192.

(72) Troelenberg, “Pedestal?,” 159–174. On markets and canons, see Margaret S. 
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“Introduction.”
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(73) For examples see Oleg Grabar, “The Islamic Dome: Some Considerations,” 

Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 22, no. 4 (1963): 193–194; Oleg 
Grabar, “The Earliest Islamic Commemorative Structures, Notes and 
Documents,” Ars Orientalis 6 (1966): 12–13, 38; Hillenbrand, Islamic 
Architecture, 280; see also Melanie Michailidis, “The Lofty Castle of Qābus b. 
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Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 5 (1942): 1–33; Christopher S. Wood, Forgery, 
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1998): 453–459.
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see Howard Crane, “Helmand-Sistan Project: An Anonymous Tomb in Bust,” East 
and West 29 (1979): 241–246.

(75) For records of the medieval Muslim encounter with stupa architecture in 
the former Gandharan area, Ibn al-Faqı̄h al-Hamaḍānı̄, Abrégé du livre des pays 

(Mukhtaṣar kitāb al-buldān), trans. Henri Massé (Damascus: Institut Français de 
Damas, 1973), 383; Assadullah Souren Melikian-Chirvani, “Buddhism II: In 
Islamic Times,” in Encyclopaedia Iranica, vol. 4 (London and New York: 
Routledge / Kegan Paul, 1990), 496–499.

(76) Kurt Behrendt, The Buddhist Architecture of Gandhara (Leiden: Brill, 2004), 
121–123.

(77) See David Jongeward et al., Gandharan Buddhist Reliquaries (Seattle: Early 
Buddhist Manuscripts Project, 2012), 138, and other examples in this volume; 
Elizabeth Errington and Joe Crib, eds., The Crossroads of Asia: Transformation 
in Image and Symbol in the Art of Ancient Afghanistan and Pakistan (Cambridge: 
Ancient India and Iran Trust, 1992), 29, 185; Robert L. Brown, “The Nature and 
Use of the Bodily Relics of the Buddha in Gandhāra,” in Gandharan Buddhism: 
Archaeology, Art, Texts, ed. Pia Brancaccio and Kurt Behrendt (Vancouver: 
University of British Columbia Press, 2006), 200.
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(78) Finbarr Barry Flood, “Gilding, Inlay and the Mobility of Metallurgy: A Case 
of Fraud in Medieval Kashmir,” in Metalwork and Material Culture, ed. Porter 
and Rosser-Owen, 131–142.

(79) A partial parallel for the form can be seen in a bronze lid excavated at 
Nishapur, thought to date from the eleventh century, which has a domical center 
decorated with raised lobes but is without the ogee elegance of the later inkwell 
lids. James Allan, Nishapur: Metalwork of the Early Islamic Period (New York: 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1982), 53, 99.

(80) Golombek, “Draped Universe,” 31, 34.

(81) See, for example, the forty-ninth miniature, showing Warqa mourning at a 
grave (which is marked by a tent), fol. 46a, illustrated in Abbas Daneshvari, 
Animal Symbolism in Warqa wa Gulshāh (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986), 
80.

(82) An alternative interpretation of the structure of this tent is given in 

Chahryar Adle, “Un diptyque de foundation en céramique lustrée, Kâšân 
711/1312,” in Art et société dans le monde iranien, ed. Chahryar Adle (Paris: 
Éditions Recherche sur les civilisations, 1982), 214–217.

(83) David Durand-Guédy, “Khargāh: An Inquiry into the Spread of the ‘Turkish’ 
Trellis Tent within the ʿAbbāsid World up to the Saljuq Conquest (mid. 2nd/8th– 

early 5th/11th Centuries),” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 

79, no. 1 (2016): 61–64, 74–77.

(84) David Durand-Guédy, “The Tents of the Saljuqs,” in Turko-Mongol Rulers, 
Cities and City Life, ed. David Durand-Guédy (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 155–159.

(85) For parallel arguments in the study of Gothic art and architecture, see 

Summerson, “Heavenly Mansions,” 1–28; Bucher, “Micro-Architecture,” 71–89.

(86) Avinoam Shalem, “Hidden Aesthetics and the Art of Deception: The Object, 
the Beholder and the Artisan,” in Siculo-Arabic Ivories and Islamic Painting 
1100–1300, ed. David Knipp (Chicago: University of Chicago, 2011), 40–52.

(87) Grabar, Mediation, 193.

(88) Taragan, “Speaking Inkwell.” The examples she analyses are from the Eretz 
Israel Museum, Tel Aviv, MHM 1.93; the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, 
M.86-1969; and the Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 972.10.

(89) Khalili Collection, London, MTW1488. There is a further example in a 
Scottish private collection that also bears three arches occupied by single 
figures, but from the published description and illustration it is not clear if the 
figures are scribes: Mikhail Baskhanov, Maria Baskhanova, Pavel Petrov, and 
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Nikolaj Serikoff, Arts from the Land of Timur: An Exhibition from a Scottish 
Private Collection (Paisley: Sogdiana Books / Bonhams, 2012), 141.

(90) Scerrato, “Summary Report,” 39 and fig. 38.

(91) A substantial body of recent literature has confirmed that directional bias 
from reading and writing affects many other areas of cognition, including the 
exploration of artworks: Anne Maass, Caterina Suitner, and Jean-Pierre 
Deconchy, Living in an Asymmetrical World: How Writing Direction Affects 
Thought and Action (London and New York: Taylor and Francis, 2014).

(92) See for example the lamp discussed in Ivanov, “Works,” 16. Each of the four 
inscription cartouches on that object contains a phrase that begins “bi-l-yumn 
wa-l-baraka.”

(93) Roberta Giunta, “New Epigraphic Data from the Excavations of the 
Ghaznavid Palace of Mas’ūd III at Ghazni (Afhganistan),” in South Asian 
Archaeology 2007: Proceedings of the 19th Meeting of the European Association 
of South Asian Archaeology in Ravenna, Italy, July 2007, ed. Pierfrancesco 
Callieri and Luca Colliva (Oxford: British Archaeological Reports, 2010), 126.

(94) Taragan, “Speaking Inkwell,” 39–42; Baer, “Islamic Inkwell,” 199–201.

(95) Alain George suggests that the object of similar appearance carried by the 
figure on the David Collection inkwell is a dervish’s purse: “The Illustrations of 
the Maqāmāt and the Shadow Play,” Muqarnas 28 (2011): 22.

(96) Giuzal’ian, “Qalamdan,” 110.

(97) As Jaś Elsner notes with regard to a fifth-century casket adorned with 
Christological and architectural imagery, “It is as if closure brings into being the 
desire for an opening, and this desire (on the beholder’s part) builds itself into 
the box’s iconography.” Elsner, “Closure and Penetration,” 190.

(98) Allan, “Manuscript Illumination,” 119–126.

(99) Metropolitan Museum of Art, 35.128a,b. The combination of baluster- 
shaped flower vases and arches filled with symmetrical vegetal scroll designs 
can also be seen on two ewers in the Herat Museum, one inlaid, engraved and 
incised and signed by the maker Ḥasan-i bā Sahl, and one with engraved and 
incised decoration only (HNM 02.26.86 and 02.29.86). See Franke and Müller- 
Weiner, Ancient Herat Vol. 3, 112–116, and Assadullah Souren Melikian-Chirvani, 
“Les bronzes du Khorâssân—VI: L’oeuvre de Ḥasan-e Bā Sahl: de l’emploi de 
l’unité modulaire et des nombres privilégiés dans l’art du bronze,” Studia Iranica 

8, no. 1 (1979): 7–32.
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(100) Grabar also linked the prevalence of human figures on twelfth- and 
thirteenth-century artworks from the Persianate world with an “animation of the 
object”: “Visual Arts,” 648.

(101) For the bibliography for this object, see Mayer, Islamic Metalworkers, 82– 

83; also Ralph Harari, “Metalwork after the Early Islamic Period,” in Survey of 
Persian Art, 5:2527, n. 7; Dalu Jones and George Michell, eds, The Arts of Islam: 
Hayward Gallery, 8 Apri –4 July 1976 (London: Arts Council of Great Britain, 
1976), 172; Baer, Metalwork, 140; Kjeld Von Folsach, Islamic Art: The David 
Collection (Copenhagen: David Collection, 1990), 194; Kjeld Von Folsach et al., 
eds., Sultan, Shah and Great Mughal: The History and Culture of the Islamic 
World (Copenhagen: National Museum, 1996), 149; Von Folsach, Art from the 
World of Islam, 306–307.

(102) Mayer, Metalworkers, 82–83.

(103) Sarre and Martin, eds., Die Ausstellung, vol. 2, plate 151, cat. no. 3035. On 
the scholarly significance of the Munich exhibition and its publications, see Eva- 
Maria Troelenberg, “Regarding the Exhibition: the Munich Exhibition 

Masterpieces of Muhammedan Art (1910) and Its Scholarly Position,” Journal of 
Art Historiography 6 (2012): n.p.

(104) On the terminological and taxonomical confusions surrounding bronzes, 
brasses, and other copper alloys in the medieval Iranian world, see Allan, Persian 
Metal Technology, 39–55; Mehmet Aga-Oglu, “A Brief Note on Islamic 
Terminology for Bronze and Brass,” Journal of the American Oriental Society 64, 
no. 4 (1944): 218–223.

(105) Kjeld Von Folsach, “Inkwell, Cast Bronze with Engraved and Punched 
Decoration and Copper and Silver Inlays,” in Sultan, Shah and Great Mughal: 
The History and Culture of the Islamic World, ed. Kjeld Von Folsach, Torben 
Lundbaek, and Peder Mortensen (Copenhagen: National Museum, 1996), 149.

(106) The dirt that fills engraved indentations on many surviving medieval 
metalwork objects is distinct from but often confused with niello, a black mixture 
of metal sulphides that was used in the manufacture of metalwares and jewelry 
as a form of inlay.

(107) Pancaroğlu, “Socializing Medicine,” 157.

(108) See Jones and Michell, Arts of Islam, 172. Boris Marshak, “An Early Seljuq 
Silver Bottle from Siberia,” Muqarnas 21 (2004): 255–256.

(109) I expand some of these aspects in a forthcoming article: Margaret S. 
Graves, “Say Something Nice: Supplications on Medieval Objects, and Why They 
Matter,” in Studying the Near and Middle East at the Institute for Advanced 
Study, Princeton, 1936–2018, ed. Sabine Schmidtke (Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias 
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Press, forthcoming 2018). On the supplicatory formulae see also Jeremy Johns, 
“The Arabic Inscriptions of the Norman Kings of Sicily. A Reinterpretation,” in 

The Royal Workshops in Palermo during the Reigns of the Norman and 
Hohenstaufen Kings of Sicily in the 12th and 13th century, ed. Maria Andaloro 
(Catania: Giuseppe Maimone, 2006), 324–337.

(110) Robert Hillenbrand, “Islamic Monumental Inscriptions Contextualized: 
Location, Content, Legibility and Aesthetics,” in Beiträge zur Islamischen Kunst 
und Archäologie: herausgegeben von der Ernst-Herzfeld-Gesellschaft, Band 3, 
ed. Lorenz Korn and Anja Heidenreich (Weisbaden: Reichert Verlag, 2012), 18.

(111) These are similar to the three-pointed crowns found on thirteenth-century 
numismatic images of rulers, with the addition of trailing ribbons like those seen 
on the caps of figures that adorn mı̄nāʾı̄ bowls from late twelfth- and early 
thirteenth-century Iran. See the copper dirham of Naṣr al-Dı̄n Maḥmūd (r. 1219– 

1234), minted at Mosul in 627 H (1229–1230 CE), and illustrated in Canby et al., 
Court and Cosmos, 70.

(112) Niẓām al-Mulk, The Book of Government or Rules for Kings: The Siyar al- 
Muluk or Siyasat-nama of Nizam al-Mulk, translated from the Persian by Hubert 
Darke, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1978), 89–90. On the 
authorship of this text, see Alexey A. Khismatulin, “Two Mirrors for Princes 
Fabricated at the Seljuq Court: Nizām al-Mulk’s Siyar al-mulūk and al-Ghazālı̄’s 

Nası̄hat al-mulūk,” in The Age of the Seljuqs: The Idea of Iran, vol. VI, ed. 
Edmund Herzig and Sarah Stewart (London: I. B. Tauris, 2015), 94–130.

(113) Taragan (“Speaking Inkwell,” 37) suggests that this is a scribe carrying a 
reed pen and inkwell.

(114) George, “The Illustrations of the Maqāmāt,” 22. On similar figures in 
ceramic painting and shadow puppetry see Richard Ettinghausen, “Early 
Shadow Figures,” Bulletin of the American Institute for Persian Art and 
Archaeology 3, no. 6 (1934): 12.

(115) Marianna Shreve Simpson, “Narrative Structure of a Medieval Iranian 
Beaker,” Ars Orientalis 12 (1981): 22; Robert Hillenbrand, “The Relationship 
between Book Painting and Luxury Ceramics in Thirteenth-Century Iran,” in The 
Art of the Saljuqs in Iran and Anatolia: Proceedings of a Symposium Held in 
Edinburgh in 1982, ed. Robert Hillenbrand (Costa Mesa, CA: Mazda, 1994), 134– 

141.

(116) A mı̄nāʾı̄ bowl fragment painted with Shāhnāma scenes and now held in the 
Khalili Collection, POT875, uses a similar device to compartmentalise space: 
illustrated in Eleanor Sims with Boris Marshak and Ernst J. Grube, Peerless 
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Images: Persian Painting and Its Sources (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 2002), 35, fig. 45.

(117) See discussion of these devices on the Freer beaker in Simpson, 
“Narrative Structure,” 21, 22; Marianna Shreve Simpson, The Illustration of an 
Epic: The Earliest Shahnama Manuscripts (New York: Garland, 1979), 243–245. 
For their use in interior scenes on the Small Shāhnāmas, see, for example, 
Simpson, Illustration of an Epic, plate 43.

(118) See the arch form carved with an inscription on the marble tomb of 
Mahmud I at Ghazni: Roberta Giunta, Les inscriptions funéraires de Gaznı ̄
(Naples: Istituto Italiano per l’Africa e l’Oriente Fondation Max Van Berchem, 
2003), 27–44, and plate V. A similar form is carved on an Afghan grave stele 
dated 591 H (1194 –1195 CE): Janine Sourdel-Thomine, “Stèles arabes de Bust 
(Afghanistan),” Arabica 3/3 (1956), plate IV. See also the carved panels 
illustrated in Finbarr Barry Flood, “A Ghaznavid Narrative Relief and the 
Problem of Pre-Mongol Persian Book Painting,” in Siculo-Arabic Ivories and 
Islamic Painting 1100–1300, ed. David Knipp (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2011), 259–272, figs. 3 and 7.

(119) For example, an inlaid brass cup illustrated in Eva Baer, “A Brass Vessel 
from the Tomb of Sayyid Baṭṭāl Ghāzı̄: Notes on the Interpretation of Thirteenth- 
Century Islamic Imagery,” Artibus Asiae 39, nos. 3/4 (1977): 299–335.

(120) MMA 40.170.439. Charles K. Wilkinson, Nishapur: Some Early Islamic 
Buildings and Their Decoration (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1986), 
241.

(121) A notable exception is Oya Pancaroğlu, “Serving Wisdom: The Contents of 
Samanid Epigraphic Pottery,” in Studies in Islamic and Later Indian Art from the 
Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Harvard University Art Museums, ed. Rochelle 
Kessler (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Art Museum, 2002), 59–75.

(122) See Janine Sourdel-Thomine, “Kitabat, (a), inscriptions, 1. Islamic 
epigraphy in general,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed., http://dx.doi.org/ 
10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0525; Melikian-Chirvani, Islamic Metalwork, 
73–75; Sheila Blair, Islamic Inscriptions (New York: New York University Press, 
1998), 104–105. All have noted that a survey of these formulae on medieval 
objects is clearly needed, but as yet no real answer to the challenge has arisen. 
Marshak’s “Early Seljuq Silver Bottle” is an important study in this respect 
because it lays out an evolution of benedictory expressions from silver to inlaid 
bronze in eleventh- and twelfth-century Iran and central Asia, and demonstrates 
the utility such a survey would hold for the attribution of objects.
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Abstract and Keywords
Tracing parallels between material and verbal poetics, this chapter makes 
particular reference to changing conceptions of metaphor and imagery during 
the florescence of medieval Arabic literary theory. It uses textual sources as well 
as artifacts to demonstrate the intertwining of verbal, visual, and material 
realms. The first section expands an allegorical framework in medieval Arabic 
and Persian literary criticism that aligns poetry with manual crafts. Following 
this, two discrete groups of objects in the form of domed buildings are 
contextualized and considered as materialized metaphors. First, cast-metal 
incense burners of the eighth or ninth centuries are placed into an expanded 
context of eastern Mediterranean portable arts and architectural components. 
The second group, lanterns from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, reflect a 
later period when the central-plan domed monument had been fully assimilated 
into Islamic architectural practice as a standard form of commemorative 
architecture.

Keywords:   metaphor, rhetoric, istiʿāra, craft metaphors, badīʿ poetry, incense burner, lantern, dome, 
poetics, Baghdad

The intertwining of object and language in the medieval Islamic world was a 
variegated process. At the end of Chapter 3, I proposed some interconnections 
between the material and the literary arts of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries 
in the Persianate cultural area, but the phenomenon was certainly not limited to 
that particular milieu. In particular, the intellectual expansion radiating from 
Baghdad in the ninth and tenth centuries also generated a fertile environment 
for mutually constitutive relationships between the literary, visual, and material 
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arts. Against that backdrop of an emerging, innovative, and uniquely Islamic 
intellectual culture, the present chapter explores textual frameworks as lenses 
for the apprehension of artworks in the ninth to tenth centuries as well as the 
later medieval period, with particular attention to changing conceptions of 
metaphor and imagery during the florescence of Arabic literary theory. 
Proposing that the artworks under discussion embody complex rhetorical 
devices, and thereby further implicate a system of thought in which material 
craftsmanship was deeply embedded within the broader intellectual landscape, 
the chapter builds directly on the philosophical tradition of the “thinking hand” 
to outline a cognitive regime in which objects can operate as material 
metaphors.

 (p.142) The Languages of Objects
Objects of use have functions, implications, and connotations; ergo, they 
communicate meanings. The rhetoric of objects, specifically likened by some 
medieval authors to a form of nonverbal metaphor, can be glimpsed through 
traces preserved in the premodern Arabic and Persian textual sources. Like 
related practices of gift exchange, rhetorical objects are most frequently 
recorded in diplomatic contexts.1 Sometimes the rhetorical deployment of 
weapons, tools, utilitarian items, and foods is documented in such a way that 
context makes meaning plain, or the meaning is even glossed in the text.2 At 
other times, however, the system of signification is much more opaque.

Take, for example, the case of the Seljuq princes and the awl. In the year 426 AH 
(1034–1035 CE) the Ghaznavid Sultan Masʿūd ibn Maḥmūd (r. 1030–1040) 
released the Seljuq chieftain Arslan ibn Saljūq from captivity and instructed him 
to write to three of his nephews, Seljuq nobles who had recently been causing 
havoc in Masʿūd’s territories. Arslan was to tell them to mend their ways and 
cease their violent actions.3 He obediently dispatched a messenger to convey 
these orders to them. However, with the messenger he also sent an awl (ʾishfā), 
which was to be given to the nephews at the same time.4 Upon receiving this 
composite communiqué, the nephews immediately reverted to “raiding and 
causing disorder” in Masʿūd’s territory.5 The role of the awl in this diplomatic 
incident remains obscure, but there are two possible interpretations of its 
meaning to the Seljuq nobles. Either it augmented the verbal rebuke in some 
way, or, as seems more likely given the response of the nephews, it was a coded 
instruction that subverted and overrode the verbal directive.6 There is no 
mention of an inscription: the object itself was clearly the message.

In either interpretation, the message that provoked such a violent reaction from 
the Seljuq nobles was delivered in part through an encoded system of objects, 
the meanings of which we can only guess at. Records of such a coded rhetoric of 
objects have on occasion been included by medieval authors under the Arabic 
term ramz, a word originally meaning winking or signaling with the eyes, and 
coming in later literary contexts to denote forms of indirect expression, 
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including secret writing and codes as well as some types of esoteric symbolism. 
In the sense of “symbolic action,” ramz may itself be linked with another 
significant literary term, ishāra, which in early use also referred to certain bodily 
acts of nonverbal expression, such as gesturing with the head or signaling with 
the eyes. Like ramz, ishāra later came to acquire a literary meaning, in this case 
roughly translatable as “allusion,” that was particularly important in medieval 
Sufi discourse.7

The line of descent in the case of the terms ramz and ishāra, from gestural, 
nonverbal means of expression to literary techniques of coding and allusion, is a 
telling one. As with the medieval philosophical texts discussed in Chapter 1, 
which were shown to be symbiotically bound up with the physical world of 
matter and  (p.143) making, so too are major aspects of the medieval poetic and 
literary traditions inseparable from, formed through, and reflected in the 
corporeal, visual, and material realms. The power of objects as direct agents of 
rhetoric, dramatically illustrated in the story of the Seljuq princes, is only one 
manifestation of the interrelationship between language and manufactured 
objects in the medieval Islamic world. When the objects in question have been 
made with conscious artistry to allude to things other than themselves, as with 
the material in this book, the entanglement of objects and language becomes 
ever more complex and sophisticated.

Even without embarking upon the supremely textual artform of the illustrated 
manuscript, the heightened textuality of medieval Islamic artifacts is striking. 
Three-dimensional artworks from this milieu are often inscribed with words, as 
has been explored in some detail in Chapter 3; sometimes they are described 
verbally in contemporary texts; on occasion they even engage in the metatextual 
act of prosopopeia and describe themselves within their own inscriptions.8 In 
other instances, wordless images on objects make direct reference to verbal 
narratives that were transmitted through oral recitation or written records 
external to the object.9

Beyond the direct presence of texts on objects or of objects in texts, however, lie 
the realms of tacit corollary between the verbal and the plastic arts, which are 
the primary focus of this chapter and the following one. Together these two 
chapters argue for the existence of habits of making and beholding within the 
literate or semiliterate consumer bases of medieval Arabic and Persian-speaking 
societies that were enmeshed with contemporary literary and poetic practices, 
and manifest in a host of intelligent artworks. The argument has been made 
before, most comprehensively in relation to the palatial architecture of Islamic 
Spain,10 but has less often been applied to the non-narrative portable arts.11 

Accordingly, these two chapters will expand from the narrowest definition of 
rhetoric, the language of persuasive expressions that would include the 
diplomatic awl, to a broader spectrum of literary and poetic techniques of 
descriptive and imaginative eloquence that seek to make the absent present and 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-2#
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construct images in the mind of the listener or reader. Many of the phenomena 
under discussion in the present chapter can be grouped under the general 
heading of “metaphor,” although this belies the complexity and diversity of the 
literary techniques from medieval Arabic and Persian traditions that are 
subsumed under this translated term. The common principle, nonetheless, is 
that of making something become something else in the mind of the beholder or 
listener, or, more simply, of seeing one thing as another.12

In this chapter I first explore a pervasive allegorical framework in medieval 
Arabic and Persian literary criticism that aligns poetic production with material 
craftsmanship. Following this a small group of objects of architectural form— 

incense burners of the eighth or ninth centuries—are placed into an expanded 
context of primarily eastern Mediterranean portable arts and architectural 
components. While these incense burners have been noted in earlier scholarship 
for their  (p.144) potentiality as visual metaphors, and this point will be 
expanded, debates about attribution—often seeking to establish the nature and 
extent of their references to architecture on mimetic terms—have sometimes 
overshadowed their interpretation as complex and mobile artworks operating 
within late or post-Antique “pathways of portability.”13 In the last part of the 
chapter a further group of objects, lanterns in the form of domed monuments, 
are also examined. These lanterns originate from the eastern Mediterranean 
world of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, a period when the central-plan 
domed monument had been fully assimilated into Islamic architectural culture as 
a standard form of commemorative architecture. Hence, although these two 
groups of objects are both fashioned in reference to domed structures, and 
perform symbolically significant roles as emanators of smoke and light, 
respectively, the terms and meanings of their allusions to architecture differ. The 
final section of this chapter will return to the literary model of metaphor as a 
means of apprehending material artworks.

The Poet’s Craft
A deeply entrenched tradition within medieval Arabic and Persian poetics 
analogizes verbal arts with manual crafts, most commonly the arts of the weaver 
and the goldsmith or jeweler. The broad penetration of this analogical model has 
often been noted in art historical scholarship but has rarely been explored in 
depth, with the exception of a handful of studies. At the core of the analogy is a 
conceptualization of poetry as a craft or art (ṣināʿa, ṣanʿa), and the poet as a 
craftsman or artist, a paradigm that was in broad currency by the ninth century. 
To quote the towering figure of ninth-century letters, al-Jāḥiẓ: “After all, poetry is 
a craft [ṣināʿa], a kind of weaving [ḍarb min al-nasj], a sort of image-making [jins 
min al-taṣwı̄r].”14 As a poetic mode, ṣināʿa is frequently identified with the 
“moderns” of the ninth-century ʿAbbasid literary movement, and in such contexts 
it is used to denote “conscious artistry” as opposed to the “unforced” or 
“natural” (ṭabʿ) qualities of earlier poetry.15 The remarkable developments that 
took place in Arabic literary theory in the ninth and tenth centuries were to have 
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an immense and continuing impact on educated Arab culture throughout the 
medieval period, and the trope of the poet as craftsman is a very long-lived one 
in Arabic literary history.

Weaving (nasj, ḥiyāka) appears to be the single most common craft metaphor 
adopted for the art of Arabic poetry, and the connection predates the coming of 
Islam.16 Poetry is frequently described as having been woven and the poet as a 
weaver; poetry of weak structure is occasionally designated muhalhal, a term 
originally used for poor weaving.17 Other terms from the craft can be cited: for 
example, the word ghazal, an elegiac poetic form, is derived from the root 
ghazala, “to spin [thread]”; dı̄bāja can mean silk brocade, elegance of writing 
style, and the introductory lines of a poem.18 Textile analogies are paralleled in 
Persian poetics: the word ṭarāz (“adornment,” “embellishment,” also used to 
mean “embroidery”) forms a  (p.145) verb set in Persian meaning to weave, to 
adorn, or to compose poetry.19 But while weaving is undoubtedly the most 
frequently encountered craft analogy within medieval Arabic conceptions of 
poetry, this book’s focus on the plastic arts leads most naturally to other 
metaphors of production. Thus, the arts of the goldsmith and the jeweler, and to 
a lesser extent the art of building, will all be considered here in their analogical 
roles as metaphors for poetry.

A sympathetic relationship between the arts of writing and those of the 
goldsmith and jeweler was already noted in Chapter 3, where it was shown that 
the Persian term dawāt normally denotes an inkwell but in Khurasanian contexts 
may also appear as the name for a crucible for precious metal. The strongly 
spiritual, even alchemical, dimension of this connection is reflected in various 
aphorisms recorded in the medieval period that link beautiful writing and 
calligraphy with noble qualities, likening the pen to a conduit or tool for precious 
materials that spill from the person of the writer. For example, “the heart is a 
mine, intelligence is the gem and the pen is the jeweler,” “the pen is the 
goldsmith of speech,” and “handwriting is jewelry fashioned by the hand from 
the pure gold of the intellect.”20 Such formulations derive their impact from a 
fairly generalized use of gold or jewels as symbols of rarefied qualities. It is, 
however, in the technical and descriptive language of poetic and literary 
discourse that the processual metaphors of working in precious metals and 
stones are most particular, rendering visible once more the thinking hand that 
articulates matter through movement and process.

At the etymological level, interchange between the arts of the poet and the 
jeweler has given rise to a widespread Arabic term for versification, and 
subsequently poetry in the more general sense: naẓm, which literally denotes 
“stringing [pearls, beads etc.]” or “arranging.” This is set in opposition to nathr 

(“scattering”), normally used to mean “prose.”21 The philologist Abū Hilāl al- 
ʿAskarı̄ (d. early eleventh century) was one of several medieval authors to gloss 
the term, explaining that “naẓm applies to collars and necklaces and because 
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Figure 4.1  Bracelet, Iran, probably 
twelfth century. Sheet gold with incising, 
granulation, and repoussé, inset with 
stones. Diameter 7.6 cm. New York, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 59.84.

jewels vary in color, each is placed next to the one which brings out its color 
most predominantly.”22 Al-ʿAskarı̄’s explanation thus emphasizes the importance 
of arranging and setting passages or phrases within the totality of the poem, 
while highlighting the significance of contrast and counterpoint to that 
arrangement. The same author elsewhere uses the term raṣf (“stonework” or 
“inlay”) to mean the arrangement of words and phrases within the poem. 
Similarly, tarṣı̄ʿ is sometimes used in medieval texts to denote both a type of 
internal rhyme in poetry, and the setting or insetting of precious stones. Faṣṣ can 
mean both eloquence and the stone or setting of a ring.23 Strung necklaces from 
the medieval period do not tend to survive in their original arrangements, but 
other extant forms of jewelry with inset stones, like a sheet-gold bracelet 
attributed to twelfth-century Iran, demonstrate the widespread taste for both 
symmetry and a multiplicity of techniques and chromatic contrasts within a 
single object, which accord with some of these poetic analogies (fig. 4.1).24

 (p.146)

Likening crafting and arranging 
fine verses to the stringing of a 
necklace is one of the most 
important and frequently 
recurring craft analogies in the 
Arabic poetic tradition, perhaps 
second only to weaving, and it 
was certainly in wide use by the 
tenth century. This much is 
attested by a well-known poetic 
anthology, Al-ʿiqd al-farı̄d (The 
unique necklace), by the 
Andalusian poet Ibn ʿAbd 
Rabbih (d. 940).25 Given the 
very widespread use of the 
necklace as a metaphor for a 
poem, it is unsurprising that the 
same image plays a central role 
in one of the earliest surviving 
theoretical explorations of Persian poetics, the Muʿjam fı̄ maʿāyı̄r ashʿār al-ʿajam 

(Pointed [writing] on the defects of Persian poetry) of Shams-i Qays (active first 
half of the thirteenth century).26 In addition to comparing the poet to a painter 
with chromatic and compositional sensitivity, Shams-i Qays also likens him to “a 
master jeweler who increases the elegance of his necklace by beauty of 
combination and proportion of composition, and does not diminish the luster of 
his own pearls by variations in joining and disorder in arrangement.”27 Indeed, 
the “customary image” of the poet as the stringer of pearls is encountered so 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#oso-9780190695910-chapter-5-figureGroup-83
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frequently in the best-known and most widely translated medieval Persian poetry 
that it has become something of a cliché within Orientalist scholarship.28

A similar analogical framework between the verbal and lapidary arts was argued 
by Michael Roberts to be a defining characteristic of late antiquity that  (p.147) 

found its fullest expression in what he terms “the jeweled style” of Latin poetry. 
He traces the practice to the stylistic norms of ekphrasis, further discussed in 
Chapter 5.29 The recurring analogy drawn in Arabic (and subsequently Persian) 
and Late Antique Latin sources alike, between lapidary and metallurgical arts on 
the one hand and literary and poetic techniques on the other, suggests a 
common source for those poetic traditions. However, the capacity to view and 
describe the world analogically is arguably enhanced through the structure of 
the Arabic language itself. The discontinuous morphology of Arabic is predicated 
on the generation of word families from individual tri-consonantal roots, wherein 
the root carries a central meaning that is refracted through its various forms. 
This can give rise at times to related terms, or even disparate meanings housed 
in a single term, that might initially appear ontologically dissonant but in fact 
share a particular essence made visible in their etymology.30 The result can be a 
kind of lexical poetics. To pursue an example first encountered in Chapter 1 of 
this book: among the terms sprung from the root sh-f-r, which centers on the 
concept of “edge,” is shufra(t). This word can mean both “the edge of the 
eyelids” and “the knife of the shoemaker.”31 The formal similarity that exists 
between the curved edge of a leather-cutting blade and that of an eyelid, as well 
as the functional parallel of dividing a surface, are presumably responsible for 
the dual meaning. At the same time, linkage of the two meanings is redoubled 
poetically through the topos of the piercing glance or gaze, an eye that behaves 
like a knife.32

Returning from tools to jewels, the analogizing of the sumptuary arts with poetry 
on occasion goes beyond the setting of stones and the stringing of pearls—each 
of which are primarily tasks of arrangement rather than creation—to include the 
related crafts of metalworking and in particular casting. The words sabk, 
mufaragh, and ṣawgh, all meaning “cast” or “molded” from molten metal, are 
encountered in descriptions of poetry; ṣawgh is particularly associated with 
casting in gold and silver.33 This conceptualization of poetry as a form of 
metalcasting was highlighted by al-Jaḥı̄ẓ in the ninth century when he wrote that 
the best poetry should be “cast in one piece and molded in one piece [qad 
ufrigha ifrāghan wāḥidan wa-subika sabkan wāḥidan].”34 The idea is fairly 
widely encountered in Arabic literary and poetic criticism and theory written 
during the florescence of those genres in the tenth and eleventh centuries. For 
example, the same analogy appears in the ʿIyār al-shiʿr (Touchstone of poetry) of 
Ibn Ṭabāṭabā (d. 322 AH/ 933–934 CE), who wrote that the poem should emerge 
“as though cast [from metal] in a mold [mufragha ifrāghan].”35 The direct 
equivalence of the three dominant analogical models for poetry—metalworking, 
jewelry-making, and weaving—is made clear by Abū Hilāl al-ʿAskarı, when he 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-6#
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-2#
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Figure 4.2  Mold for jewelry, signed 
“Muḥammad al-Maghribı̄.” North Africa 
(?), date unknown. Carved soapstone. 
Width 6.5 cm. Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, New York, 1975.32.4.

describes the role of tawshı̄ḥ (decoration) in creating the best poetry. This should 
appear “as if a cast ingot [sabı̄ka mufragha], or as a decorative garment [washy 
munamnam], or as a necklace strung from jewels similar in appearance [ʿiqd 
munaẓ̣am min jawhar mutashākil].”36

 (p.148)

Casting of molten metals for 
jewelry, which is presumably 
what is being evoked in such 
analogies, was probably done 
most frequently with molds of 
clay or plaster using the lost 
wax technique.37 Some casts 
made from stone have survived 
and give a sense of the intricacy 
of the technique and the 
seamlessness of the resulting 
objects, the inlet channel 
marking the only interruption of 
the end result (Fig. 4.2).38 

These are significant qualities 
for the poetic analogy: while the 
alignment of poems with 
necklaces is predicated on the 
arrangement of discrete units 
within a greater whole, the 
imagery employed in the 
conceit of casting places stress 
on the aesthetic unity of larger 
elements and the poem, or the 
individual passage within the 
poem, as a unitary creation.39 

When Persian poetry started to 
be the subject of precise 
theoretical interest in the 
thirteenth century, Shams-i 
Qays employed the same model 
of a “mold” (qālib, pl. qawālib) into which words and meanings are poured.40 The 
hylomorphic  (p.149) conceptions of matter and form, those cognitively 
separable but actually indissoluble aspects of things that were so critical to the 
philosophers of Chapter 1, thus return once more to shape the mental image of 
poetic construction.

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#oso-9780190695910-chapter-5-figureGroup-84
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-2#
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There is even at least one case of a documented family of goldsmiths who were 
also poets, concretizing and embodying the linkage between the two arts. Jamāl 
al-Dı̄n Iṣfahānı̄ (d. late twelfth century), who worked as a painter (Persian: 
naqshband) and goldsmith (zargar) in the Isfahan bazaar, was a poet of renown 
who wrote in both Arabic and Persian. Although somewhat overshadowed by the 
fame of his son, the poet Kamāl al-Dı̄n Ismāʿil Iṣfahānı̄ (d. c. 1237), Jamāl al-Dı̄n, 
whose own father may also have been a goldsmith, gave thanks to God in his 
own poems for his knowledge of the crafts that earned him subsistence. He also 
thanked the fingers that enabled him to practice those crafts, denoting himself 
their grateful hanger-on.41

The craft of building appears less frequently than metalworking or jewelry as an 
analogue for poetic practice, but architectural structure is repeatedly used as a 
schema for formal poetic structure. Bayt can mean both “house” and “verse”; 
misrāʿ, a single panel of a double door and a hemistich; and watad, a tent-peg 
and a metrical foot.42 Moreover, the analogy of architectural practice is 
sometimes sustained in much greater depth: a famous instance from Persian 
poetry is a well-known qaṣı̄da (ode) of Nāṣir-i Khusraw (d. 1070s) that likens the 
poem itself to a palace with foundations, gardens, gates, and variegated 
spaces.43 The conceit was carried even further by the Karaite-Jewish poet Moses 
Darʿı̄, writing in Egypt in the twelfth century, who employed the paradigm of 
defensive architecture as a “metaphorical construct state” from which to defend 
his chosen genre, badı̄ʿ (literally “novel”)-style poetry:

A tower of poetry with closed gates through
which most creatures are unable to pass
in which there are poetical treasures worth more
than Ophir gold and Shamir pieces
and the most precious of all rhetorical figures, as well as
troves with the most desired and preferred rhymes;
in its rooms there are hoards with the most powerful themes,
as [much as] the shining stars.44

Julie Scott Meisami suggests that the architectural metaphor, and indeed all 
metaphors of craft encountered in the medieval Arabo-Persian literary tradition, 
stem from “a perception of a poem as an ordered entity based upon principles of 
design.”45 While the imposition of order is undoubtedly a significant concern, 
Meisami’s emphasis on the concept of “design,” which in modern usage normally 
denotes a discrete stage of planning preceding manufacture, possibly 
understates the role of process within the acts of both verbal and material 
creation.46

 (p.150) That process is a major component of the craft metaphors for poetic 
production, including the metaphor of building, can be seen in a passage from 
the great literary theorist al-Jurjānı̄ (d. 1078 or later), part of which is also 
quoted by Meisami. “One must shape the whole sentence in one’s mind; one 
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should be like a builder who puts something here with his right hand and at the 
same instant something there with his left. Indeed, as soon as he spots the place 
for a third part and a fourth [part], he puts them down after the first two.”47 

While confirming the cerebral nature of the activity, Jurjānı̄’s analogy is a 
processual one in which literary creation is likened to the thinking hand of the 
builder, as he shapes architectural space in response to both his evolving 
intentions and the immediate requirements of his materials. Design is thus “fully 
embedded in the generative processes of making.”48 Jurjānı̄’s work will be 
discussed further in this chapter; at this stage, it suffices to mention that in 
addition to the analogy with building, his theories of poetic construction also 
repeatedly employ the metaphor of casting gold and silver.49

As a coda to this overview of the sumptuary and constructed arts as literary 
analogies, I add only that material metaphors of poetry do not pertain solely to 
the author’s act of crafting the poem or work of literature, but also to its 
reception. The Arabic word naqd can be translated to mean criticism but also 
denotes the activity of the assayer who distinguishes good currency from 
counterfeit.50

The penetration of all of these manual craft metaphors into Arabic and Persian 
literary and poetic theory, and the recurring etymological linkage of terms 
between the two spheres, speaks of more than just cross-pollination or 
conceptual drift between disparate modes of creativity. It articulates a mutually 
constitutive field of the visual, verbal, and plastic arts, wherein material 
analogues for literary theories, poetic forms, and figures of speech are not mere 
scholarly conceits but reflections of a thinking hand inseparable from other 
aspects of the intellect. The phenomenon flows from objects to language and 
vice versa, and argues for the utility of literary lenses in the apprehension of 
material artifacts, particularly the subjects of this book with their self-conscious 
merging of the form of one thing—a building—with that of another—an object of 
use. Specifically, it can be linked to new intellectual currents in ninth- and tenth- 
century Arabic literature that emanated from the center of the Islamic world, 
Baghdad, and most notably the emerging bad̄ʿ style of poetry.51 Before going 
further with literary models, however, the next parts of this chapter will 
illuminate the material side of the equation by laying out a group of 
“metaphorical objects” created in the early Islamic eastern Mediterranean. 
Careful consideration will be given to their material specificities and attendant 
issues such as provenance, recognizing their autonomy as manufactured 
products operating within a particular milieu, before considering their impact as 
material metaphors.

 (p.151) Metal, Stone, and Smoke
In a remarkable simile that unites architecture with metalworking and poetry, 
the ninth-century litterateur al-Jāḥiẓ described the palace-city of Baghdad as 
seeming to have been poured into a mold and cast.52 The metaphor of 
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metalcasting, employed elsewhere by the same author in praise of seamless 
poetic creation, in this instance was deployed to express admiration for one of 
the greatest architectural constructions of the early Islamic world. In Jāḥiẓ’s 
image, the unity of the palatial complex is implicitly contrasted with the 
bricolage of other forms of urban fabric, the round city’s physical presence and 
visual impact seeming so flawless as to align it with the materials and 
techniques of metallurgy rather than architectural construction. Symbolic 
aspects of metal’s protean transformation from unrefined ore to liquid and then 
to solid artifact were discussed in Chapter 1; here, these gain further 
supernatural dimensions when the imagined end product is not a small thing but 
a city. Scale is a major component of the wonder evoked by the image. 
Significantly, the tale of the City of Brass in the Thousand and One Nights and its 
various antecedents, with their many references to the scriptural Solomon, 
employ the same analogy of the cast-metal city to emphasize the impenetrable 
appearance of the magical stronghold.53

This early Arabic textual topos of the cast-metal city or palace finds an intriguing 
material counterpart in a small group of cast copper-alloy incense burners, 
attributable to Egypt or more generally the eastern Mediterranean lands, of the 
eighth, ninth, or possibly tenth century. The most famous of these is, 
indisputably, the spectacular example now in the Freer Collection (Fig. 4.3).54 

While the Freer incense burner and its small group of cognates are clearly not 
intended to evoke the image of Baghdad or the mythical City of Brass, their 
miniaturization of monumental form via the medium of cast metal and 
simultaneous merging of architectural schema with portable, handheld 
container, access some of the same cultural currents of wonder, transformation, 
and metaphor that were employed in the rhetorical image of the city formed 
from molten metal. The potential for literary metaphor to serve as a kind of key 
to the Freer incense burner has been suggested in a recent article by Metzada 
Gelber and this idea will be further explored, after some considerations of 
attribution, specificity, and meaning.55

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-2#
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#oso-9780190695910-chapter-5-figureGroup-85
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Figure 4.3  Incense burner, Egypt or 
Eastern Mediterranean, eighth or ninth 
century. Cast copper alloy. Height 31.5 
cm. Freer Gallery of Art and Arthur M. 
Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, DC, F1952.1.

Perfuming spaces, things, and 
bodies with incense and solid 
and liquid scents was an 
integral part of life in the 
premodern Islamic world.56 

Liturgical and ritual uses of 
incense were absorbed from 
various pre-Islamic Arabian, 
Jewish, and Christian practices 
and quickly became established 
in the early Islamic milieu.57 

Scented smoke was also 
perceived as an essential 
component of funerary 
practices. In one example, a 
report from Thaʿālibı̄ (d. 1039) 
tells of the search for an 
incense burner “in which a few 
pieces of fragrant ambergris 
could be burnt” during 
preparation of a corpse for 
burial: when nothing more 
elaborate could be found, a 
simple  (p.152) earthenware 
bowl was brought for the 
purpose. And yet, when the time 
came to execute the dead man’s 
inheritance, it included “thousands of gold incense burners” (ʾalūf min majāmar 
al-dhahab).58 Even allowing for obvious hyperbole, Thaʿālibı̄’s tale suggests that 
luxurious metalwork incense burners were a customary item in elite inventories, 
just as incense burners in the cheaper media of unglazed ceramic and softstone 
were also in extremely wide domestic use.59 Many descriptions of formal 
banquets and parties mention the domestic use of scent, including incense, and 
woe betide those who failed to comprehend the tacit codes that dictated what 
was for shared use and what was intended as an individual gift, and tried to 
make off with the incense burner that their host had presented for the use of his 
guests.60
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Figure 4.4  Incense burner, excavated 
from an Umayyad-era house in the citadel 
at Amman, Jordan, in 1949. Cast copper 
alloy with engraved and punched 
decoration. Height 11.5 cm. Amman, 
Jordan Archaeological Museum, 
Department of Antiquities, J.1660.

For all of these reasons, 
portable incense burners 
(Arabic majmar, mabkhara, or 

mibkhara; Persian ʿūd-sūz) were 
in very wide use across the 
Islamic world, from Spain to 
Central Asia.61

Conceptualizing an incense 
burner as a monument was a 
practice with long roots in the 
eastern Mediterranean world. 
Two objects, both excavated 
from eighth-century levels on 
the Amman citadel in Jordan, 
represent two distinct pathways 
for  (p.153) this practice in the 
early Islamic period.62 The first 
of these, a cast bronze example, 
is cylindrical in form, with a 
long ram-headed handle and three bracketed feet, as well as loops for 
suspension projecting from the upper surface of the body section (Fig. 4.4). The 
last feature strongly supports the hypothesis that the handle, which is different 
in color from the rest of the burner, is a later addition. The hinged lid of the 
burner is formed from an open arcade of semi-circular arches sprung from 
footed columns, topped by a conical lid, and the effect is of a diminutive 
ciborium.

Without the later addition of the handle, the body of the Amman burner can be 
directly related to a type of architectonic suspended censer, created with or 
without supporting feet, known from examples found around the 
Mediterranean.63 A similar structure surmounts a cast copper-alloy hanging 
lamp in the form of a fully modeled, sandaled human foot, attributed to fifth- 
century Syria (Fig. 4.5).64 The paratactical combination of elements seen on the 
latter, which is only one example of a more widespread type, is quite typical of 
Late Antique plastic arts and indicates a comfort with the combination of 
ontologically distinct components that is also reflected in the Freer incense 
burner.65 In northern Europe, the type would eventually generate a highly 
complex form of medieval hanging censer that reproduces in miniature the 
mansions of the heavenly Jerusalem as described in the biblical book of 
Revelation.66 The ex-post-facto addition of the handle to the Amman piece, 
however, abruptly shifts it into what is normally treated as a separate category 
of incense burner: the domed, handled type with three feet. This form would 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#oso-9780190695910-chapter-5-figureGroup-86
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#oso-9780190695910-chapter-5-figureGroup-87
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Figure 4.5  Hanging lamp, Eastern 
Mediterranean, probably fifth century. 
Cast copper alloy. Height 12.9 cm. New 
York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
62.101.1.

come to be the model par excellence for luxurious incense burners in the late 
medieval peak of Islamic inlaid metalwork.67

 (p.154)

The particular form of the 
domed, handled incense burner 
mounted on three or four feet, 
which is the type under 
consideration here, has been 
traced in the western Islamic 
world to Late Antique sources 
common to Coptic and 
Byzantine production. The 
appearance of the same type as 
far east in the early Islamic 
world as Khurasan was pointed 
out by Ernst Kühnel and 
subsequently explored by 
Mehmet Aga-Oglu, Assadullah 
Souren Melikian-Chirvani, Eva 
Baer, and James Allan.68 A 
convincing route map for the 
transmission of the form across 
the Islamic world has thus far evaded scholars, suggesting that art historical 
preoccupations with origins could be profitably augmented with other 
approaches when it comes to this highly portable and largely quotidian material. 
For example, Eva Hoffman has shown that identity and meaning among the 
portable court arts of the medieval Mediterranean were often enacted through 
“circulation and networks of connection rather than through singular sources of 
origin or singular identification.”69 However, unlike Hoffman’s subjects, the 
identification of one incense burner with another as a “type” is predicated on 
rather more basic characteristics than the complex iconographies that link court 
arts together. The defining features of the handled, domed incense burner are 
essentially affordances that relate to use, rather than representing solely 
aesthetic choices.70 Metal incense burners are mounted on feet and have 
handles because they get very hot when in use. Meanwhile, in the ancient world, 
cylindrical or dish-shaped incense burners, often with domed lids that protected 
burning substances (and users) while allowing enough air circulation for  (p. 
155) combustion, were used all around the ancient Mediterranean and across 
Eurasia.71 It is possible that the particular combination of affordances found on 
the domed, handled type of incense burner could have arisen independently in 
multiple locations.
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Figure 4.6  Incense burner, Khurasan, 
eleventh or twelfth century. Cast copper 

There is, on the other hand, one nonfunctional element that suggests a common 
thread might run through the medieval Islamic corpus of tabletop incense 
burners. This is the adornment of the domed tops of incense burners with 
modeled figures of birds. Bird finials appear on a number of eastern 
Mediterranean examples from the Late Antique period and first centuries of 
Islam, including both the handled type and the suspended censer.72 These avian 
guardians seem to have become a fixed element within the concept of the 
incense burner, and can also be seen in the Islamic east in the medieval period. 
A handled, domed incense burner of uncertain but probably early date with 
three legs and a bird finial was excavated at Bishapur in Iran,73 and the 
“hooded” incense burners uniquely associated with tenth- to early thirteenth- 
century Khurasan are very frequently surmounted by bird finials (Fig. 4.6).74 

That the practice of surmounting incense burners with bird finials was 
widespread in the Iranian lands by the medieval period is evident not only from 
the surviving artifacts but also from a marketplace regulation of Ghazālı̄: “The 
tops of incense burners [ruʾus al-majāmir] are sometimes in the shape of a bird 
[ʿalā shakl ṭayr], but this is unlawful.”75 Thus the bird finial provides an 
iconographic clue that might eventually help clarify the Late Antique and early 
Islamic-era vectors of transmission responsible for moving portable objects, and 
ideas about portable objects, across the Middle East—but a comprehensive 
study of all the relevant material evidence is definitely outside the scope of this 
book.

To return from zoomorphic to 
architectural forms: the other 
line of precedence for 
architectural incense burners in 
the early Islamic context comes 
from stonecarved forms. A 
second Umayyad-era artifact, 
also excavated from the Amman 
citadel and assumed to be an 
incense burner, presents a 
strikingly coherent instance of 
the stone receptacle as 
monument (Fig. 4.7).76 It has 
been carved from a single block 
of basalt—a stone not local to 
Amman and probably brought 
south from Hawran or Bosra—in 
the form of an open four-sided 
structure with four double- 
arched entrances, engaged 
corner columns with capitals 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#oso-9780190695910-chapter-5-figureGroup-88
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alloy with engraved and inlaid decoration. 
Paris, Musée du Louvre, MAO 762.

Figure 4.7  Incense burner (?), excavated 
from an Umayyad-era house (eighth 
century) in the citadel at Amman, Jordan 
in 1949. Carved basalt. Height 21 cm. 
Amman, Jordan Archaeological Museum, 
Department of Antiquities, J.1663.

and stylobates, stepped corner 
merlons, and a domed roof with 
four further arched openings.

Recent scholarship has linked 
the Amman piece with an 
earlier tradition of architectonic 
stone incense burners from the 
Arabian peninsula, although the 
latter are not normally quite so 
overt in their invocation of 
architectural forms. They 
construct an oblique kind of 
architectural allusion through 
rectangular recessions and low- 
relief crenellations on a 
cuboidal form, as seen on an 
example from Yemen (Fig. 
4.8).77 A different sort of 
parallel for the Amman find can 
be found in a remarkable 
carved limestone container now 
in the Princeton University Art 
Museum and thought to 
originate from sixth- or seventh- 
century Syria (Fig. 4.9). The 
dimensions of this object are 
virtually identical with those of the Amman basalt  (p.156) piece, and the 
Princeton container follows a similar architectural conceit with four corner 
columns and a large arched opening on each of its four faces. However, where 
the Amman find is open through from one side to the other, the Princeton 
container has a central walled section accessible only from the top, and is 
decorated on one face with the relief-carved image of a closed doorway. It is 
quite possible that a domed lid would have completed the object originally, 
furthering the comparison with funerary or shrine architecture and also with the 
domed form of the Amman object.78 The inscribed crosses that decorate the 
spandrels of one face of the Princeton object—conjectured to have functioned as 
a reliquary—may be original or may be a later addition endowing or confirming a 
Christian identity.

While there is much that remains speculative in the interpretation of these 
objects, the interplay of forms and ideas between the Princeton container and 

 (p.157) the Amman basalt artifact speaks of a larger cultural current of 
eastern Mediterranean objects that mimicked central-plan architectural forms 
and undoubtedly operated across the religio-ethnic categories into which such 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#oso-9780190695910-chapter-5-figureGroup-90
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#oso-9780190695910-chapter-5-figureGroup-91
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Figure 4.8  Incense burner, excavated at 
Timna in southern Arabia. Early first 
century. Carved limestone. Freer Gallery 
of Art and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC, 
S2013.2.240.

objects are now divided. Regardless of how they were originally used, these 
objects attest to the colossal cultural significance that was accorded to certain 
forms of architecture, particularly the central-planned domed building, in the 
Late Antique Mediterranean world. They were created within a landscape 
scattered with martyria, ciboria, and aediculae, against the backdrop of a 
monumental tradition that gave rise to the first great building of the new faith, 
the Dome of the Rock.79
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Figure 4.9  Container (reliquary?), 
Eastern Mediterranean, sixth or seventh 
century. Carved limestone. Height 20.7 
cm. Princeton University Art Museum, 
2003–88.

Mobile Monuments
Within a mobile network of 
manufactured goods that 
confound precise taxonomic 
genealogies and attest to a 
“shared culture of objects,” it is 
no simple matter to locate an 
object like the Freer incense 
burner in cultural context.80 

The piece has long been 
attributed, with good reason, to 
eighth- or ninth-century Egypt— 

although an argument for 
Iranian production has also 
been made. The basis for the 
Egyptian attribution is the 
undeniable similarity between 
certain stylistic and technical 
elements of the Freer burner 
and those of other cast 
openwork domed burners of 
copper alloy, attributed to 
Coptic Egypt. Recent research 
and new archaeological data 
have suggested that a more general attribution to the early Islamic eastern 
Mediterranean area may be more appropriate for some of the latter.81 On the 
Freer burner, the standing eagles with outspread wings that once adorned all of 
the domes, the scrolling vegetal forms of the openwork, the lion masks, and the 
handle that terminates in the bust of a ram are all very closely aligned with 
those of a number of incense burners that can be attributed with confidence to 
the eastern Mediterranean context.82

 (p.158)
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Figure 4.10  Cast copper alloy incense 
burner, reportedly found at Ahnas, Egypt. 
Egypt or Eastern Mediterranean, eighth 
or ninth century. Height 27 cm. Cairo, 
Coptic Museum, 5205.

Adding to the case for Egyptian 
manufacture, the closest known 
analogue for the Freer piece is 
a smaller cast copper alloy 
incense burner in the Coptic 
Museum in Cairo. It was 
reportedly found at Ahnas, a 
site in Middle Egypt, and has 
been attributed to the eighth, 
ninth, or tenth century (Fig. 
4.10).83 Both the Coptic 
Museum and the Freer burners 
were made in three parts, with 
handle, footed lower body, and 
upper body each apparently 
cast as a single piece. There are 
minor differences: the Coptic 
Museum piece has four semi- 
domes rather than near- 
complete corner domes like 
those seen on the Freer burner, 
probably an outcome of 
crowding the quincunx model 
into a smaller surface area. The 
eagles of the Coptic Museum 
burner have folded rather than 
outspread wings, the openwork 
decoration on the body section 
is vegetal rather than 
geometric, and there are hares 
rather than lions on the supporting feet. However, these do not detract from the 
striking overall formal and conceptual similarities between this piece and the 
Freer burner. The upper sections of each are quite breathtaking in their 
complexity and push the technique of casting to its limits, creating forms that 
are spatially complex both outside and inside. A simpler version of the form, a 
cuboid surmounted by one dome with a radial floral finial supporting a bird, can 
also be seen on another example in the Coptic Museum, but the poor condition 
of the piece obscures most of its decorative detail.84

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#oso-9780190695910-chapter-5-figureGroup-92
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Figure 4.11  Incense burner, Egypt or 
Eastern Mediterranean, eighth or ninth 
century. Cast copper alloy. Paris, Musée 
du Louvre, E 11707.

An equally emphatic 
relationship with architecture, 
constituted in a completely 
different way, can occasionally 
be seen on other cast incense 
burners from the eastern 
Mediterranean context that also 
bear the impress of Late 
Antique artistic production. This 
is particularly evident in Fig. 
4.11, with its openwork design 
of arcades filled with scrolling 
vegetation, and its paratactical 
employment of three- 
dimensional aediculae as feet 
and finial.85

 (p.159) A further incense 
burner can be formally linked 
with the Freer and Coptic 
Museum burners. This is an 
even larger example (34.5 cm. 
high to the Freer piece’s 31.5 
cm.), uncovered in a Swedish 
forest close to the Baltic coast 
in 1943 (Fig. 4.12). In the same 
cache were three sets of undecorated tongs, presumably for use with the burner, 
and a fragment of another copper-alloy vessel. The find thus provides the 
unusual and satisfying spectacle of a medieval object of high craftsmanship 
discovered complete with its attendant accessories. The footed, handled incense 
burner has a large central dome, topped by a radial floral finial and mounted 
upon a cuboidal body. It is without corner domes but has a parapet of stepped 
merlons similar to, albeit larger than, those seen on the Freer and Coptic 
Museum examples, and the parapet retains two of its four small corner 
projections of “pomegranate” form. The body of the Swedish burner appears to 
be piece cast, with openwork decoration and surface engraving. From 
photographs it looks as if the parapet was made separately, possibly cut from 
sheet metal, and fixed to the lid section. The piece is now held in Gävle County 
Museum, along with the other objects in the find.

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#oso-9780190695910-chapter-5-figureGroup-93
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#oso-9780190695910-chapter-5-figureGroup-94
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Figure 4.12  Incense burner, found at 
Gästrikland, Sweden, in 1943. Cast 
copper alloy with engraved decoration. 
Height 34.5 cm. Gävle County Museum, 
9699.

Where the Freer and Coptic 
Museum incense burners can be 
securely attributed to Egypt, 
the Gävle incense burner has 
been attributed tentatively but 
persistently to eighth- or ninth- 
century Iran.86 Karin Adahl 
published the most detailed 
study of this object in 1990 and 
concluded from stylistic 
analysis and the well- 
documented Viking connections 
between Sweden and the 
eastern Islamic world up to the 
early  (p.160) eleventh century 
that the incense burner should 
be attributed to Iran, possibly 
Khurasan, no later than the end 
of the ninth century.87 She did 
however suggest in an earlier 
publication that an eastern 
Mediterranean origin was also 
possible.88 The attribution of the Gävle incense burner to Iran presents us with a 
puzzle. The Gävle burner and the Freer and Coptic Museum examples are 
suggested to have been made in artistically distinct contexts perhaps two 
thousand miles apart. Yet, while they differ on details of ornament, openwork, 
and architectural design, they are closely related in form, dimensions, 
proportions, execution, and overall conception.

Debates over Iranian or eastern Mediterranean origins for the Gävle burner and 
even the Freer piece expose the precariously speculative foundations upon 
which much of the medieval metalwork corpus rests. In addition to their 
inherent portability, which has taken them to findspots as far from their original 
places of manufacture as Sweden, only a relatively small proportion of the 
handled incense burners currently in museums and private collections appeared 
through documented excavation from confirmed sites. This makes attribution an 
exceedingly tricky business, and the collosal distance between the two proposed 
sites of manufacture for the Gävle burner—the eastern Mediterranean and 
greater Iran—shows how much is up for debate within this world of ambulatory 
artifacts.

As indicated above, debates about attribution have not been limited to the Gävle 
incense burner. Eva Baer seems to have been the first to suggest a possible  (p. 
161)  (p.162) Iranian attribution for the Freer burner.89 When Adahl 
subsequently proposed an Iranian attribution for the Gävle burner, she also 
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noted that this raised questions about the origins of the Freer example. The 
relocation of the Freer burner to Iran was argued more forcefully by Géza 
Fehérvári as part of the case for a later example of related form that he believed 
to originate from eleventh- or early twelfth-century Ghazni, and he linked the 
forms of both objects to stupa architecture. However, the peculiar appearance of 
the later incense burner raises a number of questions that cannot be answered 
here.90 Overall, the evidence for attributing the Freer burner to Iran is slim, and 
the overwhelming similarity between many of the decorative elements on the 
Freer and Coptic Museum burners and those found on other verifiably eastern 
Mediterranean examples leaves little doubt that the Freer burner hails from an 
eastern Mediterranean context.

Where does this leave the Gävle burner? It is not impossible that the idea of an 
incense burner as domed monument arose independently in two different 
locations, or that a now-lost corpus of similar objects was once in motion across 
the Islamic world of the eighth or ninth century. However, I will argue that the 
Gävle burner should probably be relocated to an eastern Mediterranean context, 
or, at least, not further east than the Jazira—while also considering why, beyond 
the basic questions of taxonomy, this matters.

Some ninth-century coins from Damascus and many more from Baghdad made 
their way to Sweden, and while the former probably represent the common 
monetary stock rather than direct trade contacts, there is certainly evidence of 
Viking trade connections with Baghdad.91 It is not impossible that an incense 
burner could have traveled by similar routes. There are also a number of stylistic 
factors that suggest the Gävle burner was manufactured in a region closer to the 
metalworking centers of the eastern Mediterranean. First, while the drop-ended 
radial calyx finial of the Gävle burner has been cited as evidence of eastern 
origins, there is no obvious reason that it has to be so. I have not found a precise 
match for the form of the Gävle burner’s finial in eastern or western Islamic 
metalwork, but similar drop-ended projections on radial vegetal elements can be 
seen on a number of cast bronzes attributed to the eastern Mediterranean and 
Islamic Spain.92 At the same time, open, disc-like floral or radial finials, along 
with radial petaled forms on the crowns of the domes, are found on so many 
eastern Mediterranean domed burners that they can be considered part of the 
standard form. Similar radial floral forms appear on the spouts of some Coptic 
Egyptian oil lamps in bronze.93 Architectural domes topped with open, disc- 
shaped collared finials can also be found in the “cityscape” of an eastern 
Mediterranean carved ivory plaque dated to the seventh or eighth century, 
suggesting that the disc-like or radial finial was a standard form in architectural 
representations of this milieu.94

Most distinctive on the Gävle burner is the palmette openwork that covers the 
body and the dome. The flat, regular, and rather textile-like qualities of the Gävle 
burner’s openwork are quite different from the deeper, more fluid  (p.163) 
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Figure 4.13  Capital, reportedly from 
Raqqa, Syria, probably ninth century. 
Carved alabaster. Height 27 cm. Berlin, 
Museum für Islamische Kunst, I.2195.

openwork designs seen on the Coptic burner or the domes of the Freer burner, 
but this is not necessarily evidence that the Gävle burner hails from a tradition 
thousands of miles further east. The acanthus design of the openwork body of 
the Gävle burner has been compared with late Sasanian architectural decoration 
in stucco, which it does indeed resemble,95 but it is different from openwork 
designs found in Khurasan metalwork. The latter typically follow a modified 
version of the Sasanian palmette rather than exactly copying the forms found in 
architectural decoration.96 Exchanges between the Sasanian and Roman 
empires in the sixth and seventh centuries led to circulation of “Sasanianizing” 
ornament, including symmetrical palmette designs, in the architectural 
decoration of the Roman territories, where the symmetrical palmette went on to 
appear in early Islamic contexts like the stucco decoration of some of the 
Umayyad “desert palaces,” as well as in the applied arts.97 Further examples of 
architectural decoration from early Islamic Syria, such as an alabaster capital 
reportedly from ninth-century Raqqa, present useful forms for comparison with 
the openwork of the Gävle burner, and raise the possibility of a Jaziran 
connection for this highly regularized palmette patterning (Fig. 4.13).98

Architectural decoration has the 
important benefit of 
(sometimes) remaining in situ 
and thereby providing a secure 
point of comparison for motifs 
that moved  (p.164) around via 
the portable arts, but individual 
motifs change when they are 
transferred from one medium to 
another. It is always preferable 
to compare like with like, 
metalwork with metalwork, 
wherever possible. I have so far 
found one instance of the same 
or very similar acanthus-type 
openwork in cast metalwork 
objects. It appears on an 
incense burner now in the 
Khalili Collection and attributed speculatively by Michael Rogers to eighth- or 
ninth-century Syria (Fig. 4.14). In addition to similarities between the drop- 
ended, petaled finials of both, the register of openwork acanthus-type palmette 
designs on the “drum” of the Khalili Collection piece is almost identical with that 
on the Gävle burner. Below, the lower body of the Khalili Collection burner is 
made up of two bands of openwork ornament that evoke architectural 
constructs: a highly stylized arcade runs below, and above it a band of stepped 
merlons projects upward and alternates with inverted triangular inserts that 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#oso-9780190695910-chapter-5-figureGroup-95
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#oso-9780190695910-chapter-5-figureGroup-96
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Figure 4.14  Incense burner, eastern 
Mediterranean, eighth or ninth century. 
Cast copper alloy. Height 26.6 cm. 
London, Nasser D. Khalili Collection of 
Islamic Art, acc. no. MTW 1044.

point down from the band above.99 The stepped merlon is a particularly potent 
motif, with connotations of Sasanian architectural traditions: the stepped 
merlons on the Gävle and Freer burners have been presented as part of the 
argument for Iranian origins.100 However, they reflect a form that, while drawn 
from Sasanian architectural traditions, was in fact in wide circulation in the 
eastern Mediterranean by the Umayyad period.101 The eighth-century palace 
known as Khirbat al-Mafjar or Hisham’s Palace, near Jericho in Palestine, 
furnishes direct  (p.165) parallels in carved stone and plaster for the stepped 
merlons of all three of the incense burners, and other examples of the form 
could be cited.102 Furthermore, stepped merlons can be found not only in the 
early and medieval architecture of the Islamic Mediterranean but also on a 
group of early medieval bronze candlesticks of architectonic form solidly 
attributed to al-Andalus and dated probably to the ninth, tenth, or eleventh 
century.103 They also appear on the four corners of the basalt incense burner 
excavated from the Amman citadel (Fig. 4.7). Evidently the form, while perhaps 
still carrying exotic connotations, was in significant use in the Islamic West by 
the medieval period.

There is a further piece of 
architectural comparanda 
furnished by Khirbat al-Mafjar 
that has significant bearing on 
the questions of provenance 
and similitude surrounding the 
Gävle, Freer, and Coptic 
Museum incense burners. 
However, before discussing that 
artifact, I wish to consider the 
problems raised by attempts to 
use extant buildings as a means 
of locating archimorphic objects 
in time and space.

Fueled by questions of 
geographical provenance, the 
comparison of the Freer and 
Gävle incense burners with 
extant buildings has to date 
been largely unproductive. In 
an eastern Mediterranean context, the obvious architectural point of comparison 
that would provide the arrangement of domes seen on the Freer and Coptic 
Museum burners is the Middle Byzantine five-domed church type, which 
seemingly came into existence with the completion of the now-lost church of Nea 
Ekklesia at Constantinople in 880.104 The canon of Islamic art history furnishes 
an obvious monument of domed cube form for comparison from the eastern 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#oso-9780190695910-chapter-5-figureGroup-89
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Islamic world, the so-called Tomb of the Samanids, Bukhara (tenth century), 
which the proponents of an eastern origin for some of the domed burners have 
foregrounded in their arguments. This building is demonstrably descended from 
the Iranian model of the Zoroastrian chahār ṭāq (“four arches”) fire temple, a 
type that is in turn proposed to have developed out of Roman architectural 
forms.105 The idea of an incense burner that recalls a fire temple has obvious 
appeal, but without a definitive case for the Khurasanian origin of the Gävle 
burner there is no need to infer that the domed burners and the Tomb of the 
Samanids have any connection with each other.

Ultimately, the problem with all such comparisons is that they presuppose a 
direct referential relationship between object and building. To counter this 
emphasis on mimetic referentiality, Gelber has argued that the forms of the 
Freer burner and other domed incense burners should be understood as 
universalizing in their approach to architecture because “they do not display 
specific stylistic features” and are without direct reference to real-world 
monuments.106 It is certainly true that trying to project individual extant 
buildings onto the incense burners, or vice versa, is a dead end: the lens of 
mimetic referentiality is not a productive one for these objects any more than it 
was for the inkwells of Chapter 3. However, the architectural specificity and 
spatial complexity of the Freer, Coptic Museum, and Gävle incense burners 
marks them out within the much larger corpus of domed burners, and this much 
can be recognized without either reducing them to failures  (p.166) of mimesis 
or retreating into universalisms. The mounting of a large central dome atop a 
cuboid edged around with stepped merlons (in combination with four smaller 
corner domes in the case of both the Coptic Museum and Freer burners), is both 
complex and coherent enough in all three instances to constitute quite a 
pronounced emulation of a particular architectural schema, even when 
combined with the non-architectural features of handle and zoomorphic feet. 
There is no possibility of failing to understand these objects as allusions to built 
structures. In particular, the proportions of monumentality are thoroughly 
articulated, in spite of the tremendous reduction in scale.

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-4#
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Figure 4.15  Carved marble “cupola” 
found at Khirbat al-Mafjar, Palestinian 
territories. Eighth century. Dimensions 
unknown, Hisham’s Palace Museum.

If extant architecture is not a 
productive lens for the burners, 
what is? Esin Atıl has suggested 
that a now-lost Christian 
architectural type was probably 
the model for the Freer incense 
burner, either directly or— 

tellingly—through the 
intermediary of other works of 
the plastic arts.107 The Late 
Antique redescription of domed 
architectural forms across a 
scalar spectrum, from 
monuments to ciboria and 
baldachins to portable arts, 
seems to provide the most 
productive avenue of enquiry, 
and the Umayyads inherited a 
rich tradition of such 
structures. Of particular 
relevance to this argument, and 
especially for the attribution of 
the Gävle burner, is an aedicule 
executed in carved stone that 
was excavated from the ruins of 
the audience hall at Khirbat al- 
Mafjar (Fig. 4.15). The 
archaeologist Robert Hamilton 

 (p.167) believed it to have 
functioned as a cupola on top of the brick dome of the diwan space, although 
there is little evidence for such a configuration and it is much more likely that 
the object originally stood on the ground.108

The structure, which appears to be little more than three feet high, has been 
reconstructed but was carved from sandstone and decorated with paint and 
plaster. A dome of slightly pointed and elongated hemispherical form is mounted 
on a cuboidal plinth. The latter sits on four corner brackets formed from the 
spandrels of semi-circular arches on each of its four faces, and is decorated with 
a horizontal frieze of relief-carved stepped merlons above foliate decoration in 
the spandrels. Supporting the plinth are four capitals with vegetal designs, 
beneath which four short barley-sugar columns have been mounted on simple 
cuboidal bases. The proportions of the dome and plinth, and in particular the 
frieze of stepped merlons that delineates a virtual parapet around the dome, 
provide an important point of comparison for the Gävle incense burner in 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#oso-9780190695910-chapter-5-figureGroup-97
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particular. The Sasanian line of descent evident in its decoration was cause for 
Melikian-Chirvani to link the structure speculatively with the form of Iranian fire 
temples.109 While the “Iranian” elements are indeed striking, the object 
participates directly in the broader tradition of Late Antique Mediterranean 
ciboria.110

The Khirbat aedicule is only one happenstance survival of a larger tradition of 
intermediary structures of domed form in the early Islamic eastern 
Mediterranean—as the Amman burner and possibly also the Princeton container 
also attest. I have been unable to find any early ediculae, ciboria, or containers 
with five domes, but it is certainly possible that the Freer and Coptic Museum 
burners reflect other now-lost intermediary structures that once afforded space 
for experimentation with the quincunx arrangement that would come to crown 
Middle Byzantine church architecture.111 This may be a case where formal 
arrangements in the plastic arts have prefigured those of architecture. The three 
cast-metal incense burners and other objects discussed in this section are part of 
a multi-scale architectural spectrum of domed units in the Late Antique eastern 
Mediterranean and beyond, and attest to the penetration of that model into the 
portable arts—where it was not bound by the structural constraints of 
monumental architecture. While the idea of combining incense burners with 
architecture must have arisen in part from the paralleling of domed forms across 
different modes of making, the specifics of the individual designs were 
undoubtedly consciously chosen for their gravitas in a milieu where there was a 
long tradition of significant and sacred spaces demarcated by central-plan 
domed structures, both miniature and monumental. Against such a backdrop, 
questions of attribution—on which this section has lingered—are unlikely to be 
resolved with absolute precision, but viewing the incense burners through the 
lens of Late Antique spatial practices acknowledges their participation within a 
fluid and evolving vocabulary of forms demarcating sacred and significant 
spaces in the eastern Mediterranean and beyond. Whether liturgical or 
domestic,  (p.168) Christian or Islamic, their assimilation of a significant 
architectural form endows the incense burners with greater cultural weight.

The most striking aspects of the Freer, Coptic Museum, and Gävle incense 
burners are their unitary nature as objects and the resulting vividness of their 
immediate visual and spatial impact. Object and monument are fully merged into 
a self-contained unit that stresses its chosen architectural concept by 
foregrounding the formal unit of the dome and its relationship to the cuboidal 
structure that it crowns. At the same time, mimetic precision is not a driver, and 
elements of architectural fantasy, such as the exaggerated calyx finials, coexist 
with monumental forms of greatly reduced scale, zoomorphic feet, handles, and 
surface decoration containing little that is specific to architecture. In this 
respect, the incense burners under discussion embody two vital qualities of a 
particular kind of literary metaphor: immediacy and autonomy. They are not 
sustained descriptions of architecture to be traced through stages and 
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experienced through time, but totalizing units that impress themselves upon the 
beholder as vividly and instantaneously as a mental image.

In use, the incense burners would have been wreathed in smoke, partially 
dematerializing their forms. Therefore, the beholder’s apprehension of these 
objects would be directly affected by their role as generators of an emission— 

smoke—that is without substance but nonetheless affects vision. A later group of 
eastern Mediterranean lanterns share with the incense burners not only the 
form of the domed monument but also the function of housing another even 
more profoundly visually affective emission—light. I will now turn to these 
lanterns and the question of meaning that is raised by the recurring use of the 
domed form among all of these objects, before finally returning to the subject of 
metaphor.

Radiant Monuments
Architecture and metalwork were certainly not the only crafts in dialogue with 
each other in the medieval Islamic world. Many scholars have noted the 
reciprocal relationships that existed between the media of ceramics and 
metalwork, in pre-Mongol Iran and Central Asia in particular. The more 
expensive medium of metalwork is normally ascribed precedence, although, as 
Alison Gascoigne has recently noted, we should always look closely at such 
hierarchies to establish if they are really reflected across all forms.112 In turn, it 
has also been argued that some of the forms now surviving in bronze or brass 
were originally made in imitation of precious metal vessels that have not 
survived.113

A glazed ceramic container of 
domed form, attributed by 
Oliver Watson to thirteenth- 
century Syria and now in the al- 
Sabah Collection in Kuwait, 
exhibits several signs of 
borrowing from metalwork (Fig. 
4.16). The socket for a 
projecting handle, the four 
molded figures that act as 
elevating feet as well as 
providing scale, and the small 
piercings in the dome, would all 
make more structural sense  (p. 
169) in metal than they do in 
the medium of glazed 
ceramic.114 Compare, for 
example, the perforations, many of them rendered redundant in ceramic by 
clogging with glaze, and the incised strapwork design on the dome of Fig. 4.16, 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#oso-9780190695910-chapter-5-figureGroup-98
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Figure 4.16  Incense burner, Syria, 
probably thirteenth century. Molded and 
glazed stonepaste. Height 18 cm. Al- 
Sabah Collection, Kuwait, LNS 121 C.

with the “hood” of Fig. 4.6. The 
unmistakable form of a domed 
monument with a pointed finial 
that defines the ceramic burner 
was presumably also carried 
over from the tradition of cast- 
metal incense burners. The large arched opening cut into the wheel-thrown form 
of the al-Sabah piece seems to be a response to the problem of making a domed 
incense burner in a medium that does not allow for the creation of hinged and 
movable parts, and it connects the object with both the domed incense burners 
of metalwork traditions and a pair of domed ceramic lanterns (Figs. 4.17 and 

4.18). These last are also believed to have come from Syria, and have been 
linked with production at Raqqa in the late twelfth or early thirteenth 
century.115

The lantern in the Metropolitan Museum is better preserved and better known, 
and must have entered the international art market at some point prior to 1888, 
when it was sold as part of the collection of Albert Goupil (Fig. 4.17).116 The 
much-repaired lantern in the Dumbarton Oaks collection was acquired from  (p. 
170)  (p.171) the Beirut dealer Elie Bustros in 1950, who offered it to the 
collection as a “petit autel en céramique byzantine” or “tabernacle byzantin” 
reportedly found at Raqqa in 1950 and reconstructed from fragments (Fig. 
4.18).117 The identification with Christian practices appears to have been based 
on the pierced square crosses on the dome, but these are probably incidental 
decorative forms rather than markers of Christian identity.118 A third example of 
the type, looking heavily restored, was sold at auction in 1986.119

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-5#oso-9780190695910-chapter-5-figureGroup-88
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Figure 4.17  Lantern, Syria, probably 
Raqqa, late twelfth or early thirteenth 
century. Glazed stonepaste with cobalt 
underglaze and luster decoration. Height 
23.2 cm. New York, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 91.1.138.

The Metropolitan and the 
Dumbarton Oaks lanterns follow 
the same form very closely, and 
the two are clearly products of 
the same environment— 

probably even the same 
workshop. The profile is that of 
an elongated cuboid, with a 
large central dome and engaged 
corner columns surmounted by 
disks that once supported four 
corner projections around the 
dome: those on the Dumbarton 
Oaks example are missing, and 
at least some of the ones the 
Metropolitan Museum lantern 
seem to be replacements. Both 
of the lanterns have large, arch- 
shaped entrances cut into two 
facing walls, and four-petaled 
“rose windows” with smaller, 
interstitial circular perforations 
cut into the other two. The 
Metropolitan Museum lantern 
once had colored glass pieces 
on the inner face of the petaled 
“windows,” but these were 
subsequently removed as later additions. The projecting crowns of both domes 
have been broken off and lost, the Dumbarton Oaks example having received a 
modern replacement and the Metropolitan Museum piece formerly sporting a 
pierced replacement top complete with hanging chains. On the Dumbarton Oaks 
lantern, two rather crude birds of pinched and shaped clay face each other 
below the arched openings on two sides. Walls and floor of both have been 
constructed from slabs, while the domes appear to have been molded.
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Figure 4.18  Lantern, reportedly found at 
Raqqa in 1950. Glazed stonepaste with 
traces of luster decoration. Washington, 
DC, Dumbarton Oaks Collection, BZ 
1950.39.

Traces of designs in brown can 
still be seen on the heavily 
degraded surface of the 
Dumbarton Oaks lantern: 
enough is present on one of the 
open faces to show that it was 
originally decorated along very 
similar lines to the Metropolitan 
Museum example, with outlined 
spandrel panels and a scattered 
ground of curlicues. One 
fragment of the Dumbarton 
Oaks lantern also retains traces 
of what appears to be an 
inscription, but too little 
survives to guess the content; 
furthermore, given the state of 
the object, this could quite 
possibly be a sherd from 
another artifact used to fill a 
gap during reconstruction. The 
characteristic glassy, greenish 
glaze associated with Raqqa 
production has pooled thickly in 
the interior, covering the “floor” 
with a now irridesced and 
cracked surface of glaze several 
millimeters thick.

The monument type invoked by the ceramic lanterns is a domed cuboidal 
structure with corner projections. The form conveys a type rather than a specific 
monument and is directly identifiable with Islamic commemorative architecture 
as it had developed by the medieval period.120 Where the incense burners were 
too early to be placed unequivocally into the same tradition and have been 
shown to relate more closely to multilayered honorific currents in Late Antique 
art and architecture, the lanterns are products of a medieval Islamic landscape 
in which the central-plan domed monument was highly visible and had been fully 
assimilated  (p.172) into Muslim pious visitation and funerary practices.121 Its 
proliferation across Central Asia and the Middle East by the medieval period and 
its incorporation into popular religious practice meant that the type, from its 
grandest to its humblest incarnations, would have been familiar to audiences 
across the social spectrum, as would its meaning. The centrality of the dome to 
this architectural form, literally and figuratively, is reflected in the metonymical 
term by which it is frequently known: qubba or gunbadh, Arabic and Persian 
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words for “dome.”122 Evidence to suggest that the phenomenon was not limited 
to the eastern Mediterranean world comes from two surviving monument- 
shaped lamps in the Herat Museum, speculatively dated to the tenth to 
thirteenth centuries. Both are considerably squatter in form than the pieces 
associated with Raqqa, and they are made from slip-painted earthenware rather 
then glazed stonepaste, but the basic idea of a lantern made to look like a 
cuboidal building topped with a dome is unmistakable. The more elaborate of 
the two pieces in the Herat Museum is even decorated in its dome with cross- 
shaped incisions like those seen on the Dumbarton Oaks lantern.123

The visual trope of the domed or pyramid-roofed lantern as a building is also 
encountered in extant eastern Mediterranean metalwork. A striking instance of 
this is the gilt bronze lantern formerly in the Mevlevi Sufi lodge in Konya, 
central Turkey (Fig. 4.19). Its maker, Ḥ asan ibn ʿAlı̄, included his own name 
within its intricate pierced decoration. The wealth of fantastic decoration on the 
piece that draws from the pool of Anatolian Seljuq imagery—double-headed 
eagles, dragon- tailed lions, open-jawed serpents—suggests a date in the second 
half of the thirteenth century.124 Where the Syrian ceramic lanterns are formed 
of solid slab walls perforated by discrete arched apertures and rose-window-like 
piercings, the metalwork lantern is—by necessity—partially dissolved through 
openwork and hence much further removed from any sense of architectonic 
solidity. At the same time, however, the dissolution of surface with complex 
patterning carries its own connotations of textiles and tent architecture, often 
cited as inspirations for the development of central-plan funerary architecture in 
Central Asia and the Iranian plateau.125

 (p.173)
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Figure 4.19  Lantern, probably Konya, 
Turkey, 1250–1300. Cast copper alloy 
with gilding. Height 25 cm. Konya Müze 
Müdürlüğü, 400.

The Konya lantern’s planar 
construction from sheets of 
metal, riveted, soldered, and 
wired together, also precludes 
the possibility of a dome. The 
“roof” is instead pyramidal, 
while the body is an equilateral 
cuboid. In spatial terms the 
Konya lantern assumes one of 
the simplest enclosed forms 
possible, and indeed without 
the inclusion of an elaborate 
double door of cusped arch 
form on the front face there 
would not be much to prompt 
an architectural interpretation 
of the object.126 The floor is 
hinged and presumably when 
the lantern was being made 
ready for use it would have 
been the primary means of 
setting a lamp in the interior, 
although the door could also be 
used to access the inner space. 
The form of the door, therefore, 
is not solely an outgrowth of 
function but also a conscious 
artistic choice to exploit the 
proto-architectural aspect of the 
lantern’s form by mapping an architectural schema onto it.
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Figure 4.20  Lantern. Cast copper alloy. 
Height 29 cm. The Keir Collection on loan 
to the Dallas Museum of Art, K. 
1.2014.75.A-B.

The emphasis on the doorway of 
the metalwork lantern is 
continued in a number of later 
examples, including a unique 
six-sided brass lantern in the 
Keir Collection that has been 
variously attributed to twelfth- 
or thirteenth-century Anatolia, 
fourteenth-century North 
Africa, and Egypt (Fig. 4.20).127 

The Keir lantern is considerably 
more elaborate than the Konya 
piece, with ledges, finials, and 
lions for feet, and has been 
likened to a Seljuq-era kümbet, 
a polygonal or cylindrical tomb 
monument with a conical or 
pyramidal roof (Fig. 3.17).128 

Later, a number of openwork 
six-sided pyramidal brass 
mosque lamps that survive from 
Mamluk Egypt are adorned with 
domes and doors (Fig. 4.21).129 

The form of the Mamluk lamps, 
with walls set at a pronounced 
batter and varying degrees of 
rotundity seen on the individual 
domes, is architectonic without 
making reference to an identifiable type of building. The emphasis placed on the 
doorways in these examples becomes their most purposefully articulated 
connection with monumental architecture. Some are even fitted with tiny 
multifoil doorknockers in imitation of a well-known type of fitting found in 
Mamluk and post-Mamluk buildings (Fig. 4.22).130

As with the incense burners, attempts to establish a prehistory of the lantern 
formed as a radiant monument in the eastern Mediterranean lead in several 
directions. A second-century BCE earthenware lantern in the form of the 
Lighthouse of Alexandria attests to one impulse in this practice,131 while some 
so-called house shrines, earthenware structures in the form of little buildings 
from eastern Mediterranean sites, might also have functioned as lanterns.132 

Most striking is a remarkable polycandelon in the form of a basilica found near 
Chlef, Algeria (Fig. 4.23), and attributed to the fifth century CE.133 A spectacular 
work of cast bronze, the polycandelon demonstrates the remarkable 
dematerialization of structure that the portable arts can bring to bear on 
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Figure 4.21  Lantern, Egypt, possibly 
fourteenth or fifteenth century. Cast 
brass with openwork and engraving. 
London, Nasser D. Khalili Collection of 
Islamic Art, acc. no. MTW 0847.

architectural form: the dissolution of the outer aisles and narthex allows the 
viewer visual access to the miniature structure’s interior and the cathedra that 
occupies the apse.134 This unusual object attests to a correlation of light, 
spiritual symbolism, and architectural structure in Late Antique Christianity, but 
it is entirely distinct from the  (p.174) medieval Islamic lanterns in both its 
concern with typological precision, and its location of radiance in extensions 
from the building rather than the building itself.
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Figure 4.22  Detail of figure 4.21.

None of this earlier material, 
then, fully accounts for the 
particular versions of the 
radiant miniature monument 
created in the medieval Islamic 
sphere. By creating lanterns in 
forms that allude to Islamic 
commemorative architecture, 
the artists of these objects must 
have been strongly motivated 
by symbolic connotations. Light 
(nūr) is “the most inclusive 
attribute by which God is 
described,” and became, in the 
Muslim tradition, one of the 
ninety-nine beautiful names of 
God.135 Correspondingly, light 
is frequently understood in 
medieval Islamic exegesis to be 
a visible, temporal counterpart 
of the preexistent divine light. 
The medieval period saw the 
subsequent development of an 
Islamic metaphysics of light, 
much of it initiated by exegeses of the famous “Light Verse” of the Qur’an 
(24:35), already discussed briefly in Chapter 1, which begins, “God is the light 
[nūr] of the heavens  (p.175) and the earth; the likeness of His light is as a 
niche [mishkāt] wherein is a lamp [miṣbāḥ].”136 In a cultural setting steeped in 
the religious value of both light and similitude, crafting a lantern in an 
architectural form associated with Islamic funerary buildings and shrines 
creates the possibility of a fully radiant miniature monument, a light of the faith. 
The domed lanterns represent, in use, both a materialization of immaterial 
effulgence and a layering of visual metaphor. The lantern becomes a 
commemorative building, which becomes a beacon, which becomes Islam.
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Figure 4.23  Polycandelon, reportedly 
found near Chlef, Algeria, fifth century. 
Cast copper alloy. Height 26 cm. St. 
Petersburg, State Hermitage Museum, ω 
71.

Metaphor and Modality
The shifting ground of forms, 
meanings, and allusive objects 
brings this chapter back, finally, 
to the question of metaphor. To 
entertain the possibility of 
visual metaphor, one must 
consider the ways in which language designates meaning. Medieval Arabic 
writings on grammar and poetics are structured around the dualism of lafẓ 

(“word” or “sound”) and maʿnā (“concept” or “meaning”), that is to say, “vocal 
form and mental content.”137 This indigenous literary philosophy of language 
was rooted in pre-Islamic poetic and oratorical traditions that were distinct 
from, and sometimes set in contrast to, the tripartite theory of linguistic 
meaning (sounds, thoughts, and things) imported from Aristotelian sources. 
However, the two systems would eventually prove mutually productive, and the 
blossoming of Arabic literary theorization and criticism in the late ninth to 
eleventh centuries saw the emergence of fully fledged Arabic theories of 
language and poetics.138

The medieval expansion in the focus of Arabic literary studies, from the 
philological study of the Qur’an to broader criticism and theorization of poetry 
and  (p.176) literature, developed alongside new trends in poetry that 
emanated from the so-called modern poets of the ʿAbbasid capital in ninth- 
century Baghdad. The defining characteristic of the poetry of the ʿAbbasid 
moderns was a group of stylistic features bracketed under the name badı̄ʿ, 
literally “novel” or “original,” which came to have the technical meaning 
“rhetorical ornamentation” or “figures of speech.”139 The terms gathered under 
this new poetic category cover a range of consciously and frequently used forms 
of rhetorical artifice, many of which are directly concerned with the construction 
of images in the mind of the reader or listener. These techniques are difficult to 
systematize because their precise uses tend to vary from one context to another 
and even from one author to the next. Ishāra, discussed at the very beginning of 
this chapter, came to have a general meaning of “allusion” but was in the 
eleventh century divided into thirteen subcategories by Ibn Rashı̄q (d. 1064 or 
later).140 Taʿrı̄ḍ, also sometimes translated as “allusion” or “intimation”; kināya 
(“metonymy”); ramz; and so forth—all these represent further forms of indirect 
expression equally prone to shifts of categorization.141 The diversity of figures of 
speech available within medieval Arabic and Persian literary discourse, and the 
variability of their usage, makes a total survey neither viable nor desirable in 
this context. It also attests very clearly to an extremely energetic interest in 
indirect expression and the rhetorical imagination within medieval Arabic 
literary circles.
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 (p.177) Among all such terms, it is istiʿāra (literally “borrowing,” usually 
translated as “metaphor”) that has garnered the most attention, in ninth-century 
Baghdad and modern scholarship alike.142 The contrast drawn by Wolfhart 
Heinrichs between “old” and “new” uses of istiʿāra is of particular interest in this 
context. Heinrichs argues that early uses of the term to denote an attributive 
relationship—“making something belong to something else”—were gradually 
supplanted in the ninth, tenth, and eleventh centuries with a new meaning 
predicated on direct substitution of one thing for another, “making something 
become something else.”143 The earlier uses of istiʿāra are notable for their 
capacity to endow the abstract with concrete qualities, in the process turning 
“real [immaterial] things into imaginary [concrete] ones,” as when a hand is 
given to the wind or claws to death. Strikingly, most of the examples cited by 
Heinrichs constitute anthropomorphism or zoomorphism.144

In this earlier sense, the technique of istiʿāra involved more than just the 
transfer of a name, borrowed from one thing and applied to another. Rather, it 
consisted in the “ ‘borrowing’ of an object from an owner who possesses it in our 
world and giving it on loan to one who does not.”145 Later definitions of istiʿāra 
are predicated on direct verbal substitution, and normally originate in a 
perceived point of likeness between the original subject and the substituted one. 
By this means, beautiful faces become moons, eyes are narcissi, and so forth.146

The fusion of building with incense burner invoked in the first group of objects 
in this chapter emerges somewhere in between Heinrich’s two modes of istiʿāra. 
On the one hand, the incense burners are endowed with forms borrowed from 
things external to themselves, with the result that they are recast in ways that 
 (p.178) merge one type of created artifact with another, and transcend 
utilitarian functionality with a new visuospatial identity. But they are not 
miniature buildings. The parataxis of their decorative elements is not intended 
to add up to a mimetic rendering of anything in the real world, but to merge 
disparate modalities into a new synthetic creation in which multiple associations 
coexist and reinforce each other.

On the other hand, the centrality of likeness to the substitutions enacted through 
the “later” formulation of istiʿāra is directly analogous to a recurring theme in 
this book—that is, the point of perceived formal or functional affinity that acts as 
catalyst for the construction of an allusive relationship from object to 
architecture. To tease out the role of points of likeness within medieval 
conceptions of istiʿāra, one can turn once more to the work of the literary 
theorist Jurjānı̄. Jurjānı̄’s classification of istiʿāra was not the only one available 
in the eleventh century, but it is one of the most comprehensive and influential 
to have survived. It is of particular interest here for its preoccupation with the 
processes of visualization upon which the success of poetic imagery depends.147 

In his studies of style, rhetoric and poetic imagery, the Asrār al-balāgha (Secrets 
of eloquence) and the Dalāʾil al-iʿjāz (Proofs of the inimitability [of the Qur’an]), 
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Jurjānı̄ argued that the effective use of metaphor is predicated on an affinity 
between the resembling attribute or dominant trait (al-khāṣṣa al-raʾı̄siyya or 

akhaṣṣ al-ṣifāt) that links two entities. The point of similarity upon which an 
effective metaphor hinges, according to Jurjānı̄, can be recognized in a number 
of ways. These range from direct association to the activation of more complex 
processes of remembrance, evocation and visualization.148 He goes on to rank 
different types of metaphor by the extent of the interpretation (ta’awwul) that 
they require.149

Jurjānı̄’s theory of metaphor, in its emphasis upon a perceived point of affinity 
between the subject and its substitute, can be related very directly to the points 
of kinship that have been shown to act as catalysts for the self-conscious 
development of allusive relationships between objects and buildings. In the first 
group of objects in this chapter, the formal point of kinship lies between the 
domed spaces of buildings and the domed form of a common type of incense 
burner. In Chapter 3 it subsisted in the shape of polygonal pavilions and 
polygonal stands. In Chapter 5 an affinity of function rather than form will 
constitute the initial point of departure for a correlation drawn between 
architectural water features and carved stone stands for water jars. In all of 
these there is an identifiable point of kinship between two otherwise distinct 
modalities, and this connection has prompted further elaboration of the object in 
ways that accentuate its relationship with the architectural form in question. 
This can be either self-evident and almost automatically extrapolated by the 
beholder because it is based on outward appearances (e.g., domes, polygonal 
plans), or else can require elucidation because the point of linkage lies between 
effects or outcomes rather than initial appearances (e.g., the provision of water 
by fountains and by water jars on stands). In this light, the combination of 
incense burner with domed building represents not a disjunctive combination 
providing a  (p.179) puzzle to be decoded by the viewer, but an intuitive, ludic 
development built upon a particular point of similitude.150

As a linguistic framework for apprehending, describing, and making the world, 
metaphor directly affects cognition and behavior. Words can neither be 
separated from concepts, nor from the material, spatial world. Studies in 
cognitive poetics provide useful vocabulary that can be applied to these material 
metaphors: when a single point of affinity has been established between object 
and architecture, the schema of the building can be mapped onto the burner, 
including both formal features and sociocultural meanings. For example, the 
initial point of commonality between lanterns and domed shrines or funerary 
monuments is that both are enclosed, domed spaces with a controlled point of 
human access to the interior. Finials, crenellations, corner colonettes and so 
forth represent a further mapping of the metaphor onto the lantern through 
secondary features, drawing the object into the social semiotic of the building— 

in this case the sacred and funerary associations of the domed, central-plan 
monument.151 The flexibility of this framework permits a divergence from 
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mimesis, resulting in permutations of the type that lie further and further from 
an identifiable architectural reference point.

The great thirteenth-century Sufi metaphysician Ibn al-ʿArabı̄ (d. 1240) 
recognized the cognitive power of material embodiment when he composed a 
passage with striking implications for the conceptualization of metaphor— 

verbal, visual, and material. The human imagination, he writes, is

incapable of receiving meanings disengaged from substrata as they are in 
themselves. That is why it sees knowledge in the form of milk, honey, wine 
and pearls. It sees Islam in the form of a dome [qubba] or pillar [ʿamud]. It 
sees the Qur’an in the form of butter and honey. It sees religion in the form 
of a cord. It sees the Real [al-ḥaqq] in the form of a human being or a 
light.152

Thus, by Ibn al-ʿArabı̄’s time, the metonymy of “dome” as a term to denote a 
domed commemorative building is matched by the visual synecdoche of the 
dome that is understood as shorthand for Islam. This is coexistent with a well- 
developed iconography of height and the heavens in material and poetic 
conceptions of the dome.153 The mediation of the faith through its most 
distinctive architectural forms, from the columned prayer halls and arcaded 
courtyards of mosques to the ubiquitous dome, provides one of the great 
material embodiments of metaphor in medieval Islam. It is little wonder, then, 
that the anonymous craftsmen who elevated the medieval Islamic art of the 
object would seek to participate in the gravitas of this architectural form.

Throughout this chapter, the shortfalls of taxonomic art history have been 
evident in the traditional segregation of objects into religio-cultural silos— 

Coptic, Byzantine, Islamic—that are neither sustainable nor always very useful, 
in any deep sense, at the level of mobile material culture. While it has been 
necessary to  (p.180) tackle the question of attribution head-on in the case of 
the domed incense burners, that was the secondary outcome of a study that has 
sought to construct alternative frameworks for the meanings and modes of 
architectural allusion across a spectrum of objects designed to be handled and 
used as well as looked at. The model of metaphor proves to be productive for 
objects endowed with the immediately comprehensible and self-contained form 
of the central-plan, domed building, an architectural type that evolved to have 
colossal significance in the medieval Islamic world. The next chapter will extend 
the verbal framework beyond metaphor to consider the poetics of the portable 
object in a different light. Returning to the evocative qualities of ornament and 
its potential to act as a system of spatial transformation raised in Chapter 2, the 
last chapter of this book poses a final question: Can decoration be description?
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Abstract and Keywords
This chapter continues with the paradigm of rhetoric established in Chapter 4 of 
the book, but moves discussion from metaphor to ekphrasis—that is, description 
that seeks to make an absent artwork or building present in the mind of the 
reader or listener. The example of carved marble jar stands, called kilgas, from 
medieval Cairo are used to pose a question that crosses modalities: Can 
decoration be description? Individual stands have been inscribed with a 
dramatically reconfigured and miniaturized set of components from a full-scale 
form of architectural water feature. Tracing the redescription of architecture 
onto object, this chapter applies to its subjects the rhetorical model of ekphrasis, 
arguing that the atomized architecture of effect and spectacle encountered in 
medieval Arabic and Persian poetry is paralleled in the refraction of 
architectural form upon three-dimensional objects.

Keywords:   kilga, Cairo, salsabil, water, filtration, ekphrasis, transmodality, Mediterranean, Nile, 
miniaturization

Like ornament, the poetics of architecture lie “at the juncture of diverse 
experiential realms.”1 Medieval texts that liken the poet’s craft to that of the 
architect, and individual poems and even poetry itself to buildings—examples of 
which were discussed in Chapter 4—are only one aspect of a larger 
entanglement that produces buildings from poetry and poetry from buildings. 
Images and objects extend this web of signification, offering visual and material 
means by which the somatic, social, and semiotic experiences of architecture 
can be represented and embodied. To take an example mentioned briefly in the 
introduction, the hyper-refined idiom of Persianate miniature painting brings 
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Figure 5.1  Kilga, Egypt. Carved marble. 
Height 47 cm. City Art Gallery, 
Manchester, 1934.235.

into one field the painted image and the graphical and semantic charge of 
poetry. In this unique genre, painters developed startlingly inventive models for 
relaying the sensory and imaginative experience of architectural space at the 
same time that they exploited the architectonic potential of the text grid (Fig. I. 
12).2

Beyond painting, the spatial dimension afforded by the art of the object offers 
some of the most lyrical, but also elliptical, possibilities for the 
transubstantiation of architecture. The primary subjects of this chapter are 
complex objects; only through close analysis of the individual architectural forms 
carved upon them is it possible to grasp the full weight of their signification and 
the mechanisms of rescaling  (p.182) and rearrangement that have ordered 
their appearance. The first, and longest, part of the chapter is therefore taken 
up with decoding and contextualizing the group of jar stands from medieval 
Cairo known as kilgas (Figs. 5.1 and 5.2). Through detailed comparison with 
contemporary structures, it is possible to unlock the referential dimensions of 
the objects and the complex ways in which they recast not only the form but also 
the social, cultural, and civic significance of a particular type of structure. This 
will be done by identifying component motifs and combinatory passages of 
ornament and locating these within the medieval Cairene urban environment 
and broader context of the Mediterranean littoral.
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Figure 5.2  Kilga, Egypt. Carved marble. 
Museum of Islamic Arts, Cairo. Length 40 
cm.

The second part of the chapter 
changes gear to consider 
certain questions of perception 
and artistic license raised by 
these objects and the ways in 
which they play with 
architectural form. In this part I 
focus particularly on the 
potential of poetic description 
or ekphrasis as a productive 
model for accessing ornament’s 
evocative potential and its 
ability to conjure an external 
referent allusively. Like 
metaphor, ekphrasis is a literary 
device that seeks to generate an 
image or sensory experience in 
the mind of the reader or 
listener. Its success as a 
technique relies upon the 
judicious selection of particular 
components for close 
description, and their vivid 
evocation through sometimes 
startling imagery.

In the last part of the chapter, the parallels drawn between the poetic act of 
description and the allusive ornamentation of objects lead to consideration of the 
relationships between description, allusion, and the workings of memory and 
time within the somatic experience of architecture. In Chapter 1 of this book I 
directed attention toward the bodily interface between the internal world of the 
intellectual faculties and the external world of matter that the medieval subject 
sensed, inhabited, and manipulated. In this final chapter, the internal senses 
return to the fore via the connections that they articulate between sensation, 
imagination, and memory, and the outward expression of these cognitive 
processes through visual, verbal, and material creation. I argue for the ornament 
of the kilgas as a form of redescription, an inscribed refashioning of form that 
articulates relationships with architectural structures by describing them in new 
terms upon the stone body of the object. Simultaneously, the same processes of 
redescription compress the temporal and spatial experience of architecture into 
the miniature field of the artwork, just as verbal description compresses those 
experiences into sequences of words.
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From Nile to Kilga
The kilgas of Cairo, a group of carved stone stands used to support water jars, 
were brought into being by the need for a small-scale unit of water storage and 
distribution within a medieval metropolis precariously reliant upon the vagaries 
of the Nile.3 While the unique four-footed form of these objects is striking, it is 
the intricately architectural nature of much of their carved decoration that forms 
the  (p.183)  (p.184) most intriguing aspect of the group and speaks most 
directly of their role as urban objects par excellence. The ornament of the kilgas 
is somewhat incoherent at first glance, but closer analysis resolves the jumble of 
tiny arches and muqarnas panels into a miniaturized architectural framework 
that plays a complex, allusive game with full-scale water structures upon the 
bodies of objects that rarely stand above knee height. The relationship between 
the scaled-down architectural forms that have been carved upon the kilgas, and 
the monumental configurations of waterspout, channel, pool, and fountain that 
once dominated whole courtyards in medieval Cairo, sites these small but 
carefully articulated stone objects within the very architectural fabric of the city.

The locational anxiety of medieval Cairo, so dependent on the seasonal flooding 
of the river, is publicly manifested in the structure of the Nilometer (miqyās), a 
gauge for measuring the annual rise of the Nile.4 The famous Nilometer on 
Rawda Island in Fustat (part of old Cairo) was rebuilt in 861 at the order of the 
caliph al-Mutawakkil and comprises an octagonal marble column marked with 
cubit and finger measurements, set in the center of a stone-lined pit connected 
with the river by means of three tunnels (Fig. 5.3).5 Staircases on the internal 
walls lead down to the base of the pit, and Arabic inscriptions in Kufic script on 
the same walls include several Qur’anic verses calling for rain, making explicit 
the votive aspects of this structure.6
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Figure 5.3  Section view of the Rawda 
Nilometer, Cairo, 861 with later 
additions.

In the late tenth century CE, the 
geographer al-Muqaddası̄ (d. c. 
990 or later) reported that 
when the water had risen 
twelve cubits the sultan would 
receive notice of the rising of 
the river, with the herald 
praising Allah for increasing the 
blessed Nile; when the level 
reached sixteen cubits there 
would be rejoicing.7 Conversely, 
if the river’s rise did not meet 
expectations a gloom fell upon 
the people of Cairo in 
anticipation of the troubled 
times ahead.8 In an attempt to 
manage public panic, and to 
prevent the hoarding of produce 
and subsequent inflation in food 
prices, the first Fatimid caliph 
to rule Egypt (al-Muʿizz; r. 953– 

975) reportedly went as far as 
banning the practice of 
measuring and announcing the 
rising of the Nile until the 
inundation had reached the critical level of sixteen cubits.9 Not for nothing did 
al-Muqaddası̄ say of the Cairenes that “they are in constant fear of famine and 
the failure of the river, and are on the verge of compulsory exile—in fact they are 
constantly expecting calamity.”10

But in spite of periodic disasters, the city flourished. Fustat replaced the 
Mediterranean port city of Alexandria as the foremost metropolis of Egypt in the 
Islamic period, and was augmented in the tenth century with the construction of 
the nearby Fatimid capital at Cairo. The conurbation went on to become the 
largest city in the medieval Islamic world, with a population estimated at a 
possible 450,000 in the thirteenth century.11 Laila Ibrahim’s research in waqf 
(religious endowment) documentation has shown how cramped some living 
quarters in medieval Cairo must have been, the lack of space driving building 
upward so that incredible numbers of people were literally living on top of each 
other.12 The squalor  (p.185) and overcrowding are described in detail by 
medieval writers, but simultaneously we hear that this is the greatest city on 
earth, “the glory of Islam,” and the entrepôt of the Orient. “Indeed,” writes al- 
Muqaddası̄, “were it not that it has faults aplenty, this city would be without 
compare in the world.”13 The Geniza documents attest to the horror experienced 
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by medieval residents of the Egyptian capital when forced, through business or 
marriage, to live in the countryside or even the provincial cities; more generally, 
Thaʿālibı̄, writing in the early eleventh century, observes that one of the 
characteristics of Egyptian people is that they very rarely settle in any country 
other than their own.14

 (p.186) Within medieval Cairo fresh water was not a resource that could be 
taken for granted. Nile water for drinking was brought from the river in jars and 
skins, leading to the development of a seemingly enormous industry of water- 
carrying: eleventh-century Cairo was reputedly home to fifty thousand camels 
belonging to water-carriers, and al-Muqaddası̄ reports that a unit charge was 
added per story as the containers of river water were transported upward 
through the city’s living quarters.15 The changing nature of the Nile through its 
annual cycle brought different qualities of water as the seasons turned, and 
while water for other purposes could be stored in cisterns and reservoirs, 
drinking water was taken daily from the river.16 The fifteenth-century historian 
al-Maqrı̄zı̄ records a number of quotes from earlier writers praising the water of 
the Nile for its sweetness and clarity, but he also notes that other authors 
warned against drinking unpurified Nile water.17 And with good reason: Ibn 
Riḍwān, a Cairene physician writing in the eleventh century, reports that the 
natives of Fustat routinely dumped human and animal excrement as well as 
carrion into the Nile, only to end up with it in their drinking water when the 
river was too low to carry it off rapidly. Little wonder, then, that he dedicated a 
lengthy section of his treatise Risalā fı̄ daf ʿ maḍārr al-abdān bi-arḍʾ Miṣr (On the 
prevention of bodily ills in Egypt) to the importance of purifying water, through 
the processes of boiling and filtering, before drinking it.18

The Cairene jar stands known as kilgas, of which more than eighty examples are 
known in museums and collections in Cairo and elsewhere,19 are believed to 
have been used in conjunction with large permeable water jars.20 Carved from a 
single block of marble, each kilga comprises a hollow, upright, chamfered 
cylindrical trunk section with a solid base that continues, via a short sloping 
passage through an arch-shaped opening, into a projecting frontal basin. The 
whole is elevated off the ground on four thick legs (Fig. 5.4). In a short article 
from 1947, Nikita Elisséeff provided what appears to be the first published 
explanation for this idiosyncratic form: when a large unglazed water jar with a 
pointed base was placed upright on the cylindrical trunk of the kilga, the water 
that seeped out through the porous body of the jar during the process of 
evaporation would drip down into the base of the trunk and collect in the basin 
at the front.21
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Figure 5.4  Kilga, Egypt. Carved marble. 
Height 37.5 cm. Berlin, Museum für 
Islamiche Kunst, I.7261.

Elisséeff believed that this 
mechanism was intended to 
provide purified water for the 
purposes of ritual ablution 
rather than drinking, but the 
basis for his assertion seems to 
have been an interpolation by 
the scholar Jean Sauvaget into 
the text of a medieval waqf 
document, rather than the 
document itself.22 It is more 
likely that the kilgas were 
intended to provide drinking 
water. There is an apparent 
dearth of documentary evidence 
for this treatment of water for 
ablutions, while at the same time medieval textual sources mention the use of 
large earthenware jars for the provision of drinking water in public and private 
contexts.23 In al-Bukhalāʾ (The misers), written in ninth-century Iraq, al-Jāḥiẓ 
even recounts a tale that depicts a hierarchy of waters: a miser chastises his 
guest for apparently performing ablutions before prayer with a pottery jug of 
fresh (ʿadhb) water when  (p.187) the well (presumably representing non- 
potable water) was right in front of him.24 Certainly Laila Ibrahim, a notable 
historian of medieval Cairene architecture, had no doubt that the raison d’être of 
the kilgas was the provision of drinking water and stated as much in her short 
1978 study of selected examples held in Cairene museums.25 Elfriede Knauer, 
the author of a longer article on the kilgas published in 1979, came to a similar 
conclusion.26

As water percolated through an unglazed jar and collected in the trough of the 

kilga it would undergo some degree of filtration. Medieval practices of filtering 
water through animal skins and porous clay jars prior to drinking are attested by 
a passage in Ibn Riḍwān’s treatise.27 The troughs of some kilgas are worn 
through from years of scraping and there is no reason to doubt that they were 
used to collect the water that seeped out of the porous water jars stood on their 
trunks. However, it is unlikely that this process would have provided sufficient 
quantities of filtrate to make it the sole function of the kilgas in the provision of 
potable water, as some authors have suggested: the troughs are not that large, 
and even in hot climates water does not necessarily percolate very rapidly 
through unglazed earthenware.28 Since the process of evaporation would also 
cool the water contained inside the jar, it is more likely that the water jar was 
also provided with a scoop or cup so that water could also be drunk directly from 
it, making the filtered seepwater a useful byproduct of this mode of water 
dispensation rather than the sole purpose of its existence. A simpler version of 
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the system, whereby a porous jar supported on a stand  (p.188) is accompanied 
by a receptacle below for catching seepage and a ladle or tin mug above for 
dipping directly into the jar, could be seen in use in Egypt until recently.29 The 
whole arrangement can be understood as one geared toward minimizing the 
wastage of drinking water. Later instances of kilgas used in combination with 
non-porous stone, metal or plastic water containers therefore represent only a 
partial loss of their original purpose.30

The City Reinscribed
Marble not being native to Cairo, the kilgas were presumably created from 
spolia.31 Ibrahim has suggested broken sections of Classical columns as the 
material, since these would tally with the fairly uniform dimensions seen across 
the group.32 Their material, then, anchors the kilgas further in the urban matrix 
of the city, as well as evoking an important range of preexisting associations 
between marble and water.33 As for original sites of use, the presence of certain 
examples in mosques up to the recent past confirms a place in public religious 
life. However, the incorporation of animals as well as nude female figures—who 
occupy ledges on the chamfered corners of the trunks—into the decoration of 
several of the more elaborate examples would militate against those pieces 
having been originally intended for such a role (Fig. 5.1).34 The figural examples, 
at least, were probably originally intended for domestic or palatial use.35

Indeed, later hands have gone to some lengths to excise the nudes, and even 
some of the animal figures, from several kilgas.36 Transformations of this nature 
were most likely undertaken to address concerns about reusing figured objects 
in religious contexts: at least one of the modified kilgas was taken directly from 
use in a mosque to the Museum of Islamic Art in Cairo.37 But it is also possible 
that they may have undergone iconophobic alterations in other contexts. 
Changing attitudes to the depiction of living beings in nonreligious contexts 
have left certain periods in the history of Islamic Egypt more closely associated 
with figural art than others; the art of the period of Fatimid rule (969–1171) is 
often noted for an unprecedented level of interest in depictions of human and 
animal figures, and for this reason some of the most elaborately ornamented 

kilgas have been attributed to the Fatimid period, a point that leads naturally to 
the issue of dates.38

Only one of the surviving kilgas, a well-published piece in the Museum of Islamic 
Art in Cairo, has thus far been found to include a date, and it is sadly 
mutilated.39 The remaining section of the relevant inscription band can be read 
as a date ending wa-khamsamiʾa (“and five hundred”), placing the piece in the 
sixth century of the Hijri calendar (1106–1203 CE).40 On the basis of this partial 
date and certain stylistic aspects of some examples, including the figural 
elements, many of the kilgas have been attributed to the eleventh to the 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-6#oso-9780190695910-chapter-6-figureGroup-106
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Figure 5.5  Kilga, Egypt. Carved marble. 
Height 39 cm. Berlin, Museum für 
Islamiche Kunst, I.7924.

thirteenth century. However, with so many plain or largely undistinguished 
examples in existence there is no reason to assume that all of them are so old.

 (p.189) The Arabic inscriptions that wrap some of the kilgas in scrolling bands 
of rectilinear script are for the most part similar in content and social function to 
those discussed in Chapter 3. Standardized supplicatory formulae wind around 
the objects, many of them variations on such well-worn themes as baraka kāmila 
wa niʿma shāmila (“perfect blessing and complete favor”), salāma dāʾima wa-l- 
ʿizz (li-ṣāḥibihi) (“enduring health and glory [to the owner]”), and al-ʿizz al-dāʾim 

(“enduring glory”).41 Such expressions may have some use as dating diagnostics: 
al-ʿizz al-dāʾim appears to have come into more common use on Egyptian objects 
in the Ayyubid period, while the rhyming sajʿ-style formula of baraka kāmila wa 
niʿma shāmila also suggests a late- or post-Fatimid context since it seems to 
become more common in the Islamic West after the twelfth century. Perhaps 
surprisingly, the inscriptions of the kilgas are often crudely executed, with poorly 
hatched letters and frequent mistakes, although some examples are much more 
refined than others (Fig. 5.5).42 In spite of their sometimes crude appearance, 
however, one can draw a relationship in both script type and architectonic 
quality between these ribbons of inscription that wrap around and define the 

kilgas, emphasizing their heft and three-dimensionality, and some of the 
scrolling architectural inscriptions of late Fatimid monuments in Cairo (Fig. 
5.6).43 For this reason the inscriptions  (p.190) have also been cited as reason 
to date many of the kilgas to the Fatimid and/or Ayyubid periods.

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-4#
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-6#oso-9780190695910-chapter-6-figureGroup-110
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Figure 5.6  Bands of carved ornament 
and inscription, mosque of al-Ṣāliḥ Ṭalāʾiʿ, 
Cairo, 1160.

The banded inscriptions of the 

kilgas are an important point of 
entry to the relationship 
between object and 
architecture, for when one looks 
beyond the question of content 
and style the inscriptions also 
implicate movement through 
time and space. Unlike most of 
the other objects discussed in 
this book, the kilgas can only 
just be termed “portable arts”: 
they are heavy pieces of marble 
intended for stasis rather than 
movement, and during use 
would be further anchored to 
the floor by bearing huge jars of water. To read their inscriptions, a linear 
process that nonetheless leads the reader through the full spatial complexity of 
the object, one cannot turn them in the hands like the inkwells of Chapter 3 but 
must instead perform a complete circumambulation by walking around them if 
possible, or at least shuffling along all visible sides. The viewer’s somatic 
experience of the object is thus enacted through movement in time and space in 
a manner that in some degree resembles the somatic experience of architecture 

—a point to which I will return. Moreover, architectural inscriptions are perhaps 
the most obvious means by which relationships between architecture and the 
literary arts are concretized, in the material as well as the imaginative realms. 
The apprehension of epigraphic content is deeply linked, through the act of 
reading along walls, around portals, and across spaces, to the somatic 
experience of architecture—it makes literal the idea of “reading” the building.44

Inscriptions are only one of the means by which architecture is connoted in 
miniature among the kilgas. Through their medium, through their architectonic 
articulation and heft, and most obviously through their ornament, the  (p.191) 

kilgas make direct and indirect reference to a number of architectural motifs 
and structures. Many of these are interesting in and of themselves, and two of 
the most striking architectural forms that recur upon the kilgas are the tricusped 
blind arch and the muqarnas.

The first of these is a nonstructural arch form particularly characteristic of 
Cairene architecture from the late Fatimid to Mamluk periods, and it is the most 
frequently recurring device across the whole corpus of kilgas.45 The form is 
rather ornate and bears little relation to true load-bearing arches, with an upper 
section of tricusped or polylobed arch swelling out from a tightly squeezed neck 
formed between two square or slightly pointed shoulders, the whole being 
mounted on an upright oblong or square lower section. This tricusped arch 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-4#
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appears most frequently on the corner chamfers of the trunk (visible in Fig. 5.4); 
alternatively, it is sometimes employed on the sides or the back panel of the 
trunk.

While the origins of the arch may be Mesopotamian,46 its proliferation in the 
Fatimid monuments of Cairo led Ahmad Fikri to consider it a characteristic 
device of the architecture constructed during that dynasty’s reign.47 At the same 
time, there are a small number of kilgas that include unequivocally Christian 
imagery and can be assumed to have come from Coptic establishments in Cairo. 
Those examples—reminders of the multi-confessional nature of the medieval city 

—are unsurprisingly devoid of Arabic inscription panels and also lack the 
tricusped arch motif, suggesting that the latter can possibly be identified with 
the city’s Islamic self-image.48

In true architecture the tricusped arch appears as both a blind form and as a 
pierced but nonsupporting element in a number of buildings, notably 
punctuating the circumference of architectural drums on domed structures from 
the Fatimid period and later.49 The frequent placement of the miniature 
tricusped arch on the chamfered corners of the kilga’s octagonal trunk section, 
sometimes framed between pairs of engaged colonettes (Fig. 5.4), sets in play a 
reference, undoubtedly intentional, to architectural drums. It is the placement of 
this arch that sets it up as an ordering motif, deliberately engaging the form of 
the kilga in a game that mimics real-world architectural spaces and extending 
the tricusped arch of the kilgas from surface ornament into a means of evoking 
architectural space.

The spatializing action of the tricusped arch when used as an ordering motif is 
supplemented, in some examples, by the inclusion of the nude female figures 
seated on ledges that project from the chamfers of the trunk section. These 
figures, their hands either raised or cupping their breasts, generally have 
rounded bellies with prominent navels that indicate their nudity, and are 
sometimes adorned with crowns and armbands. Given their presence on objects 
intended for the provision of fresh water, as well as the details of their 
iconography, these nudes most likely represent the late echo of a far older 
association between nude goddess imagery and fertility cults, a phenomenon 
well attested within material culture from the ancient Mediterranean littoral.50 

Spatially, they extend the allusion to architecture  (p.192) within the kilgas in 
strikingly three-dimensional terms. Modeled almost in the round, the nudes sit 
on their ledges with their legs hanging down; one appears almost to brace 
herself against the engaged colonettes at either side of her (Fig. 5.7). As in 
previous chapters, the human image once again provides a very strong cue for 
the eye of the beholder to sort and animate the object into a series of 
architectural spaces.

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-6#oso-9780190695910-chapter-6-figureGroup-109
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-6#oso-9780190695910-chapter-6-figureGroup-109
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Figure 5.7  Detail of carved marble kilga 

in figure 5.1.

The tricusped arch may be the 
most frequently employed motif 
on the group, but the most 
elaborate architectural device, 
found on at least fifteen of the 
extant kilgas, is the 
representation of muqarnas 
(Figs. 5.2 and 5.5). This element 
has garnered the most attention 
in the scholarship surrounding 
the group, not least for its 
utility in dating.51 A system of 
tiered “honeycomb” vaulting, 
muqarnas has been used on 
squinches, capitals, niche 
hoods, cornices, and other 
architectural surfaces across 
the Islamic world since at least 
the early twelfth century, and 
has come to act as an Islamic 
identifier in the built 
environment.52 Its scaled-down 
appearance on the side panels 
of several of the more 
elaborately ornamented kilgas 
has naturally prompted 
comparisons with the well- 
known early muqarnas panel on the exterior wall of the Aqmar Mosque in Cairo 
(1125 CE; Fig. 5.8), which some examples closely resemble.53 The downward 
transition of the Aqmar Mosque muqarnas panel, with  (p.193) its increasing 
dissolution of the modular unit from two deeply recessed keel-arch-shaped 
niches in the top level down to low-relief “stalks” in the bottom, is almost exactly 
matched in the miniature muqarnas of a kilga now in the Victoria and Albert 
Museum (Fig. 5.9). This is not to say that the kilgas bearing such panels—a 
group that includes several examples ornamented with nude women—carry 
“portraits” of the Aqmar Mosque muqarnas. It is more likely that panels of this 
type were once a more widely visible form of architectural ornament in Cairo, 
and may have been employed in vernacular architecture in addition to—and 
possibly prior to—the extant examples that survive on religious monuments.54 

While the muqarnas has presumably been used on the kilgas because it is an 
attractive means of articulating a stone surface, it also works to prompt a 
further quasi-architectural reading of the object: in this case the marble sides of 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-6#oso-9780190695910-chapter-6-figureGroup-106
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-6#oso-9780190695910-chapter-6-figureGroup-107
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Figure 5.8  Restored muqarnas panel 
from the façade of the Aqmar Mosque, 
1125. Cairo.

Figure 5.9  Kilga, Egypt. Carved marble. 
Height 30.5 cm. London, Victoria and 
Albert Museum, A.24-1982.

the kilga trunk become stone walls through the application of a miniaturized 
form of architectural ornament.

Thus far, it could be argued that 
the ornament of the kilgas 
should be regarded as a visual 
exercise in scaling down 
without any particular 
rationale; a jumble of 
architectural motifs that have 
not resolved themselves into a 
coherent relationship with any 
real-world structure. Certainly, 
it is a notable feature of the 

kilgas as a group that no two 
are exactly alike, and there are 
a great number of decorative 
devices displayed across the 
entire corpus: as well as 
figures, inscriptions, blind 
tricusped arches, and 
muqarnas, one could also point 
to the true arches that appear 
between the legs of almost all 
examples and at the point of 
transition between trunk and 
trough, or the less frequent but 
by no means insignificant 
appearance of other types of 
blind arch, interlace panels, 
geometric designs, engaged 
columns, and  (p.194) 

pilasters.55 One example in the 
Gayer Anderson Museum even bears a round arch filled with a scalloped niche 
and symmetrical vegetal scroll designs of distinctly Late Antique appearance 
(Fig. 5.10). And this is to say nothing of the four thick, often fluted legs that 
support each kilga, giving it the rather startling appearance of something that 
might hobble across the room at any moment.56
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Figure 5.10  Kilga, Egypt. Carved marble. 
Gayer Anderson Museum, Cairo, 32.

Figure 5.11  Detail of carved marble kilga 

in figure 5.9, showing area carved to 
resemble a shādirwān.

However, there is a small but 
highly significant component 
within the ornament of the 

kilgas that provides the key to a 
more coherent reading. This 
can be found in the inclined 
area of transition between the 
trunk and the trough, the short 
panel down which the filtered 
water would originally have 
trickled. On this spot, some 
examples bear two narrow 
flanking segments carved with 
tiny steps, often accompanied 
by the ornamentation of the 
central panel with chevrons (Fig. 5.11). While Ibrahim noted this decorative 
device as an indicator of the path taken by the seeped water, Knauer went on to 
identify the element as a direct imitation, in miniature, of a shādirwān, one of 
the parts of a multicomponent water feature popular in the medieval 
Mediterranean world and known in Arabic as a salsabı̄l.57

Typically, the components of the 

salsabı̄l are a tap or spout 
mounted partway up a wall and 
often set into a blind arch, from 
which water runs down the 

shādirwān, an inclined stone 
slab ornamented in some 
instances with zig-zags or 
chevrons carved in such a way 
that would cause the water 
running down it to be fanned 
out into a rippling, sheet-like 
surface. Following this, the flow 
of water would continue along 
narrow channels until it 
reached a pool, normally in the 
middle of a courtyard, where a fountain might play. This arrangement was 
apparently in use throughout much of the medieval Islamic world and the 
Mediterranean littoral, and one of the  (p.195) earliest and best-preserved 
surviving examples is that of the Ziza Palace in Palermo (1165–1175; Fig. 5.12). 
A painted representation of a salsabı̄l can also be seen in the ceiling panels of 
the Capella Palatina in Palermo (building completed 1143; ceiling paintings 
possibly slightly later; Fig. 5.13).58 It is clear from the Ziza and the Capella 

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-6#oso-9780190695910-chapter-6-figureGroup-114
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Figure 5.12  Fountain hall showing detail 
of salsabı̄l, including shādirwān, on 
western wall of the Ziza Palace, Palermo, 
twelfth century.

Palatina image, as well as other material remains, that a shādirwān in the form 
of a zigzagged panel flanked panel, sometimes flanked by two narrow stepped 
inclines, was a standard form within this construction. There can be no doubt 
that the shādirwān was the architectural model for those kilgas that carry this 
patterning.59 Even those that are not inscribed with the patterning of a 
shādirwān at this critical point may still allude to its usage: in Fig. 5.4 the 
marble’s natural grain, whether serendipitously or by design, emulates the 
languid flow of water from trunk to trough. Cascades of water are perhaps 
deliberately intimated, too, on the fluted legs—particularly the curved front pair 

—of many examples.
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Figure 5.13  Painting of a salsabı̄l from 
the ceiling of the Capella Palatina in 
Palermo (building completed 1143; 
ceiling paintings possibly slightly later).

Once the scaled-down 

shādirwān has been identified, 
it is a short step, following the 
fantastical logic of the 
miniature, to compare the 
frontal troughs of the kilgas 
(Fig. 5.14) with the pools 
included in salsabı̄ls. According 
to the drawings made by Aly 
Baghat and Albert Gabriel from 
their excavations of medieval 
domestic architecture in the 
Cairene district of Fustat, some 
of those domestic pools that 
they termed fisqı̄ya (fountain) 
took the form of a deep 
octagonal recess set into a 
shallower square surround. This 
created a basin with chamfered 
corners much like those seen on 
the front ends of the typical 
kilga trough.60 A similar 
arrangement can be seen in the 
pools at the eleventh-century 
site of Lashkari Bazar in 
Afghanistan,61 and at the 
twelfth-century Ziza Palace. 
Furthermore, some of the 
Fustat house pools also had semicircular lobe-shaped recesses projecting from 
each side, creating a full-size parallel for the nodular projections found upon the 
trough’s lateral edges on a great many of the kilgas.

 (p.196)
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Figure 5.14  Detail of carved marble kilga 

in figure 5.9, showing carving of trough 
section.

Knauer observed that a direct 
comparison for the kilga 

troughs can also be made with a 
quatrefoil carved marble basin, 
complete with carved images of 
lions who brace themselves 
rather awkwardly inside the 
projecting recesses, found at 
the Qalʿat Banı̄ Ḥammād in 
Algeria (Fig. 5.15).62 The 
scalloped edges and pendant 
decoration in the corners of 
another basin from the same 
site, now in the National 
Museum of Antiquities and 
Islamic Arts in Algiers, are also 
closely comparable with the 
ornament of the troughs of 
some of the kilgas, such as the 
example in the Victoria and Albert Museum (Fig. 5.14).63 The gradations of 
recessed decoration carefully worked into the chamfered corners and projecting 
lobes of the Victoria and Albert kilga ape full-size architectural models where 
such carving would exploit the changeable optical properties of water, 
combining with the pooling liquid to reflect ambient light and magnify or 
obscure the material and its ornament at different depths.64

 (p.197) In effect, then, the form of the standard kilga trough is a scaled-down 
version of full-size architectural pools, with one end lopped off and the water 
source feeding directly into it instead of running along a channel. In this way, 
the artists responsible for the most sophisticated kilgas are offering consumers 
an abbreviated version of the salsabı̄l: the key elements of water source, 
shādirwān and  (p.198) architectural pool, are compressed and miniaturized 
into a single, water-providing unit. A similar form of artistic compression has 
taken place in the Capella Palatina ceiling painting of the shādirwān which flows 
directly into a quatrefoil basin, complete with fountain (Fig. 5.13).
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Figure 5.15  Plan of carved stone pool 
with lions, Qalʿat Banı̄ Ḥammād, Algeria, 
eleventh or twelfth century. Depth 55 cm.

As Richard Krautheimer 
famously showed with medieval 
“copies” of the Church of the 
Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem, 
medieval artisans often sought 
not to copy architectural 
constructions in toto but rather 
to create forms that “show the 
disintegration of the prototype 
into its single elements, the 
selective transfer of these parts, 
and their re-shuffling in the 
copy.”65 Critically, the 
relationship of resemblance 
between the kilga and full-size 
water structures is not only one 
of form(s) but also of function. 
The very simple hydraulic 
action of the kilgas—that of 
seeped water trickling down a 
slight incline and collecting in a hollow—has been aligned by craftsmen with far 
more complex, multicomponent configurations of water architecture, and this 
has been enacted consciously and specifically through the application of 
ornamental motifs in a deliberately allusive way across a complex, three- 
dimensional schema.

Using the notion of the salsabı̄l as an ordering principle it is possible to go 
further and argue a relationship between the panels of muqarnas found on the 
outer  (p.199) walls of some of the objects and the muqarnas niches in salsabı̄ls 
as seen at the Ziza Palace and elsewhere.66 The kilgas’ refusal to mimic the 
placement of the muqarnas element directly over the water source, as seen in 
true salsabı̄ls, does not exclude the possibility of a relationship between large 
and small. Instead, the recasting of architectural elements to fit a small object 
assumes a shared sense of artistic license between maker and user. The act of 
miniaturizing something large and complex, like a salsabı̄l, necessitates leaving 
things out. Moreover, the decision to recast the simple, functional form of the 

kilga as an abbreviated and reconfigured miniature of the salsabı̄l was not 
motivated by a desire to recreate a larger structure in minute detail for didactic 
purposes. Rather, the kilgas express a more elliptical relationship with a real- 
world architectural type that was probably initiated by a kinship of function and, 
to a lesser extent, form, concentrating the salsabı̄l’s appearance and action into 
one small unit. For, while the form of the kilgas appears to be unique, the 
concept of the architectonic jar stand is not, and the next section of this chapter 
explores some parallel forms encountered in other Mediterranean contexts.
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Figure 5.16  Front view of carved marble 

kilga shown in figure 5.10. Gayer 
Anderson Museum, Cairo, 32.

Mediterranean Miniatures
A strikingly consistent feature of the kilgas is the lion protome, single or more 
often paired, that juts forward above the archway between trunk and trough on 
almost all extant examples. While these were occasionally modeled as masks 
(Fig. 5.16), far more often they project an inch or more and strongly recall lion- 
headed waterspouts.67 A handful of examples have protomes that are pierced 
through, giving the element a possible mimetic role as waterspout. But even 
with a drilled channel running from the inner wall of the kilga’s cylindrical trunk 
straight through to the front center of the protome, very little water could have 
made its way down  (p.200) this narrow channel from the sodden surface of a 
water jar. And the great majority of the lion protomes that appear on the kilgas 
are not pierced at all.

Returning to the model of the 

salsabı̄l provides a 
straightforward point of 
reference for these lion-headed 
projections. The salsabı̄l 
depicted in the Capella Palatina 
is shown complete with a lion- 
headed waterspout spewing 
water down a shādirwān (Fig. 
5.13), and the twelfth-century 
Sicilian poet Ibn Ḥamdı̄s 
described palatial architecture 
enlivened by water pouring 
from the mouths of lions, birds, 
and giraffes to “melt on the 
steps of the shādirwān.”68 An 
association between lions and water was fully established by Classical Antiquity 
and can be encountered throughout the arts of the medieval Mediterranean 
world, particularly in courtly contexts: witness the eponymous fountain in the 
Court of the Lions in the Alhambra with its twelve spouting beasts, or the carved 
stone lions in the pool at the Qalʿat Banı̄ Ḥammād.69 The nonfunctional nature of 
most of the lion protomes on the kilgas could perhaps be explained as a further 
layer of the mimetic game being played with water architecture, the lion-heads 
being skeuomorphs carried over from the full-scale salsabı̄l.70 There are other 
medieval materials dedicated to the provision of clean water that should also be 
considered at this juncture.

Alexander Badawy identified a further type of stone stand for water jars, widely 
evident in Cairo and often adorned with Coptic inscriptions and motifs, that 
draws rather opaquely on architectural models of a different sort.71 The 
standard form of the “Coptic” jar stand is a low stone table carved on the upper 
surface with two depressions connected by drains to a third hollow between 
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Figure 5.17  Jar stand with Coptic 
inscriptions. Carved marble. Cairo, Coptic 
Museum, acc. no. unknown.

them (Fig. 5.17). A stand of this type received two water jars and collected the 
seepage from them in the middle depression, while an exit drain at the front 
allowed the seepwater to  (p.201) spill out into a bowl below. Badawy proposed 
that this Late Antique model can be linked to certain libation basins from the 
Ptolemaic and Roman periods in Egypt which faintly echo the form of a 
miniaturized architectural pylon surmounted by a parapet. In addition to a 
general resemblance of outline, the key elements that connect the Ptolemaic and 
Roman-era basins with the Coptic jar stands are the lion protomes placed at 
front center of both types, projecting from the parapet on the libation basins and 
referencing an established feature of cult temples in Egypt from the Old 
Kingdom onward.72

In many, although by no means 
all, examples of the Coptic-type 
jar stand, the lion-headed 
projection is pierced, either 
through the mouth or below the 
face between its paws, and 
located at the site of the exit 
drain so that the seepwater 
would run out through this hole 
(Fig. 5.17). Thus the lion 
waterspout of the Coptic jar 
stand completes the scaling 
down of an architectural 
prototype in function as well as 
form by replicating the action of 
a true waterspout. On some 
other Coptic jar stands, however, the protome is not pierced: without either the 
earlier signifier of the cornice-parapet to establish an architectural reading of 
such lion-headed projections, or the hydraulic function of the waterspout to 
explain its presence, the original meaning of the formal references has been 
eroded. Or perhaps it would be better to say it has simply evolved in other 
directions: Dominique Bénazeth has suggested that the specifically Coptic 
resonances of lion imagery, particularly the creature’s role as the symbol of the 
Evangelist Mark, the bringer of Christianity to Egypt, should be brought to the 
fore in consideration of the Coptic jar stands.73

Zoomorphic projections that ape waterspouts are also to be found on yet another 
form of architectonic jar stand created in the Mediterranean littoral, this time 

 (p.202) made from unglazed earthenware rather than stone and associated 
with medieval al-Andalus, particularly Murcia. The best surviving example of the 
Murcian architectonic jar stand is a piece thought to date from the thirteenth 
century (Fig. 5.18). Debates about the function of this object—Vase or basin? 
Drinking trough for birds or stand for flowerpots? Part of a fountain?74—were 
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Figure 5.18  Jar stand with basin and 
incised decoration, thirteenth century. 
Unglazed earthenware. Height 20.1 cm. 
Museo Santa Clara de Murcia, MSCL/ 
CE070089.

resolved in 1987 when Julio Navarro Palazón identified it as a stand for water 
jars combined with a basin, an interpretation now widely accepted.75 Navarro 
Palazón went on to propose a reconstruction whereby this piece might once have 
been part of a larger assemblage with a second architectonic structure placed 
behind it to support a large water jar, a waste-minimizing arrangement that 
essentially follows the same model of jar/stand/seepage catcher outlined 
above.76

Related earthenware artifacts 
excavated from the Coptic 
settlement at Medinet Habu 
(Luxor) provide intriguing 
parallels with the Murcian 
stand.77 A niche for water-jugs 
intended for domestic uses of 
all sorts formed an integral part 
of domestic structures in Egypt 
continuously from Pharaonic 
times, and some of the Coptic 
stands excavated at Medinet 
Habu were found in these 
niches.78 This practice 
continued in the Islamic period 
with the bayt azyār (“jars 
house”), a recess for storing 
water jars near the entrance to 
the house, found in even quite 
modest  (p.203) structures of the Mamluk period.79 While Navarro Palazón 
argues that this system may have been intended to provide water for ritual 
ablutions in domestic contexts, there seems little evidence to suggest that such 
an arrangement should not, like the kilgas, have been for the provision of 
drinking water.80

Being made of unglazed earthenware, the Murcian jar stand would eventually 
become sodden when used in conjunction with an unglazed water jar. Navarro 
Palazón proposes that the small nodular projections placed centrally on the 
upper front walls of the two cuboidal “buildings” of the Murcia stand, which 
would drip when they became sodden, were intended to recall the action of 
architectural waterspouts.81 Fragments of related objects, some of them 
complete with zoomorphic masks as well as ornate polylobed arches, indicate 
the existence of a larger and more complex body of earthenware material 
engaged in a direct relationship with the architecture of Islamic Spain and with 
the provision of water.82 There also survive a number of glazed or partially 
glazed ceramic basins, jar stands, wellheads (Fig. 5.19), and water jars from 
twelfth- or thirteenth-century al-Andalus that carry a similar vocabulary of 
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Figure 5.19  Wellhead, Spain, possibly 
Seville, twelfth or thirteenth century. 
Glazed, modeled, carved, and stamped or 
molded ceramic. Height 76 cm. Museo 
Arqueológico de Sevilla, Seville, 
ROD9902.

architectonic motifs.83 Various tentative arguments have been made regarding 
the origins of the water-unit conceived as miniature building, none of which fully 
account for the wide application of the concept in the Mediterranean littoral.84 

Instead of attempting a chronology to trace the idea  (p.204) to its origin within 
this quotidian material it is perhaps most helpful at this stage to conclude only 
that the kilgas, the “Coptic” stands, and the Murcian earthenware material 
constitute evidence of a medieval Mediterranean continuum of miniature 
architectural forms employed in the provision of fresh water.

Returning, finally, to the lion 
protomes of the kilgas, it is 
possible to trace in these a 
miniature reflection of the 
Nilometer, the architectural 
structure that stands as both a 
symbol of Cairo’s lifeblood and 
a synecdoche for the city itself. 
In the Hieroglyphica of 
Horapollo the (purportedly) 
fifth-century author reports that 
the rising of the Nile was 
commonly symbolized in 
Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs 
by one of three possible images: 
a lion, three water jars, or a 
depiction of water gushing 
forth. Horapollo accounts for 
the lion image with the 
suggestion that the sun 
entering Leo is the cause of the 
river’s annual rise, informing 
the reader that this is why lion- 
shaped waterspouts appear on 
temples in Pharaonic Egypt.85 

From the early account of the 
inscriptions on the Rawda 
Nilometer, written by a certain 
Aḥmad al-Ḥāsib, it is clear that this symbolic association had not been lost by 
Islamic times. Al-Ḥāsib’s text tells us that a carved marble figure of a lion’s 
head, not mentioned in later descriptions, once decorated the Nilometer.86 The 
lion was mounted on the wall of the intake conduit at such a height that when 
the rising river reached sixteen cubits (i.e., plenitude) it would enter the 
creature’s mouth.87 The calculated conjunction of the lion’s jaws with the life- 
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giving natural force of the Nile at the peak of its hoped-for inundation speaks of 
votive, even totemic attitudes to the river and its attributes.

The phenomenon of the Nilometer may provide the final key to the kilgas. The 
containment and provision of river water enabled by the kilgas, in cylindrical 
architectonic wells decorated with overt and oblique references to water 
structures, suggests that in spite of their small scale they too participate in the 
Cairene preoccupation with the Nile that was monumentalized in the structure 
at Rawda. The lion protomes surmounting the archways on the great majority of 
the kilgas echo that open-mouthed creature, carved centuries earlier on the wall 
of the Nilometer, which once took the rising river in its maw. The kilgas may be 
small things, but each once carried the weight not only of a water jar, but also of 
a city.

Ornament as Ekphrasis
By exploring the individual architectural elements selected for use on the kilgas 
in the preceding sections of this chapter, I demonstrated the ability of the 
(unknown) intelligent craftsman to capture a specific form of architecture and 
reconfigure its critical elements, along with its entire social semiotic, upon the 
body of an object. This is not merely architecture transcribed, but architecture 
refracted through the senses and the mind, before its reinscription upon the 
surface of the kilga. As such it has many echoes of the atomized architecture of 
effect created by ekphrastic  (p.205) descriptions of architectural structures in 
Arabic and Persian poetic traditions. Here I want to pause to consider the 
analogy between these two artistic modes, the plastic and the poetic, in detail.

In likening the ornament of the kilgas to a kind of material ekphrasis, this 
chapter lingers over the discursive status of architecture within other artforms, 
both literary and material. This does not necessarily entail identifying the 
subjects of architectural ekphrasis with real-world buildings: indeed, attempts to 
use premodern Arabic and Persian poetry as a source for empirical architectural 
history have usually been frustrated by precisely the qualities which make the 
same poetry such a remarkable source for apprehending the experience of 
architecture—its fracturing of somatic experience and perceptual effect.88 

Rather, it is the action that poetic ekphrasis performs upon architectural 
subjects that is here argued as a correlate to the actions of the thinking hand, as 
it fragments and reconstructs architectural form through the art of the object.

The architectural environment as subject matter for poets has a long history in 
the Islamic world, composed of several strands. First among these was a well- 
established theme, inherited from pre-Islamic Arabic poetry, which cast ruined 
or abandoned sites as catalysts for elegiac reflection. While the “trigger” in pre- 
Islamic odes was, classically, the sight of an abandoned campsite, the genre gave 
rise in the medieval period to such well-known examples of architecturally 
inspired eulogy as the odes on the remains of the Sasanian arch at Ctesiphon 
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written in Arabic and Persian by al-Buḥturı̄ (d. 897) and Khāqānı̄ (d. 1202), 
respectively.89 Meanwhile, a related form of descriptive and materially focused 
architectural ekphrasis emerged in the florescence of literary Arabic that 
radiated from ʿAbbasid Baghdad. This genre of “palace panegyric” identified 
great buildings with the might of their patrons and became, as Meisami has 
shown, a particularly significant topos following the construction of the ʿAbbasid 
caliphal palace city of Samarra in Iraq in the ninth century. The palace panegyric 
also underwent a notable further development in Persian within the Ghaznavid 
territories of the eleventh century.90

Additionally, a slightly later type of urban encomium developed along somewhat 
different lines from the traditions of elegiac ekphrasis and architectural 
panegyric. This later poetic form celebrated not just individual buildings but 
cities. The literary genre of shahrāshūb or shahrangı̄z (“upsetting the town”) 
would eventually come to its fullest development in the poetry of Safavid Iran 
and Ottoman Turkey, but its roots must predate its definitive establishment in 
the eleventh- and twelfth-century Persianate sphere. Predicated at first on odes 
to craftsmen, sometimes with a particular emphasis on the sūq of an identifiable 
locale, the genre expanded to become more and more concerned with the 
celebration of individual towns.91 This is hardly surprising, for the increasingly 
urbanized context of the medieval Islamic world frequently expressed itself in 
the staging of civic pride to the point of city chauvinism—a phenomenon already 
described above with regard to Cairo.

 (p.206) While these three trajectories of poetry on architectural themes may 
stem from varied origins, in practice they were synthetic and quite receptive to 
development in new directions. All three modes shared a fascination with the act 
of description, and with the varied means by which an effective description can 
be enacted. Description (waṣf) was a critical component of early and medieval 
Arabic and subsequently Persian poetry: the term is applicable to descriptions of 
all kinds of subjects and thus does not correlate precisely to the primary modern 
use of the word “ekphrasis” to denote the verbal description of nonverbal 
artworks.92 However, like ekphrasis, and also like the models of metaphor 
outlined in Chapter 4, effective waṣf is commonly understood as a means of 
generating images in the mind of the listener: the eleventh-century poet-critic 
Ibn Rashı̄d suggests that waṣf is at best, in Akiko Sumi’s words, “a 
transformation of hearing (samʿ) into seeing/ vision (baṣar).”93

Thus, a significant form of waṣf developed around the description of buildings 
and their decoration, as is particularly evident in the ninth-century growth of 
palace panegyric. It is true that the topos of buildings as the subject of 
ekphrasis, including both the imperial monument and the wider city, had a rich 
history in the Byzantine world too. This is most notable in the mid-sixth-century 

De Aedificiis of Procopius, with its blend of “panegyric, biography, protreptic and 
geography.”94 Sarah Bassett suggests that Late Antique rhetorical modes 
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produced “a habit of composition and seeing on the part of artists and their 
viewers analogous to the habits of writing and listening deployed by rhetors and 
their audiences,” and Thomas Leisten has proposed something similar for the 
ʿAbbasid sphere.95 Nonetheless, the practice of masters such as the ʿAbbasid 
poet al-Buḥturı̄ was quite distinct from Byzantine models: the influential 
ʿAbbasid odes reflect the finely crafted ideals of badı̄ʿ poetry, with its protean 
imagery and allusive gestures. For example, in the case of al-Buḥturı̄ writing on 
the palace of al-Muʿtazz (r. 866–869), the compounding of description from 
multiple and complex metaphors of materiality and sense impression, layering 
nature and artifice, produces an ever-changing, animated dynamic of building 
and landscape that constantly dissolves into other materials. Walls are raised to 
the winds, becoming glass, then waves, then marble, which in turn becomes 
textile into which clouds are woven and braided.96 The mutability of metaphor, 
so prized by the poets of the badı̄ʿ school, becomes a means both of encountering 
built structure as a “flow” of changing states, and of accommodating the somatic 
experience of architecture.

The “badı̄ʿ aesthetics” informing poetic descriptions of architecture and, quite 
possibly, the appearance of the architecture itself, are a cultural lens particular 
to ninth-century Iraq.97 However, the analogical mode of description and the 
emphasis on surface effects and materiality that were so pronounced in the badı̄ʿ 
poetic style echo throughout many medieval descriptions of architecture, not 
only in poetry but also prose.98 Within the Arabic tradition of architectural 
ekphrasis,  (p.207) water plays a particularly striking role. The emphasis placed 
on luxury and sensory pleasure within the panegyric mode privileges description 
of the play of water in fountains, channels, and pools; at the same time, the 
genre favors the comparison of elements with precious materials, and the 
changing states of water in movement and stillness lend themselves particularly 
well to this treatment.99 Al-Buḥturı̄, in a famous qaṣı̄da on the artificial lake 
created by caliph Mutawakkil (d. 861), likens its water channels to molten silver 
and polished armor:

It is as though shining silver liquefied
from ingots were flowing in its courses.
When the East wind stirs it up it displays ripples
Like coats of mail with finely polished fringes.100

This fascination with the movement of water, and the search for metaphors that 
would cause the listener to envision the apparent solidity of water flowing in 
channels and gathering in pools versus the diffuse or refracted movements of its 
broken surfaces, would continue to hold sway over later poets writing in both 
Arabic and Persian. Yasser Tabbaa has noted that Andalusian poets and writers 
of the twelfth century show a particularly sustained interest in hydrodynamics, 
but they were not the only ones captivated by this subject.101 The palace 
panegyrics of the eleventh-century Ghaznavid court poetry studied by Meisami 
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also evince a fascination with the changing states of water and their 
visualization through shifting metaphors, as can be seen in a jaw-dropping 
description of water channels leading to a cistern, written by Azraqı̄ of Herat 
(active late eleventh century):

Turquoise, like drawn-out wire, it descends
From the corner of the golden water-pipe to the reservoir.
You’d say that skins of refined gold were being cast off
By silver-bodied serpents with turquoise bones.102

Meisami observes that the poets of this “Ghaznavid school” relish the vividness 
of concrete detail as a means of achieving striking variety in their imagery. 
Certainly this would accurately describe Azraqı̄’s layering and stretching of 
precious metal and colored stone with serpent flesh, skin, and bone, to raise in 
the listener’s mind the image of water flowing down a channel.

Azraqı̄’s description of the water channel is notable for, among other things, its 
departure from the standard repertoire of elements. In the case of water 
features and gardens, poetic attention was usually focused on the more obvious 
spectacles of water jets, fountainheads, or the shādirwān, rather than 
connecting devices. Azraqı̄’s innovation was to bring a less commonly lauded 
component of hydraulics into the visual-verbal spectacle of the poem. And yet 
this component is not  (p.208) included as part of an exhaustive, didactic 
inventory of parts that “strives to create an impression of the real,” but rather 
represents the novel selection of one unusual element, lingered over as a near- 
autonomous fragment, from which an image of startling suddenness flashes 
forth.103

The process of verbal description is by necessity one of fragmentation. 
Buildings, or components thereof, are broken into units in order to relay these to 
the listener sequentially; in the poetic traditions under discussion this form of 
description often focuses on the phenomenological aspects of each unit and 
produces its effect in the mind’s eye through a series of metaphors. Much of the 
time, the repertoire of architectural components selected to carry the weight of 
waṣf was quite standardized, and it was the poet’s job to present these familiar 
tropes in the most novel or effective terms. Parapets, walls, battlements, towers, 
arches, vaults, and above all domes constitute the standard units of palace 
description in a poetic system that frequently combines spectacle with 
hyperbole. As mentioned in Chapter 4, domes are very often analogized with the 
heavens, while pools, streams, and fountains are compared with the paradisal 
waters of Kawthar and salsabı̄l, topoi that poetically mythologize the 
environment through sacral associations. In many such cases, little concrete 
detail is supplied to aid visualization, and the description relies instead on 
shared external touchstones such as Qur’anic water imagery or a well-developed 
material and poetic trope of celestial domes.104 But on other occasions poetic 
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description could, as in the case of Azraqı̄’s inlet pipe, suddenly assemble an 
image of startling newness through a sequence of inventive metaphors that 
observe closely the material qualities of both the subject and its unexpected 
analogues.

Yasser Tabbaa recently suggested that a reciprocal relationship between 
gardens and garden poetry meant that as gardens, fountains, and water features 
“became increasingly viewed in poetic terms, the gardens themselves may have 
aspired to this literary ideal.”105 The phenomenon has also been explored by 
Puerta Vílchez in the Iberian context.106 This convergence of literary and 
material modes is, I think, evident also in the kilgas, which are of course 
dedicated, like garden fountains and pools, to the provision of water and the 
practice of hydraulics. When the group is viewed as a whole, the selection of 
architectural components for inclusion upon the kilgas seems to have been a 
largely organic process arising out of the form of the object itself. The odd, even 
awkward form of the kilga is essentially made up of a clunky cylindrical trunk 
and a projecting receptacle, with an opening connecting the two. Just as in 
Chapter 3 we saw fantasties of garden pavilions develop out of low stands 
seemingly from the simple kinship of a shared polygonal form, so in the kilgas 
there are points of likeness that can be easily traced between a supporting trunk 
and an architectural drum, a projecting trough and a pool for a fountain. In the 
case of the kilgas, however, the connection is clearly not only formal but also 
functional, and the play of likeness is spun in several directions at once. As in 
the examples of poetic ekphrasis cited above, the architectural  (p.209) 

components selected for inclusion upon the kilgas do not aim for an inventory of 
the real in the way that a model would, but instead reflect the poetic 
construction of architecture—and particularly water architecture, with its 
dramatic effects and complex flow through interior and exterior spaces—from 
discrete elements that  (p.210) dazzle or amaze or strike anew. At the same 
time, the inscription of architectural motifs upon the marble surface is, as stated 
at the beginning of this chapter, an act of redescription: through ornamentation, 
the body of the object is re-presented to the viewer as a new entity that alludes, 
in both its entirety and its components, to the abstracted external referent of 
monumental water architecture.

Through their ornament, the kilgas have been endowed with an architectural 
identity that is liquid in two senses, with the conveyance of water meeting the 
refraction of architecture as it is experienced, imagined, recalled, and recast. It 
is easy to see why the shādirwān, the core unit of the salsabı̄l, is the single 
component that has been most faithfully replicated on the more elaborate kilgas. 
The shādirwān is the element in which the structure and function of the kilga 

converge upon the most direct resemblance to the salsabı̄l, and marks the point 
at which the kaleidoscopic field of architectural allusion is brought into a single 
point of full focus upon the body of the object. Other elements that would be 
equally spectacular but remain impracticable within the diminutive unit of the 
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Figure 5.20  Kilga, Egypt. Carved marble. 
Height 48 cm. Museum of Islamic Art, 
Cairo, MIA 4328.

kilga, such as fountains or long water channels, are entirely absent (Fig. 5.20). 
Beyond the shādirwān, the components from the salsabı̄l and other architectural 
forms that have been selected for use on the kilgas show a mix of interest in the 
closely referential (the chamfered pool), the dramatic (muqarnas), and the 
fanciful (the ledges on which the nude female figures sit, or the articulation of 
the trunks as architectural drums). Reconfigured through the three-dimensional 
space of the object, brought into abrupt conjunction with one another and yet 
remaining somewhat discontiguous, it is these individual motifs that transform 
the kilgas, or at least the most elaborately decorated examples, from rather 
ponderously shaped marble stands into microcosmic odes to water architecture.

Memory and Imagination
Architectural structures can be 
experienced in many different 
ways inside and out, from 
collective circumambulation to 
solo exploration of concealed 
spaces. However, the human 
sensory experience of 
architecture always takes place 
through time as well as space. 
The poetic description of 
architecture therefore performs 
another action, beyond 
fragmentation, that is paralleled 
in the art of the archimorphic 
object: it sets the somatic 
experience of architecture into 
a new temporal framework. 
That is to say, poetry 
transcribes a bodily mode of 
spatial and material experience 
into a verbal, and therefore 
sequential, system. Paul 
Losensky, in his close studies of 
the relationship between 
architecture and Persian poetry 
in the sixteenth century, has 
recognized this as a means of bringing “visual objects into the temporal and 
verbal flow of poetry,” and shows how the representation of architecture through 
poetry effects a form of translation across modalities, transforming the 
experience of time as well as space in the process and subjecting both to the 
internal logic of the poem itself.107

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780190695910.001.0001/oso-9780190695910-chapter-6#oso-9780190695910-chapter-6-figureGroup-125
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 (p.211) In distinct but related ways, the redescription of architecture upon the 
body of a much smaller object also changes certain temporal relationships 
between the viewing subject and the object of perception. In the first instance, 
the form of even a comparatively large object like a kilga can be apprehended in 
its entirety in a single, static glance. Even if one has to move around the object, 
or move the object itself, to experience every aspect of its ornament, the somatic 
relationship that exists between a building and a human is inverted by 
miniaturization of the architectural form. Where architectural space is 
commonly understood as controlling, at least to some extent, the behavior of the 
humans who move within it, the archimorphic object can be apprehended from 
outside by the viewer who attains mastery of it in a glance or a grasp. In the 
words of Claude Lévi-Strauss, the man-made miniature thus “compensates for 
the renunciation of sensible dimensions by the acquisition of intelligible 
dimensions.”108 In the oft-cited analyses of Gaston Bachelard and Susan Stewart 
this possessive dimension of miniaturization is inextricably entangled with play 
and imaginative transportation, as the beholder explores the miniature space of 
the object using her eyes and her mind. Imagining herself inside the object, yet 
simultaneously standing outside of it, she occupies two positions simultaneously.

The effect of this dual consciousness during “scalar travel” is a compression of 
time concomitant with the shrinkage of space, as was shown in a famous 
experiment by Alton DeLong. He presented subjects with model rooms of 
different scales and asked them to imagine themselves doing things within those 
miniature rooms and to gauge when they felt a certain amount of time had 
elapsed. Across the group, subjects’ experiences of time were compressed 
against the clock in line with the increasing compression of dimensions in the 
miniature environments they imagined themselves exploring. The “genuine shift 
in temporal experience” effected by changes in architectural scale has a 
profound effect on the experience of time offered by such artworks: they can 
collapse the temporal duration of architectural experience into the field of the 
object.109

At the same time, relaying the temporal experience of architecture by any means 

—visual, verbal, material—hinges upon a two-stage process. First is the 
transcription of bodily sensation and perception of architectural space and its 
features onto the “internal senses” of memory and imagination. This immanent 
internal act leaves no direct traces in the external world, but it can then be 
transmitted outward through those “productive faculties,” as the Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ 
styled them—that is, the “faculties” of speaking and making that give rise to the 
verbal and material arts. The relationship between architecture and its 
representations thus becomes most comprehensible when viewed through the 
prism of the internal senses that produce both cognition and, ultimately, 
artworks of all kinds. This is particularly relevant to a medieval Arabic-speaking 
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context where the internal senses were understood to be multiple and complex 
in their operations.

 (p.212) The theorization of the post-sensationary faculties represents one of 
the major achievements of the medieval Arabic philosophical tradition, and 
within the medieval landscape of objects and buildings it is worth pausing over 
the implications of this paradigm of cognition. In medieval Arabic and Hebrew 
philosophical traditions, the post-sensationary faculties were conceptualized in 
the plural as internal senses or powers (al-ḥawāss al-bāṭina or quwā bāṭina). This 
is quite distinct from the single post-sensationary faculty described in some 
early Latin philosophical texts. The simplest interpretations in the Arabic 
tradition include three major faculties drawn ultimately from Aristotle: 
imagination, cogitation, and memory.110 But in the work of Ibn Sı̄nā and others a 
complex and variable tabulation of the internal senses was developed which 
most often included five components. In Ibn Sı̄nā’s version, first is the common 
sense (al-ḥiss al-mushtarak), the “form-recipient of all things,” which receives 
the perceptions of the five external senses.111 This is followed by the retentive or 
representative imagination (khayāl or muṣawwira); the estimative faculty 
(wahm); memory, either preservative (ḥāfiẓa) or recollective (dhākira, 
mutadhakkira); and the “compositive imagination” (al-mufakkira or 

al-mutakhayyila).112 This paradigm and its variants, all of which presuppose 
sensation to be the foundation of cognition, provide a model by which sensory 
information can be perceived, evaluated, recorded, and abstracted.113 This 
would become, through Latin translations of the works of Ibn Sı̄nā, Ghazālı̄, and 
Ibn Rushd (d. 1126), the basis for the medieval European theories of cognition 
expounded within Scholasticism.114

The paradigm of the internal senses was not limited to debates between 
philosophers but underwrote the conception of mind across medieval 
scholarship in the Islamic world. Working with this paradigm, scholars outside of 
philosophy as well as inside it recognized the importance of repeated or 
sustained perception of a form in order to fix it within the subject’s cognition. 
The great advancer of optics, Ibn al-Haytham, draws a critical distinction 
between the glance and the repeated, contemplative gaze, with only the latter 
capable of causing objects to become “firmly fixed in the soul,” a model of 
cognition that again calls up the Aristotelian paradigm of the mind as a wax 
tablet into which the forms of the world are impressed.115 A similar delineation 
between brief and sustained looking appears in the work of the literary theorist 
Jurjānı̄, who notes that the same distinction applies to perception through the 
other senses.116 Both of these redoubtable scholars constructed theories of 
visual perception and mental imagery, respectively, upon the premise that 
repeated and contemplative viewing allows an object of visual perception and its 
qualities to be fully apprehended, recorded, retrieved, and eventually 
recombined within the workshop of the mind.
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The place accorded to memory varies within the various medieval Arabic schema 
of the internal senses, as does memory’s very nature. In some conceptions 
memory is conceived as a primarily retentive faculty, while in others it is viewed 

(p.213) as playing a perceptual role.117 However, the functions of 
remembering, retaining, and recollecting are frequently implicated in the other 
internal senses, with which memory (however conceived) works in concert. For 
example, in Ibn Sı̄nā’s scheme a combinatory faculty, the compositive 
imagination, “combines and divides the forms and intentions [maʿānı̄] perceived 
and retained by the other faculties,” and thus acts as a studio for the 
construction of new ideas and images from things previously experienced. Ibn 
Rushd arrives at a similarly synthetic role for memory within the creative 
imagination.118 The poetic images discussed in this chapter and the preceding 
one, for example, would be outcomes of this process since they represent new 
entities formed through the novel combination of existing fragments drawn from 
lived sensory experience.

We cannot know whether the craftsmen responsible for objects like the kilgas 
had any direct contact with the high scholarship in which these ideas were most 
completely articulated, and on the face of it, it seems unlikely that they would 
have. However, it is apparent that the underlying ideas about how sense 
impression, memory, and imagination worked in concert—ideas upon which 
more complex models of cognition were built—were in wide circulation. I believe 
those ideas should be accepted as the intellectual backdrop against which habits 
of making and beholding were constructed in the medieval Islamic world. A 
symbiotic relationship between the internal senses and the visual and poetic arts 
is in fact suggested in the articulation of those senses in terms of artistic 
practice: the imaginative faculties are frequently conceived in the medieval 
Arabic tradition as being primarily visual, to the extent of being analogized with 
the painter’s art, while the processes of abstraction from sensory impression 
that preoccupy the recording and estimating faculties are sometimes likened to 
verbal description.119 Thus, the deep interconnections between sensation, 
cognition, memory, and manual and verbal creation that ordered medieval 
conceptions of mind and matter flow continuously from subject to world and 
back again.

By recognizing the kilgas as both functional objects and concentrated 
encapsulations of ideas and impressions related to the architecture of water, it is 
possible to trace the compositive functions of memory and imagination within 
the ornament that articulates solid marble with liquid architecture. The creators 
of the kilgas have reordered fragments of architectural impression upon the 
bodies of the objects, with multiple points of rupture and realignment where 
individual elements have been brought up against each other. Within those 
points of rupture, the imagination can expand. The impressionistic description of 
architecture upon the body of the kilga, bringing pool up against shādirwān, 
discarding channels, building a fantasy of ingress into the drum that supports 
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the water source, carving muqarnas into walls, and binding the whole 
assemblage with ribbons of inscription, successfully inscribes an architecture of 
the mind into a piece of marble sixty centimeters long.
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(30) See the example photographed in use with a metal container in the late 
1970s at the complex of Sultan al-Manṣūr Qalāwūn, Cairo, by Knauer (“Marble 
Jar Stands,” 73).

(31) On the “dismantle-and-rebuild” use of marble in Cairo see Michael 
Greenhaigh, Marble Past, Monumental Present: Building with Antiquities in the 
Mediaeval Mediterranean (Leiden: Brill, 2009), 448–464.

(32) Ibrahim, “Clear Fresh Water,” 1.

(33) See Marcus Milwright, “Waves of the Sea: Responses to Marble in Written 
Sources (9th–15th Centuries), in The Iconography of Islamic Art: Studies in 
Honour of Professor Robert Hillenbrand, ed. Bernard O’Kane (Edinburgh: 
Edinburgh University Press, 2005), 211–221; Fabio Barry, “Walking on Water: 
Cosmic Floors in Antiquity and the Middle Ages,” The Art Bulletin 89, no. 4 
(2007): 627–656.

(34) On the history of the so-called Bilderverbot in Islamic religious art, see 

Flood, “Between Cult and Culture,” 641–659, and more recently Natif, “Painter’s 
Breath,” 41–55.

(35) Ibrahim suggests that the presence of the nude figures might indicate a role 
in hammams (“Clear Fresh Water,” 3), although this seems a rather literal 
interpretation.

(36) Graves, “Monumental Miniature,” 309–311. On the practice of symbolically 
“killing” the figured image by cutting its throat or obliterating its face, see 

Flood, “Cult and Culture,” and Flood, Objects of Translation, 160–172.

(37) Museum of Islamic Art, Cairo, no. 104, taken from the late fifteenth-century 
mosque of the Mamluk amir Mughulbāy Ṭāz, Cairo: Max Herz Bey, Catalogue 
sommaire des monuments exposés dans le musée national de l’art arabe (Cairo: 
Impr. de l’Institut français d’archéologie orientale, 1895), 29, n. 107.

(38) A classic study is Grabar, “Imperial and Urban Art,” 215–241. See also 

Jonathan Bloom, Arts of the City Victorious: Islamic Art and Architecture in 
Fatimid North Africa and Egypt (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press and 
Institute of Ismaili Studies, 2007).

(39) MIA 4328, illustrated most recently in O’Kane, Treasures of Islamic Art, 
117–118.

(40) The terminal fragment of the preceding word is also visible in the remaining 
part of the inscription on this kilga. On the basis of that fragment, some authors 
have considered it possible to date the piece to 570 H (1174–1175 CE) or 590 H 
(1193–1194 CE): Ahmad Hamdy, ed., Islamic Art in Egypt, 969–1517 (Cairo: 
Ministry of Culture of the United Arab Republic, 1969), 200; Ibrahim, “Clear 
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Fresh Water,” 2–3; and O’Kane, Treasures, 118. An alternative published 
interpretation proposes the date 550: Farouk Sadeq Askar, “Support de jarre 
(kilga) avec un bassin en saillie,” in Trésors fatimides du Caire, ed. Marianne 
Barrucand (Paris: Institut du monde arabe, 1998), 180. In the published 
illustrations it is very hard to make out all the letters that would be necessary 
for either of these readings. Given the ambiguities of the script, and in the 
absence of first-hand examination of the object, I have retained the more general 
dating to the sixth century that was first published in Étienne Combe, Jean 
Sauvaget, and Gaston Wiet, ed., Répertoire chronologique d’épigraphie arabe, 
vol. 8 (Cairo: Institut français d’archéologie orientale, 1937), 279.

(41) Ibrahim, “Clear Fresh Water,” 3.

(42) Elisséeff, “Alabaster Water-Jar,” 35.

(43) On the iconicity of Fatimid architectural inscriptions in Cairo see Irene 
Bierman, Writing Signs: The Fatimid Public Text (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1998).

(44) On later architectural chronograms and architectural panegyric composed 
for inscription upon buildings, see Paul Losensky, “Coordinates in Space and 
Time: Architectural Chronograms in Safavid Iran,” in New Perspectives on 
Safavid Iran: Empire and Society, ed. Colin P. Mitchell (London: Routledge, 
2011), 198–219; Losensky, “ ‘Square Like a Bubble,’ ” 42–70. On walls of words 
created by architectural inscriptions, see Bernard O’Kane, The Appearance of 
Persian on Islamic Art (New York: Persian Heritage Foundation, 2009), 26–41, 
48–56, 59–66, 121–123, 130–131, 139; Bernard O’Kane, “Persian Poetry on 
Ilkhanid Art and Architecture,” in Beyond the Legacy of Genghis Khan, ed. Linda 
Komaroff (Leiden: Brill, 2006), 346–354.

(45) Lorenz Korn, “The Façade of aṣ-Ṣāliḥ ʿAyyūb’s Madrasa and the Style of 
Ayyubid Architecture in Cairo,” in Egypt and Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid and 
Mamluk Eras, III, ed. Urbain Vermeulen and Jo Van Steenbergen (Leuven: 
Peeters, 2001), 106 and n. 13. This motif was mistakenly interpreted by Knauer 
as a tree or leaf (“Marble Jar Stands,” 67, 77–8, 82, 84, 89), and her erroneous 
interpretation has been repeated in some later catalogue entries.

(46) Ibrahim (“Clear Fresh Water,” 1 and n. 6) proposes that the arch originated 
in Samarra, Iraq, at the Dār al-Khilāfa (ninth century). A related form can be 
seen in the Baghdad Gate in Raqqa, Syria, probably dateable to the late eleventh 
or twelfth century: see Hillenbrand, “Eastern Islamic Influences,” 34–35.

(47) Ahmad Fikri, Masājid al-Qāhira wa-madārisuhā, 3 vols. (Cairo: Dār al- 
Maʿārif, 1961), 1:204.
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(48) These are in the Coptic Museum in Cairo (Ibrahim, “Clear Fresh Water,” 

plate 8 A and B), and the Ikonenmuseum, Recklinghausen, Germany (Knauer, 
“Marble Jar Stands,” 90).

(49) See, for example, the Sayyida Ruqayya Mashhad (1133; illustrated in Keppel 
Archibald Cameron Creswell, The Muslim Architecture of Egypt, 2 vols. [New 
York: Hacker, 1978], vol. 1, plate 86c) and the maqṣūra of al-Ḥāfiẓ, in the Azhar 
Mosque (1138; illustrated in Bloom, Arts of the City, 151). Lorenz Korn sees the 
blind tricusped arch as a marker of the continuation between Fatimid and 
Ayyubid architectural decoration: Korn, “Façade,” 106; see also Stéphane 
Pradines, “Burj al-Ẓafar: Architecture de passage des fatimides aux ayyoubides,” 
in Egypt and Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid and Mamluk Eras, VIII, ed. Urbain 
Vermeulen, Kristof D’Hulster, and Jo Van Steenbergen (Leuven: Peeters, 2016), 
76, 100, 106. Ibrahim has noted that it also appears as late as the Ottoman 
period, in the drum of the Sinan Pasha Mosque, 1571 (Ibrahim, “Clear Fresh 
Water,” n. 6).

(50) Graves, Worlds Writ Small, 211–214; some examples are published in Joan 
Aruz, Kim Benzel, and Jean M. Evans, ed., Beyond Babylon: Art, Trade and 
Diplomacy in the Second Millenium B.C. (New York: Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, 2008), 347; Vassos Karagheorgis, Eleni Vassilika, and Penelope Wilson, The 
Art of Ancient Cyprus in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge ([Cambridge]: 
Fitzwilliam Museum / A. G. Leventis Foundation, 1999), 62. The closest 
comparable form I have seen is an earthenware mold in the form of a seated 
female nude holding her breasts, excavated at Tell Hariri in Syria and thought to 
date from the beginning of the second millennium BCE, on display in the Syrian 
National Museum in Damascus in 2009.

(51) See Knauer’s attempt to use it as a defining feature of the groupings she 
proposes in her study: “Marble Jar Stands,” group 9, 82–86.

(52) On the debates surrounding the origins of muqarnas, see Wilkinson, 
Nishapur, 251; Yasser Tabbaa, “Muqarnas,” The Dictionary of Art, ed. Jane 
Turner (London: Grove, 1996), 22:321. For the history of its early use in Egypt, 
see Jonathan Bloom, “The Introduction of the Muqarnas into Egypt,” Muqarnas 5 
(1988): 21–28.

(53) Ibrahim, “Clear Fresh Water,” 2; Knauer, “Marble Jar Stands,” 83.

(54) Jonathan Bloom has proposed that a now-lost tradition of muqarnas 

squinches on vernacular architecture in Egypt may have preceded the form’s 
appearance on religious architecture in the twelfth century; see Bloom, 
“Introduction of the Muqarnas,” 27–28.

(55) Graves, Worlds Writ Small, 155–222.
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(56) The kilgas have been misinterpreted by Max Herz Bey, among others, as 
imitative of tortoises: this was corrected by Knauer (“Marble Jar Stands,” 70, n. 
7).

(57) Knauer, “Marble Jar Stands,” 76–77. On the distinction between shādirwān 

and salsabı̄l, see Georges Marçais, “Salsabı̄l et Šadirwān,” in Études 
d’orientalisme dédiées à la mémoire de Lévi-Provençal, 2 vols. (Paris: G.-P. 
Maisonneuve et Larose, 1962), 2:639–648; Laila ʿAli Ibrahim and Muhammad M. 
Amin, Architectural Terms in Mamluk Documents (Cairo: American University in 
Cairo Press, 1990), 66, 68–69; Yasser Tabbaa, “The ‘Salsabil’ and ‘Shadirwan’ in 
Medieval Islamic Courtyards,” Environmental Design: Journal of the Islamic 
Environmental Design Research Centre 2 (1985), 34–37; Yasser Tabbaa “Towards 
an Interpretation of the Use of Water in Islamic Courtyards and Courtyard 
Gardens,” Journal of Garden History 7, no. 3 (1987): 197–220; Nasser Rabbat, 
“Shadirwān,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed., http://dx.doi.org/ 
10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_6737.

(58) Ernst J. Grube and Jeremy Johns, The Painted Ceilings of the Cappella 
Palatina (Genova: Bruschettini Foundation for Islamic and Asian Art, 2005), 140 

and plate XLII.

(59) See also Lucien Golvin, Recherches Archéologiques à la Qal’a des Banû 
Hammâd (Algérie) (Paris: G.-P. Maisonneuve et Larose, 1965), plates XLIII and 
XLIV.

(60) Illustrated in Creswell, Muslim Architecture of Egypt, 1:126. Aly Bahgat and 
Albert Gabriel, Fouilles d’al Foustât, publiées les auspices du Comité de 
conservation des monuments de l’art arabe, par Aly Bahgat bey et Albert Gabriel 
(Paris: E. de Boccard, 1921), 52–53 (“Maison III”), 55–56 (“Maison IV”), 58–59 
(“Maison V”), 62–63 and 66–67 (“Maison VI”), and plate XVIII.

(61) See Daniel Schlumberger, “Le palais ghaznévide de Laškari Bazar,” Syria 29 
(1952): 260–261.

(62) Knauer, “Marble Jar Stands,” 77; Rachid Bourouiba, “Note sur une vasque 
de pierre trouvée au Palais du Manar de la Qal’a des Bani Hammad,” Bulletin 
d’archéologie algérienne 5 (1971–1975): 235–245.

(63) National Museum of Antiquities and Islamic Arts, Algiers, no. II.S.66: see 

Leila Merabet, “Fountain Basin,” Discover Islamic Art. Museum With No 
Frontiers, 2014, http://www.discoverislamicart.org/database_item.php? 

id=object;ISL;dz;Mus01;38;en.

(64) For possible symbolic meanings of flowing, pooling, and scattering water in 
the medieval salsabı̄l, see Tabbaa, “Towards an Interpretation,” 212–218.
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(65) Krautheimer, “ ‘Iconography of Medieval Architecture,’ ” 14. Koch follows 
this line of argument in “Copies of the Quṭb Mı̄nār,” 95–107.

(66) See Tabbaa, “Towards an Interpretation,” 212.

(67) Golvin, Recherches Archéologiques, pl. LVI.

(68) Quoted in Tabbaa, “Towards an Interpretation,” 202.

(69) Textual and material sources attest to the widespread use of lion 
fountainheads and waterspouts in al-Andalus and North Africa: Dede Fairchild 
Ruggles, Gardens, Landscape and Vision in the Palaces of Islamic Spain 

(University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2000), 199–200 and 210– 

214. Carved stone lion heads were excavated at Fustat: Bahgat and Gabriel, 
Fouilles d’al Foustât, plate no. XXIV. The connection seems to be very ancient: 
see the earthenware libation vessel from Syria, c. nineteenth century BCE and 
now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (68.155), in the form of a 
tower mounted by a figure who grasps two lions and a vessel. Illustrated in 

Pillsbury et al., Design for Eternity, 12.

(70) However, the question of why there should so often be two lion heads at this 
point on the kilgas, rather than one, remains unanswered.

(71) Alexander Badawy, “The Prototype of the Coptic Water-Jug Stand,” 

Archaeology 20, no. 1 (1967): 61.

(72) Badawy, “Prototype,” 58–61. See an example on the temple of Hathor at 
Dendara, c. 125 BCE – 60 CE, illustrated in Finnestad, “Temples of the Pharaonic 
and Roman Periods,” 214.

(73) See the catalogue entry for a Coptic-type jar stand in the Museum of Islamic 
Art, Cairo (no. 27877): Dominique Bénazeth, “Support pour jarres à eau,” in L’art 
copte en Egypte: 2000 ans de christianisme (Paris: Institut du monde arabe / 
Gallimard, 2000), 39.

(74) See Alfonso X el Sabio: Sala San Esteban, Murcia, 27 octubre 2009–31 
enero 2010 (Murcia: A. C. Novograf, 2009), 699.

(75) Julio Navarro Palazón, “Formas arquitectónicas en el mobiliario cerámico 
andalusí,” Cuadernos de la Alhambra 23 (1987): 21–65. Some aspects of Navarro 
Palazón’s interpretation of the Murcia piece and related fragments as stands for 
jars are questioned in Remedios Amores Lloret, “Maquetas arquitectónicas 
islámicas de Murcia,” Verdolay 3 (1991): 104.

(76) Julio Navarro Palazón and Pedro Jiménez Castillo, “Piletas de abluciones en 
el ajuar cerámico andalusí,” Verdolay 5 (1993): 173.
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Abstract and Keywords
The conclusion places the art of the object into an expanded field, where it is 
shown to be contiguous with other visual and verbal artforms including 
architecture, painting, poetry, and rhetoric. It locates the peak of the allusive 
object in the pre-Mongol Middle East and speculates about its decline in the 
later medieval and early modern periods. It also considers the change in 
meaning that the subjects of the book have undergone as they transition from 
being objects of use to objects of display. The conclusion ends with final 
consideration of the nature of allusion and its implications for the intelligent art 
of the object.

Keywords:   expanded field, Mongol conquests, medieval art, materiality, thing theory, museums, touch, 
allusion

For in the last analysis it is human consciousness which is the subject- 
matter of history. The interrelations, confusions, and infections of human 
consciousness are, for history, reality itself.

—Marc Bloch, The Historian’s Craft

The art of the object is an inherently malleable category. It’s right there in the 
name, for what could be more open-ended and disarmingly capacious a term 
than “object”? The prevailing structures of art history have long delimited this 
category in terms of negatives: the art of the object is not painting; it is not 
sculpture; it is not architecture. It is, implicitly, the bric-a-brac left over when 
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the rest have been dealt with. The material culture of the Islamic world, where 
so many of the finest works of art are also objects of use, is perfectly placed to 
disrupt art history’s entrenched hierarchies of production and prejudices 
concerning the “applied” arts—and yet, even Islamic art history has sometimes 
tended to follow the larger art-historical pattern and subordinate the art of the 
object to those of architecture and manuscripts.1 There is an emic case to be 
made for this hierarchy, to some extent: the special position held by the written 
word and particularly calligraphy within Islamic culture is beyond doubt, and the 
historical sources have more to say about major monuments of premodern 
sacred and imperial architecture than they do about ceramics or metalwork— 

naturally enough, when one considers that the authors of those sources were 
usually more concerned with kings than craftsmen. But the privileging of other 
modes of production in medieval Islamic written sources does not mean that the 
artistic attainment  (p.215) embodied in the plastic arts merits any less positive 
attention from art historians. As this book has shown, the intelligent art of the 
object is defined by characteristics that demand to be recognized in the positive: 
both pleasure and cleverness reside and work within the object’s three- 
dimensionality, its haptic dimensions, and its insistent materiality. Above all, 
there is a source of intellectual delight in the object’s unique potential for plastic 
allusion and wordless wit.

Medieval art production was of course not uniform in time or space, and one 
might well ask where the story of the plastic arts goes after the Mongol 
conquests of the thirteenth century, since those events have acted as a loose cut- 
off point for the materials included in this study. The Mongol invasions 
devastated many locales, and seemingly brought about the migration of artisans 
from others, but they did not effect an artistic blackout across all of the 
conquered territories of the Middle East and Central Asia.2 All this makes plain 
the dangers of propounding generalizations about artistic production across 
such a vast geographic area—but I am nonetheless going to venture some. The 
allusive object, a category of material creativity I have linked with the medieval 
florescence of Arabic and subsequently Persian poetic and literary innovations 
and theory, as well as other cultural currents, arguably reached a peak in the 
extraordinarily inventive metalwork and ceramic production of the twelfth- and 
thirteenth-century Iranian plateau. From the fourteenth century onward, in both 
the eastern Islamic and Mediterranean realms, there seems to be less prevailing 
interest in the plastic poetics and spatial games of allusion that generated so 
many of the startling objects in this book. While the phenomenon does not 
entirely disappear—the Mamluk lamp in Fig. 4.21 shows that the allusive, 
archimorphic object continued to exert a hold in certain instances—it seems to 
have lost ground long before the decisive arrival of the great early modern 
empires in the sixteenth century. I would tentatively link this transition with a 
palpable, if complex, late medieval and early modern shift toward the privileging 
of highly finished surfaces and the two-dimensional image over materiality and 
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three-dimensional models of signification. The motivations behind these tectonic 
movements in material and visual emphasis might well lie as much in the 
histories of poetry, literature, philosophy, vision science, and economic 
structures as in the histories of the visual arts.3 To seek further explanations 
here would turn this conclusion into a whole other book.

Accepting the allusive object as a primarily medieval phenomenon, one can 
return to the question of its position within art history. It is entirely possible to 
change the way we think about a type of artwork by restructuring the categories 
that we use to define it. Rosalind Krauss famously contended that by the 1960s, 
contemporary sculpture had “entered a categorical no-man’s-land: it was what 
was on or in front of a building that was not the building, or it was what was in 
the landscape that was not the landscape.”4 In Krauss’s mapping of 
postmodernist art production, the developments that followed this stalemate can 
be understood as the expansion of the attributes “not-building” and “not- 
landscape,” from a closed  (p.216) binary of exclusion to a field that 
encompassed their opposed, positive values of “building” and “landscape.” This 
created a dynamic space into which conceptions of three-dimensional art 
expanded during the 1970s to include, for example, land art and certain types of 
installation.5 Although the context and the outcomes are radically different, one 
can borrow the principle to expand the field in which the medieval Islamic art of 
the object operates as an art-historical category. This is done by moving it from 
suspension between a cluster of exclusions—not-painting, not-sculpture, not- 
architecture—into a complex that recognizes its many points of contiguity and 
continuity with those other arts in its own time, by admitting them, along with 
the poetic and literary practices that have been shown throughout this book to 
have strong resonances in the plastic arts, into the field of the object.

Co-opting Krauss’s model of the “expanded field” enables two particularly 
important means of intellectual encounter with the medieval Islamic art of the 
object. First, it accommodates multidirectional relations between modes of 
creativity that have traditionally been segregated in scholarship: for example, 
functional objects, architecture, and rhetoric. Acknowledging that these 
different modalities can in fact occupy the same field makes it possible to 
explore the extent to which they mutually construct intermedial phenomena, 
such as architectural decoration, spatial poetics, and the allusive objects of this 
book. By recognizing that different modalities could be mutually constitutive in 
multiple ways, this construct also has the happy outcome of providing an 
alternative to that pernicious art-historical mechanism, “influence,” with its 
“wrong-headed grammatical prejudice about who is the agent and who the 
patient.”6 Rather than imagining that, through some uncharted means, a tomb 
tower “influences” a ewer, expanding the field of the object instead makes space 
for a more plausible network of reciprocities between ewers, buildings, the 
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hands that make and use them, the minds that think them, and the words that 
describe them.

Secondly, setting artifacts into this expanded field also makes it easier to 
imagine objects of use, most of which now exist primarily as static and 
aestheticized museum pieces, as they once were: mobile agents within a 
medieval continuum of humans, objects, buildings, and landscapes.

Display objects in museums, a category that includes almost all of the pieces in 
this book, occupy a strange position. Functional items such as inkwells, stands, 
jars, and incense burners have the potential for use built into them, and they 
advertise those modes of use through affordances. Openings, handles, lids, feet, 
dimensions: these construct the human encounter with an object of use, and 
speak of its terms of operation whether it is in the hand or in a vitrine. The 
objects in this book have not yet transitioned into “things,” in the philosophical 
sense of objects that can no longer serve their function and hence have lost their 
defining relationship with the human subject.7 But while some of them may have 
been primarily intended for display from the moment of manufacture, their 
current categorization as museum objects necessarily requires the semi- 
suppression of their manually  (p.217) “usable” aspects, which are, concomitant 
with their elevation as artworks, usually off-limits to the hand—although not the 
eye. It is a truism, and one that reeks of connoisseur’s privilege, to say that such 
objects of use can only be fully experienced when held and moved in the hands. 
Of course, no one would deny that two-dimensional reproductions are not a 
substitute for the experience of handling an object, feeling its surface, its heft, 
and its balance; nevertheless, images can tell us a great deal about what that 
experience would be like—now more than ever, when the internet and digital 
photography have exponentially increased our visual access to many pieces. Art 
history is, after all, an imaginative discipline as well as an empirical one, and 
there are only a few objects in this book that I have actually lifted up and 
cradled in my own hands as an owner might once have done. (There are many 
more that I have gingerly rotated on tabletops, under the watchful eyes of 
curators.) With all the practical barriers that exist to physically touching 
museum objects, returning the haptic experience to the analysis of objects of use 
may require some exertion of the imagination, but it is by no means an 
impossible task—and it is an essential part of the challenge offered by the 
medieval Islamic art of the object to the existing structures of art history.

Beyond art historical exigencies, then, the quest to understand better what 
allusive objects do has expanded the cognitive field occupied by the plastic arts. 
By positing the “intellect of the hand” as a discernible faculty in medieval 
Islamic culture, the first chapter of this book engaged the art of the object into 
the cognitive realm through the traces left by making, matter, and artifacts 
within intellectual and social history. Recognizing that a wide range of textual 
sources might reflect, prismatically, the nonverbal histories of knowing, 
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thinking, and making that are embodied within material objects, that premise 
enabled a reassessment of the nature and position of craftsmanship and the 
plastic arts within medieval Islamic society. Above all, it has made it possible to 
recognize objects of use as embodiments of thought processes. The four 
subsequent chapters explored different cognitive avenues of approach to the art 
of the allusive object: spatial perception, object recognition, mental imagery, 
description, memory. By synthesizing these multiple angles of approach, an 
expanded cognitive field in historical context allows us to move closer to 
understanding how all aspects of the object were intended to work together. 
Materiality, structure, movement, use, inscriptions, and ornament of all sorts act 
in combination to produce the beholder’s experience of the object’s presence, 
and its construction of meaning—the model of “seeing-with” developed by Alloa 
and utilized in Chapter 3 of this book. Trying to recover and recreate historical 
structures of thought and cognitive paradigms, as a means of understanding not 
only behaviors but also the physical manifestations of those behaviors in 
artifacts, is both an impossible task and the most productive project art history 
can undertake.8

 (p.218) Finally, this book’s premise of “allusion” as a form of indirect reference 
that can be verbal, gestural, visual, or material, takes its subjects out of the 
register of direct referentiality and thereby circumvents “the assumption that 
only the mimetic can be meaningful.” This prejudice has long inhibited the art- 
historical study of objects of use, and indeed of Islamic art more generally.9 

Rather than tightly conclusive, the art of allusion is as concerned with processes 
of construction—material and rhetorical—as it is with outcomes. While I have 
argued that a meaningful relationship exists between these allusive objects and 
the building types with which they are in dialogue, that relationship does not 
eclipse the objects themselves. The play of fictive space produced through the 
judicious placement of ordering motifs and figures, the paratactical combination 
of architectural and non-architectural forms, or the dramatic redescription of 
identifiable architectural elements: all of these produce new figurations that 
have their own discrete existence, independent of any relationships to external 
referents, or even of what they can tell us about how people perceived buildings 
in a particular moment and setting.10 A successfully performed allusion, Carmela 
Perri argues, is not a straightforward act of identification but instead will 
produce in its audience the actions of “recognizing, remembering, realizing, 
connecting.”11 It is always an active process: clever and often complex, the 
allusive object demands prolonged contemplation and interpretation. It thus 
becomes its own mechanism for extending the beholder’s engagement with 
itself.

Notes:

(1) In many of the extant survey texts of Islamic art, architecture comes first, 
followed by the book arts and the art of the object. In sale catalogues for this 
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1226–1261, based on the evidence of surviving dated pieces: Oliver Watson, 
“Pottery under the Mongols,” in Beyond the Legacy of Genghis Khan, ed. Linda 
Komaroff (Leiden: Brill, 2006), 325–345.

(3) On “regimes of visuality,” see Necipoğlu, “L’idée de décor,” and “Early 
Modern Floral.” On the early modern “gaze,” see Necipoğlu, “The Scrutinizing 
Gaze.”

(4) Rosalind Krauss, “Sculpture in the Expanded Field,” October 8 (1979): 36–37.
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London: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 1–21.
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(37) The original number of epistles contained within the Rasāʾil Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ 
is also the subject of debate: see Abbas Hamdani, “The Arrangement of the 

Rasāʾil Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ and the Problem of Interpolations,” in Epistles, ed. El- 
Bizri, 88–90.

(38) Godefroid de Callataÿ, “The Classification of Knowledge in the Rasāʾil,” in 

Epistles, ed. El-Bizri, 82.

(39) See Callataÿ, “Classification,” 82, who also cites copied passages in the 
work of al-Idrı̄sı̄ (d. 1165) and al-Qazwı̄nı̄ (d. 1283), as well as the Pseudo- 
Aristotelian Secretum Secretorum; Godefroid de Callataÿ, “Philosophy and 
Bāṭinism in al-Andalus: Ibn Masarra’s Risālat al-Iʿtibār and the Rasāʾil Ikhwān al- 
Ṣafāʾ,” Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam 41 (2014): 261–312; Ismail K. 
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Translation of the Rasāʾil Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ,” in Epistles, ed. El-Bizri, 34–36; Puerta 
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(40) Yahya Jean Michot, “Misled and Misleading . . . Yet Central in Their 
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148–149, 166–169.
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(41) Michot, “Misled,” 176; see also Eric Ormsby’s introduction to al-Ghazālı̄, 
Love, Longing, Intimacy and Contentment: Book XXXVI of the Revival of the 
Religious Sciences = Iḥyāʾ ʿulūm al-dı̄n, translated with an introduction and 
notes by Eric Ormsby (Cambridge: The Islamic Texts Society, 2011), xvii–xviii.

(42) Ibn al-Haytham, The Optics of Ibn al-Haytham, Books I–III: On Direct Vision, 
2 vols., trans. A. I. Sabra (London: Warburg Institute, 1989), 2:100.

(43) Rasāʾil ikhwān al-ṣafāʾ wa-khillān al-wafāʾ, 4 vols (Beirut: Dār Ṣādir, 1957), 
4:57–58, 174–175. References to the text of the Rasāʾil are to this edition unless 
otherwise stated. See also Ian Netton, Muslim Neoplatonists: An Introduction to 
the Thought of the Brethren of Purity (Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ) (London: Allen and 
Unwin, 1982), 36.

(44) Seyyed Hossein Nasr, An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines: 
Conceptions of Nature and Methods Used for Its Study by the Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, 
al-Bı̄rūnı̄, and Ibn Sı̄nā (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1993), 31–32.

(45) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 4:188. See also Hamdani, “Controversy,” 60.

(46) The theme recurs throughout the text but is most comprehensively 
developed in epistle six, “On the arithmetical and geometric proportions with 
respect to the refinement of the soul and reformation of character” (Ikhwān al- 
Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 1:242–257). An expansive and illuminating exploration of these 
ideas in the works of the Ikhwān and other medieval authors can be found in 

Necipoğlu, Topkapı Scroll, particularly 185–196; 
(p.229)
Necipoğlu, “Scrutinizing Gaze,” 30–32. See also Puerta Vílchez, Aesthetics in 
Arabic Thought, 166–186. The aesthetics of the Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ are also 
discussed in Valérie Gonzalez, Beauty and Islam: Aesthetics in Islamic Art and 
Architecture (London: I. B. Tauris, 2001), 51, 61, 75.

(47) Mohammed Hamdouni Alami, The Origins of Visual Culture in the Islamic 
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B. Tauris, 2015).
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misapprehension is untenable when one considers the extraordinary emphasis 
on the acts of speaking and making that are to be found throughout the Rasāʾil.

(51) Al-Fārābı̄, Kitāb al-Shiʿr, translated as “The Book of Poetry,” in Takhyı̄l: The 
Imaginary in Classical Arabic Poetics, ed. Geert Jan van Gelder and Marlé 
Hammond (Oxford: Oxbow for E. J. W. Gibb Memorial Trust, 2008), 17.

(52) Quoted in Inka Nokso-Koivisto, “Summarized Beauty: The Microcosm- 
Macrocosm Analogy and Islamic Aesthetics,” Studia Orientalia 111 (2011): 265, 
citing al-Jāḥiẓ, Kitāb al-ḥayawān, ed. ʿAbd al-Salām M. Hārun (Cairo: Sharika 
Taktuba wa maṭbaʿa Muṣṭafā al-Bābı̄ wa aulādihi, 1965–1969), 1:213.

(53) Nokso-Koivisto, “Summarized Beauty,” 265.

(54) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 2:415.

(55) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 1:438–441, 450; Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Epistles of the 
Brethren of Purity: On Logic, An Arabic Critical Edition and English Translation 
of Epistles 10–14, ed. and trans. Carmela Baffioni (New York: Oxford University 
Press / Institute of Ismaili Studies, 2010), 139–141, 153; Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Epistles 
of the Brethren of Purity: On Geography, an Arabic Critical Edition and English 
Translation of Epistle 4, ed. and trans. Ignacio Sanchez and James Montgomery 
(New York: Oxford University Press / Institute of Ismaili Studies, 2014), 59.

(56) On the microcosm/macrocosm thesis, see Inka Nokso-Koivisto, Microcosm- 
Macrocosm Analogy in Rasāʾil Ikhwān aṣ-Ṣafāʾ and Certain Related Texts (PhD 
diss., University of Helsinki, 2014).

(57) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 1:450; Epistles 10–14 (OUP/IIS), 153. Ghazālı̄, 
writing at the turn of the twelfth century, opined that whoever does not 
scrutinize the structure and component parts of an eyeball, exploring the 
physical properties of all the parts to marvel at the wisdom that they 
incorporate, “will neither know its form nor the One who forms them”: al- 
Ghazālı̄, Maqṣad al-asnā, 82; al-Ghazālı̄, Ninety-Nine Beautiful Names, 70. This 
idea also underpins the textual genre of wonders-of-creation manuscripts, as 
skillfully demonstrated by Persis Berlekamp in Wonder, Image and Cosmos in 
Medieval Islam (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2011).

(58) Here, the aim of the propaedeutic sciences is stated to be “training the 
apprentices’ minds to receive the forms of the sensible entities through the 
sensory faculties [al-qiwā al-ḥassāsa], and to imagine their forms as they are in 
themselves through the faculty of ratiocination [al-quwwa al-mufakkira].” 

Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 1:103; Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Epistles of the Brethren of 
Purity: On Arithmetic and Geometry: An Arabic  (p.230) Critical Edition and 
English Translation of Epistles 1 & 2, ed. and trans. Nader El-Bizri (New York: 
Oxford University Press / Institute of Ismaili Studies, 2012), 144.
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(59) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 1:104; Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Epistles 1 & 2 (OUP/IIS), 
144, where it is translated as “ocean of matter.” The term appears frequently in 
Arabic Neoplatonic writings including the works of Mulla Sadrā (d. 1636), who 
attributes it to the Uthūlūjiyā or “Theology of Aristotle” discussed in this chapter. 
I thank Hassan Ansari for this information.

(60) Carol Bier, “Geometry Made Manifest: Reorienting the Historiography of 
Ornament on the Iranian Plateau and Beyond,” in The Historiography of Persian 
Architecture, ed. Mohammad Gharipour (London: Routledge, 2016), 45, citing T. 
J. P. de Bruijn, Of Piety and Poetry: The Interaction of Religion and Literature in 
the Life and Works of Ḥakı̄m Sanāʾı̄ of Ghazni (Leiden: Brill, 1983), 238.

(61) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 1:276–295.

(62) That these do not precisely match the greater classificatory system of the 
fifty-two epistles of the Ikhwān is suggested to be the result of re-elaboration of 
the text over time: see Callataÿ, “Classification.”

(63) Cf. Fārābı̄’s famous Iḥṣāʾ al-ʿulūm (Enumeration of the sciences): see 

“Alfarabi: The Enumeration of the Sciences,” trans. Charles Butterworth, in 

Medieval Political Philosophy: A Sourcebook, 2nd ed., ed. Joshua Parens and 
Joseph C. Macfarland (Ithaca, NY and London: Cornell University Press, 2011), 
18–23.

(64) Godefroid de Callataÿ, Ikhwan al-Safa’: A Brotherhood of Idealists on the 
Fringe of Orthodox Islam (Oxford: Oneworld, 2005), 63; and Callataÿ, 
“Classification,” 66.

(65) Callataÿ, Ikhwan al-Safa’, 62–63; Callataÿ, “Ikhwân al-Safâ: des arts 
scientifiques et de leur objectif,” Le Muséon 116, no. 1–2 (2003): 249–250. See 
also Alexander Treiger, “Al-Ghazālı̄’s Classifications of the Sciences and 
Descriptions of the Highest Theoretical Science,” Dîvân Disiplinlerarası 
Çalışmalar Dergisi 16, no. 30 (2011/1): 1–32.

(66) Primarily Bernard Lewis, “An Epistle on Manual Crafts,” Islamic Culture 17 
(1943): 141–151. For a summary of debates about this text as evidence for guilds 
in early Islam see Hamdani, “Controversy.”

(67) Yves Marquet, “La place du travail dans le hiérarchie ismaʿílienne d’aprés 

L’encyclopédie des Frères de la Pureté,” Arabica 8 (1961): 225–237.

(68) Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, “The Seventh Epistle of the Propaedeutical Part on the 
Scientific Arts and What They Aim At,” trans. Rüdiger Arnzen, in Classical 
Foundations of Islamic Educational Thought, ed. Bradley J. Cook (Provo, UT: 
Brigham Young University Press, 2010), 261, n. 2. For the eighth epistle, see 

Friedrich Dieterici, Die Logik und Psychologie der Araber im zehnten 
Jahrhundert n. Chr. (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 1868), 85–101. A 
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précis (in Italian) of epistle eight is included in Allesandro Bausani, 
L’enciclopedia dei fratelli della purità (Naples: Istituto Universitario Orientale, 
1978). Some portions of the text, including the various names of the craft 
professions, are translated in Lewis, “Epistle.” A full English translation of the 
eighth epistle with commentary by Nader El-Bizri is forthcoming from Oxford 
University Press / Institute of Ismaili Studies in 2018.

(69) Necipoğlu has stated that there is an epistle on the “loftiness of crafts” or 
“the loftiness of the artist/creator” (sharaf al-ṣāniʿ) within the Epistles (Topkapı 
Scroll, 199; “Scrutinizing Gaze,” 31). This is the title of a faṣl (section) within the 
eighth epistle.

(70) On the sūq and its place in premodern Islamic urban structure, see André 
Raymond, “The Economy of the Traditional City,” in The City in the Islamic 
World, 2 vols., ed. Renata Holod, Attilio Petruccioli, and André Raymond (Leiden: 
Brill, 2008),  (p.231) 2:731–751; and Pedro Chalmeta, “Markets,” in The Islamic 
City, ed. R. B. Serjeant (Paris: UNESCO, 1980), 104–113.

(71) On Raqqa, see Julian Henderson et al., “Experiment and Innovation: Early 
Islamic Industry at al-Raqqa, Syria,” Antiquity 79 (2005): 130–145; Stefan 
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(173) Ibn Khaldūn, Muqaddima Ibn Khaldūn: Prolégomènes d’Ebn-Khaldoun, 
texte arabe, 3 vols. (Reprint, Beirut: Maktabat Lubnān, 1970), 2:277; Ibn 
Khaldūn, Muqaddimah, 2:316–317, 346–347.

(174) Ibn Khaldūn, Muqaddimah, 2:346, 406, 3:372.

(175) Ibn Khaldūn, Muqaddimah, 2:346.

(176) It is observed that every craftsman needs a teacher (ustādh), who learned 
the craft from his teacher, and so on, back to an originary, non-human teacher: 
Ikhwān al-Ṣafāʾ, Rasāʾil, 1:294.

(177) Hamdani, “Controversy,” 167–168.

(178) Miskawayh, Refining, 90. Miskawayh’s characterization of crafts as a 
means of demonstrating, and disseminating the benefits of, personal excellence 
is part of a discourse that links penmanship in particular with the expression of 
personal nobility: see David J. Roxburgh, “The Eye is Favored for Seeing the 
Writing’s Form: On the Sensual and the Sensuous in Islamic Calligraphy,” 

Muqarnas 25 (2008): 275–298.

(179) Sadan, “Kings and Craftsmen, Part II,” 92, citing Jāḥiẓ, al-Ḥayawān, ed. ʿA.- 
S. Hārūn (Cairo, 1938–1945), 3: 276.

Chapter 2: Building Ornament
(1) I have purposefully avoided setting out a precise definition of ornament here 
because the issue is too slippery and too distracting to be dealt with definitively 
in this context. 
(p.238)
Those who seek a definition are directed to Jonathan Hay, “The Passage of the 
Other,” in Histories of Ornament, ed. Necipoğlu and Payne, 62–64.

(2) Ernst Gombrich, The Sense of Order: A Study in the Psychology of Decorative 
Art, 2nd ed. (London: Phaidon, 2012), 171–173; Cynthia Hahn, “The Voices of the 
Saints: Speaking Reliquaries,” Gesta 36, no. 1 (1997): 20–31. See also Robert 
Venturi, Denise Scott Brown, and Steven Izenour’s famous distinction between 
the “duck” and the “decorated shed,” in Learning from Las Vegas (Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 1972), 87.

(3) See other examples of the type in Canby et al., Court and Cosmos, cat. nos. 
134 and 135, 217–218. The partial reconstruction of the Eskenazi Museum 
aquamanile from alien, but probably contemporary, sherds complicates its 
decoration, but enough remains of the original object to show that its art-market 
restorers were following the spirit of the original design. This object will be 
published in my forthcoming catalogue of the Islamic ceramics collection in the 
Eskenazi Art Museum, Indiana University. A parallel piece of inlaid metalwork is 
a flask in the form of a bird in the Victoria and Albert Museum, decorated on its 
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wings and tail with designs that mimic plumage, and on its sides and breast with 
figural scenes: M.54:2-1971; illustrated in Assadullah Souren Melikian-Chirvani, 
Islamic Metalwork from the Iranian World 8th–18th Centuries (London: Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1982), 122.

(4) Assadullah Souren Melikian-Chirvani, “Le rhyton selon les sources Persanes,” 

Studia Iranica 2 (1982): 276; Assadullah Souren Melikian-Chirvani, “Les 
taureaux à vin et les cornes à boire de l’Iran islamique,” in Histoire et cultes de 
l’Asie central préislamique, ed. Paul Bernard and Frantz Grenet (Paris: Éditions 
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(63) Baer, Metalwork, 68.

(64) Baer, Metalwork, 48.

(65) Allan, Islamic Metalwork, 36.

(66) Melikian-Chirvani, “State Inkwells”; Melikian-Chirvani, Islamic Metalwork, 
123. The Nishapur ceramic piece is Metropolitan Museum of Art, Rogers Fund 
38.40.296: see also Charles K. Wilkinson, “Christian Remains from Nishapur,” in 

Forschungen zur Kunst Asiens: In Memoriam Kurt Erdmann, ed. Oktay Aslanapa 
and Rudolf Naumann (Istanbul: Universitesi Edebiyat Fakultësi, 1969), 79–87. 
Melikian-Chirvani was later to change his interpretation of this object. See “The 
Light of Heaven and Earth: From the Chahār-ṭaq to the Miḥrāb,” Bulletin of the 
Asia Institute, n.s., 4 (1990): 105.

(67) Richard Ettinghausen, “Some Comments on Medieval Iranian Art,” Artibus 
Asiae 31, no. 4 (1969): 295, 298; Grabar, Mediation, 191–193; Oleg Grabar, 
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(68) Melikian-Chirvani, Islamic Metalwork, 282–284. See also Melikian-Chirvani, 
“State Inkwells,” 81–83, for further discussion of these examples.

(p.253)

(69) See the seminal works from either end of his career: Oleg Grabar, “The 
Umayyad Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem,” Ars Orientalis 3 (1959): 33–62; Oleg 
Grabar, The Dome of the Rock (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
2006).

(70) Ettinghausen, “Some Comments,” 298.

(71) Grabar, Mediation, 192.

(72) Troelenberg, “Pedestal?,” 159–174. On markets and canons, see Margaret S. 
Graves, “Feeling Uncomfortable in the Nineteenth Century,” Journal of Art 
Historiography 6 (2012), and in the same volume, Carey and Graves, 
“Introduction.”

(73) For examples see Oleg Grabar, “The Islamic Dome: Some Considerations,” 

Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 22, no. 4 (1963): 193–194; Oleg 
Grabar, “The Earliest Islamic Commemorative Structures, Notes and 
Documents,” Ars Orientalis 6 (1966): 12–13, 38; Hillenbrand, Islamic 
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of the Sasanians,” 135–173. Circular-plan tomb towers do exist, such as the 
eleventh-century examples at Damghan, but the polygonal plan is more common: 
Abbas Daneshvari, Medieval Tomb Towers of Iran: An Iconographical Study 

(Lexington, KY: Mazda, 1986), 18–31. On medieval architectural transformations 
from a round to a polygonal plan through copying, see Richard Krautheimer, 
“Introduction to an ‘Iconography of Medieval Architecture,’” Journal of the 
Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 5 (1942): 1–33; Christopher S. Wood, Forgery, 
Replica, Fiction: Temporalities of German Renaissance Art (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 2008), 47–53; Hana Taragan, “The Image of the Dome of the 
Rock in Cairene Mamluk Architecture,” in The Real and Ideal Jerusalem in 
Jewish, Christian and Islamic Art, ed. Bianca Kuhnel, Jewish Art 23/24 (1997– 

1998): 453–459.

(74) The octagonal tomb at Bust, Afghanistan, thought to date from the twelfth 
or early thirteenth century, is lower and wider than many extant tomb towers: 
see Howard Crane, “Helmand-Sistan Project: An Anonymous Tomb in Bust,” East 
and West 29 (1979): 241–246.

(75) For records of the medieval Muslim encounter with stupa architecture in 
the former Gandharan area, Ibn al-Faqı̄h al-Hamaḍānı̄, Abrégé du livre des pays 

(Mukhtaṣar kitāb al-buldān), trans. Henri Massé (Damascus: Institut Français de 
Damas, 1973), 383; Assadullah Souren Melikian-Chirvani, “Buddhism II: In 
Islamic Times,” in Encyclopaedia Iranica, vol. 4 (London and New York: 
Routledge / Kegan Paul, 1990), 496–499.

(76) Kurt Behrendt, The Buddhist Architecture of Gandhara (Leiden: Brill, 2004), 
121–123.

(77) See David Jongeward et al., Gandharan Buddhist Reliquaries (Seattle: Early 
Buddhist Manuscripts Project, 2012), 138, and other examples in this volume; 
Elizabeth Errington and Joe Crib, eds., The Crossroads of Asia: Transformation 
in Image and Symbol in the Art of Ancient Afghanistan and Pakistan (Cambridge: 
Ancient India and Iran Trust, 1992), 29, 185; Robert L. Brown, “The Nature and 
Use of the Bodily Relics of the Buddha in Gandhāra,” in Gandharan Buddhism: 
Archaeology, Art, Texts, ed. Pia Brancaccio and Kurt Behrendt (Vancouver: 
University of British Columbia Press, 2006), 200.

(78) Finbarr Barry Flood, “Gilding, Inlay and the Mobility of Metallurgy: A Case 
of Fraud in Medieval Kashmir,” in Metalwork and Material Culture, ed. Porter 
and Rosser-Owen, 131–142.

(79) A partial parallel for the form can be seen in a bronze lid excavated at 
Nishapur, thought to date from the eleventh century, which has a domical center 
decorated with raised lobes but is without the ogee elegance of the later inkwell 
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lids. James Allan,  (p.254) Nishapur: Metalwork of the Early Islamic Period 

(New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1982), 53, 99.

(80) Golombek, “Draped Universe,” 31, 34.

(81) See, for example, the forty-ninth miniature, showing Warqa mourning at a 
grave (which is marked by a tent), fol. 46a, illustrated in Abbas Daneshvari, 
Animal Symbolism in Warqa wa Gulshāh (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986), 
80.

(82) An alternative interpretation of the structure of this tent is given in 

Chahryar Adle, “Un diptyque de foundation en céramique lustrée, Kâšân 
711/1312,” in Art et société dans le monde iranien, ed. Chahryar Adle (Paris: 
Éditions Recherche sur les civilisations, 1982), 214–217.

(83) David Durand-Guédy, “Khargāh: An Inquiry into the Spread of the ‘Turkish’ 
Trellis Tent within the ʿAbbāsid World up to the Saljuq Conquest (mid. 2nd/8th– 

early 5th/11th Centuries),” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 

79, no. 1 (2016): 61–64, 74–77.

(84) David Durand-Guédy, “The Tents of the Saljuqs,” in Turko-Mongol Rulers, 
Cities and City Life, ed. David Durand-Guédy (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 155–159.

(85) For parallel arguments in the study of Gothic art and architecture, see 

Summerson, “Heavenly Mansions,” 1–28; Bucher, “Micro-Architecture,” 71–89.

(86) Avinoam Shalem, “Hidden Aesthetics and the Art of Deception: The Object, 
the Beholder and the Artisan,” in Siculo-Arabic Ivories and Islamic Painting 
1100–1300, ed. David Knipp (Chicago: University of Chicago, 2011), 40–52.

(87) Grabar, Mediation, 193.

(88) Taragan, “Speaking Inkwell.” The examples she analyses are from the Eretz 
Israel Museum, Tel Aviv, MHM 1.93; the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, 
M.86-1969; and the Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, 972.10.

(89) Khalili Collection, London, MTW1488. There is a further example in a 
Scottish private collection that also bears three arches occupied by single 
figures, but from the published description and illustration it is not clear if the 
figures are scribes: Mikhail Baskhanov, Maria Baskhanova, Pavel Petrov, and 
Nikolaj Serikoff, Arts from the Land of Timur: An Exhibition from a Scottish 
Private Collection (Paisley: Sogdiana Books / Bonhams, 2012), 141.

(90) Scerrato, “Summary Report,” 39 and fig. 38.

(91) A substantial body of recent literature has confirmed that directional bias 
from reading and writing affects many other areas of cognition, including the 
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exploration of artworks: Anne Maass, Caterina Suitner, and Jean-Pierre 
Deconchy, Living in an Asymmetrical World: How Writing Direction Affects 
Thought and Action (London and New York: Taylor and Francis, 2014).

(92) See for example the lamp discussed in Ivanov, “Works,” 16. Each of the four 
inscription cartouches on that object contains a phrase that begins “bi-l-yumn 
wa-l-baraka.”

(93) Roberta Giunta, “New Epigraphic Data from the Excavations of the 
Ghaznavid Palace of Mas’ūd III at Ghazni (Afhganistan),” in South Asian 
Archaeology 2007: Proceedings of the 19th Meeting of the European Association 
of South Asian Archaeology in Ravenna, Italy, July 2007, ed. Pierfrancesco 
Callieri and Luca Colliva (Oxford: British Archaeological Reports, 2010), 126.

(94) Taragan, “Speaking Inkwell,” 39–42; Baer, “Islamic Inkwell,” 199–201.

(95) Alain George suggests that the object of similar appearance carried by the 
figure on the David Collection inkwell is a dervish’s purse: “The Illustrations of 
the Maqāmāt and the Shadow Play,” Muqarnas 28 (2011): 22.

(p.255)

(96) Giuzal’ian, “Qalamdan,” 110.

(97) As Jaś Elsner notes with regard to a fifth-century casket adorned with 
Christological and architectural imagery, “It is as if closure brings into being the 
desire for an opening, and this desire (on the beholder’s part) builds itself into 
the box’s iconography.” Elsner, “Closure and Penetration,” 190.

(98) Allan, “Manuscript Illumination,” 119–126.

(99) Metropolitan Museum of Art, 35.128a,b. The combination of baluster- 
shaped flower vases and arches filled with symmetrical vegetal scroll designs 
can also be seen on two ewers in the Herat Museum, one inlaid, engraved and 
incised and signed by the maker Ḥasan-i bā Sahl, and one with engraved and 
incised decoration only (HNM 02.26.86 and 02.29.86). See Franke and Müller- 
Weiner, Ancient Herat Vol. 3, 112–116, and Assadullah Souren Melikian-Chirvani, 
“Les bronzes du Khorâssân—VI: L’oeuvre de Ḥasan-e Bā Sahl: de l’emploi de 
l’unité modulaire et des nombres privilégiés dans l’art du bronze,” Studia Iranica 

8, no. 1 (1979): 7–32.

(100) Grabar also linked the prevalence of human figures on twelfth- and 
thirteenth-century artworks from the Persianate world with an “animation of the 
object”: “Visual Arts,” 648.
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(101) For the bibliography for this object, see Mayer, Islamic Metalworkers, 82– 

83; also Ralph Harari, “Metalwork after the Early Islamic Period,” in Survey of 
Persian Art, 5:2527, n. 7; Dalu Jones and George Michell, eds, The Arts of Islam: 
Hayward Gallery, 8 Apri –4 July 1976 (London: Arts Council of Great Britain, 
1976), 172; Baer, Metalwork, 140; Kjeld Von Folsach, Islamic Art: The David 
Collection (Copenhagen: David Collection, 1990), 194; Kjeld Von Folsach et al., 
eds., Sultan, Shah and Great Mughal: The History and Culture of the Islamic 
World (Copenhagen: National Museum, 1996), 149; Von Folsach, Art from the 
World of Islam, 306–307.

(102) Mayer, Metalworkers, 82–83.

(103) Sarre and Martin, eds., Die Ausstellung, vol. 2, plate 151, cat. no. 3035. On 
the scholarly significance of the Munich exhibition and its publications, see Eva- 
Maria Troelenberg, “Regarding the Exhibition: the Munich Exhibition 

Masterpieces of Muhammedan Art (1910) and Its Scholarly Position,” Journal of 
Art Historiography 6 (2012): n.p.

(104) On the terminological and taxonomical confusions surrounding bronzes, 
brasses, and other copper alloys in the medieval Iranian world, see Allan, Persian 
Metal Technology, 39–55; Mehmet Aga-Oglu, “A Brief Note on Islamic 
Terminology for Bronze and Brass,” Journal of the American Oriental Society 64, 
no. 4 (1944): 218–223.

(105) Kjeld Von Folsach, “Inkwell, Cast Bronze with Engraved and Punched 
Decoration and Copper and Silver Inlays,” in Sultan, Shah and Great Mughal: 
The History and Culture of the Islamic World, ed. Kjeld Von Folsach, Torben 
Lundbaek, and Peder Mortensen (Copenhagen: National Museum, 1996), 149.

(106) The dirt that fills engraved indentations on many surviving medieval 
metalwork objects is distinct from but often confused with niello, a black mixture 
of metal sulphides that was used in the manufacture of metalwares and jewelry 
as a form of inlay.

(107) Pancaroğlu, “Socializing Medicine,” 157.

(108) See Jones and Michell, Arts of Islam, 172. Boris Marshak, “An Early Seljuq 
Silver Bottle from Siberia,” Muqarnas 21 (2004): 255–256.

(109) I expand some of these aspects in a forthcoming article: Margaret S. 
Graves, “Say Something Nice: Supplications on Medieval Objects, and Why They 
Matter,” in Studying the Near and Middle East at the Institute for Advanced 
Study, Princeton, 1936–2018, ed. Sabine Schmidtke (Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias 
Press, forthcoming 2018). On the supplicatory formulae see also Jeremy Johns, 
“The Arabic Inscriptions of the Norman  (p.256) Kings of Sicily. A 
Reinterpretation,” in The Royal Workshops in Palermo during the Reigns of the 
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Norman and Hohenstaufen Kings of Sicily in the 12th and 13th century, ed. 
Maria Andaloro (Catania: Giuseppe Maimone, 2006), 324–337.

(110) Robert Hillenbrand, “Islamic Monumental Inscriptions Contextualized: 
Location, Content, Legibility and Aesthetics,” in Beiträge zur Islamischen Kunst 
und Archäologie: herausgegeben von der Ernst-Herzfeld-Gesellschaft, Band 3, 
ed. Lorenz Korn and Anja Heidenreich (Weisbaden: Reichert Verlag, 2012), 18.

(111) These are similar to the three-pointed crowns found on thirteenth-century 
numismatic images of rulers, with the addition of trailing ribbons like those seen 
on the caps of figures that adorn mı̄nāʾı̄ bowls from late twelfth- and early 
thirteenth-century Iran. See the copper dirham of Naṣr al-Dı̄n Maḥmūd (r. 1219– 

1234), minted at Mosul in 627 H (1229–1230 CE), and illustrated in Canby et al., 
Court and Cosmos, 70.

(112) Niẓām al-Mulk, The Book of Government or Rules for Kings: The Siyar al- 
Muluk or Siyasat-nama of Nizam al-Mulk, translated from the Persian by Hubert 
Darke, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1978), 89–90. On the 
authorship of this text, see Alexey A. Khismatulin, “Two Mirrors for Princes 
Fabricated at the Seljuq Court: Nizām al-Mulk’s Siyar al-mulūk and al-Ghazālı̄’s 

Nası̄hat al-mulūk,” in The Age of the Seljuqs: The Idea of Iran, vol. VI, ed. 
Edmund Herzig and Sarah Stewart (London: I. B. Tauris, 2015), 94–130.

(113) Taragan (“Speaking Inkwell,” 37) suggests that this is a scribe carrying a 
reed pen and inkwell.

(114) George, “The Illustrations of the Maqāmāt,” 22. On similar figures in 
ceramic painting and shadow puppetry see Richard Ettinghausen, “Early 
Shadow Figures,” Bulletin of the American Institute for Persian Art and 
Archaeology 3, no. 6 (1934): 12.

(115) Marianna Shreve Simpson, “Narrative Structure of a Medieval Iranian 
Beaker,” Ars Orientalis 12 (1981): 22; Robert Hillenbrand, “The Relationship 
between Book Painting and Luxury Ceramics in Thirteenth-Century Iran,” in The 
Art of the Saljuqs in Iran and Anatolia: Proceedings of a Symposium Held in 
Edinburgh in 1982, ed. Robert Hillenbrand (Costa Mesa, CA: Mazda, 1994), 134– 

141.

(116) A mı̄nāʾı̄ bowl fragment painted with Shāhnāma scenes and now held in the 
Khalili Collection, POT875, uses a similar device to compartmentalise space: 
illustrated in Eleanor Sims with Boris Marshak and Ernst J. Grube, Peerless 
Images: Persian Painting and Its Sources (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 2002), 35, fig. 45.

(117) See discussion of these devices on the Freer beaker in Simpson, 
“Narrative Structure,” 21, 22; Marianna Shreve Simpson, The Illustration of an 
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Epic: The Earliest Shahnama Manuscripts (New York: Garland, 1979), 243–245. 
For their use in interior scenes on the Small Shāhnāmas, see, for example, 
Simpson, Illustration of an Epic, plate 43.

(118) See the arch form carved with an inscription on the marble tomb of 
Mahmud I at Ghazni: Roberta Giunta, Les inscriptions funéraires de Gaznı ̄
(Naples: Istituto Italiano per l’Africa e l’Oriente Fondation Max Van Berchem, 
2003), 27–44, and plate V. A similar form is carved on an Afghan grave stele 
dated 591 H (1194 –1195 CE): Janine Sourdel-Thomine, “Stèles arabes de Bust 
(Afghanistan),” Arabica 3/3 (1956), plate IV. See also the carved panels 
illustrated in Finbarr Barry Flood, “A Ghaznavid Narrative Relief and the 
Problem of Pre-Mongol Persian Book Painting,” in Siculo-Arabic Ivories and 
Islamic Painting 1100–1300, ed. David Knipp (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2011), 259–272, figs. 3 and 7.

(119) For example, an inlaid brass cup illustrated in Eva Baer, “A Brass Vessel 
from the Tomb of Sayyid Baṭṭāl Ghāzı̄: Notes on the Interpretation of Thirteenth- 
Century Islamic Imagery,” Artibus Asiae 39, nos. 3/4 (1977): 299–335.

(p.257)

(120) MMA 40.170.439. Charles K. Wilkinson, Nishapur: Some Early Islamic 
Buildings and Their Decoration (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1986), 
241.

(121) A notable exception is Oya Pancaroğlu, “Serving Wisdom: The Contents of 
Samanid Epigraphic Pottery,” in Studies in Islamic and Later Indian Art from the 
Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Harvard University Art Museums, ed. Rochelle 
Kessler (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Art Museum, 2002), 59–75.

(122) See Janine Sourdel-Thomine, “Kitabat, (a), inscriptions, 1. Islamic 
epigraphy in general,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed., http://dx.doi.org/ 
10.1163/1573-3912_islam_COM_0525; Melikian-Chirvani, Islamic Metalwork, 
73–75; Sheila Blair, Islamic Inscriptions (New York: New York University Press, 
1998), 104–105. All have noted that a survey of these formulae on medieval 
objects is clearly needed, but as yet no real answer to the challenge has arisen. 
Marshak’s “Early Seljuq Silver Bottle” is an important study in this respect 
because it lays out an evolution of benedictory expressions from silver to inlaid 
bronze in eleventh- and twelfth-century Iran and central Asia, and demonstrates 
the utility such a survey would hold for the attribution of objects.

(123) Holly Edwards, “Text, Context, Architext: The Qur’an as Architectural 
Inscription,” in Brocade of the Pen: The Art of Islamic Writing, ed. Carol Garrett 
Fisher (East Lansing, MI: Kresge Art Museum, 1991), 69; see also Finbarr Barry 
Flood, “Islamic Identities and Islamic Art: Inscribing the Qur’an in Twelfth- 
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Century Afghanistan,” in Dialogues in Art History, from Mesopotamian to 
Modern: Readings for a New Century, ed. Elizabeth Cropper (Washington, DC: 
National Gallery of Art, 2009), 91–117.

(124) The sleeves are matched in much later images of dervishes in ecstasy: for 
example, a painting from the 1582 Tazkirā of Shaykh Ṣafı̄ al-Dı̄n now in the 
collection of the Aga Khan Museum (AKM 00264, fol. 280r). For recent 
discussions of this image, see Kishwar Rizvi, The Safavid Dynastic Shrine: 
Architecture, Religion and Power (London: I. B. Tauris, 2011), 40; Margaret S. 
Graves and Benoît Junod, eds., Treasures of the Aga Khan Museum: Architecture 
in Islamic Arts (Geneva: Aga Khan Trust for Culture, 2011), cat. no. 31, 120–121.

(125) Ettinghausen, “Early Shadow Figures,” 12–15; George, “The Illustrations 
of the Maqāmāt”; David Roxburgh, “In Pursuit of Shadows: al-Hariri’s Maqāmāt,” 

Muqarnas 30 (2013): 205–207. See also the populated trellis of the multi-author 
frontispiece to the early thirteenth-century Mukhtār al-ḥikam wa-maḥāsin al- 
kalim (Choice judgements and finest sayings) illustrated in Robert Hillenbrand, 
“Erudition Exalted: The Double Frontispiece to the Epistles of the Sincere 
Brethren,” in Beyond the Legacy of Genghis Khan, ed. Linda Komaroff (Leiden: 
Brill, 2006), 24–26.

(126) For a general overview of these themes see Graves, “Inside and Outside,” 

295–303.

(127) Translation given in Puerta Vílchez, Aesthetics in Arabic Thought, 282.

(128) Wolfhart Hienrichs, “Takhyı̄l: Make-Believe and Image Creation in 
Medieval Arabic Literary Theory,” in Takhyı̄l: The Imaginary in Classical Arabic 
Poetics, ed. Geert Jan van Gelder and Marlé Hammond (Oxford: Oxbow, 2008), 
1–14; Puerta Vílchez, Aesthetics in Arabic Thought, 270–286.

(129) Puerta Vílchez, Aesthetics in Arabic Thought, 282.

(130) Puerta Vílchez, Aesthetics in Arabic Thought, 280.

(131) Ali Asghar Seyed-Gohrab, “Epigram, Persian,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, 3rd 
ed., http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-3912_ei3_COM_2643; Charles Pellat, 
“Nādira,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed., http://dx.doi.org/ 
10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_5715.

(p.258)
Chapter 4: Material Metaphors
(1) On gift exchange, see Elias Muhanna, “The Sultan’s New Clothes: Ottoman- 
Mamluk Gift Exchange,” Muqarnas 27 (2010): 189–207; Sinem Arcak, Gifts in 
Motion: Ottoman-Safavid Cultural Exchange, 1501–1618 (PhD diss., University of 
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Minnesota, 2012); Linda Komaroff, ed., Gifts of the Sultan: The Arts of Giving at 
the Islamic Courts (Los Angeles: Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 2011).

(2) Clifford Edmund Bosworth, “Some Historical Gleanings from the Section on 
Symbolic Actions in Qalqašandı̄’s Ṣubḥ al-Aʿšā,” Arabica 10, no. 2 (1963): 148– 

153. See also the story of the pre-Islamic Iranian king Parvı̄z ordering the 
rebellious general Bahrām Chūbı̄n to put two swords in one scabbard: Niẓām-al- 
Mulk, Book of Government, 73, and al-Ghazālı̄, Ghazālı̄’s Book of Counsel for 
Kings (Naṣı̄ḥat al-mulūk), trans. F. R. C. Bagley (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1964), 94–95. On the authorship of these two texts, see Khismatulin, “Two 
Mirrors,” 95–130.

(3) Ibn al-Athı̄r, The Annals of the Saljuq Turks: Selections from al-Kāmil fı̄ʾl- 
Taʾrı̄kh of ʿIzz al-Dı̄n Ibn al-Athı̄r, trans. and annotated D. S. Richards (London: 
RoutledgeCurzon, 2002), 36.

(4) Ibn al-Athı̄r, Al-Kāmil fı̄ al-tārı̄kh, 13 vols (Beirut: Dar Ṣādir, 1385–1387 
[1965–1968]), 9:479. Assuming that there has been no corruption of the word on 
its way to the published edition, the meaning seems unequivocal: ishfā appears 
in a thirteenth-century list of bookbinding tools written in Rasulid Yemen, where 
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dating to the sixth century that was first published in Étienne Combe, Jean 
Sauvaget, and Gaston Wiet, ed., Répertoire chronologique d’épigraphie arabe, 
vol. 8 (Cairo: Institut français d’archéologie orientale, 1937), 279.

(41) Ibrahim, “Clear Fresh Water,” 3.

(42) Elisséeff, “Alabaster Water-Jar,” 35.

(43) On the iconicity of Fatimid architectural inscriptions in Cairo see Irene 
Bierman, Writing Signs: The Fatimid Public Text (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1998).

(p.272)

(44) On later architectural chronograms and architectural panegyric composed 
for inscription upon buildings, see Paul Losensky, “Coordinates in Space and 
Time: Architectural Chronograms in Safavid Iran,” in New Perspectives on 
Safavid Iran: Empire and Society, ed. Colin P. Mitchell (London: Routledge, 
2011), 198–219; Losensky, “ ‘Square Like a Bubble,’ ” 42–70. On walls of words 
created by architectural inscriptions, see Bernard O’Kane, The Appearance of 
Persian on Islamic Art (New York: Persian Heritage Foundation, 2009), 26–41, 
48–56, 59–66, 121–123, 130–131, 139; Bernard O’Kane, “Persian Poetry on 
Ilkhanid Art and Architecture,” in Beyond the Legacy of Genghis Khan, ed. Linda 
Komaroff (Leiden: Brill, 2006), 346–354.

(45) Lorenz Korn, “The Façade of aṣ-Ṣāliḥ ʿAyyūb’s Madrasa and the Style of 
Ayyubid Architecture in Cairo,” in Egypt and Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid and 
Mamluk Eras, III, ed. Urbain Vermeulen and Jo Van Steenbergen (Leuven: 
Peeters, 2001), 106 and n. 13. This motif was mistakenly interpreted by Knauer 
as a tree or leaf (“Marble Jar Stands,” 67, 77–8, 82, 84, 89), and her erroneous 
interpretation has been repeated in some later catalogue entries.

(46) Ibrahim (“Clear Fresh Water,” 1 and n. 6) proposes that the arch originated 
in Samarra, Iraq, at the Dār al-Khilāfa (ninth century). A related form can be 
seen in the Baghdad Gate in Raqqa, Syria, probably dateable to the late eleventh 
or twelfth century: see Hillenbrand, “Eastern Islamic Influences,” 34–35.

(47) Ahmad Fikri, Masājid al-Qāhira wa-madārisuhā, 3 vols. (Cairo: Dār al- 
Maʿārif, 1961), 1:204.

(48) These are in the Coptic Museum in Cairo (Ibrahim, “Clear Fresh Water,” 

plate 8 A and B), and the Ikonenmuseum, Recklinghausen, Germany (Knauer, 
“Marble Jar Stands,” 90).
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(49) See, for example, the Sayyida Ruqayya Mashhad (1133; illustrated in Keppel 
Archibald Cameron Creswell, The Muslim Architecture of Egypt, 2 vols. [New 
York: Hacker, 1978], vol. 1, plate 86c) and the maqṣūra of al-Ḥāfiẓ, in the Azhar 
Mosque (1138; illustrated in Bloom, Arts of the City, 151). Lorenz Korn sees the 
blind tricusped arch as a marker of the continuation between Fatimid and 
Ayyubid architectural decoration: Korn, “Façade,” 106; see also Stéphane 
Pradines, “Burj al-Ẓafar: Architecture de passage des fatimides aux ayyoubides,” 
in Egypt and Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid and Mamluk Eras, VIII, ed. Urbain 
Vermeulen, Kristof D’Hulster, and Jo Van Steenbergen (Leuven: Peeters, 2016), 
76, 100, 106. Ibrahim has noted that it also appears as late as the Ottoman 
period, in the drum of the Sinan Pasha Mosque, 1571 (Ibrahim, “Clear Fresh 
Water,” n. 6).

(50) Graves, Worlds Writ Small, 211–214; some examples are published in Joan 
Aruz, Kim Benzel, and Jean M. Evans, ed., Beyond Babylon: Art, Trade and 
Diplomacy in the Second Millenium B.C. (New York: Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, 2008), 347; Vassos Karagheorgis, Eleni Vassilika, and Penelope Wilson, The 
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FIGURE 3.7
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© RMN-Grand Palais (musée du Louvre)/Jean-Gilles Berizzi.

FIGURE 4.12

Länsmuseet Gävleborg.

FIGURE 4.13

Johannes Kramer, © Museum für Islamische Kunst—Staatliche Museen zu 
Berlin.

FIGURE 4.14

© The Khalili Family Trust.

FIGURE 4.15
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FIGURE 4.16

© The al-Sabah Collection, Dar al-Athar al-Islamiyyah, Kuwait.

FIGURE 4.17

Metropolitan Museum of Art, Edward C. Moore Collection, Bequest of Edward C. 
Moore, 1891.
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FIGURE 4.19
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Vladimir Terebenin, Alexander Koksharov, © The State Hermitage Museum.

FIGURE 5.1

Photo: author, by permission of the City Art Gallery.

FIGURE 5.2

Courtesy of The American University in Cairo Press.

FIGURE 5.3

After K.A.C. Creswell, Early Muslim Architecture, vol. 2 (Oxford, 1940), fig. 230. 
Courtesy of Special Collections, Fine Arts Library, Harvard University.

FIGURE 5.4

Photo: author, by permission of the Museum für Islamische Kunst—Staatliche 
Museen zu Berlin.

FIGURE 5.5

© Museum für Islamische Kunst—Staatliche Museen zu Berlin.

FIGURE 5.6

Photo: author.

FIGURE 5.7

Photo: author, by permission of the City Art Gallery.

FIGURE 5.8

Photo: author.

FIGURE 5.9

Photo: author, reproduced by permission of the Victoria and Albert Museum.
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Photo: author.

FIGURE 5.11

Photo: author, reproduced by permission of the Victoria and Albert Museum.
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Photo: Mariam Rosser-Owen.
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Navarro Palazón, Julio, 202–203
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New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 4, 46, 124, 169, 171
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 (p.336) Nile, 182–186, 204, 270 n. 28
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Niẓāmī ʿArūḍī Samarqandī, 111
Norman, 116
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nūr, 174. See also light
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